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ABSTRACT 

 

A REVISED PHONOLOGY OF KABIYE SEGMENTS AND TONES  

 

Cécile Mamalinani Padayodi, PhD.  

 

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2010 

Supervising Professor: David James Silva 

This study suggests revisions to the segmental and tonal phonology of Kabiye 

following a reanalysis of consonants, vowels, and tones in the speech of 7 male native 

speakers. Acoustic investigations are also included to illustrate some phonetic aspects of 

segments and tone. Data were elicited through three speech styles – wordlists, short 

phrases, and storytelling – later transcribed and analyzed.  

Revisions are made to the phonetic and phonemic inventories of consonants and 

vowels, as well as to the inventories of the underlying tonal melodies on noun roots, verb 

roots, and noun suffixes, as indicated by the results of the current study, which combines 

a more adequate methodology with newer phonological theories. In Kabiye, the surfacing 

of obstruents’ underlying voicing specifications is known to be restricted in both initial 

positions where they are all realized as voiceless and in medial positions – in the simple 

root and after a morpheme boundary – where they have a tendency to surface as voiced. 

Under the current study, it is further found that contrasts in voiced and voiceless 
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obstruents are nonetheless kept in medial positions, but they are regulated by morphology. 

In medial position, there are voicing environments, which voice all the obstruents 

occurring after a morpheme boundary, but the underlying voicing specifications of 

obstruents also surface after a morpheme boundary in certain contexts, which are voicing-

neutral environments. In the latter environments, the current study found voiced and 

voiceless obstruents occurring in contrastive pairs, with the exception of the obstruents in 

the bilabial and the retroflex subclasses. Consequently, these subclasses revealed 

themselves as defective, with only voiced phonemes. The analysis of nasals determined a 

nasal archiphoneme, which is now part of the phonemic system. The vocalic system is 

also found to include a vocalic archiphoneme, unlike in any of the previous studies. This 

underspecified vocalic segment, determined to be from consonantal origin, is the element 

underlying the vowels known previously as “pharyngealized” or “velarized” vowels, and 

replaces the unattested segment “/ɣ/” that appeared in previous studies.  

Tone analysis determined four lexical tonal melodies on five groups of noun roots 

– one of which includes toneless roots – and five lexical tonal melodies on five groups of 

verbs roots, also leading to a revision of the tone classes of nouns and verbs. In addition 

to the various revisions, which affect the analyses of segments and tone at the phonetic 

and the phonological levels, basic acoustic illustrations have been included at various 

points in the current study to back up some phonological claims and to show the physical 

nature of pitch as the correlate of tone.    
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION OF THE LANGUAGE  

1.1 Introduction   

Since the beginning of modern linguistics some decades ago, it has become 

increasingly appreciated that the diversity of the languages of the world is a rich human 

legacy that needs to be preserved. Indeed, while languages of the world share many 

universal properties, each language has specific characteristics (conceptualized as 

“parameter settings” by generativists) that make its grammar unique. Therefore, 

language description has become widespread as an important contribution to language 

preservation. However, to date, although many languages have been studied, described 

and written for centuries, most languages of the world still remain only spoken or 

under-studied and some are even extinct or on the way to extinction (Brenzinger 2007, 

Harrison 2007). Kabiye, one of the most widely spoken languages of Togo, falls into 

the under-studied languages category. Only a handful of studies to date have explored 

its morphological, syntactic, and phonological rules. Its tone system, which manifests 

complex rules, is even less studied and still needs in-depth investigation.   

From lexical to sentential levels, the phonology of Kabiye manifests very 

interesting and complex segmental and tonal rules. Through the limited existing 

research on this language, it is now possible to envision some of the functioning of 
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segments and tones, but the language’s sound system is still not yet wholly understood. 

Most striking are the many types of phonological alterations. Very commonly, some 

words are produced with a certain consonant when they appear in isolation, but surface 

with a dimerent consonant when they are combined with other words into phrases and 

sentences. For instance, words such as [tɔm̀́] ‘news, language’ and [ʧàá] ‘father’ occur 

in isolation (as in a wordlist) with an initial voiceless stop; but in a phrase, these words 

are uttered with a voiced consonant as in [nɛm̀ɛ ́ʤàà dɔm̀́] ‘news about Nɛm̀ɛ’́s father’. 

Yet, in another phrase, these consonants might not change, viz. [á-ʧàà dɔm̀́ nèè] ‘news 

about whose father?’ Vowels and tones also show similar alternations. Typically, while 

the tonal patterns of some nouns remain consistent anywhere they appear (as illustrated 

by [pɪj̀àlʊ́] ‘son’, [ɲá-bɪj̀àlʊ́] ‘your son’, or [pà-bɪj̀àlʊ]́ ‘their son’), the tonal patterns of 

many other nouns alternate between forms occurring in isolation and forms in included 

environment. The following nouns, for example, have tones as [tɔɔ́ńáɑ]̀ ‘food’ and 

[hájʊ́ʊ]́ ‘leaf’ in a wordlist, but as [píjà dɔɔ̀ǹáɑ]̀ ‘children’s food’ and [pà-hàjʊ̀ʊ]́ ‘their 

leaf’ following a low tone, and as [ɲɔ-́dɔɔ́ńáɑ]̀ ‘your food’ and [ɲá-hájʊ́ʊ]́ ‘your leaf’ 

following a high tone. Other manifestations of tonal alterations are also common, 

namely such tonal phenomena as downstep, downdrift, declination, etc., phenomena 

found in many African languages and described in work by scholars such as Welmers 

(1973), Stewart (1965), Goldsmith (1976), and Pulleyblank (1986), among others. 

Specifically, the tones of some Kabiye words illustrated by [ɛj̀ʊ́] ‘man’, [ɛǹɛ]́ ‘this’, and 

[pòŋd̀ónè] ‘neck’ may change in the phrasal environment to show evidence of downstep 
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as in [ɛj̀ʊ́ !ɛńɛ]́ ‘this man’ or [ɲó-!bóŋd́ ónè] ‘your neck’. In a longer syntactic unit such 

as the sentence, tones of words may show further alternation as they relate to the 

following or the preceding morphemes, thus exhibiting other phrase and sentence level 

rules. Moreover, the tonal system is rich with the potential for testing many other 

theoretical claims. For both the tones and the segments, the change seems to depend on 

the type of the element involved – type of consonant, type of tone or type of melody – 

and the environment in which they appear, such as the position of the word in the 

utterance and the tonal melody of what precedes and what follows it. 

Although the Kabiye language is already represented by several studies of 

segments and tones, mainly by Delord (1976), Lébikaza (1985, 1999), Roberts (2002, 

2003), and CLNK & SIL-Togo (1998), these descriptions have not reached a unified 

conclusion on many phonological issues. The results are as diverse as the studies, as will 

be shown in the literature review; and also include misinterpretations that still need to be 

addressed. Very often, the strategies used by these previous accounts to uncover the deep 

structure of segments and tones are not fully systematic and the ensuing analyses have 

missed generalizations. Therefore, these studies are not always reliable. In this context, 

the research in these foundational studies needs revision in order to better explain the 

tones and segments and their underlying configurations. The processes that yield the 

corresponding surface forms also need to be determined. The present research is proposed 

for this end: it will further shed light on Kabiye segments and tones by improving various 

points from the previous studies and contributing new generalizations. 
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1.1.1 The Need for More Systematic Studies 

The existing major descriptions of Kabiye are broad in the array of topics they 

cover, but show a lack of in-depth investigation of individual topics (including tone and 

segments) and consequently often reach partial results or results that are only partially 

true (Delord 1976 and Lébikaza 1985, 1999). Given the large number of topics they 

discuss, it is not surprising that these studies do not investigate each topic in full depth. 

Tone and segments in these descriptions are usually studied along with other topics such 

as syntax, morphology, etc. The descriptions also fail to be systematic in their 

methodologies, (for example, Delord 1976), leaving them only relatively detailed, a 

concern that also applies to newer studies such as Roberts 2002, 2003. Therefore, some 

of the conclusions of these works may not stand because they are based on potentially 

faulty assumptions.  

Because of methodological weaknesses leading to unclear results in the previous 

studies, they do not constitute a solid foundation upon which newer studies can build – 

as they should – without first revisiting the data and analyses. In fact, among these 

previous studies, some of the later works attempted to correct the errors they found in 

the earlier ones by reinvestigating the same topics, but they have arguably fallen short 

as well, mainly because they also lack systematicity in their investigations. Specifically, 

Lébikaza’s works (1985, 1999) revisited most of the topics investigated in Delord 1976, 

which include the phonological analysis of sounds and tones, but missed some 

important conclusions about certain segments and lexical tones. Likewise, Roberts 2002 
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began by showing a new phonological analysis of the sounds of the language and 

redefining the basics of tone before exploring the tone classes of Kabiye verbs, but this 

work can be viewed as problematic because it does not show any detail of its 

phonological analysis of the segments. Consequently, the analyses of segments and 

tones in Kabiye would benefit from further investigation for more reliable conclusions.   

1.1.2 Implications of Inexhaustive Tone Investigations for the Writing System  

One consequence of the lack of studies that lay out all of the intricate tone rules 

and make available a full understanding of how they work can be seen in the lack of 

tone representation observed in the writing system, even three decades after the writing 

started.  

Since 1978, when schools began the teaching of Kabiye as an elective subject, 

tones have systematically been ignored in the practical orthography. This writing system 

is generally very close to the IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) on which it is 

based, but departs from the IPA in a few cases and also uses several glyphs from Latin 

script. For example, the IPA [tʃ ʤ ɲ j ʈ] are represented by the glyphs <c j ɲ y ɖ>, 

respectively. Tones, however, are not reflected in the writing system. Moreover, tone 

has received no attention from those who designed the various pedagogical materials 

and other documents in the language.  

This lack of tones in the orthography appears to be critically affecting the 

reading and writing of the language, thus unfortunately jeopardizing the efforts of 

standardization (CLNK, p.c.). As a matter of fact, during the data collection for the 
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current study, even trained native speakers of Kabiye are unable to read their own 

language as fluently as they read non-tone languages, such as French and English, 

which they have learned in schools. They are often faced with uncertainty when it 

comes to choosing the right tones of the words, especially when the meaning of these 

words cannot be inferred from context, which leaves them simply guessing at the tone 

combinations. Absence of written tones makes it very challenging for speakers to read a 

text without hesitation. This phenomenon of guessing at the unwritten tones in a text is 

actually not particular to Kabiye readers. The same phenomenon occurs in other tone 

languages such as Bassa of Liberia, about which Welmers stated:  

It has proven far too easy to underestimate the importance of indicating 

tone. In recording a Bassa (of Liberia) reading of a portion of the Bible 

for broadcast purposes, it was noted that, no matter who the reader was, 

he could record only one sentence at a time; for each sentence, he had to 

experiment with various combinations of tone before setting on a 

combination that seemed the most reasonable (Welmers 1973: 118). 

The same can be stated of Kabiye. In church services, leaders reading Kabiye 

translations of biblical passages prepare for every reading for long periods of time by 

experimenting with various combinations of tone, then settling on the one that makes 

the most sense before reading it aloud to service attendants. 

It appears that without orthographic tone marking, the written text of a tone 

language is missing a key component without which the language becomes mostly 

unrecognizable, even to native speakers. Indeed, a “tone language” cannot be whole and 

understandable without tone. Nonetheless, a great many African languages in their 
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practical orthographies have “chosen” not to use tone marking. In such languages as 

Somali for example, tone may not play a vital role. In many cases, tone can be inferred 

from stress. More generally, Somali presents very few cases of lexical or grammatical 

forms differentiated by tone only. Such varying practices indicate that from language to 

language, tone varies in importance; in Kabiye, however, it is vital. It is apparent that 

leaving it to readers of Kabiye to infer the tones of words was an unrealistic expectation 

based on native speakers’ competence. In addition, the needs of potential Kabiye second 

language learners are not being met.   

Because the importance of tone in Kabiye and the necessity to show tone in the 

writing system is now better understood, a more urgent need is felt by researchers to 

thoroughly study the tone system of the language and describe it in fuller detail. As a 

result, more recent tone studies have been conducted on this language. These studies not 

only attempt to show tone by means of diacritics in their Kabiye transcriptions, but also 

actively research and describe the tone of this language to uncover rules, with some 

focusing also on devising adequate tone representation in the writing system (Roberts 

2008). Moreover, it is necessary to go beyond mere descriptions to formulate rules of 

tones that seem complex and are still not well understood. This is the primary task that 

the present project, following the steps of recent studies, seeks to undertake.  

1.1.3 The Purpose of the Present Study  

Building on previous works, the research undertaken here strives to further 

refine the description of Kabiye segments and tones. The current account aims at 
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contributing some important generalizations that have been missed in the existing 

descriptions of the basics or the fundamentals of tones and segments. It also seeks to 

address some errors found in some of these foundational works. Therefore, a revision of 

segmental and tonal phonology is proposed to address the missed generalizations and 

errors in the existing accounts in order to achieve descriptive accuracy, clarity, and 

coherence. The current study, however, further expands to include unstudied areas of 

tone and segments.  

More specifically, this study will pursue three goals: 1) to contribute better 

generalizations to the analysis of Kabiye segments and tone, 2) to address the 

misinterpretations of the fundamentals of tone and segments found in previous studies, 

and 3) to investigate some tone areas previously not explored, by showing the physical 

nature of tone through pitch tracks and F0 correlate of tone, from an acoustic phonetics 

perspective, which makes use of the new research tools available for a complete and 

more accurate analysis.  

1.1.4 Outlining the Dissertation  

Based on the research goals to be achieved, this dissertation is structured as 

follows. After this chapter, which introduces the language and its speakers as well as the 

research, the previous studies on Kabiye tone and sounds will be reviewed in detail in 

Chapter 2 to highlight their strengths and assess their weaknesses. It will be followed in 

Chapter 3 by an explanation of the methodology adopted in the present analysis. The 

fourth chapter will revisit and revise the consonantal phonology while the fifth chapter 
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will be devoted to a revisit and revision of the vowels. Chapter 6 will offer the 

beginnings of a new phonological account of Kabiye tones as well as an acoustic 

description of tone. A final chapter will provide an overview of the significant findings 

of the study.  

The remainder of this introductory chapter includes a presentation of the 

historical, cultural, and geographical settings of the language and its speakers as well as 

its linguistic background. A sketch of the grammar, which includes syntax, morphology, 

and syllable structure, is also presented in order to provide the reader with some general 

knowledge of the language.  

1.2 Linguistic Classification and Background  

This section presents the linguistic, historical, and geographic background of 

Kabiye. It also details its language affiliation and overviews the existing literature on 

the language.  

1.2.1 Language Affiliation 

Kabiye is a Gur (Voltaic) language that belongs to the Eastern Grusi2 sub-branch 

of Central Gur, which in turn sub-branches from Gur that is part of the greater Niger-

Congo language family (Naden 1989: 143-147 in J. Bendor-Samuel ed.). Other names 

of this language have been listed in the literature as Cabrai, Cabrais, Kabre, Kabure, 

                                           
2 Grusi is also known as ‘Gurunsi’ in other works such as Heine and Nurse 2000: 26, Manessy 1962, 

1969, 1979, and Koehler 1952. 
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Kabye (Delord 1976, Lewis 2009), Kabré, Kabiyé, Kabiye (Verdier 1960, 1974); Kabrè, 

Kabɩyɛ (Delord 1976), and Kaure (Koelle 1854). The classification in Figure  1.1 (a) 

shows where Gur fits in the sub-branching of the Niger-Congo language family in 

Greenberg’s classification (Greenberg’s 1963a in Williamson 1989) while Figure  1.1 (b) 

illustrates the hierarchical relationship of Eastern Grusi to Niger-Congo and ultimately 

to the larger Niger-Kordofanian3 as found in Naden 1989. 

  

                                           
3 Also appearing as “Niger-Kordofanian (or Congo-Kordofanian)” in Heine and Nurse 2000: 15 reporting 

Greenberg. 
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Niger-Kordofanian 

   Niger-Congo     Kordofanian 

West  Mande  Gur    Kwa    Benue-    Adamawa- 

Atlantic     [including   Congo    Eastern 

   Kru, Ịjọ] 

(a) 

    

    

                                CONGOCONGOCONGOCONGO----KORDOFANIAN KORDOFANIAN KORDOFANIAN KORDOFANIAN                 
                                                                                            (Greenberg 1963) 
       

                                                NIGERNIGERNIGERNIGER----CONGOCONGOCONGOCONGO sub-family 

          

                    GurGurGurGur (VoltaïcVoltaïcVoltaïcVoltaïc) languages                    
                     

                                

            Eastern Eastern Eastern Eastern     GrusiGrusiGrusiGrusi        (Naden 1989)   
 

(b) 

Figure     1.1 (a) Greenberg’s 1963a classification of Niger-Congo languages and (b) Grusi 

affiliation to Niger-Congo 
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The regional varieties of Kabiye have been grouped into four types according to 

their geographic positions within the Kabiye area: Kɛẁɛ in the center, Lá'máɖɩśɪ to the 

North, Lɪkpá to the East, and Lámba to the West (Delord 1976: 2). However, Lébikaza 

(1999: 33) raised a good point in questioning this classification and advocating that it 

should be revised to distinguish Sirka from Lɪkpá and also include Yaka and Defale as 

other dialects of Kabiye. Tem could also be suggested as another dialect of Kabiye, 

given an important part of the lexicon they share and their many syntactic similarities. 

However, it must be agreed with Lébikaza that the issue of classifying Kabiye dialects 

can only be resolved after additional systematic dialectological research.  

As a language with a limited literature and only a recent history of writing, no 

one of the Kabiye varieties has been clearly established as the standard. However, 

Kɛẁɛ, which is considered the most prestigious variety of the language and the variety 

with the largest number of speakers, functions as the de facto provisional standard. It 

represents Kabiye as a whole to the outsider and is often learned and adopted by the 

speakers of the other three varieties. It is also the variety that is taught in schools and, 

therefore, the variety of Kabiye illustrated in this dissertation, following other linguistic 

studies from which the known grammar is sketched in section 1.3. However, the general 

literature on Kabiye, which is overviewed in the following section, talks about the 

speakers and their language as a whole without dialectal distinctions, and covers a 

variety of topics. 
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1.2.2 Historical and Geographical Background 

According to Lébikaza (1999: 33), who was reporting the numbers from the 

Statistics Office of Lomé (Bureau des Statistiques de Lomé), Kabiye speakers (non-

natives included) represent 23% of the population of Togo. The native speakers of 

Kabiye are estimated at 730,000, with approximately 700,000 living in Togo, 30,000 in 

Benin, and a small number in Ghana (Lewis 2009). Their original homeland is 

Northeastern Togo, with the region of Kozah serving as the community’s cultural 

center. From the early twentieth century, this community began to spread southward and 

now encompasses locations in the central and southern parts of Togo, as well as in the 

neighboring countries (Ali-Napo 1997: 20). Today, Kabiye speakers represent the 

second largest ethnic group after the Ewe in Togo, where both languages have been 

sharing the higher status of national languages since 1975.  

Figure  1.2 shows the languages of Togo and the locations where they are 

spoken. Kabiye, represented by the number 20, appears in seven different locations 

across the country from the Mid North East through the South. 
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Figure     1.2 Languages of Togo (Lewis (ed.), 2009. Online version: 

http://www.ethnologue.com/ 
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1.2.3 General Overview of the Literature on Kabiye 

Studies on Kabiye are relatively recent and few. Nearly half of these studies are 

linguistic accounts while most of the remaining studies are cultural and anthropological 

in nature. These sections overview the research on the language from the general works 

to the more specific linguistic studies. To better serve the purpose of this research, this 

review of the literature on Kabiye will distinguish between the non-linguistic literature 

and the linguistic literature.  

1.2.3.1 Non-Linguistic Literature 

The major part of the non-linguistic literature on Kabiye tends to focus on one of 

four main topics: beliefs, music, cultural and historical settings, and farming.  

The literature on beliefs ranges from topics on human destiny and death to God 

and the sacred within the Kabiye people (Verdier 1975, 1981, Larson 1984, Alou 1984, 

Piot 1993, Kao 1993a, 1993b, 1993c, Adji 1996) as well as reports of stories that 

recount the legendary Kabiye popular culture (Cridel 1968a, 1968b). Musical literature 

mainly constitutes the written review by Ménard (1974) of the audio musical pieces of 

Verdier (1960 / 65 / 66 / 72, 1967, Larson 1991), which sample the musical instruments 

of the Kabiye people in Ocora 76. The cultural, anthropological, and historical literature 

discusses topics from the settlement pattern and the ecological and cultural settings to 

the general history of the Kabiye natives via details of their kinship relations in the 

Slave Trade (Larson 1985a, Larson 1985b, Piot 1996, Kao 1999). In the area of 

farming, one counts a doctoral dissertation by Farnham (1994), which explores the 
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evolution of the farming techniques of the Kabiye natives and shows how the Kabiye 

and the Lamba underwent a transitioning from hoes to plows in a case study of a 

government-sponsored land settlement project.  

1.2.3.2 General Linguistic Literature  

The linguistic literature on Kabiye ranges from core linguistic analyses to 

teaching materials on the language and popular reading or literary documents written in 

Kabiye. Virtually all of this literature dates from the second half of the nineteenth 

century. Two outstanding works by Delord and Lébikaza in the core linguistic areas of 

phonology, syntax, morphology, and semantics have laid a foundation for the research 

on the language. But lesser extensive works from the same authors and from others 

researchers have further contributed to the description of Kabiye in the same core 

linguistic areas and in other fields of linguistics such as discourse analysis, 

sociolinguistics, lexicography, and comparative studies.  

Delord 1976, the first significant linguistic description devoted to Kabiye, is a 

broad description that covers almost all aspects of the language. The work is organized 

into five main parts, the first of which gives a phonological account of the segments and 

tone systems. The second part analyzes the simple phrase from a functional approach, 

and shows its major and minor structures such as lexical functional units. The rules 

governing the combination of morphemes4 are described in the third part while the 

                                           
4 Described as “monème” in French.  
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fourth part is devoted to the morphological description. The fifth part presents the 

syntax of the phrase and the sentence followed by a closing appendix in which Delord 

gives a comparative morphological analysis of today’s Kabiye and the “Kaure” 

examined by Koelle (1854).  

Almost a decade later, following in the steps of Delord, Lébikaza embraced the 

description of the grammar of Kabiye in a doctoral dissertation written in German 

(Lébikaza 1985) that was later expanded and published in French (Lébikaza 1999). His 

description also analyzed the phonology, the morphology, the syntax, and the 

semantico-pragmatic aspects of the language, providing a more in-depth account. The 

phonology section presents a step-by-step analysis of the consonants and vowels, which 

includes a phonetic inventory and a phonological analysis. It is followed by an analysis 

of tones – both underlying and surface tones – and other suprasegmentals or “prosodic 

units” such as accent, pause, and intonation. His treatment of morphology and syntax is 

combined in a subsequent lengthy discussion entitled “morphosyntax,” in which he 

provides a description of the syntax and the morphological structure of word classes 

such as verbs, substantives, adjectives, adverbs, idiophones, pronouns, etc.  

The other treatments found besides the descriptions of Delord and Lébikaza are 

less extensive in their scope (focusing on smaller topics), some of which are very 

succinct. Among these are a couple of phonological synopses in the introductions of the 

glossary of Paaluki and of the dictionary of CLNK & SIL-Togo, recent studies by 

Roberts, and articles by Kassan. Given the importance that these phonological studies 
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bear on the topic of the current research, they will not be reviewed here, but a more in-

depth review of the phonological analyses of tone and segments specifically, as found in 

the works of Lébikaza and Delord as well as in other works, will be separately 

presented in Chapter 2.  

A number of analyses have explored various aspects in morpho-syntax and 

semantics. A few of these analyses describe the verb system of Kabiye and its related 

tense, aspect, and mood systems, pointing out their fundamental characteristics (Kassan 

1996, Lébikaza 1998) and at times also comparing them to those of the sister eastern 

Grusi languages (Lébikaza 1996). Another work by Lébikaza (2000) discusses the 

semantic properties of verbs and their constraints on the tense-aspect-mood categories. 

The syntax of the verb focus construction is the subject of study in Collins & Essizewa 

2007. After comparing verb focus to subject focus and object focus to show how the 

three differ in the language, the authors propose an analysis of verb focus as stemming 

from a copy of the verb followed by movement to a low focus position. The main 

difference between this analysis and earlier works, which had already discussed the 

topic, is that the syntactic analysis of Collins & Essizewa explains how verb focus as 

well as subject focus and object focus are constructed in Kabiye from a more 

theoretically based approach. This is unlike Lébikaza (1999: 505–510) who adopts a 

morpho-semantico-syntactic description, hence determining what the parts of speech 

involved in these focus constructions are and also defining their nature and the internal 

structure of the whole construction. Likewise, Kassan (1996: 202–266) elaborates more 
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on this topic and draws a distinction between focus and emphasis that neither Lébikaza 

nor Delord, who also briefly mention focus particles, have made.    Kassan’s work also 

defines the discourse value of these constructions. In another dissertation, Samah (2002) 

devotes some attention to the cultural and linguistic challenges involved with a task of 

translating the Bible into Kabiye. 

The morphological and semantico-syntaxic characteristic properties of various 

functional words and constructions have also received attention in some works. 

Lébikaza 1998 focuses on the item NA bringing out its multifunctional properties as a 

“syntactic relator” endowed with functional polysemy. Other studies emphasize the 

constituents and internal structure of such constructions as predicative, nominal, and 

attributive possessive constructions while also highlighting the relationships that exist 

between these constituents and the type of possession expressed. Two articles, Lébikaza 

1991 and Heine & Lébikaza 1997, focus on the grammaticization of tɛ ́ ‘home’, as it 

evolved from a simple noun into a marker of possessive construction, which in turn 

contributed to the creation of an alienable/inalienable or transferable distinction of type 

of possession in the language. Similar characteristics and properties are the subject of 

discussion in Lébikaza 1996/1997, which argues for the existence of a class of 

substantives with a particular status known as location deverbal substantives or 

“relational locatives”, a class that morphologically and syntactically behaves differently 

from other substantives. Lébikaza 2003 shows that the semantic complexity created by 

the combined existence of the latent feature [locative] plus the habitual nature of an 
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associated activity triggers a transition in some substantives so that they must be 

appropriately reanalyzed as relational locatives. According to the paper, this process 

frequently encountered in Kabiye is also borne out in Biali, another Gur language from 

Northern Benin, as well as in Ewe, a Kwa language. Other comparative studies include 

Lébikaza 2005, which compares the deictic categories in particles, demonstratives, and 

possessive constructions of Kabiye to those of other Gur languages. 

Although most of the morphological description of Kabiye is owed to the two 

main works of Delord and Lébikaza, other morphological descriptions also exist, 

including an earlier work by Delord (1974) which presents a shorter version of what he 

later details in his 1976 work. Subsequent researchers in this area focused on the 

morphology and the onomastics of proper names. Two papers were thus produced by 

Kassan, the first of which (Kassan 2001a) discusses the contribution and the role of 

predicative, injunctive, and interrogative structures in the formation of Kabiye proper 

names. Her second paper (Badameli-Kassan 2001b) focuses on determining the 

characteristic morphological elements that distinguish between Kabiye male and female 

proper names. A dissertation by Pere-Kewezima (2004) discusses a lexico-semantic 

approach of the Kabiye onomastics. Welmers 1973 and Koelle 1854 are two older 

morphological works in which Kabiye is only briefly mentioned.  

A few phonetic and sociolinguistic studies, as well as discourse analyses, have 

focused on the language. Most phonetic references to the language appear as minor 

comments within phonological accounts. Stand-alone phonetic studies are very recent 
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and scarce; only two papers were found. The first, by Merchant Goss and Doran (2003), 

examines the voicing of stops in Kabiye and pinpoints some of the phonetic factors 

involved in the distinction between voiced and voiceless stops. Kabiye is addressed 

from a purely phonetic perspective in Edmondson and Esling 2006. This research 

examines and compares the valves of the throat and their functioning in tone, vocal 

register, and stress in laryngoscopic case studies of three languages, Somali, Bai and 

Kabiye. The sociolinguistic research focuses on the politics of language planning 

(Kozelka 1984 a PhD dissertation, Lébikaza 2003) and language contact phenomena in 

Togo, which involves either Kabiye and French (Lébikaza 1992) with the latter as the 

official or education language, or Kabiye and Ewe as the two national languages 

(Essizewa 2006, 2007). As discourse analyses, one finds the dissertation of Kassan 

(1996) and two older works that compare dialects of Kabiye (Karan 1983) or adult and 

child narrative discourse (Marmor 1980).   

The status of Kabiye as the second national language in Togo undoubtedly also 

encouraged research on this language with the production of three bilingual dictionaries 

(Brungard 1937, Lébikaza 1979, and MENRS/CLNK and SIL-Togo 1998) and a variety 

of didactic and literary materials. Among the most recent are two articles by Roberts 

(2008a, 2008c) and his doctoral dissertation (2008b). Others include Adjola 1978, 

Sedlak 1980, Sedlak and Jassor 1980, Tchangai 1983, research from DIFOP, and the 

many bi-annual publications of the Comité de Langue Nationale Kabɩyɛ in their journal 

“Ɛbɛ Laba” (ƐBƐ LABA N°15, N°18, etc.). Other publications such as the publications 
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of the Club de Langue Kabɩyɛ (Tɛbɩyɛ N°8, N°10, N°11, etc.) and Kao 1990, 1991a, 

1991b, are more literature oriented. 

As is evident from this overview, there exists a certain amount of literature on 

Kabiye, but linguistic descriptions are still few. Of all the researchers on this language, 

Lébikaza is by far the most prolific with a Kabiye-German dictionary, a dissertation, a 

book, and over a dozen of articles in various subfield of linguistics. He is closely 

followed by Roberts whose works are more recent and include a dissertation, two 

theses, and a few papers. But Kabiye is gaining more and more interest from 

researchers with a few other dissertations and some recent phonetic research papers. 

The bulk of these linguistic descriptions have established the grammar of Kabiye as it is 

known today, a sketch of which is given next.   

1.3 Sketch of Kabiye Grammar  

This section is intended as a brief description in order to give to the reader a 

basic understanding of the known grammar of the language: syntax, morphology, and 

syllable structure. 

1.3.1 Syntax 

Kabiye is predominantly an SVO language. According to Collins & Essizewa 

2007, the sentence of Kabiye without focus has an SVO structure, where the auxiliary 

comes between the subject and the main verb, as in [S Aux V O]. The following 

sentences illustrate this structure. 
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(1)   [ʧàá  nɪɯ́́      kàbɪj̀ɛ]̀ 

       father  understand Kabiye 

  ‘Father speaks Kabiye’ or ‘Father understands Kabiye.’ 

(2)   [háɑ ́ zɪb̀ɪ ́ !hájɪḿ́ dàá] 

  dog    die    farm in 

  ‘The dog died on the farm’ 

(3)   [è-  ɡ͡bèḿ  ɖèɽè] 

 3Sg^1SgT1- go^home yesterday 

  ‘S/he went home yesterday’   

(4)   [ʈá- ʤàà  hízìɰ̀ náńdʊ̀] 

 1Pl  father  cut meat 

  ‘Our father is cutting meat.’ 

However, it must be added that while the SVO constituents order is rigid in the 

simple sentence, more complex sentences such as those using an auxiliary or cases of 

focus marking can also call for an SOV structure, as seen in the example  (5)b. When an 

auxiliary is used, only the main verb can be moved after the object.  

(5)  

a.   [ʈá-  ʤàà   dɛḿ̀   hízíù náńdʊ̀] 

   1Pl  father   MOD^finish cut   meat  

  ‘Our father has finished cutting meat.’ 

b.   [ʈá -ʤàà  dɛḿ̀  náńdʊ̀    hìzíù] 

   1Pl  father    MOD^finish meat     cut  

  ‘Our father has finished cutting meat.’ 

(6)  

a.   [ɛ-̀    ɽàɑǹà       ɲɔẃʊ ́ lɪm̀́] 

   3Sg^1SgT1-   PROG       drink water 

   ‘He is drinking water.’ 
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b.   [ɛ-̀   ɽàɑǹà       lɪm̀́  ɲɔẁʊ]́ 

   3Sg^1SgT1-   PROG      water  drink  

   ‘He is drinking water.’ 

Focus and emphasis can be made by means of the markers jɔ,́ lɛ,́ kɛǹɛ ́(also kɛǹá 

or kàná) or ná , and tɛ ́ (Lébikaza 1999: 505-509). While subject focus is conveyed 

through the use of the focus marker na5 immediately following the verb as in  (7)a, 

which is almost identical in meaning with  (7)b, complement focus and verb focus make 

use of topicalization and copy strategies. In the case of complement focus, the object 

NP and the PP may still appear after the verb, as shown in  (8)a,  (8)b,  (9)a, and  (9)b, in 

which case they are followed by the marker kɛǹá6 or its short form ná. They may be 

topicalized and followed by the marker kɛ ̀ (Lébikaza 1999: 505, Collins & Essizewa 

2007: 193) as shown in  (8)c and  (9)c. When topicalization is used, the focus marker can 

be replaced by a “syllabic compensatory lengthening” as in  (8)d and  (9)d.... Also note 

that when the marker is omitted, or only part of the marker is omitted, there is the 

possibility of also adding the demarcative to the construction. When the focus is not on 

a constituent but on a whole question, it is done with the marker kɛt̀ɛ ́ or tɛ,́ which is 

placed at the end of the question as in  (10). 

  

                                           
5 Whether the focus marker na is a particle on its own or a suffix on the verb depends on the analysis. In 

the analysis of Lébikaza (1999: 507), na is a suffix on the verb, but in Collins & Essizewa 2007, na is a 

particle that follows the verb. 

6 Following Collins & Essizewa 2007, we note the similarity between the focus marakers kɛ (immediately 

following the clause initial focused constituent) and kɛnɛ (as a clause final verb focus particle, see (11)).  
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(7)  

a.   [ʧàá  nɪɯ́́   ná   kàbɪj̀ɛ]̀  

   father  understand  FOC  Kabiye  

   ‘Father is the one who understands Kabiye.’  

   (As an answer to the question: ‘Who understands Kabiye?’) 

b.   [ʧàá  !ɽéké   nɪɯ́́   ná   kàbɪj̀ɛ]̀  

   father  only   understand FOC  Kabiye  

   ‘Father is the only one who understands Kabiye.’ 

(8)  

a.   [ʧàá  nɪɯ́́     kàbɪj̀ɛ ̀      kɛǹá]  

   father  understand Kabiye      FOC 

  ‘It is Kabiye that father understands’  

  (As a corrective answer to the question: ‘Is English what father understands?’)  

b.   [ʧàá  nɪɯ́́   kàbɪj̀ɛ ̀   -ɛ ̀      ná]  

   father  understand  Kabiye   -Dmcf    FOC 

   ‘It is Kabiye that father understands.’ 

c.   [kàbɪj̀ɛ ̀ kɛ ̀ ʧàá  nɪɯ̀́] 

   kabiye  FOC  father  understand 

   ‘It is Kabiye that father understands’ 

d.   [kàbɪj̀ɛ ̀ -ɛ ̀   ʧàá   nɪɯ̀́]   

   Kabiye -Dmcf    father  understand 

   ‘It is Kabiye that father understands’  

(9)  

a.   [háɑ ́    zɪb̀ɪ ́ !hájɪḿ́    dàá  kɛńá] 

   dog     die farm    in  FOC 

  ‘It is on the farm that the dog died’  

b.   [háɑ ́     zɪb̀ɪ ́ !hájɪḿ́   dàà  ná]  

   dog      die    farm   in  FOC 

   ‘It is on the farm that the dog died’  
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c.   [hàjɪḿ́ dàá  kɛ ́ háɑ ́ sɪb̀á] 

   farm  in  FOC  Dog  die  

  ‘On the farm is where the dog died.’ 

d.   [hàjɪḿ́  dàà -à   háɑ ́ sɪb̀á] 

   farm  in -Dmcf   Dog  die 

  ‘On the farm is where the dog died.’ 

(10)  [ʧàá  lákɪ ̀  ɛb̀ɛ ̀ -ɛ ̀   tɛ]́ 

   father  do   what -Dmcf   FOC 

   ‘What is father doing?’ 

Verb focus is realized in two ways. When the predicate is reduced to the bare 

verb or the auxiliary plus the verb, the focus occurs by using kɛǹɛ ́after the verb as in 

 (11)a. As Lébikaza (1999: 508) reports, in the presence of an object as shown in  (12)a, 

topicalization of the object is necessary in order to free the space immediately after the 

verb for the focus marker kɛnɛ,́ which must follow the verb. In this case, the 

introduction of the object anaphoric resumptive pronoun is essential given that the SVO 

structure is relevant for a proper attribution of their functions to the topicalized object 

and to the subject. But verb focus can also be done by means of a “modal adverb” 

(Kassan 1996: 245) from the particular class of words also called “redundant adverbs” 

(Lébikaza 1999: 445). Such an adverb is made up of the prefix kɪ-́ (or particle, in the 

terminology of Collins & Essizewa 2007)7 followed by the copy of the root of the verb 

                                           
7 In Collins & Essizewa 2007, this prefix is rather analyzed as a particle, another focus marker by itself, which 

is then followed by the copy of the main clause verb with the Infinitive suffix [-ʊ], and “placed at the end of 

the verb phrase following the particle glossed kɪ.́” It is necessary to mention here though that the suffix of such 

a copied verb is actually not always identical to the “Infinitive” suffix, but a form only close to the Infinitive, 

which is more consistent with the suffix identified in Kassan 1996 and Lébikaza 1985, 1999.  
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to be modified (or the main verb), and the suffix -ʊ/́ú, as appearing in  (11)c,  (12)b and 

 (13).    

(11)  

a.   [pí!já  ʤáɑ ́  lèɤ̀jíù      kɛǹɛ]́ 

   kids  MOD^want play     FOC 

   ‘kids are only going to play’ 

b.   [pí!já   léɤ́jíɰ̀     kɛǹɛ]́ 

   kids  play       FOC 

  ‘kids are only playing’ 

c.   [pí!já   léɤ́jíɰ́  kí-      lèɤ̀jìú   pà-à   jòwù        kɪ-́  !jówú] 

   kids   play RedAdv-   play     3Pl^2PlT1-NEG fight       RedAdv- fight  

  ‘Kids are only playing, they are not fighting’ 

(12)   

a.   [mɪĺʊ́    ɛ-́nʊ́    pà-  màbá -ɪ ́ kɛńɛ]́ 

   thief    3Sg-that   3Pl^2PlT1- beat -him  FOC 

  ‘That thief was (actually) beaten’ 

b.   [mɪĺʊ́  ɛ-́nʊ́          pà-     màbá   -ɪ ́     kɪ-́       !máb-ʊ]́ 

   thief  3Sg^1SgT1-that     3Pl^2PlT1-    beat     -him   RedAdv-    beat-INF 

   ‘That thief was (actually) beaten’ 

(13)  [ʧàá     nɪɯ́́       kàbɪj̀ɛ ̀  -ɛ ̀    kɪ-́         !nɪẃ  -ʊ ́

   father  understand   Kabiye  -Dmcf    RedAdv-   understand  -INF 

  ‘Father only understands Kabiye,… 

   ɪ-̀  ɪ-̀ jɔɔ̀d̀ʊ̀ʊ̀   -gʊ]́  

   3Sg^1SgT1- NEG-  speak    -it 

   … he does not speak it’ 
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1.3.2 Morphology 

Lexical items in Kabiye (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc.) are usually 

polymorphemic. They are often composed of a derivational root that is expanded by 

derivational suffixes and prefixes8.  

Verb roots can be expanded by the addition of morphemes of tense, aspect, and 

modalities9. 

(14)  From /tàl-/  

a.   [tàl  -ɪ ́    -ʊ]̀  ‘to arrive’ 

      arrive -EpV    -INF 

b.   [tàl  à -á]  ‘arrived’ 

      arrive -EpV  -Acc  

(15)  From /k͡pèm-/ 

a.   [k͡pém̀]   ‘to go home’ 

      go^home^INF 

b.   [k͡péŋ]̀   ‘goes home’ 

      go^home^Inacc 

(16)  From /sé-/ 

a.   [sèw -á]  ‘ran’ 

      run -Acc 

b.   [ɛ-́    dàà-     sé    -ɤ̀]   ‘Do not run!’ 

      2Pl   NEG-     run    -Inacc  

                                           
8 The morphological glosses for noun suffixes in the examples throughout this document refer to the 

classification in Table  1.1.   

9 The term ‘modalities’ as used here refers to the “ways in which the ‘attitude’ of the speaker is 

grammatically marked in languages” (Lyons 1968: 308 cited in Lébikaza 1999: 308). 
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Other word classes such as substantives, adjectives, and adverbs are commonly 

derived from verb roots. Only a handful of these classes do not derive from verb roots.  

Substantives10 are formed from noun roots or verb roots that function as 

derivational bases, to which derivational suffixes are often attached. They are 

consequently referred to as nominal substantives and deverbal substantives (in French, 

“substantifs dénominaux” and “substantifs déverbaux” in Lébikaza 1999: 371-372). At 

times, both a derivational suffix and a derivational prefix are attached to the root. 

Suffixes that are used to derive nouns and substantives also serve as class markers 

(Table  1.1).  

Denominal substantives include three types, namely the substantives designating 

a status or a quality (see  (17)a. vs.  (17)b.), collectives ( (18),  (19)), and those designating 

diminutives and augmentatives ( (20)b,  (21)b,  (20)c and  (21)c).  

(17)  from /sɔsɔ/ ‘adult’  

a. [sɔśɔ]́ ‘an adult’  

b. [sɔśɔt́ʊ]̀ ‘adulthood’ 

(18)  from /kòob-/  

  [kòòbíjè] ‘kinship’  

(19)  from /ɖɔǸd-/  

  [ʈɔǹ̀dɪj́ɛ]̀ ‘age group’  

(20)  from /ʧùul-/ 

a. [ʧùúɽè] ‘navel’   

                                           
10 This word is used in the sense it is used in Descriptive Grammars, i.e., referring to a or the class of 

nouns in the classification of words (Crystal 1997). 
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b. [ʧùùlàɑ]́ ‘small navel’ 

c. [ʧùùlìú] ‘big navel’ 

(21)  from /kel-/ 

a. [kèlá] ‘teeth’  

b. [kèlásɪ]̀ ‘small teeth’  

c. [kèlíŋ]̀ ‘long teeth’ 

A verb root, to which a suffix usually attaches, serves as derivational base for a 

deverbal substantive, but in a few cases, both a prefix and a suffix attach  (22). The 

derived substantive refers to an agent indicating the author of an action or a process 

( (23),  (24)), an instrument involved in the accomplishment of the action expressed by 

the verb  (25), the result of an action  (26), or a state such as a quality  (27). This is a 

productive process through which a variety of substantives are formed.    

(22)  From /ʧàK- / ‘sit’ , /lʊl̀-/ ‘deliver (a baby)’, and /fèm-/ ‘awake’  

a.   /ɖÌ-  ʧàK -jÉ/   [ʈɪʤ̀àɑj̀ɛ]́ ‘a seat’ 

      Pref- sit -5SgT3 

b.   /ɖÌ-  lʊl̀ -ɪ      -jÉ/  [ʈɪl̀ʊ̀lɪj̀ɛ]́ ‘delivery room’  

      Pref- deliver  -EpV   -5SgT3  

c.   /È-  fèm -ÌjE/   [èvèmìjè] ‘day’ 

      Pref- wake -5SgT3  

(23)  Agent: from /wàb-/ ‘win’   

a.   /wàb -ɖU/   [wáɽʊ]́ ‘winner’ 

      win - AG^1SgT1  

b.   /wàb -ɖáà/   [wáɽáà] ‘winners’ 

      win -AG^2PlT1  
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(24)  Agent: from /bɛd̀-/ ‘sell’  

a.   /bɛd̀  -ɪ ́ -jU/   [pɛd̀ɪj́ʊ̀] ‘seller’  

      sell - EpV  - AG^1SgT1 

b.   /bɛd̀ -ɪ ́ -jàa/   [pɛd̀ɪj́àà] ‘sellers’ 

      sell - EpV  - AG^2PlT1 

(25)  Instrument: from /tʃàt-/ ‘sift’ and /ɲàm-/ ‘heart’ 

a.   /tʃàt  -àḰ/   [tʃàtàɑ]́ ‘a sieve’  

      sift -7SgT4  

b.   /ɲàm -ÍjÈ/   [ɲàmɪj́ɛ]̀ ‘heart’   

      heart -5SgT3 

(26)  Result: from /sɛ-̀/ ‘benefit’ and /tʃɛt̀-/ ‘lie’  

a.   /kÈ-  sɛ ̀      -K̀/  [kɛz̀ɛʌ̀̀] ‘benefit’ 

  Pref benefit      -7SgT4 

b.   /tʃɛt̀  -ɪ  - ́m̀/   [tʃɛt̀ɪm̀́] ‘a lie’  

  lie - EpV   -10T6  

(27)  State: from /kì-/ ‘fat’ and /ɖé-/ ‘good’  

a.   /ki  ki - ́Ǹ/  [kíkíŋ]̀ ‘fatness’  

  Pref- fat -4PlT2 

b.   /ɖé  -Ù/   [ʈéwù] ‘goodness, beauty’ 

  good -10T6  

Negative deverbal substantives are formed the same way but through an addition 

of one of the negation pre�xes /kɪɪ̀-/, /kàa-/, or /dɪ-̀/.  

(28) From /jɔɔ̀d-/ ‘talk’ 

    /kàa-  jɔɔ̀d -a - ́sÌ/     [kààjɔɔ̀d̀ásɪ]̀ ‘speech impaired persons’ 

 NEG- talk - EpV  -7SgT4 
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(29) From /ɲàm-/ ‘respect’ 

     /kàa- ɲàm  - ́tÙ/    [kààɲàḿtʊ̀] ‘lack of respect’  

 NEG- respect  -9T5 

(30) From  /kɛd̀-/ ‘be good’ 

 /kɪ-̀ dɪ-̀ kɛd̀  -ɪ - ́m̀/   [kɪd̀ɪk̀ɛd̀ɪm̀́] ‘sin’ 

  Pref- NEG- be^good -EpV -10T6 

(31)  From /ʤàa-/ ‘rest’ 

 /kɪɪ̀-̀ ʤà -kÙ/    [kɪɪ̀ʤ̀àkʊ]̀ ‘restlessness’  

  NEG- sit -3SgT2 

Only a few substantives do not carry affixes (compare the singular and plural 

examples in  (32) through  (34)), as noted by Lébikaza (1999: 363). They are mostly 

terms of kinship and borrowings.   

(32)  From /nèze-/ 

a.   /nèze  -ø/   [nèzè] ‘grandmother’  

     grandmother  -1SgT1  

b.   /nèze  -náà/   [nèzènáà] ‘grandmothers’  

      grandmother -2PlT1 

(33)  From /tʃàa-/ ‘father’  

a.   /tʃàa -ø/   [tʃàà] ‘father’  

      father  -1SgT1  

b.   /tʃàa -náà/   [tʃàànáà] ‘fathers’ 

      father -2PlT1 

(34)  From the English word doctor 

a.   /ɖɔǵɔt́ɔ ̀ -ø/   [ʈɔǵɔt́ɔ]̀ ‘doctor’  
      doctor  -1SgT1 

b.   /ɖɔǵɔt́ɔ ̀ -náà/   [ʈɔǵɔ́!tɔńáà] ‘doctors’ 
      doctor -2PlT1 
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Compounds are formed on two or more roots, to which derivational affixes also 

attach. Independent of the number of morphemes included (lexemes and derivational 

morphemes), a compound is analyzable into two main immediate constituents, the 

determinant and the determined. It is not uncommon therefore that one of the 

constituents of the compound is already complex, i.e., derived. One of the terms is 

determined by the other and the whole construction takes the noun suffix of the 

determined constituent, which is the noun (see Table  1.1 for the noun class suffixes).  

The two terms of the compound can be of several different types. These include 

a nominal base and a substantive, as in:  

(35)  From /gʊ̀ɲɔ-/ ‘suffering’  and /na-/ ‘see’ 

a.   /gʊ̀ɲɔ-   ná -jU/   [kʊ̀ɲɔǹájʊ]̀ ‘compationate person’ 

      suffering- see -1SgT1 

b.   /gʊ̀ɲɔ-   ná -jàa/   [kʊ̀ɲɔǹájàà] ‘compationate persons’ 

      suffering- see- 2PlT1         

(36)  From /kàbɪjɛ/ ‘Kabiye’ and /dʊ/́ ‘owner’ 

a.   /kàbɪjɛ dʊ/́   [kàbɪj̀ɛd̀ʊ́] ‘Kabiye native’ 

      kabiye  owner 

b.   /kàbɪjɛ dʊ ́    -náà/ [kàbɪj̀ɛd̀ʊ́náà] ‘Kabiye natives’ 

   Kabiye owner   -2PlT1 

(37)  From /hàl-/ ‘female, woman’ and /k͡pàḰ-/ ‘take’  

a.   /hàl- ɪ- k͡pàḰ -jÈ/     [hàlɪk̀͡pàɑj́ɛ]̀ ‘marriage (of a man)’ 

   woman- EpV take -5SgT3 

One also finds a verbal base and a substantive, as in: 

(38)  From the roots /kìz-/ ‘refuse’ and /tɔɔ̀-/ ‘eat’ 
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a.   /kìz  -i nɛ ̀ -tɔɔ̀ -kɪ -́m̀/  [kìzì-ŋ-̀dɔk̀ɪ-́m̀] ‘hypocritical act’ 

   refuse -EpV and -eat -Inacc -10T6 

An adverb can compound with a substantive, as in: 

(39)  From /fàlaa/ ‘free’ and /tʊm̀-/ ‘work’ 

a.   /fàlaa -tʊm̀    -ÍjÈ/       [fàlààtʊ̀mɪj́ɛ]̀ ‘useless work’  

   free -work    -5SgT3 

b.   /fàlaa -tʊm̀ -á/   [fàlààtʊ̀má] ‘useless works’  

   free -work -6PlT3 

(40)  From /sàa/ ‘quick’ and /làk-/ ‘action’ 

  /sàa -sàa -làk   -a   - ́sÌ/    [sààsààlàkásɪ]̀ ‘hasty behavior’  

  quick -quick -action   EpV   -8PlT4 

 We also find a nominal base an adjectival base, as in: 

(41)  from /ɛs̀-/ ‘eye’ and /sɛḿ-/ ‘red’  

a.   /ɛs̀  ɪ ́ -sɛḿ -ÍjÈ/       [ɛs̀ɪśɛḿɪj́ɛ]̀ ‘envy’  

   eye -EpV -red -5SgT3 

b.   /ɛs̀  ɪ ́ -sɛḿ -á/   [ɛs̀ɪśɛḿá] ‘envious actions’ 

   eye -EpV  -red -6PlT3 

(42)  From /na-/ ‘bovide’ and /hʊl̀ʊm-/ ‘white’ 

  /nà -hʊl̀ʊm    -Ú/       [nà-hʊ̀lʊ̀ḿ] ‘white antelope’ 

   bovine -white    -1SgT1 

Finally one observes a substantive, a postposition and another substantive: 

(43)  From /ɛs̀ɔ/́ ‘God’and /táa/ ‘in’ as in [ɛs̀ɔd́áá] ‘sky’, and /lɔɔ̀ɖ-/ ‘car’ 

a.   /ɛs̀ɔ ́ -táa -lɔɔ̀ɖ -ÍjÈ/   [ɛs̀ɔd́áálɔɔ̀ɽ̀ɪj́ɛ]̀ ‘plane, aircraft’   

   god -in -car -5SgT3 
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b.   /ɛs̀ɔ ́ -táa -lɔɔ̀ɖ -á/   [ɛs̀ɔd́áálɔɔ̀ɽ̀á] ‘planes, aircrafts’ 

   god -in -car - 6PlT3  

Like nouns, adjectives are composed of a root and affixes. Only a few adjectives 

in Kabiye are not derived (as exemplified by  (44) –  (46)) and therefore, take only the 

class suffix of the noun they determine. Most adjectives are derived from verb roots. 

Such adjectives always take also the high-toned derivational adjectival prefix kɪ-́ as 

shown in  (47) –  (50).  

(44)  /ʧɪḱ͡pèl -Ú/   [ʧɪ ́!k͡pélú] ‘small’  as in [ɛj̀ʊ́ ʧɪ ́!k͡pélú] ‘small man’ 

  small -1SgT1 

(45)  /ʧɪḱ͡pèl -àḰ/    [ʧɪḱ͡pélàɑ]́ ‘small’  as in [háɑ ́kɪĺèbàɑ]́ ‘small dog’ 

        small -7SgT4 

(46)  /sɔsɔ - ́tÙ /  [sɔśɔt́ʊ]̀ ‘small’ as in [tɔm̀́ sɔśɔt́ʊ]̀ ‘big problem’ 

  big -9T5 

(47)  /kÍ- lèb -àḰ/    [kɪĺèbàɑ]́   as in [háɑ ́kɪĺèbàɑ]́ ‘lost dog’  

   Adjr- lose -7SgT4 

(48)  /kÍ- k͡pɛd̀ -ɪ -jÉ/ [kɪḱ͡pɛd̀ɪj̀ɛ]́  as in [kèlím!íjé kɪḱ͡pɛd̀ɪj̀ɛ]́ ‘black chicken’ 

   Adjr- black EpV -5SgT3 

(49)  /kÍ- k͡pɛd̀ -Ú/  [kɪ ́!k͡pɛd́ʊ]́ as in [ɛj̀ʊ́ kɪ ́!k͡pɛd́ʊ́] ‘black man’ 

  Adjr -black -1SgT1 

(50)  /kÍ- k͡pɛd̀ -áà/   [kɪ ́!k͡pɛd́áà]  as in [ɛj̀áà kɪ ́!k͡pɛd́áà] ‘black men’ 

   Adjr- black -2PlT1 

Adjectives, hence, share the same derivational suffixes with substantives; 

furthermore, the derivational suffix of a given adjective changes to match the 

derivational suffix of the noun or the substantive that the adjective describes.  
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The adjective, however, is not the only word class whose affixes have to match 

with the determined noun or substantive. While adjectives have their specific 

derivational prefix, which does not change, the derivational prefix of any other lexical 

item that refers to the noun or the substantive in a given sentence (such as subject and 

object pronouns and demonstratives) also matches the class prefix and suffix of the 

noun or the substantive. The noun class affixes and their corresponding pronouns and 

demonstratives are organized into a concord system.    

1.3.3 Noun Classes and Concord System  

Matching the affixes of the determinant items to the determined nouns or 

substantives gives rise to a noun concord system. Each noun class has corresponding 

class suffixes that identify the nouns of the class, as well as a class anaphoric prefix and 

suffix that serve respectively as subject and object anaphoric pronouns. In the adjective, 

the noun class marker (or suffix) shows the agreement of the determinant adjective with 

the noun that it determines. The following examples illustrate the singular noun ‘dog’ 

from class-7 (7SgT4) and the plural noun ‘dogs’ from class-8 (8PlT4) both of which 

belong to the noun type-4 as shown on Table  1.1. The class suffix and anaphoric 

pronouns are underlined in the following examples.  

(51)  [há-ɑ ́    sɔśɔ-́ɑ ́  kà-nɛ ́  kɛ-̀vɛj́ɪ ́  ɲá-ŋ]̀  

   dog-7SgT4     big-7SgT4  7SgT4-this  7SgT4^it-be^NEG  bitter-4PlT2  

   ‘This big dog is not fierce.’ 

(52)  [há-sɪ ̀       sɔśɔ-́sɪ ̀   sɪ-́lɛ ́       pà- gʊ ́      -sɪ]́ 

   dog-8PlT4   big-8PlT4   8PlT4-those   they- kill^Acc  -them^8PlT4  

   ‘They killed those big dogs.’  
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Since derivational suffixes also serve as noun class markers, the noun classes are 

based on suffixes and their corresponding concords. The nominal system is made of a 

total of 10 noun classes distributed among 6 types that Lébikaza (1999) referred to with 

the French “genres.” Following his classification, eight of these classes are grouped into 

four singular and plural pairs that constitute the first four types, whereas the last two 

classes do not have a number distinction. Table  1.1 below, adapted from (Lébikaza 

1999: 369-370) summarizes the noun classes and their corresponding suffix concords 

markers.
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Table     1.1 Noun Classes and their Concord Affixes 

 

Types 

 

Classes 

 

Noun Class Suffixes 

Class Anaphoric 

Subject Prefix 

pronoun 

Class Anaphoric 

Object Suffix 

pronoun  

Concord 

Demonstrative 

pronoun 

 

Type-1 

Singular Class-1 (1SgT1) -ʊ̀, -ʊ́, -ù, -ú, -jù, -jú, -jʊ̀, -jʊ́, 

-ø11  

ɛ-̀ 

ɪ-̀  

-ɪ ́ ɛǹɛ ́

Plural Class-2 (2PlT1) -áà, -wáà, -náà pà- -wɛ ́ pànɛ ́

 

Type-2 

Singular Class-3 (3SgT2) -kʊ̀, -kʊ́, -kù, -kú, -ʊ̀, -ʊ́, -ù, 

-ú, -ŋ,̀ -ŋ,́ -ø 

 

kɪ-̀ 

 

-kʊ́ 

 

kʊ̀nɛ ́

Plural Class-4 (4PlT2) -ŋ ̀ ɪ-̀ -ɪ ́ ɛǹɛ ́

 

Type-3 

Singular Class-5 (5SgT3) -ɖɛ,̀ -ɖɛ,́ -ɖè, -ɖé, -è, -é, -ɛ,̀  

-ɛ,́ -jɛ,̀ -jɛ,́ -jè, -jé 

ɖɪ-̀ -ɖɪ ́ ɖɪǹɛ ́

Plural Class-6 (6PlT3) -à, -á à- -á ànɛ ́

 

Type-4 

Singular Class-7 (7SgT4) -kà, -ká, -wá, -à, -á, -ɑ,̀ -ɑ,́  

-ɤ̀, -ɤ́, -ʌ̀, -ʌ́  

kà- -kɛ ́ kɛǹɛ/́ kànɛ ́

Plural Class-8 (8PlT4) -sɪ,̀ -sɪ,́ -sì, -sí sɪ-̀ -sɪ ́ sɪǹɛ ́

Type-5 Class-9  (9T5) -tʊ̀, -tù tʊ̀- -tʊ́ tʊ̀nɛ ́

Type-6 Class-10  (10T6) -m̀, -ù, -ʊ̀, -wù, -wʊ̀ pʊ̀- -pʊ́ pʊ̀nɛ ́

                                           
11 A zero suffix with no underlying tone. 
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Lébikaza found that there was frequently a semantic motivation behind the 

formation of the classes, although not completely, which determines what noun belongs 

to what class. Accordingly he described Type-1 deverbal substantives as the ones 

derived from any verb except state verbs and included nouns referring to people (e.g. 

[hàlʊ́] ‘woman’, [lájʊ]́ ‘priest’), to spirits (e.g. [ɛs̀ɔ]́ ‘God’, [àlèèwáà] ‘devils’), to 

animals ([ʈʊ̀ḿ] ‘snake’, [ʈʊ́máà] ‘snakes’, [héwù] ‘goat’,  [héŋ]̀ ‘goats’), etc. His Type-2 

substantives are identi�ed as those mostly referring to big entities whether they are 

animals ([tú] ‘elephant’, [nɔ]́ ‘cow’), plants ([tèlíŋ]̀ ‘baobab trees’) or things ([kààʊ́] 

‘rock’), as well as augmentatives. Nouns that refer to small entities such as [pɪɯ́á] ‘a 

child’ and [kɔʤ̀ɔśɪ]̀ ‘flies’ fall in Type-4 corresponding singular and plural classes, 

which also include diminutives. Substantives that refer to a part of a whole such as 

[kíɽè] ‘forehead’ and [kìlá] ‘foreheads’ are found in Type-3, whereas Type-5 and Type-

6 are the realm of uncountable nouns and denote masses, collectives, and liquids as 

exempli�ed by [tɛt́ʊ̀] ‘ground’, [náńdʊ̀] ‘meat’, and [lɪm̀́] ‘water’. 

1.3.4 Syllable Structure and Segmental Structure of Morpheme 

The syllable structure can vary slightly from one account to another, depending 

on the segmental analysis proposed. The synthesized illustration that follows includes 

occasional modifications that reflect the view of the segmental analysis from the 

perspective of the current study. Based on a definition of the syllable as “a phonological 

unit containing a sonority peak,” nine possible syllable structures are obtained. 

However, like most African languages, Kabiye has the class of words referred to as 
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ideophones that are known to allow for indefinite lengthening of word-final vowels and 

nasals, which (under some views) could indefinitely increase the possible syllable 

structures.  

The syllables occurring in the language are classified as either short or long. The 

short syllables, which always count one mora, are V, CV, and N12 (a syllabic nasal).  

CV is the most frequent syllable. 

(53)  [tú]  ‘elephant’ 

(54)  [kɔj́ɛ]̀ ‘medicine’ 

V and N syllables occur only in prefixes.  

(55)  [àbàlʊ́] ‘man’ 

(56)  [è-vèmá] ‘he awoke’ 

(57)  [ǹ-lèbá] ‘You are lost’ 

The long syllable counts two or more morae, which can be separated by a 

morphological boundary. The long syllables are illustrated as follows. 

VV and NN syllables occur only at word-initial as prefixes. 

(58)  [á- á- dɔk̀ɪ]́ ‘Who doesn’t eat?’ 

Who- NEG-  eat  

(59)  [ǹ- ǹ- lèkí] ‘You cannot be lost’ 

  you- NEG-  lose 

                                           
12 A special note about nasals is in order. Nasals qualify as consonantal (C) before a vowel. Before a non-

nasal consonant, they are syllabic (N̩), but this will not specifically be indicated in the transcriptions in 

this document. Nasals in syllable coda constitute a complex nucleus with the preceding vowel. Nuclear 

and coda nasals, which are also TBUs, are both represented in this description simply as N.  
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 The CVV syllable.  

(60)  [ʈòó] ‘night’ 

(61)  [ɛj̀áà] ‘persons’ 

The CVVV, an unusual syllable unit cross-linguistically, is illustrate in Kabiye 

by words such as the following, for which there seems to be no clear reason to split the 

vowels in two or more syllable units. 

(62)  [kààʊ́] ‘a rock’   

(63)  [lɛʌ̀ʊ́̀] ‘to snatch’ 

CVN syllable 

(64)  [ʈʊ̀ḿ] ‘snake’  

(65)  [ɲàḿtʊ]̀  ‘respect’ 

The CVVN syllable  

(66)  [mɔɔ̀ŋ́]̀ ‘noses’ 

(67)  [k͡pààŋ̀] ‘insanity’ 

(68)  [pèéǹdùù] ‘to lament’    

Ideophones often obey a different phonology. Due to the possibility of an 

indefinite lengthening at word final in ideophones, one could also have very long 

vowels or and very long nasals in ideophones as in [k͡pòòòò] ‘(Ideophone meaning) very 

loudly and publicly’, [ɛɛ̀ɛ́]̀ or [ŋŋ̀ŋ́]̀ ‘yes’, and [pìǹdìm̀m̀] ‘very dark’. 

Some general remarks can be drawn from the syllable structures overviewed. As 

evidenced by these structures, consonant clusters of the type CC (i.e., a cluster in which 
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neither of the consonants is a syllabic nasal) are not licensed. Furthermore, 

distributional restrictions affect consonants in syllable coda. Only syllabic nasals are 

found in this position, where they constitute a complex nucleus with the preceding 

vowel. According to Lébikaza (1999: 177), these observations have two important 

consequences in the language: 1) the final consonant of a CVC- root is deleted before a 

suffix that begins with a consonant and 2) loan words into Kabiye that have CC clusters 

or end with a non-nasal consonant receive an epenthetic vowel [i] ~ [ɪ] to either split the 

cluster or resyllabify the final consonant. The examples in  (69) to  (72) illustrate loan 

words from French and English into Kabiye.  

(69) [òtɛɛ́ĺɪ]̀ ‘hotel’ (from the French “hôtel” [otɛl]) 

(70) [mìǹzíkì] ‘music’ (from the French “musique” [myzik]) 

(71) [sùkúlì] ‘school’ (from the English “school” [skuːl])  

(72) [ʧɔɔ́ʧ́ɪ]̀ ‘church’(from the English “church” [ʧɝʧ]) 

The segmental structure of morphemes and syllable structure are not always 

isomorphic in Kabiye. The structure of morphemes is presented next.  

The work of Lébikaza (1999: 163) has shown that though every morpheme in 

Kabiye needs a syllabic element for its realization, the two types of morphemes found 

in the language (lexemes and grammatical morphemes) differ not only in the functions 

they assume, but in their segmental structures. Lexemes (typically, verbs) require at 

least one syllable with a consonantal onset and a vocalic nucleus, as illustrated in  (73) 

through  (77). A few exceptions are found in nouns as illustrated by /ɛj-/ in [ɛj̀-ʊ]́ 
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‘person’ and /ɛs-/ in [ɛs̀-ɔ]́ ‘God’. In addition, lexemes structures can end with a 

consonant as exemplified by  (75),  (76), and  (77).  

(73)  /dɛ -́tÙ/  [tɛt́ʊ]̀ ‘earth’  

   ground  -9T5 

(74) /kaɲa  -́tÙ/    [káɲátʊ̀] ‘meanness’ 

   mean -9T5 

(75)  /lèb -Ù/    [lébù] ‘to lose’ 

   lose -INF  

(76)  /kel - ́ɖÈ/    [kéɽè] ‘a tooth’ 

   tooth -5SgT3 

(77)  /tɛm̀ -Ù/    [tɛḿ] ‘to finish’  

   finish -INF  

Lébikaza captured the structure of the grammatical morphemes in the following 

formula:  

 (C)  (V)  V 

   N̩ 

G̩  Where N̩ represents a syllabic nasal, and G̩ a syllabic glide 

The current study follows in the steps of other earlier studies in arguing that this 

formula of the grammatical morphemes structure by Lébikaza needs a slight revision. 

According to his formula, what counts as a syllabic element includes not just a vowel 

and a syllabic nasal, but also a syllabic glide. In Lébikaza’s analysis, forms that 

illustrate the syllabic glide G̩ in this formula are transcribed with the segments /ɣ/, /w/, 
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and /j/ as in /há-ɣ/̀ [háɑ]̀ ‘dog’, /kàà-ẃ/ [kààẃ] ‘rock’, and /sɛj́/ [sɛj́] ‘grandchild’. In the 

works of other researchers, however, these syllable-final segments have received varied 

analyses. For instance, Delord (1976: 19) clearly stated that /j/ is always consonantal. 

On the other hand, Roberts (2002: 18), who studied verbal forms, opted to treat not only 

[ɣ] as a vowel, but Roberts transcribes Lébikaza’s word-final [w] and [j] also as vowels 

([u] or [ʊ] instead of [w] and [i] or [ɪ] instead of [j], depending on the vowel harmony 

of the word). Kassan (1996: 33, footnotes 22 and 23) also points out that [w] and [j] are 

not found as semi-vowels in verbs. Similarly, the current research has determined that 

not only [j] but also [w] are never syllabic. Instead, there are strong indications that the 

syllable final segments analyzed in earlier studies as /ɣ/, /w/ and /j/ are all vowels. The 

analysis proposed in the current research has shown [ɣ] not to be a segment of today’s 

Kabiye. In fact, the actual final segment occurring in the form for dog and articulated as 

[ɑ], is one of the various surface manifestations derived from a vocalic archiphoneme 

(see the analysis of vowels and the discussion on the vocalic archiphoneme in § 5.1 and 

§ 5.2). Lébikaza’s /w/ and /j/, presumably occurring only after a vowel, are also analyzed 

in the present study as vowels, as motivated by the following three important reasons.  

First, the controversial segments appearing in syllable final position    undergo 

Vowel Harmony (or [RTR] Harmony), which strongly suggests that they are vowels. As 

a matter of fact, the word-final segment that is usually    found    as suffix or part of suffix 

on both nouns and verbs, and reported by Lébikaza as the glide [w], is pronounced as 

the [-RTR] vowel [u] on [-RTR] roots (as in [líú] ‘neck’, [súù] ‘tail’, [k͡pézíù] ‘to 
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cough’) and as the [+RTR] vowel [ʊ] on [+RTR] roots (as in [pɔʊ́]̀ ‘palm tree’, [láʊ]̀ 

‘forest’, [tàlɪʊ́̀] ‘to arrive’). It is further pointed out that the kind of data that earlier 

researchers such as Lébikaza, Delord, and Kassan transcribed with a �nal glide as in 

[líẃ] ‘a neck, to dip’, [nɪẃ́] ‘to hear’, [tɔẁ́] ‘a bow, to shoot’, [sɛj́]̀ ‘grandson’, [kój]́ 

‘pick up!’, [tɛj̀]́ ‘(twin male name)’, etc., received two alternative transcriptions in 

Lébikaza 1999, the �rst transcription with the �nal glide [w] and the second 

transcription showing a �nal vowel ([u] or [ʊ] depending on the Vowel Harmony of the 

word) as in [líú], [nɪʊ́́], [tɔʊ́]̀, [sɛɪ́]̀, [kóí], [tɛɪ̀]́, respectively. As it appears, Lébikaza’s 

second alternative transcription supports the observation made under the current study 

that these final sounds can be treated as vowels.   

Second, the glides [w] and [j] can be argued to occur in onset position instead, 

as a result of an insertion process before the Infinitive suffix /-U/. It will be 

demonstrated following Delord that in such verb suffixes, the final vowel is preceded by 

a [w] or a [j] (see Table  5.5 and Table  5.6 in § 5.2.6.2), providing better grounds on 

which to reanalyze Lébikaza’s syllable-final [w] and [j] in such forms as sequences of 

[w] or [j] followed by a final high vowel. Therefore, such verbal forms in the above 

examples must be transcribed as [líwú] ‘to dip’, [nɪẃʊ́] ‘to hear’, [tɔẃʊ]̀ ‘to shoot’, and 

[kójí] ‘pick up!’  

Last, treating these coda segments either as vowels (as suggested in the first 

reason) or as sequences of a glide and a vowel (as suggested in the second reason) is 
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more consistent with the language’s known preference for the CV syllable and its strong 

tendency to ban consonant-like segments in coda, as just seen in the syllable structure.  

Based on the differences in the current study’s revised segmental analysis, which 

considers Lébikaza’s syllable-final glides /ɣ/, /w/ and /j/ as vowels instead, the syllable 

structure of Kabiye grammatical morphemes (noun affixes and aspect and tense affixes) 

is revised as follows: 

 

(C)  (V)  V 

   N     Where N represents a syllabic nasal 

 In accord with this revision, an illustration of the grammatical morphemes’ 

structures is shown as follows:  

(78)   V  [sɪb̀ -á] ‘dead’ 

 die -Acc   

(79)   VV [àbàl -áà] ‘men’ 

 man -2PlT1 

(80)   N  [kɔ ́ -ŋ]̀ ‘comes’ 

 come -Inacc 

(81)   CV [ɲàḿ   -tʊ]̀ ‘respect’ 

 respect  -9T5  

(82)   CVV [jǿ -jáà] ‘warriors’  

war -2PlT1  
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1.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has presented the historical, geographic, and linguistic background 

of Kabiye, and given a general overview of the literature found on this language. The 

available linguistic descriptions have started to explain its morphology, syntax, 

phonology, and semantics. These descriptions have contributed much to the 

understanding of the grammar of the language. However, this chapter has also hinted at 

some general issues in the existing phonological studies that need improvement, thus 

motivating the present research.  

Previous phonological descriptions are controversial due not only to 

methodological issues, but also to noticeable discrepancies in their findings, which will 

be pinpointed in the exclusive detailed review of this literature in the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS SEGMENTAL PHONOLOGY AND TONE ANALYSES 

2.1 Introduction 

The motivation of this research developed from both what is found and what is 

lacking in the existing tone analyses and segmental descriptions of Kabiye. From the 

overview of the literature in the preceding chapter, it is clear that segmental phonology 

and tone analyses have been treated in only a handful of the linguistic works on the 

language. However, because the phonological treatments are of particular interest to the 

present study, it is important that this specific literature be reviewed more thoroughly.  

As will be shown, these early phonological analyses have importantly laid the 

foundation of Kabiye study, but need revision at various levels in light of new insights 

into the language, as proposed in the present research. Before going into the revisions, a 

thorough review of these analyses is presented in order to show the state of the 

phonological research on this language. A subsequent assessment of these studies will 

show their strengths and weaknesses. 

2.2 Review and Assessment of the Segmental Phonology  

The fundamental accounts of segments come from Delord (1976) and Lébikaza 

(1985, 1999), but other studies have also contributed to Kabiye phonology. Indeed, only 
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some of the subsequent researchers have adopted the segmental analyses of their 

predecessors, but not without revisions. As a matter of fact, Kassan (1996) adopted the 

inventory of Lébikaza with only minor classificatory changes for the consonants, but 

none of Paaluki (1995), the CLNK & SIL-Togo (1998), or Roberts (2002) agreed with 

the studies before them and, therefore, presented their own inventories.  

In considering all these descriptions, there is a broad sense of agreement on most 

of the segmental phonology, but also noteworthy disagreements that range from initial 

phonetic details about the segments to the phonological inventories through the 

phonological rules that connect both levels.   

2.2.1 Previous Analyses of Vowels  

Although various scholars have posited different accounts of the underlying 

system of Kabiye vowels, only one researcher, Lébikaza, presents a phonetic vowel 

inventory (Table  2.1).  

Table     2.1 Phonetic Chart of Kabiye Vocalic Sounds (Lébikaza 1999: 39) 13 

FRONT     BACK 

HIGH  i  y       ɰ  u 

   ɪ  ʏ        ɯ  ʊ 

MID      e  ø         ɤ  o 
        ɛ œ           ʌ  ɔ 

LOW             a        ɑ 

                                           
13In this dissertation, IPA standards have been adopted. Hence, some of the sounds, as transcribed in the 

work of Lébikaza, have been changed to fit the IPA. For instance, y=ü; ɪ = ɩ, … (etc.). 
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The inventory in Table  2.1 also received the classification in Table  2.2. 

Table     2.2 Phonetic Classification of Vowels (Lébikaza 1999: 42)14 

 [+ATR] Vowels [- ATR] Vowels 

               FRONT           BACK       FRONT                BACK 

HIGH        i      y            ɰ      u         ʏ                       ɯ     ʊ 

MID         e     ø              ɤ      o       ɛ    œ                    ʌ     ɔ 

LOW          a                          ɑ 

Lébikaza also reports combinations of the short vocoids into long vowels, extra 

long vowels, and diphthongs. The vocoids occur in three quantities: short as [i] in [tím̀] 

‘to cut down’, long as [ii] in [lìì] ‘dip!’, and extra long as [iii] in [kììì] ‘ideophone 

intensifying the idea of turning around’(Lébikaza 1999: 42).  

Two sets of diphthongs are shown in the works of Lébikaza; the first type of 

diphthongs glide from an unrounded front vowel to an unrounded back vowel (Figure  2.1). 

Front     Back unrounded 

[iɰ]  i    ɰ 

[ ɪɯ ]  ɪ   ɯ 

[ eɤ ]  e    ɤ 

[ ɛʌ ]  ɛ   ʌ 

[ aɑ]  a   ɑ 

Figure     2.1 First type of diphthongs (Lébikaza 1999: 43) 

                                           
14 The author may have accidentally omitted the high front unrounded vowel [ɪ], which is missing from 

the table. 
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The second type of diphthongs, which glide from a rounded non-high back 

vowel or an unrounded front vowel to a rounded high back vowel (Figure  2.2), are 

shown as [iu, ɪʊ, eu, ɛʊ, ou, ɔʊ, aʊ]. 

i       u 

     ɪ           ʊ 

e      o 

      ɛ           ɔ 

    a  

Figure     2.2 Second type of diphthongs (Lébikaza 1999: 44) 

Irrespective of what their beginning phonetic inventory might have been, all the 

studies (Delord 1976, Lébikaza 1985, 1999, Kassan 1996, Paaluki 1995, CLNK & SIL-

Togo 1998, Roberts 2002, 2003) agree on the first nine basic (or short) vocalic 

phonemes as summarized in Table  2.3. The vowels are arranged in two almost 

symmetrical sets that contrast with regard to the feature [ATR] (Advanced Tongue 

Root), a contrast in which the single low vowel /a/ does not partake.  

Table     2.3 Basic Vocalic Phonemes Found in all Previous Studies 

    FRONT        BACK 

  +ATR/ - ATR     +ATR/ - ATR 

     HIGH        i /  ɪ           u / ʊ 

          MID  e / ɛ           o / ɔ  

           LOW   a     
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Only minor classificatory details about the short or basic vowels distinguish the 

views of the authors. In the classification presented by Roberts and the CLNK & SIL-

Togo, /a/ is treated as a neutral vowel with respect to [ATR] specification (i.e., neither 

[+ATR] nor [-ATR], as shown in Table  2.3). The classifications of Delord and 

Lébikaza, however, categorize /a/ with the [-ATR] set of vowels. Moreover, Roberts 

(2002: 9) refers to the vowel height as Close, ½ Open, and Open, instead of their labels 

in Table  2.3 as High, Mid, and Low, respectively. The vowels table presented by 

Paaluki (1995: 16) does not show any classificatory labels, though he also show the 

[+ATR] and [-ATR] sets of vowels separately and the vowel /a/ on its own. 

In addition to the nine basic vowels, further vocalic phonemes were presented in 

Roberts 2002 and CLNK & SIL-Togo 1998, namely their “long vowels” and “long 

pharyngealized vowels.” Both works transcribe the long vowels by doubling short 

vowels (Table  2.4), and they transcribe the long pharyngealized vowels by combining a 

short front vowel with the symbol [ɣ]15 (Table  2.5). 

                                           
15 This symbol represents a voiced velar fricative in Delord’s (1976) description, a velar glide in 

Lébikaza’s (1999: 88), but a “graphic representation” of the “orthographical symbol ɣ” in Roberts’ 

(2002: 11) notation. 
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Table     2.4 The Long Vocalic Phonemes According to Roberts and CLNK & SIL-Togo  

 - Back Central + Back 

 +ATR - ATR  +ATR - ATR 

Close ii  ɪɪ   uu  ʊʊ  

½ open ee  ɛɛ   oo        ɔɔ  

Open   aa    

 

Table     2.5 Long Pharyngealized Vocalic Phonemes According to Roberts16 and 

CLNK & SIL-Togo 

 - Back Central 

Close iɣ ɪɣ  

½ open eɣ ɛɣ  

Open   aɣ 

Some minor differences are noted in the actual classifications that appear in the 

studies. The vowels in Table  2.4 and Table  2.5 are those listed in the works of Roberts 

and CLNK & SIL-Togo, but the classification shown is that of Roberts (2002). CLNK 

& SIL-Togo 1998 groups the vowels in three columns, labeled as Basic Vowels, Long 

Vowels, and Pharyngealized Vowels, but shows vowel height in five unlabeled rows. 

However, the remainder of the analysis of vowels is identical in both studies. Besides, it 

must be stressed that unlike CLNK & SIL-Togo 1998, the segmental analysis of Roberts 

                                           
16 In Roberts (2003: 10), the long pharyngealized vowels are also called the long unrounded dorsal vowels 

and transcribed as: [ɯ:] (for [iɣ]), [ʊ:] (for [ɪɣ]), [ɣ:] (for [eɣ]), [ʌ:] (for [ɛɣ]), and [ɑ:] (for [aɣ]). 
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(2002, 2003) does not include /ɣ/ as a phoneme of Kabiye. In fact, among the previous 

studies, Roberts only shares this view with Paaluki 1995. In Roberts’ work, however, 

the “graphic representation of this sound” is “the orthographical symbol ɣ” (Roberts 

2002: 11). Later in Roberts’ Post Master’s (DEA) thesis, he also referred to the long 

pharyngealized vowels as the long unrounded dorsal vowels17 and specified that they 

were not phonemes per se (Roberts 2003: 10). 

Three different vocalic phoneme inventories emerge thus from the literature: 1) 

nine vowels (Delord 1976, Lébikaza 1985, 1999, Paaluki 1995, Kassan 1996), 2) 23 

vowels (CLNK & SIL-Togo 1998, Roberts 2002), and 3) fewer than 23 vowels but 

greater than nine (Roberts 2003). Yet, one would expect the inventories of phonemes to 

be consistent, given especially that the defined variety of Kabiye that is analyzed in all the 

studies is exactly the same. The following questions, therefore, arise: Why, then, are there 

divergent views in previous accounts? Which account is the most descriptively adequate? 

Faced with an important divergence in the outcome of the studies, no one of the 

vocalic inventories can be adopted without an evaluation of all the studies.  

2.2.2 Assessment of the Analyses of Vowels 

Each of the studies reviewed here are assessed to bring out their strengths and 

weaknesses, with the relevant criteria being details of the analysis, accuracy of the 

information, and groundedness of the argumentation. 

                                           
17 Our translation of the French “Voyelles longues dorsales non-arrondies.” 
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A comparative examination of the argumentation and details given by the studies 

may help decide which among these segmental analyses is grounded. Of all the works 

that present the segmental phonology of Kabiye, only Delord 1976 and Lébikaza 1985, 

1999 provide a linguistic analysis per se. Hence, these studies show the argumentation 

that underlies their analyses. Lébikaza’s phonological analysis is the most detailed, 

showing the steps of the analysis, as well as surface and underlying segments. Delord’s 

work is limited in details and does not provide any phonetic inventory of segments; 

instead, his phonological analysis illustrates only contrastive segments. In contrast, the 

phonologies found in Paaluki 1995, CLNK & SIL-Togo 1998, and in Roberts’ (2002, 

2003) works simply list the phonemes in tables with little to no details as to how the 

authors reached their results. Not showing a thorough analysis makes questionable the 

results in the latter works. It is noted that this very issue has also concerned Roberts 

himself (Roberts 2002) about the phonology in the dictionary of CLNK & SIL-Togo 

(the authorship of which he mistakenly attributes to Marmor; see Marmor ed. in Roberts 

2002 bibliographic references) and led him to question their results. It is pointed out 

about the works of Paaluki and CLNK & SIL-Togo, though, that they are only intended 

as phonological summaries, not phonological descriptions. Indeed, it must be noticed 

following Roberts (2002) that the phonology in the introduction to the dictionary of 

CLNK & SIL-Togo 1998 (and likewise the one in the introduction to the Glossary of 

Paaluki 1995) are only summaries aimed at the public at large. A similar remark can 

apply to the segmental phonology found in Roberts’ (2002, 2003) own works; it is 
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meant as a quick summary to help the reader follow Roberts’ intended research, which 

is about the tone classes of verbs and the tones of modality prefixes. However, though 

such an argument may explain why the steps of the analysis are not made explicit in the 

latter works, it does not make up for their lack of detail as a weakness.  

The other criteria by which the works are assessed relate to how accurate and 

grounded their details and arguments are. Of the studies that show details and 

argumentation, it can be said about the analysis in Delord 1976, which shows only 

contrasts between phonemes, that there is no way of determining if Delord posited any 

wrong allophone as phoneme. However, since Delord’s phonemes are identical to those 

identified by Lébikaza’s detailed analysis, Delord’s inventory will be legitimated if the 

accuracy of Lébikaza’s analysis is established. For the works of Paaluki, CLNK & SIL-

Togo, and Roberts, which do not offer details and argumentation, suffice it to say that it 

is difficult to fully assess them. 

The strength of the phonological analysis presented by Lébikaza 1999 lies in the 

insightfulness of the argumentation and the facts presented. Lébikaza’s phonetic 

inventory includes a large number of vocoids, all of which are illustrated and fully 

described, and from which he later determines the vocalic phonemes. It shows the short 

vowels phones [i ɪ y ʏ e ɛ ø œ ɰ ɯ u ʊ ɤ ʌ o ɔ ɑ a], nine of which appear in the results 

of the other researchers. His phonetic inventory also acknowledges the long vowels also 

included in the results of the other researchers. In addition to these, Lébikaza’s 

inventory includes extra long vowels and two sets of diphthongs. His first type of 
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diphthongs, [iɰ ɪɯ eɤ ɛʌ aɑ], appear to correspond to the long pharyngealized 

phonemes /iɣ ɪɣ eɣ ɛɣ aɣ/ of Roberts (2002) and CLNK & SIL-Togo (1998), also 

acknowledge by Paaluki (1995) who, however, does not explicitly refer to them as 

phonemes. Lébikaza’s second type of diphthongs and his extra long vowels are not 

mentioned in the work of any other researcher.  

Through minimal pairs, contrasts, and a study of the environments in which the 

vocoids occur, Lébikaza determines the phonological status of nine short vowels, /i ɪ e ɛ 

a o ɔ u ʊ/, which are the same as the ones determined by Delord and on which all the 

studies also agree. Lébikaza analyzes the extra long vocoids, occurring mainly in 

ideophones, as manifestations of the nine short vocalic phonemes through a lengthening 

process (extra long vowels can be lengthened indefinitely) and dismisses them from the 

phonological system. For the remaining vocoids not appearing in his phonological 

system, he shows that the two morae in the long vocoids and the diphthongs can belong 

to different morphemes, the first mora to the root of the word and the second, to the 

suffix. As a matter of fact, the second [a] of the long vowel [aa] in a form such as 

[tɔẁà-á] ‘ate’ represents the morpheme of the Accomplished aspect. Moreover, [u] and 

[ʊ], which are the second vowels in the diphthongs [iu ɪʊ eu ɛʊ aʊ ou ɔʊ], are the 

suffixes morphemes of the Infinitive in forms such as [sɛt̀ɪ-́ʊ]̀ ‘to cut’ and [k͡pèzí-ù] ‘to 

cough’, [tɔʊ́]̀ ‘to spit’, and so forth. Similarly, [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ], which can only be found as 

the second element of the diphthongs [iɰ ɪɯ eɤ ɛʌ aɑ], respectively, occur also as 

actual forms of the morpheme of the Inaccomplished as in [ɛ-̀zɛt́ɪ-́ɯ́] ‘he cuts’, [è-ɡ͡bézí-
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ɰ́] ‘he coughs’, [ɛ-̀bá-ɑ]̀ ‘he dances’, and so forth. The second element of the diphthong 

[aɑ], is also found as a noun su�x, as in [há-ɑ]̀ ‘dog’ (cf. [há-sɪ]̀ ‘dogs’). Furthermore, 

through an opposition in the second mora of forms that are near-minimal pairs, 

Lébikaza establishes a partial contrast of the second elements in the diphthongs [iɰ ɪɯ 

eɤ ɛʌ aɑ] to the second vowel in the long vowels [ii ɪɪ ee ɛɛ aa]. Based on this partial 

contrast and the intervening morphological boundary between the morae of the long 

vowels and the diphthongs, Lébikaza considers them as arising phonetically from the 

co-appearance of two different vocalic phonemes (which he refers to with the French, 

“biphonématiques”): a long vowel is phonologically two of the established basic or 

short vocalic phonemes occurring next to each other that only happen to be identical. A 

diphthong, on the other hand, is phonologically constituted of two non-identical 

phonemes: while the second type of diphthong [iu ɪʊ eu ɛʊ ou ɔʊ aʊ] are combinations 

of basic vocalic phonemes, the first type of diphthongs [iɰ ɪɯ eɤ ɛʌ aɑ] combine each a 

basic vocalic phoneme and another phoneme. Later, Lébikaza derives the unrounded 

back vocoids [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ], second elements in the first type of diphthongs, from a single 

phonological segment with a particular status, which is listed as the semi-vowel “/ɣ/” 

(Lébikaza 1999: 42-56)18. It follows from the phonological analysis of Lébikaza that 

none of the diphthongs, the long vowels, and the extra long vowels is attested in the 

underlying representation of Kabiye vowels. 

                                           
18 A further discussion of this “phoneme /ɣ/” from the perspective of the present research is included in 

the revised in Chapter 5.  
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Beyond the insightfulness of the new analysis presented in Lébikaza 1999, 

however, lie some weaknesses, some of which ultimately have implications on the 

resulting vocalic system of his analysis. These have to do with an incompleteness of the 

phonetic inventory, the phonological analysis of the long vowels, and the nature of his 

semi-vowel /ɣ/. It is determined that a third series of diphthongs is lacking in the 

phonetic inventory of Lébikaza 1999. The diphthongs in this series appear to glide from 

a rounded back vowel or an unrounded front vowel toward an unrounded high front 

vowel; illustration of these diphthongs include [ɛɪ] in [tɛɪ̀]́ ‘male proper name’, [aɪ] in 

[k͡pá-ɪ]́ ‘catch him!’, [oi] in [kóí] ‘interjection of disagreement’. In his phonological 

analysis, despite the existence of minimal pairs contrasting long vocoids with short 

ones, Lébikaza founded his argumentation on a morphological boundary that intervenes 

sometimes between the vocoids to decide that they are constituted of two separate 

vocalic phonemes. It is noted, however, that though a morphological boundary may 

always separate the diphthongs, not all long vowels occurring in the language can be 

shown to include such a morphological boundary. This seems to be specifically the case 

of long vocoids occurring in word roots, which always manifest themselves as long (viz. 

[kóó-jé] ‘water pot’, [tòòvèním̀] ‘truth’ [ʈèèb-íjè] ‘sauce pan’). In addition, short and 

long vocoids crucially appear to differentiate between examples such as [lì] ‘swallow!’ 

vs. [lìì] ‘dip!’, [lʊ]̀ ‘wrestle!’ vs. [lʊ̀ʊ]̀ ‘weave!’, and [tè] ‘sustain!’ vs. [tèè] ‘sing!’ 

Contrary to Lébikaza’s determinations, it is concluded from these facts that vowel 

length is contrastive, a conclusion that supports the long vocalic phonemes in the 
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findings of Roberts (2002, 2003) and CLNK & SIL-Togo (1998). With respect to 

diphthongs, for which Lébikaza eloquently establishes near-minimal pair contrasts with 

the long vocoids, it is noted about his first type of diphthongs that the phonological 

segment “/ɣ/,” from which he derives the second constituents in his first type of 

diphthongs (i.e., the unrounded back vocoids [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ]), is a questionable (or 

marginal) segment of Kabiye.   

In sum, analyses of the vocalic systems found in previous studies, including the 

one presented by Lébikaza, are unsatisfactory. They include too few or too many 

segments. Lébikaza’s (1985, 1999) vocalic analysis makes an important contribution to 

the vocalic phonology of Kabiye by offering many details and insights that no other 

author mentions, but his analysis also misses some no less important conclusions. Many 

points in Lébikaza’s analysis are insightful and supported with facts, proving good 

grounds for nearly all the segments included in his phonetic and phonological 

inventories. But, both inventories are determined to be incomplete, lacking other 

segments that needed to be included. The same conclusion applies to the vocalic system 

in Delord 1976 and Paaluki 1995, both of which are identical to the vocalic system of 

Lébikaza. On the other hand, while it is concluded from this assessment that the long 

vocalic phonemes listed in the findings of Roberts (2002, 2003) and CLNK & SIL-Togo 

(1998) are well grounded, the vocalic system found in the latter studies cannot be 

entirely legitimated, because of the extra phonemes that they also include, namely their 

long pharyngealized vowels. Lébikaza’s analysis has well shown that these so-called 
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long pharyngealized vowels, which correspond to his first type of diphthongs, are only 

manifested at the phonetic level. Underlyingly, the constituents in these diphthongs 

represent two different phonemes; the first constituent always represents one of the nine 

short vocalic phonemes and all the second constituents represent a single underlying 

segment, the true nature of which Lébikaza did not successfully pinpoint. Ultimately, 

therefore, none of the vocalic systems found in all previous studies is entirely grounded 

and satisfactory; a revisit of the vocalic analysis is necessary.  

2.2.3 Previous Analyses of Consonants  

As was the case with the vocalic studies reviewed above, the consonantal 

analyses appearing in the literature also demonstrate important differences in the 

specific consonants inventoried as well as in the classification of these segments.  

The consonant inventories provided in three of the studies (Delord 1976, 

Lébikaza 1999, and Roberts 2002) include a total of 18 consonant phonemes, while the 

inventory of Paaluki includes 24 consonants and that of CLNK & SIL-Togo, 25 

consonants. With regard to classification, Lébikaza’s work also shows the most detail, 

compared to others. The consonants inventories proposed by these authors appear in 

Table  2.6 through Table     2.1119.  

                                           
19 Some of the symbols in these reproduced tables have been adapted to IPA notation. 
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Although Lébikaza provides only a phonetic classification of the sounds, but not 

one for phonemes, his sounds are reported here in a as Table     2.8, adapted from his 

phonetic classification table. 

Table     2.6 Consonant Phonemes According to Delord (1976: 23) 

                                          Voiceless                          Voiced 

                           (becoming voiced in intervocalic) 

                                    Stops              Continuants                    nasals 

 

Bilabials                          b                 f                                        m 

Dentals                            t                 s                 z                      n 

Retroflexes                      ɖ                                    l 

Palatals                           ʧ                                    j                      ɲ  

Velars                             k                                   ɣ                      ŋ 

Velo-Labials                    k͡p                                  w                      

Pharyngeal                                                            h 

Table  2.7 Consonant Phonemes by CLNK & SIL-Togo (1998, p.1 of Esquisse…) 

 front part of the mouth                   back part of the mouth 

Voiceless p f s t  tʃ k k͡p  

Voiced b v z d ɖ ʤ g ɡ͡b ɣ 

     r     

Nasal m  n   ɲ ŋ   

Voiced w  l   j h   
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Table     2.8 Consonant Phonemes According to Lébikaza (1985, 1999) 
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Table     2.9 Consonant Phonemes According to Paaluki (1995: 17) 
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Table     2.10 Inventory of Consonant Phonemes According to Roberts (2002, 2003) 

 

In addition to these tables, a new classification table (Table     2.11) is also 

proposed in Kassan’s (1996) dissertation for Lébikaza’s (1985) consonant inventory. 

Table     2.11 Kabiye Consonant Phonemes’ Classification by Kassan (1996: 22)20 

  Bilab     Lab     Dent   Retr    Dorso    Palat    Vel    Post-vel 

     Dent      -alv 

Bruy   p      f      t            ʈ         s        ʧ       k          k͡p 

        d       z        ɣ 

Nas   m       n        ɲ   

Non-bruy   w       l        j        h 

The details of these consonant tables diverge in noticeable ways that relate to the 

specific segments chosen as well as their classification and labels. With respect to the 

phonological segments, the first five tables agree on most of the sounds but not all. The 

                                           
20 The labels “Bruy” (for “bruyants”), “Non-bruy” (for “non-bruyants”), and “Nas” (for “nasales”), are 

the French words for buzzing, non-buzzing, and nasals, respectively. 
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biggest difference comes from Paaluki’s inventory (Table     2.9), which displays a fuller 

series of obstruents, which contrast in voicing, except the laryngeal fricative. 

Furthermore, Table  2.9 very strikingly includes a “vibrant palatal” /r/, which is also 

encountered only in the CLNK & SIL-Togo’s inventory, with apparently a different 

classification (Table     2.7), and lacks the lateral segment /l/ that is found in all the other 

tables. The consonant phonemes inventory proposed by Roberts (Table  2.10) widely 

resembles that of Lébikaza (Table     2.8) but it also differs from it on a couple of points. 

Roberts’ inventory includes all the sounds in the inventory of Lébikaza except two: on 

the one hand, Roberts’ inventory rejects the /ɣ/ of Lébikaza (and Delord, Table  2.6), as 

does Paaluki (Table     2.9); on the other hand, Roberts re-establishes the phonological 

status of the velar nasal /ŋ/ from the prior work of Delord, which Lébikaza subsequently 

dismissed. Roberts’ table (Table  2.10) and the one of Lébikaza (Table     2.8) agree on the 

remaining consonant. Particularly, these tables include the voiced /d/ and the voiceless 

/p/ and /ʈ/ as phonemes, instead of their respective counterparts /t/, /b/ and /ɖ/ advocated 

by Delord (Table  2.6). Kassan (Table     2.11) adopts the consonant inventory from 

Lébikaza (Table     2.8) to which she applies a new classification. Therefore, Kassan 

agrees with Lébikaza on all of the consonants. Consequently, everything that is stated 

about the choice of consonants in Lébikaza’s table (Table     2.8) also applies to Kassan’s 

table (Table     2.11). 

The most important divergences displayed in the classification of consonants in 

all six tables relate to how they address place of articulation. All the tables use similar 
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classificatory labels but group the consonants in slightly different ways, except for 

Table     2.7 of the CLNK & SIL-Togo, which does not show individual labels for the 

subclasses of sounds in this category. The biggest shift, though, lies in the subclasses 

under which some of the consonants fall across tables. For instance, /f/ appears as a 

bilabial sound in the classification of Delord (Table  2.6) as opposed to its classification 

as a labio-dental consonant by the other authors (Table  2.8, Table     2.9, Table  2.10, and 

Table     2.11). Likewise, /l/ is found to be a retroflex sound in Table  2.6, but it constitutes 

a class together with the dental or dental-alveolar consonants in Table  2.8, Table     2.7, 

Table  2.10 and Table     2.11; moreover, Paaluki’s table (Table     2.9) does not include /l/ at 

all. Similarly, /h/ forms a class with the velar consonant in Table     2.7, whereas it is 

classified as a post-velar consonant and analogously as “pharyngeal,” “laryngeal,” or 

“glottal” in other classifications (Table  2.6, Table     2.8, Table     2.9, Table  2.10, and Table 

    2.11). In another respect, although Delord does not show a phonetic inventory of 

consonants, he provides a brief discussion of some particular realizations of consonants. 

In this discussion, a noteworthy difference is also found, which relates to Delord’s 

“dentalized bilabial” [Φ ̪] discussed as a phonetic realization of his bilabial /f/ (Delord 

1976: 19). Yet Lébikaza points out that Delord’s “dentalized bilabial” fricative was 

never found. Another shift in the classification of consonants by place of articulation 

involves Roberts’ phonemes /s/ and /z/ identified as alveo-palatals (Table  2.10), but as 

dental–alveolars in Lébikaza’s classification (Table  2.8). Kassan’s classification of 

consonants by place of articulation also departs from that of Lébikaza in some 
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noticeable ways. For example, Kassan splits the dental-alveolar consonants of Lébikaza 

(Table  2.8) into two distinct classes as dental, including /d t n l/, and as dorso-alveolar, 

which includes /s z/ (Table     2.11). She also merges Lébikaza’s labial-velar and glottal 

classes of into a single new class that she calls post-velar. Lébikaza’s labial-velar /w/, 

however, is no longer part of the new class in Table     2.11; instead, it is moved forward 

into a purely bilabial class. Similarly, the purely palatal consonant and the alveo-palatals 

consonants of Lébikaza now share a single palatal point of articulation class in Kassan’s 

new classification (Table     2.11).  

With respect to manner of articulation especially, two tendencies are observed in 

the way the tables classify the sounds. The classifications of Delord (Table  2.6), Roberts 

(Table  2.10), Kassan (Table     2.11), and to some extent the CLNK & SIL-Togo (Table 

    2.7, all show consonants in fewer classes with similar labels. They distinguish between 

only three main classes: stops in Table  2.6 (“+obstruents” in Table  2.10 and analogous 

to “bruy” in Table     2.11), continuants in Table  2.6 (analogous to “- obstruents” in Table 

 2.10 and to “non-bruy” in Table     2.11) and nasals in Table  2.6 and Table     2.11 

(“+nasals” in Table  2.10). Table     2.9 and Table  2.10 also classify the sounds by 

voicing, as does Table     2.7 of the CLNK & SIL-Togo. Kassan (Table     2.11) thus 

strikingly merges the six manner of articulation classes of consonants in Lébikaza’s 

table (Table  2.8) into three subclasses only as “bruyants,” “nasales,” and “non-

bruyants.” In contrast, the classification by manner of articulation adopted by Lébikaza 

(Table  2.8) and Paaluki (Table     2.9) is far more detail-oriented, with more subclasses for 
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the consonants and also similar labels. Both tables, however, are differentiated by two 

noticeable things: Table     2.9 adds a subclass of “vibrants” where Table  2.8 has 

“liquids”; Table     2.9 also merges the affricates and fricatives of Table  2.8 into a single 

class referred to as fricatives. For all the tables in general, another important divergence 

is also noted in the classes under which some of the consonants fall. Most noticeable in 

this case is /ɣ/, which constitutes a class with stops in Table     2.7, but is shown as a 

continuant in Table  2.6 and Table     2.11, or as an approximant in Table     2.8. It is further 

noted that Table     2.9 and Table  2.10 do not include this phoneme.  

As this cross comparison reveals, the state of the segmental phonology of 

Kabiye remains an open topic. Although there is a wide agreement on a solid common 

core of consonants, there is disagreement with respect to various details. More 

disturbing is the fact that with each new inventory of phonemes proposed, there is either 

dismissal of some segments or addition of new segments. In this state of contradictory 

analyses, the first step toward identifying the most reasonable among the studies is to 

examine the proposed analyses for the basis on which each of them is grounded.  

2.2.4 Assessment of the Analyses of Consonants 

In evaluating the studies at hand, the individual analyses show various strengths 

and weaknesses. For the overall classification of the consonants in the six tables, it can 

be stated that only the way consonants are grouped differ; four of the tables do so in 

one way and the other two tables, in another. But the more detail-oriented classifications 

of the sounds provided by Lébikaza (Table     2.8) and by the CLNK & SIL-Togo (Table 
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    2.9) have the advantage of providing the subclasses of sounds with labels that are more 

specific than the general labels used by the other researchers. Indeed, the most obvious 

point of strength of Lébikaza’s consonants analysis is its detailed and step-by-step 

developments. Every consonantal realization of the language is first inventoried, then 

given consideration in the phonological analysis from which the phonemes emerge. The 

lack of such a procedure and scant details in the analyses of Roberts and CLNK & SIL-

Togo puts their phonological inventories at a disadvantage, though these results cannot 

be simplistically dismissed on these grounds.  

However, it is worth pointing out some potentially troubling facts about some of 

the consonant phonemes in all the tables of the studies, generally considered. In 

Delord’s system (Table  2.6), for example, it is apparent that there is either a 

misclassification of the sound /f/ as a bilabial consonant or an inappropriate choice of 

the symbol to represent the consonant. Phonetic conventions demand that the sound 

represented by the symbol /f/ have a labio-dental point of articulation, as appearing in 

the classification tables of the other researchers. A similar observation is made for /tʃ/ 

and /ʤ/ referred to as fricatives by Paaluki (Table     2.9); both palatals are known as 

affricates in IPA conventions. Chronologically, it is also observed an inconsistency 

across the studies in the choice of some phonemes. Particularly, /ŋ/, /ɣ/, and /l/ are 

initially posited as phonological segments in Delord’s study (Table  2.6); in Lébikaza’s 

subsequent inventory (1985), /ŋ/ as phoneme is rejected (Table     2.8), as it would again 

be in Lébikaza’s later work (1999). On the other hand, Paaluki 1995, which followed 
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Lébikaza 1985, reintroduced /ŋ/, but rejects /ɣ/, and /l/, all of which reappeared 

subsequently in CLNK & SIL-Togo 1998 (Table     2.7), though their status as earlier 

redefined in Lébikaza 1985 got reinstated in Kassan 1996 (Table     2.11). In the most 

recent studies by Roberts (2002, 2003), /ŋ/ and /l/ are kept as phonemes of Kabiye, but 

/ɣ/ is questioned again. Similar to this case is that of /r/, which was not shown in the 

first studies by Delord and Lébikaza (Table  2.6 and Table     2.8), but appeared in the 

inventories proposed by Paaluki and CLNK & SIL-Togo (Table     2.9 and Table     2.7), only 

to be subsequently rejected by Roberts (Table  2.10).  

Considering the phonological segments in the tables, another observation is 

concerning: some inventories exhibit mostly voiceless obstruents with only a few that 

are voiced (Table  2.6, Table     2.8, Table  2.10, and Table     2.11), yet these tables disagree 

on exactly what these “defective” voiced obstruents should be. Other inventories 

include fuller sets of obstruents that include pairs of voiced and voiceless segments. For 

Paaluki (Table     2.9), especially, there is almost an equal number of voiced and voiceless 

obstruents, except for the laryngeal fricative /h/. The same observation is made of the 

obstruents in the table of CLNK & SIL-Togo (Table     2.7), which makes exception for /ɖ/ 

and /ɣ/, instead. The direct consequence of this important difference in the obstruents 

inventories is a significantly larger number of consonants in the latter tables (Table     2.9, 

Table     2.7) than in the earlier ones, producing an irreconcilable discrepancy in the size 

of the inventories, as well as in the specific consonants included.  
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Considering the strengths and the weaknesses of the studies from the perspective 

of an outsider who does not have any other data than shown in the studies (and hence, 

not necessarily all the facts of the language) and relies only on what is presented in the 

studies themselves, it is simply impossible to determine with certainty the results of 

which study capture the right generalizations and which fail to do so. Except for the 

studies by Lébikaza, none of the other studies can be fully evaluated, since the 

motivation of their choices is left unreported. On the one hand, when the studies are 

compared, Lébikaza studies seem to have motivated his analysis and his results. On the 

other hand, though, it cannot be ignored that how grounded Lébikaza’s analysis is also 

depends crucially on consideration of all the facts about the segments. Questions 

therefore still remain, the answers to which lie far beyond consideration of the studies 

themselves: How can it be known if Lébikaza presented a complete account of the facts 

or not? Could Lébikaza have missed something? Considering the irreconcilable 

discrepancies among the tables, especially, is it possible that there are some overlooked 

features of the language, which Lébikaza’s analysis did not present, and that might have 

informed the decisions of the other studies? Answers can neither be found in the studies 

themselves nor can they be brought to light through the only examination of Lébikaza’s 

analysis, as in this review. It only helps to know the data to fully evaluate the 

exhaustiveness of Lébikaza’s segmental analysis. In fact, acquaintance with the data of 

the language indicates that Lébikaza’s consonants analysis is overly parsimonious (to 

the point of inaccurate) and does not take into consideration some crucial data, which 

go counter his analysis of obstruents particularly. Indeed, in positing only voiceless 
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obstruents (beside /t/ and /s/, for which minimal pairs contrast each voiceless consonant 

to its voiced counterpart /d/ and /z/, respectively), Lébikaza’s generalization leaves out 

another observed fact about the behavior of obstruents in this language: that obstruents 

occurring in medial positions are not always voiced. This fact forces one to seriously 

question an account whereby the voiced counterparts of underlyingly voiceless 

obstruents would be derived by a medial-position voicing process, as in Lébikaza’s 

analysis (1999: 94-161). This point appears to support the consonants inventories that 

list extensive contrasting voiced and voiceless obstruents. It is also argued that the 

phoneme /ɣ,/ defined in Lébikaza’s studies as a velar glide (but a velar fricative in 

Delord 1976), and which is questioned and rejected by Roberts (2002, 2003) and 

Paaluki (1995), may not be a fully-fledged phoneme of Kabiye. This back-and-forth 

observed over time across the studies about this /ɣ/ and some other phonemes also adds 

to the ambiguity of the inventories and cautions against the choice of any one study 

over the others. Moreover, these latter studies, despite their lack of detail, appear to 

include important but unstated arguments regarding the language’s phonological 

inventory. 

In light of the discussion in the assessment of consonants and vowels, it is 

concluded that although many of the segments reported by the studies are unequivocally 

grounded, many others are not so. From the phonetic to the phonological inventories, 

segments are left out of the analyses, crucial pieces of information regarding some 

segments and generalizations are missed. Segments included in some inventories and 

their classifications are clearly inadequate and questionable. Therefore, without 
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undertaking a phonological reanalysis, no one inventory can be singled out as meeting 

descriptive accuracy. A thorough phonological reanalysis is needed, one that builds on 

the insights from previous studies, while endeavoring to consider facts completely in 

order to include information that Lébikaza’s studies have overlooked, draw better 

generalizations, and determine if there are grounds for any of the inventories of 

segments presented in all former studies.  

Beside vowels and consonants, tone has also received attention in the 

phonological analyses by the researchers. Tonal phonology is reviewed next.    

2.3 Review of the Literature on Tone  

Initial accounts of Kabiye tone are provided by Delord and Lébikaza, who paved 

the road for subsequent work. Later tone analyses further received significant impetus 

from more research by Lébikaza and other researchers. This body of tone literature 

covers a variety of topics.  

Among the studies that focused on the fundamentals of tone, one first notes 

works by Delord (1968, 1976) and Lébikaza (1985, 1999), which discuss tone 

inventory, the distinctive features of tone, underlying tonal melodies for morphemes, 

and a variety of tone rules that explain observed patters of surface tones. They further 

focused on determining and explaining some aspects in the word and larger domains. 

Tone inventory was also shown in the introduction to the glossary of Paaluki (1995) and 

in the introduction to the bilingual dictionary of the CLNK & SIL-Togo (1998). The 

dissertation of Kassan (1996) and the theses of Roberts (2002, 2003) also provide 

noteworthy discussions of some of the fundamentals of tone that Delord and Lébikaza’s 
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studies had discussed. Besides these fundamental works, Kabiye tone was also the target 

of a number of smaller studies in papers and conference presentations, mostly by 

Lébikaza and Roberts.  

In examining this literature that determined the fundamental aspects of tone, it 

appears that their findings are as varied as the analyses themselves.   

2.3.1  Distinctive Tones and Lexical Tonal Melodies  

The inventories of distinctive tones and lexical tonal melodies of Kabiye have 

been controversial from the start of the research on this language. Although the 

phonological inventories of tone laid out in the studies differ on almost every aspect, 

most agree on the existence of two contrastive tones: /H/ and /L/. Establishing the 

inventory of lexical tonal melodies is even a more complicated issue for the studies, 

showing lesser agreement in their analyses. Table  2.12 summarizes their findings.  



 

 

 

Table     2.12 Comparative Inventory of Underlying Tones21 

 

Studies 

 

Contrastive 

Tones 

 

Lexical Tonal 

Melodies of 

Noun Roots 

 

Lexical Tonal 

Melodies of 

Verb Roots 

Lexical Tonal 

Melodies of Affixes 

Lexical 

Tonal 

Melodies of 

Prefix 

Pronouns 

Lexical 

Tonal 

Melodies of 

Conjunctions 

and Particles 

Noun 

Class 

Suffixes 

Verb 

Suffixes 

Delord  

(1968, 1976) 

/L/ /H/ /LH/ 

/HL/ /LL/ /HH/ 

/L/ /H/ /LH/ 

/HL/ /LL/ /HH/ 

/L/ /H/ /LH/ 

/HL/ /LL/ /HH/  

/L/  /H/  

/HL/ 
-  - 

Paaluki (1995) /L/ /H/ /M/ - - - - - - 

CLNK & SIL-

Togo (1998) 
/L/ /H/ - - - - - - 

Lébikaza 

(1985/1999) 

 

/L/ /H/ 

/L/ /H/ /LH/ 

/HL/ /LL/ LLL/ 

/LHL/ 

/L/  /H/ /LH/  

/HL/ /LL/ /LLL/   

/LLH/  /LHL/ 

/H/ /HL/   /L/ /H/ 

/LH/ 

/HL/  

/L/ /H/  / L/ /H/ 

 

Kassan (1996) 

 

/L/ /H/  

 

- 

/L/ /H/ /LH/ 

/HL/ /LL/ /LLL/  

/LLH/  /LHL/   

 

- 

/L/ /H/  

/T0/
22 

 

/L/ /H/  

 

- 

Roberts (2002, 

2003) 

/L/ /H/ /L/ /H/ /LH/ 

/HL/ 

/L/ /H/ /HL/ /L/ /H/ 

/HL/ 

/T0/  /L/ /H/ /LH/  
- 

                                           
21 A dash in a column means the author did not investigate the corresponding topic. 

22 A toneless suffix. 
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The following clarification is made about the tone inventories as reported in 

Table  2.12. Prefixes include noun class concord prefixes and subject pronouns. Suffixes 

include noun class suffixes as well as object pronouns. As concerns the inventories, one 

notes the following. Though Delord does not show tones on noun class suffixes, he 

states that there is a /HL/ melody on the plural suffixes of almost all the six types of 

noun classes (Delord 1968: 266). Furthermore, his examples include affixes with /H/, 

/L/, and /HL/ tones (see an example of /HL/ suffix in Delord 1976: 21). Roberts has 

specifically identified the underlying tones of only two verb suffixes: “/-kI/, 2nd marker 

of the Present Inaccomplished” and “/-kA/, 2nd marker of the Past Inaccomplished,” 

which are described as “underlyingly toneless” suffixes. But he also lists other verb 

suffixes without clearly specifying their tone (see Roberts 2002: 57-59, 66). The 

phonological synthesis of CLNK & SIL-Togo 1998 represents the high tone by an acute 

accent as in (é), the low tone by a grave accent as in (è); it also mentions a third tone, 

defined as a “lowered high tone”, which is indicated by a vertical line (') before a vowel 

carrying a high tone. According to the authors, the lowered high tone results from a 

sequence of a low tone and a high tone and is pronounced like a mid tone (CLNK & 

SIL-Togo 1998, page 6 of Esquisse de Grammaire Kabiye). These statements seem to 

indicate that the authors recognize only two underlying tones, low and high.  

As Table  2.12 suggests, some of the studies on tone are more comprehensive 

and thorough than others. Only Lébikaza’s research has investigated tone of virtually all 

the lexemes and affixes, therefore also providing the tonal melodies of conjunctions and 
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particles, information that the other authors have not researched. In considering the 

findings of the studies, it can be seen that the number of the contrastive varies from two 

to four and six. As noted above, all the studies share the view that /H/ and /L/ are 

contrastive in Kabiye. However, two of the studies go beyond these two tones to add 

extra contrastive tones. Paaluki’s work shows the contrastive tones as /H/, /L/, and /M/, 

which the author specifically transcribed as “/´/: high tone, /`/: low tone, /-/ mid tone (or 

lowered high tone)” (Paaluki 1995: 15).    From five tonal realizations that Delord 

inventories initially in a sample sentence played on a flute (and transcribed with musical 

notes), he determines the first two tones, /L/ and /H/, which he qualifies as the basic 

contrastive tones (Delord Delord 1968: 264 and 1976: 39). In examining more data, 

Delord determines four additional contrastive tones as /HH/, /LL/, /HL/, and /LH/ 

(Delord 1968: 265 and 1976: 45). Lébikaza’s study (1985/1999) begins with a 

reanalysis of Delord’s tonal sentence and identified only four tonal realizations, but the 

analysis of which also resulted in two tones as /L/ and /H/, which are the only 

contrastive tones of the language, according to Lébikaza. In facts, Lébikaza’s studies of 

are in agreement with those of Delord on the observation that surface contour tones23 

can only be realized on two morae. Nevertheless, these tones are understood differently 

in the research of both authors. Lébikaza explains them as sequences of the only 

contrastive /L/ and /H/, which happen to appear on consecutive morae. Instead, Delord 

                                           
23 Understand contour tones in the work of Delord, but non-identical tone sequences in the work of 

Lébikaza. 
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treats them as distinctive tones constituting underlyingly a unit (a contour tone) that can 

be viewed metaphorically on a one-mora-syllable as having one leg in the air and 

needing a second syllable on which to lay its second leg (Delord 1976: 45). The other 

studies agree with Lébikaza on /L/ and /H/ as the only distinctive tones.  

In Table  2.12, one can also observe that the studies diverge on the number and 

the structure of the lexical tonal melodies. The studies of Lébikaza report the largest 

number of tonal melodies on lexemes. He identifies seven melodies on nouns roots, in 

contrast to six by Delord and four by Roberts. Roberts’ four melodies are common to 

the studies of Delord and Lébikaza. Of Delord’s two extra melodies, /LL and /HH/, 

Lébikaza’s research acknowledges only /LL/, but further expands his inventory with two 

other melodies, as /LLL/ and /LHL/. On verb roots, Lébikaza’s studies determined eight 

tonal melodies, which are confirmed in Kassan’s work. Delord, on the other hand, lists 

six melodies on verb roots, and Roberts, only three. In addition to Roberts’ three verb 

roots melodies /L/, /H/, and /HL/, common to all four studies, Delord also adds /LH/, 

/LL/, and /HH/, to his inventory, whereas Lébikaza and Kassan list /LH/, /LL/, /LLL/, 

/LLH/, and /LHL/. Lébikaza and Kassan did not confirm Delord’s /HH/ melody, and 

they have added three other melodies.  

The authors use different strategies to determine the lexical melodies. For verb 

roots, Lébikaza uses frames (kɪ-́verb root-noun suffix and ɖɪ-̀verb root-noun suffix) 

within which he determines verb root melodies. The approach adopted in Roberts’ 

research assumes the Imperative form of verbs to exhibit the underlying melodies. His 
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methodology, which is also informed by the Autosegmental theory’s conventions, 

resulted in a reduction of Lébikaza’s eight verbal melodies to three melodies. The 

strategy adopted by Delord is not well understood.  

To show how the four authors would analyze the same verb roots differently, the 

strategies of Lébikaza (therefore, also Kassan’s) and Roberts, have been applied to five 

sample verbs that are shown in Delord’s research. Figure  2.3 schematizes the tonal 

analyses that the five verbs would receive from all four authors.     
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Roberts   Lébikaza / Kassan                      Delord  

(1) [há] ‘give!’      /H/ [ɖɪ-̀há-jɛ]̀  ‘in the act of giving’              /H/ 

                                  /H/ 

(2) [káɖɪ]́ ‘resist!’      /LH/  [ɖɪ-̀gàɖɪ-́jɛ]̀  ‘in the act of resisting’              /HH/ 

(3) [hàzɪ]̀ ‘sweep!’     /LL/  [ɖɪ-̀hàzɪ-̀jɛ]́   ‘in the act of sweeping’       

     /L/                    /LL/ 

(4)  [kèlèsì] ‘rinse!’     /LLL/ [ɖɪ-̀gèlèsì-jé]   ‘in the act of rinsing’        

(5) [tɛt́ɪj́ɪ]̀ ‘struggle!’   /HL/   /LH/ [ɖɪ-̀dɛt̀ɪ-́jɛ]̀   ‘in the act of struggling’           /HL/  

Figure     2.3 Comparative sketch of sample verb roots analyses by four different authors 
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As seen in Figure  2.3, the five verbs represent four tonal melody roots in 

Delord’s analysis, in the right column. Based on the tonal melodies of their Imperative 

forms as shown in the left column, the five verb roots would be assigned three 

underlying melodies as /H/, /L/, and /HL/, in Roberts’s analysis. The roots of the first 

two verbs, to which Roberts’s analysis would assign a single /H/ underlyingly, would 

receive different melodies, as /H/ and /HL/, according to Lébikaza’s and Kassan’s 

analysis, shown in the middle column. Yet in Delord’s analysis, one of these verb roots 

is assigned a /H/ melody and the other, a /HH/ melody. Thus, Delord’s /H/ and /HH/ 

melodies correspond to /H/ and /HL/ respectively in Lébikaza’s and Kassan’s 

inventories that do not recognize any /HH/ melody for verb roots, whereas in Roberts’s 

analysis, all these are assigned a single /H/ melody. Similarly, the third and fourth verbs 

that fall under a single /L/ melody in Roberts’ analysis become two melodies according 

to Lébikaza’s and Kassan’s analysis as /LL/ and /LLL/, but one /LL/ melody according 

to Delord’s analysis. While Lébikaza splits Delord’s /LL/ melody into /LL/ and /LLL/, 

Roberts coalesces them into a single /L/ melody. The melody of the last verb root, on 

which Roberts and Delord agree as /HL/, is the complete opposite in Lébikaza’s and 

Kassan’s analysis, which is /LH/.  

Differences in the analyses are also seen in the tonal melodies of noun roots, 

prefixes, and suffixes determined by some of the studies. But since it is difficult to pinpoint 

the strategies the authors have adopted in determining the tonal melodies for these items, 

it is not possible to make comparative sketches for these, as done for verb roots.  
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Other aspects of tone or topics related to tone are also treated in some of the 

studies reviewed so far and in more literature, focusing mostly on verbs. The tone 

categories of verbs in the various tense, aspect, and mood modalities are also subject of 

discussion in the grammars of Delord (1976) and Lébikaza (1999). Tone categories of 

verbs are debated within the larger topic of the verb system as it relates to discourse 

(Kassan 1996), or more specifically in the forms of the Inaccomplished aspect, and the 

Consecutive of the Aorist (Lébikaza 1994, Delord 1968, Badameli-Kassan 2000). 

Roberts’ 2003 Post Master’s thesis studies the tonology of modality prefixes that affect 

verbs. Other tone related studies include Roberts’ 2003 treatment of tone spreading in 

the Associative Noun Phrase and Essizewa’s 2003 study of the aspects of Kabiye tonal 

phonology from the Optimality Theory perspective, which also points out the 

implications for the correspondence theory of faithfulness. Tone and segment interaction 

is exclusively explored by Lébikaza with two conference papers in 2003, but only one 

published paper (Lébikaza 1989).  

2.3.2 Major Tonal Phenomena Found in the Literature 

The tonal processes described in the literature range from tonal phenomena such 

as downstep and downdrift to declination and simple repair strategies like simplification 

and erasure. 

2.3.2.1 Downstep and Downdrift 

Downstep and downdrift are often described as related tonal phenomena. The 

authors discuss them not only in slightly different terms, but also have a different 
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understanding of these phenomena.  

According to Lébikaza (1999), downstep and downdrift occur automatically in 

Kabiye whenever there is a sequence of H1LH2 contour. In this context, the L rises one 

degree and H2 lowers one degree so that both tones become realized phonetically on the 

same level as in [HMM]. L, on the one hand, thus manifests a “down-step” (or “faille 

tonale” in French, per his Rule-1 below) shown with ’H, while H2 on the other hand 

undergoes “down-drift”24 (or “abaissement automatique” in French, per his Rule-2 

below) and triggers the lowering of tone in stair-like fashion. He formulated the 

following two rules to account for these phenomena. 

(83) Rule 1 – Rule of downdrift and downstep (R1, Lébikaza 1999: 192)  

H1LH2     ------->  H’HH 

e.g.  sómolá ʧík͡pená  ‘little papayas’ 

 

  H LH H   L H    -------> [HMM HMM] 

 

The exception is where both rules do not apply automatically and 

simultaneously in the sequence of H͡LH in which H͡L is a contour tone.  

In this case, only the second H is transformed by downstep according to the 

following rule-2.   

                                           
24 Though the author used the English words “down-drift” and “downstep” to refer to these phenomena 

described, it seems to us that he switched the name of one for the other, so that his “abaissement 

automatique” is actually the one usually referred to as downdrift, and the “faille tonale” is actually the 

one usually talked about as downstep. 
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(84) Rule 2 – Rule of downstep (R2, Lébikaza 1999: 194) 

H1 ͡LH2     -------> H͡H’H 

e.g.  h e ŋ  sɪkɪ      (‘the sheep die’)  

 

          HL  H L -------> [H͡H’HL] 

Delord (1976: 35-40) also observed the phenomenon of downdrift which he talks 

about in terms of tonal terracing and terrace rupture (“terrasse tonale” and “rupture de 

terrasse” in French). According to him, tonal terracing occurs when successive syllables 

in the tonal phrase come to carry H tones. Terrace rupture, in this context, refers to the 

point of lowering where each subsequent terrace begins. Indeed, in Delord’s view, the 

ideal phonological word has the contour [LHL], at least in isolation. In tending to 

satisfy that contour trajectory, an underlying melody such as /LHLHL/ will still become 

realized according to the [LHL] pattern, something like [LHHHL]. Therefore, in a 

sentence, a number of L tones might be realized as high due to the tonal environment. 

Hence, a series of successive syllables becomes realized high, forming stairs, the tonal 

heights of which drop progressively, and these stairs generally correspond to the 

phonological word. Delord illustrates this point with two sentences.  

In the first, he uses superscripted numbers to represent tonal heights.  

3ɖá-sʊ́wɣ́ 2tɩḱɩĺá 1tɛɛ́ ́

‘As for us, we live in simple houses’ 
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The second sentence is illustrated by two diagrams, which correspond to the two 

tonal phrases of the sentence. The tonal heights are shown with curves. 

 

 

 

 

‘I am going to sit in my farm …’ 

(a) 

 

  

 

 

‘… and I will find out who pushes my sorghum plants down’ 

(b) 

Figure     2.4 Delord’s (1976: 37) diagrams showing tonal terracing in the sentence: (a) 

tonal phrase 1, (b) tonal phrase 2. 

 

From the perspective of Roberts (2002, 2003), downstep and downdrift, which 

are referred to as “automatic downstep” and “non-automatic downstep,” respectively, 

are a single phenomenon – the “lowering of tonal register” – taking place in two 

contexts: one automatic (when it is triggered by an associated tone) and the other non-

automatic (when it is triggered by a floating tone). He argues that the lowering of tonal 

register occurs every time a H tone follows a L tone, with not only the H tone surfacing 
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on a register lower than that of a preceding H, but also with the pitch interval between 

the LH sequence always narrower than the interval between the HL sequence, even 

when this LH occurs utterance initially (where, there is no preceding H). He gives the 

following illustration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ʧɔʤɔ ́   pʊn-ʊ ́       sɔś-ɔ ́ ɛń-ʊ ́ ɛ    tɔɔ ́  mɔ-́ʊ    ma-      hayɪ -́m taá 
priest-E goat-E big-E DEM-E SP 3s-E eat-AOR rice-KI POS-1s field-pI LOC 

‘That big goat belonging to the traditional priest has eaten the rice in my field’ 

Figure     2.5 Roberts’ (2002: 44) diagram  of Automatic Downstep  

 

Roberts mentions two other tonal phenomena that neither Delord nor Lébikaza 

mentions: the first, which Roberts calls declination, is in some way similar to the 

phenomenon of downstep that has just been shown but involves only low tones and 

occurs at utterance final; the second is resistance.  

2.3.2.2 Declination 

According to the description of the tonal phenomenon of declination in Kabiye 

mentioned in Roberts’ works, a series of L tones in utterance-final position tends to 

descend in pitch.  
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The following diagram is given for example:  

 

 

ʧan-aɣ  maɣmaɣ   fɔlɔt-ɔ      nɛ       ko-  koko-ɖe 

leper-kA himself    fiber bag-kI      and       poss-kA gourd-ɖI 

‘The bag and the gourd of the leper himself’ 

Figure     2.6 Roberts’ (2002: 44) diagram of declination 

2.3.2.3 Resistance  

Roberts’ studies also talk about tonal resistance. According to his studies, in 

utterance-medial position, two-mora sequences which do not contain a consonantal 

element (i.e., VV, Vɣ and VN) resist associating to the melody HL. The L tone delinks, 

and the H tone spreads right, onto the free segment (Table  2.13).  

Table     2.13 Resistance of VV, Vɣ and VN sequences (Roberts 2002: 46) 

 

Underlying form 

  L        H       L                        L 

 

hal        a         a     #   ma     ɣ        ma        ɣ 

women -    -pA                    themselves 

 

H tone spreads right 
  L         H        L                        L 

                      = 

ha         la        a     #   ma       ɣ          ma      ɣ  

 

Merging (OCP repair)  

   L             H                               L 

 

                       

 ha        la         a     #     ma      ɣ         ma    ɣ 

Surface form [haláá maɣmaɣ]          the women themselves 
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2.3.2.4 Assimilation  

In terms of assimilation phenomena, Delord’s analysis mentions tone spread on a 

final vowel that he refers to as “son coulé” (a “spread sound”). He also talks about a 

“plancher tonal” (i.e., a tonal plateau) sentence finally (Delord 1976: 38). 

Two rules of “horizontal assimilation” have been formulated by Lébikaza: one is 

regressive and the other is assimilation from a distance. In the case of the regressive 

horizontal assimilation, the H of the accented suffix (CV+) of agent substantives that 

are derived from L-toned verb roots is imposed (H Spread) to all the syllables of the 

verb root when the substantive appears after a pause or after the H tone of a prefix. In 

possessive constructions where there is a floating L tone between possessor and 

possessed elements, this rule has no effect on substantives in the position of possessed 

constituent after the L-toned determiner.  

(85) Rule 3 – Rule of regressive horizontal assimilation (R3 of Lébikaza 1999: 209)  

(CV) (CV) CV # CV+       (CV) (CV)CV # CV+              (CV) (CV)CV # CV+   

 

   (L)    (L)   L     H  ----->  (L)    (L)    L       H     --R3-->  (H)   (H)  H      H   

    

E.g.   jɔɔdɪ # jaa   jɔɔdɪ # jaa  jɔɔdɪjaa ‘speakers (person)’ 

 

  LL L    HL     ------> LL L   HL ---R3-->HHHHL   
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The second assimilation rule presented by Lébikaza, the assimilation from 

distance, applies only when the L tone prefix is used to derive nouns other than 

relational locatives (which are derived with the prefix ɖɪ-̀ and the suffix -jɛ)́.   

(86) Rule 4 – Rule of assimilation from distance (Rule-4 of Lébikaza 1999: 211)  

Pfx # Root # SfxSg  Pfx # Root # SfxSg        Pfx # Root # SfxSg 

 

L x H   ----->   L x H     --R4--->   L x   L 

Note: x being the tonal melody of the root  

E.g.25 kɪ # jab # kʊ  kɪ # jab # kʊ                 kɪjakʊ 

 

 L      L           ----->  L     L     H     --R4---> L LL 

Assimilation is discussed by Roberts in terms of “vertical assimilation” (Roberts 

2002) or “HLH plateauing” (Roberts 2003) and refers to the same phenomenon that 

Lébikaza called “downstep and downdrift” (see Lébikaza’s R1 in § 2.3.2.1 on page 82). 

According to Roberts, a singly-linked L tone between two H tones delinks and the 

second H tone (with its downstepped register) spreads left onto the empty segment. 

Roberts uses association lines and spreading methods of Autosegmental theory to 

illustrate this process as in Table  2.14.  

                                           
25 We believe the H tone of the suffix is missing in the input tones listed for this example. 
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Table     2.14 Roberts Sample Derivation 

 
Underlying form 

               H            L          H 
                 

              na    +   ʧɔ         ʤɔ 
 
Vertical assimilation 

               H            L           H 
           

              na    +   ʧɔ         ʤɔ 
 
Non-automatic downstep 

               H      [L]       !H 

           

              na    +    ʧɔ         ʤɔ 

Surface form        [ná !ʧɔʤ́ɔ]́     See the priest! 
 

These assimilation phenomena in Kabiye are understood as L Spread and H 

spread in Roberts’ work, whereas Lébikaza mentions only the H spread.  

2.3.2.5 Dissimilation 

Lébikaza (1985/1999) discusses two kinds of tonal dissimilation processes: one 

in lexical roots and the other in affixes. In affixes, two rules account for dissimilation. 

The first rule changes the suffix H to L after a root final H and the second rule changes 

the H tone or the H constituent of a contour tone of the suffix into a [L] after a verb 

root with a H tone. 

(87) Rule 5 – Rule of dissimilation in the suffix -Part a    (Rule-1a of Lébikaza 1999: 206) 

The H of the singular class suffix is realized [L] when the last tone of the root is H. 
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(CV) (CV)CV # Sfx (CV) (CV)CV # Sfx   (CV) (CV)CV # Sfx 

 

  (L)   (L)    H    L26  �(L)   (L)  H     H   ---R1a--> (L)   (L)  H       L   

E.g. keli # w  keli# w   keliw ‘a wing’ 

 

   LH  H -------> L H  H     ---R1a---> LHL 
 

(88) Rule 6 – Rule of dissimilation in the suffix -Part b (Rule-1b of Lébikaza 1999: 207) 

(CV) CVCV # Sfx (CV) CVCV # Sfx     (CV) CVCV - Sfx 

 

 (L)    (H)   L    H   �  (L)   H  L      H     ---R1b--> (L)   H   L      L   

 

E.g. cosi #ju             cosi # ju             cosiju       ‘answerer’ 

 

  HL   H  -------> H L   H   ---R1b---> HL L 

The only exception applies to the H tone of the suffix of the Accomplished 

(“accompli”) -a/H/ appearing after monosyllabic roots (see the Rule of dissimilation in 

the root below).  

The dissimilation in the root is formulated as follows: The H tone of 

monosyllabic noun roots (short syllable of the Genre 3 substantive) is realized L before 

the plural suffix (see e.g. 1 below). This same rule applies to the H of the monosyllabic 

verb root before the H of the suffix of the Accomplished -a/H/ (e.g. 2).  

                                           
26 We believe that this “L” includes an error as the suffix tone is supposed to be an “H” that gets 

transformed into a L as worded by the author.  
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(89) Rule 7 – Rule of dissimilation in the root (R2 of Lébikaza 1999: 208)  

  CV # Sfx  CV# Sfx         CV - Sfx 

 

    H    H  ------>H     H   ---R2---> L     H  

e.g. 1.   kil# a  kil# Sfx         kila  ‘foreheads’ 

 

 H  H   ------>H     H       --R2--->LH  

e.g. 2.   k͡pa# a  k͡pa# a   k͡pa a  ‘climb-Acc’ 

 

       H  H   ------>H  H       -  --R2--->  LH  

Roberts mentions dissimilation only in the case of the assignment of an L tone to 

two underlyingly toneless segmental suffixes (/-kI/, 2nd marker for the Present 

Inaccomplished and /-kA/, 2nd marker for the Past Inaccomplished) in the derivation. 

The dissimilation takes place in the low tone verb roots, which are assigned a high tone 

(Roberts 2002: 57-59). 

2.3.2.6 Erasure 

Lébikaza and Roberts mention an erasure strategy in Kabiye, but Delord does 

not. According to Lébikaza, erasure occurs in polysyllabic roots ending in a vowel. The 

Low tone of the final syllable, together with its segmental support is deleted when the 

root is followed by a vowel initial long syllable suffix that has a contour tone. 

(90) Rule 8 – Rule of erasure (Rule-6 of Lébikaza 1999: 214)  

L -----> Ø / ____ # LH 
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E.g. hizi # aɣ  hizi # aɣ   hiza ɣ  ‘to cut’ 

 

 L H   L H     ------>  L L   LL     ---R6--> L LH 

Roberts (2002: 58) talks of stray erasure as a lexical rule of repair strategy in his 

derivation of verbal forms. At the end of the lexical derivation, when a floating tone has 

done all the spreading and merging it can, it is erased. 

In addition to the phenomena reported so far, Lébikaza has identified two more 

phenomena that neither of the other two researchers has, polarization and simplification.  

2.3.2.7 Polarization 

According to the rule of polarization formulated by Lébikaza, derivational 

suffixes do not have their own tone. Rather, they take the opposite value of the stem 

final tone. For example, the focus morpheme -na has no underlying tone, but receives 

the opposite value of the stem final tone. 

(91) Rule 9 – Rule of Polarization (Rule-5 of Lébikaza 1999: 213) 

Tone -----> [-α H] / [αH] ____  

E.g.1  

ø# lib# ki# na      ø# lib # ki# na      ø# lib# ki# na          lib# ki# na  likina 

 

H˚  L     L   ----> H˚  L      L   ----> H˚   L  L --R7------> H     L  L –R5-->H L H 

E.g.2   lib # a# na        lib # a# na        libina       

 

            L    H      ----->  L    H       ---R5--> L H L   
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2.3.2.8  Simplification 

For Lébikaza, when two tones (whether contour or not) are assigned to the same 

mora, a simplification process is triggered for pruning purposes. Hence, the sequences 

HH, LH and HL become realized as H when they are assigned to a single mora. In the 

same environment, LL is realized as L. The simplification process is accounted for by 

two rules in Lébikaza (1999, R7 and R8) that are reported here. 

(92) Rule 10 – First rule of simplification (Rule-7 of Lébikaza 1999: 214)  

/HH/ 

/HL/  -------> [H] / [mora] 

/LH/ 

(93) Rule 11 – Second rule of simplification (Rule-8 of Lébikaza 1999: 215)   

/LL/   -----> [L] / [1mora] 

E.g.   kalɪ # tʊ kalɪ # tʊ   kalɪ # tʊ       kalɪtʊ 

 

L L   HL ---->L L H   L --->  LL H L  -R8--> LH L 

2.3.2.9 Other Tone Processes   

Besides the tonal processes just described, a few other tonal strategies have been 

mentioned off hand by some of these authors. For example, we note merging as an OCP 

repair strategy mentioned by Roberts (2002: 58). 

Delord (1976) also mentions other tone phenomena that appear to be random. He 

notices the following in two syllable phonological words (Delord 1976: 43): 
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a. When preceded by a low-toned element, /L/ is realized as [L] and /H/ is 

realized as [H]. 

b. When preceded by a high tone, /L/ and /H/ become both realized as [L] (/H.L/ 

� [H.L]; /H.H/ � [H.L]). But in the utterance, when followed by an H, these Ls are 

raised under certain conditions. 

c. When followed by a low tone, /L/ will remain [L] and /H/ will remain [H] 

(/L.L/ � [L.L]; / H.L/ � [H.L]). 

d. When followed by a high tone, /L/ and /H/ both become realized as [H] (/L.H/ 

� [H.H]), /H.H/ � [H.H]).  

e. In isolated words of three syllable or more, /L/ will be realized [L] and /H/ 

will be realized [H], except in the following positions: When a /L/ is located between 

two /H/s, it becomes realized as [H] (/H.L.H/ � [H.H.H])27, (/H.L.L.H/ � [H.H.H.H]); 

at word final and utterance final positions, /H/ become realized [L] when it is preceded 

by a /H/ (/LH.H/ � [LH.L]); a /H/ in the middle of a word that begins with a /L/ and 

ends with a /H/ can become [L] (/L.H.H/ � [L.L.H]). 

A revised account of Kabiye tonology would ideally account for these sorts of 

apparent idiosyncrasies in a more systematic fashion.  

                                           
27 This phenomenon being described by Delord is very similar to the one Roberts discussed as “vertical 

assimilation” or “HLH "plateauing” (p. 90, Table  2.14) and Lébikaza as “downstep and downdrift” (R1 

in § 2.3.2.1 on p. 83). But it is noted that unlike the other two authors, Delord is not making any reference 

to the fact that in the [H.H.H] sequence the last two [H.H]s are realized at the same level, but not as high 

as the first [H].  
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2.3.3 Tonology of the Sentence 

While both Delord and Lébikaza examined tones of words in isolation and in the 

phonological word, Delord does not get into the details of specific tone rules, but he 

does go beyond words to analyze the tonal pattern of the sentence as a whole. In this 

highest prosodic unit, Delord identified two “tonal phrases” that are separated by a 

significant pause and characterized by a falling high melody. One of the two tonal 

phrases is the domain of the downdrift process described earlier. In the other tonal 

phrase, when there is only one H-toned syllable, there is no terracing but only tonal 

peaks. 

As it appears from this section, a substantial amount of research has already 

been done on Kabiye tone. However, the authors’ views are very distinct and have 

strengths and weaknesses that must be evaluated. 

2.3.4 Assessment of the Previous Tone Analyses   

Considering the phonological studies in general and tone analyses in particular, 

it can be claimed that some of the studies contribute more than others, specifically as 

concerns the scope of the research areas covered, the originality of the analysis, and the 

amount of detail given.  

As the first linguistic account of Kabiye, the pioneering works of Delord (1974 

and 1976) must be acknowledged for laying the ground for further research. Delord 

identified and described the segmental and suprasegmental units of Kabiye. Similarly, 

Lébikaza1985/1999 has touched almost all the linguistic domains of the language, 
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including tone. This work shows greater detail than Delord’s and has the merit of using 

more recent linguistic theories of its time to account for the complex data and processes 

of Kabiye. After Delord (1976) and Lébikaza (1999), Roberts’ works are also 

acknowledged among the most important research on Kabiye tone. Roberts 2002 was 

the first attempt to explain the basic tone configuration and tone functioning of Kabiye 

from an Autosegmental theory perspective, which he also examined further in his Post 

Master’s thesis (Roberts 2003a) and a later paper (Roberts 2003b). In his descriptions, 

Roberts has also highlighted the striking interaction between word formation and tone 

processes in this language by drawing significantly on lexical phonology. However, 

despite the richness and the great discoveries in these studies,    their analyses would 

benefit from some review and readjustment at various levels. 

2.3.4.1 Limitations of the Previous Analyses of Tone 

The most obvious of the limitations of the previous tone analyses are theory and 

scope-related. Most of the accounts, especially the two fundamental accounts by Delord 

and Lébikaza, use older linguistic theories, which are not as efficient in explaining tone 

as newer theories, such as Autosegmental theory. However, Roberts’ accounts, which 

use newer theories, are not exempt from reconsideration and revision.   

Except the studies by Roberts, all the existing fundamental tone accounts, 

represented by the studies by Delord, Lébikaza, and Kassan (to some extent), do not use 

modern theories. The remaining tone accounts (Paaluki 1995 and CLNK & SIL-Togo 

1998), which are phonological summaries in lexicological works, are lesser explanatory. 
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Delord 1976 is pre-autosegmental and does not formulate complex rules, but he uses 

arrows to show tone processes and discusses tone phenomena such as downstep and 

downdrift using a different terminology. Lébikaza identified the largest number of tone 

phenomena and formulated rules to account for them. Though his account strives to use 

more modern linguistic theories to account for tones in the data, he does not use the 

proper notations of Autosegmental theory. Following Leben’s (1976) theoretical 

approach, instead, he uses a combination of Autosegmental and suprasegmental 

theories, which are viewed as complementary models. Therefore, although his 

description of tone includes rule formulations, the rules only indicate the occurrence of 

changes in the data (as previously in Delord 1976) without explaining why and how 

they occur, as Autosegmental theory might. For instance, in Autosegmental phonology, 

assimilation processes are described in terms of spreading, which is shown by 

association lines, but in Lébikaza 1999, an assimilation process is simply indicated by 

an arrow. Kassan’s (1996) tone analysis draws mainly on Lébikaza’s (1985) analysis. 

Without reproducing in extenso Lébikaza’s analysis, Kassan adapts it to apply to the 

related area of her research. However, in borrowing Lébikaza’s (1985) analytical 

methodology, including theories and notations therein, Kassan 1996 has the same 

limitations of using an outdated theory. Since the studies by Delord and Lébikaza, 

however, linguistic theories and research tools have evolved significantly and now 

provide us with more powerful tools to better explain these processes. In that respect, 

Roberts’ studies bring a unique contribution by using the Autosegmental theory to better 
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describe and explain the tones and the tonal phenomena. However, the accounts of 

Roberts have other limitations in common with the accounts of Delord, Lébikaza, and 

Kassan.    

Although all tone studies have some limitation in scope, some are more limited 

than others. Despite the work they have accomplished, the descriptions of Delord and 

Lébikaza do not exhaust all the details of the linguistic description of Kabiye. For 

instance, the issue of tone constituted only a sub-topic in these monumental works, and 

therefore received only a small amount of attention and detail. In the identification of 

the suprasegmental phonological units, for example, Lébikaza did not show tonal 

derivations of surface forms from underlying ones in a systematic way, but only “as 

necessary” (Lébikaza 1999: 204). The tone accounts of Roberts and Kassan apply to 

even more limited portions of the language. Roberts’ tone analyses focused only on 

mono- and bi-syllabic verb roots and noun roots (Roberts 2002 and 2003). The rest of 

the lexical items are yet to be accounted for autosegmentally. His analysis, therefore, is 

limited in its scope and still needs to be extended to the remaining noun root and verb 

root classes of the language. Similarly, Kassan’s (1996) tone analysis covers only verbs 

and associated categories such as the verb phrase, tense, mode, aspect, and modalities. 

As Kabiye teaching materials, Paaluki 1995 and CLNK & SIL-Togo 1998 simply 

summarize their research results without delving into the analysis in any way. Yet, 

scope and theory limitations are not the only issues that undermine the main accounts 

on Kabiye tone. These accounts have other critical weaknesses.  
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2.3.4.2 Inconsistencies and Errors in the Literature 

The tone descriptions found in some of the studies are replete with 

inconsistencies, many of which are striking. The inconsistencies are of three types: 

inconsistencies in the findings of the studies for the same topics researched, 

methodological inconsistencies within some of the studies themselves, and 

inconsistencies and errors in how tones are annotated in the data.  

When the studies are compared, their results for the same topics vary greatly. 

For example, the number of contrastive tones varies from two in the studies of 

Lébikaza, Kassan, CLNK & SIL-Togo, and Roberts to three in the work of Paaluki and 

six in the studies of Delord. The studies are not unanimous on the tonal melodies 

inventoried either. One study might agree with another on the lexical melodies of one 

class of items, but all the studies are never unanimous on the melody of any single class 

of lexical items. For instance, in addition to the contrastive tones on which Lébikaza, 

Kassan and Roberts all agree as /H/ and /L/, Kassan also agrees with Lébikaza on eight 

tonal melodies for verb roots. However, Roberts does not agree with them and lists only 

three melodies for verb roots. In the same way, the studies of Roberts agree with those 

of Delord on the melodies of the noun class suffixes, but Lébikaza who also studies the 

subject has a different analysis. For the latter researcher, there are only two melodies -

/H//HL/ - instead of three melodies listed by the former. For the melodies of noun roots, 

none of the three studies agree. Similar observations are true for the rest of the melodies 

of roots and affixes inventoried by the studies. For instance, it can also be noted that the 
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prefix kɪ-́ that is used in the prolific derivation of adjectives from verb roots in Kabiye 

is assigned a /H/ tone by Lébikaza (1999: 257) but was identified by Delord (1976: 247) 

with a /L/ tone. But, it is unsurprising that there is so much variation in the results of 

the studies, since these studies use varying methodologies, some of which are not well 

understood.  

When it comes to the specific question of how the studies determine the 

underlying tones, such as contrastive tones and lexical tonal melodies, the criteria used 

by the researchers are not always clear. In fact, Paaluki 1995 does not provide any 

explanation of how the three distinctive tones were determined. The same could be said 

about the reference to tone in the phonological synthesis found in the dictionary of 

CLNK & SIL-Togo (1998). However, since these two documents are not phonological 

analyses per se, it is understandable that they do not lay out their methodology. But the 

fundamental phonological accounts of Delord, of Lébikaza and of Roberts have 

methodological issues as well.  

It is unclear how Delord determines the underlying tones. However, at times, a 

same root receives different underlying melodies, as seen in the form of ‘guide’ which 

is attributed underlying /LH/ (pages 164, 171, 175, 177, 179) and /HH/ (pages 171, 175, 

179) in Delord 1976. Furthermore, Delord fails to explain why he chooses certain tones 

as underlying, assuming underlying tones of certain lexical morphemes, which can 

change in different environments. For example, we note in §1.411, page 35, that the 

author gives the example màŋ+ká+bɛt̀ɪ+́ŋ>̀ [màábɛt́ɪ-́ŋ]̀ ‘I will sell to you’ to 
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illustrate his point that the underlying tonal pattern /LHLHL/ of a phonological word 

will be realized as [LHHHL] following the [LHL] general pattern of the sentence, which 

he identifies earlier. However, Delord does not clarify how he came up with the tones 

/LHLHL/ as the underlying tones in /màŋ+ká+bɛt́ɪ+́ŋ̀/ from the surface form 

[màábɛt́ɪ-́ŋ]̀. Yet, as mentioned earlier, in Kabiye, tones of words change depending on 

the context, a fact that Delord did mention elsewhere in his book (viz. Delord 1976, 

page 39, §5, and on page 42). As a matter of fact, morphemes in the phrase exemplified 

by Delord can change their tonal melody in other environments such as in: [jéé 

máŋḱàbɛt̀ɪŋ́]̀ ‘if I sold you’, or [màŋk̀ábɛt́ɪ]́ ‘then I will sell’. Thus, the tonal melodies in 

these examples no longer follow the [LHL] sentence pattern as identified by Delord, and 

therefore, his whole claim becomes questionable.  

Lébikaza (1985/1999) sought to address the misinterpretations of Delord’s 

research, but failed to show enough clarity in his treatments.    Though Lébikaza clearly 

laid out the methodology he adopted, it is not always clear how he got some of the 

underlying tonal melodies of lexical items. In the identification of lexical tones of verb 

roots, for instance, he uses substitution frames. His analysis deduced that within these 

frames (following the H-toned adjectival pre�x kɪ-́ and following the L-toned locative 

pre�x ɖɪ-̀), the tonal melodies on verb roots are “identical” to the underlying melodies. 

However, replicating his procedure on the same variety of Kabiye did not always result 

in the tones his data predict as illustrated on pages 195-197, in Lébikaza 1999. In his 
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examples28 (1), (2), (6), and (8) specifically, the surface forms of the derived adjectives 

are tonally identical, supposedly, to the underlying roots sɪb ‘die’, lem ‘dry’, sidí ‘mix’ 

and holósi ‘sip’, and transcribed as kɪśɪbʊ́ ‘dead one’, kɪĺémá    ‘dried ones’, kísidíje 

‘mixed one, and kú-holósi-w ‘to be sipped’, respectively. However, in comparing the 

former and the latter forms, the surface tonal melodies in the latter forms are not 

identical to the underlying melodies on the roots as stated by the author. Surprisingly, 

the transcription of the surface form for ‘dried ones’ given by the author, is kɪĺémá 

(with all high tones), which is, in fact, an incorrect melody for that form. In addition, it 

needs to be pointed out that except of kɪĺémá, all the forms, which are supposedly 

identical to the underlying melodies, include the very HLH sequence that is an 

environment suitable for the processes earlier described by Lébikaza as “downstep” and 

“downdrift” (cf. rules 1 and 2, in Lébikaza 1999, pp. 192-194). Yet, none of his surface 

melodies show these phenomena. Based on firsthand knowledge of the data, it is 

advocated here that the correct surface forms should show a downstepped high tone, 

(!H), as kɪ ́!sɪb́ʊ́, kí!lémá, kí!sídíjè, and    kú!hólósìw. Lébikaza failed to notice these tonal 

alterations, which, in fact, is another tone issue with the whole document.  

In most cases, Lébikaza does not show tone phenomena such as downstep in his 

                                           
28 In his transcriptions, Lébikaza (1999), like other researchers on this language, has opted to show tone 

sparingly, marking only high tones (with an accute diacritic) on the TBU, in contrast with low tones, 

which are left unmarked (absence of diacritic). Therefore, any TBU with no tone shown as seen in the 

examples cited from these authors is assumed to carry a low tone. In our transcriptions of the data of this 

dissertation, however, we have decided to show both the high tone and the low tone on every TBU, for 

more clarity.  
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transcriptions of surface forms. For instance, the phonetic transcription of the surface 

realization of the same adjective /kí-sidí-je/ ‘mixed one’ is also shown as [kísidíje] (cf. 

example (19), page 138) instead of [kí!sídíjè]. At other times, his underlying 

representations of what looks like the same root appear with different tones in different 

parts of the document, without the author clarifying why. This is the case of /lón-e/ 

‘location’ vs. /lon-á/ ‘locations’ ((34a) and (34b), page 168). It is also the case of the 

verb roots /kal-/ ‘to read’, /pa-/ ‘to dance’, /lib-/ ‘to swallow’, /k͡pe-/ ‘go home’, which 

appear sometimes with a H tone and other times with a low tone respectively as in /ɛ-

kálɪɣ/ ‘he reads’ vs. /ɛ-kalaɣ/́ ‘he was reading’, /pájʊ/́ ‘dancer’ vs. /ʈɪpajɛ/́ ‘place for 

dancing’, /e-líki/ ‘he swallows’ vs. /e-libá/ ‘he has swallowed’, /e-k͡pén/ ‘he goes home’ 

vs. /e-k͡pemá/ ‘he has gone home’, etc. (cf. his examples (4a) to (24b) pp. 164-165). In 

such cases, therefore, we cannot follow the accounts on underlying tones. Lébikaza 

seems to assume some underlying forms, without a thorough explanation of these 

primary data. Consequently, it can be said that Lébikaza was not always systematic in 

his derivations, and might have missed some generalizations on the underlying 

melodies. This point tends to be supported by the newer studies of Roberts that reduced 

the eight verbal melodies of Lébikaza to only three melodies.  

Roberts’ studies exhibit two main shortcomings, one of which is related to the 

scope of his research as already discussed and the other is methodological. Like the 

work of Delord, there appears to be a breach in the methodology adopted by Roberts. 

Roberts never explained how he determined the /L/ and the /H/ as the distinctive tones 
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of Kabiye. Moreover, Roberts very strikingly “assume[s]” that the Imperative form of 

verbs illustrates their underlying tonal melodies, without considering how these forms 

may well also have various tonal patterns in other environments. The problem with this 

methodology is that it is not fitting to base any research on the mere assumption that the 

tonal melodies of the Imperative are the underlying melodies in Kabiye simply because 

“other researchers working on Gur languages have drawn the same conclusion” or 

because “in Eastern and Western Gurunsi languages, the Imperative is generally 

identical to the unmarked verb form, which, hopefully, bears the underlying tones of the 

verb root” (Roberts 2002: 40). Such a research approach is problematic because 

research should be based on facts and not hope, and it is especially problematic in the 

context of Kabiye since other researchers previously made different statements relating 

to the topic. Indeed, Delord (1976: 169) stated that the tonal melody of the Aorist 

coincides mostly with the tones of the verb roots, except for the low tone roots, which 

also receive a high tone in the Aorist to satisfy the requirement of a tonal summit for 

every verbal form. According to Kassan, on the other hand, the Imperative and the 

Consecutive are characterized by a high tone; she also adds that the Aorist, which is 

expressed by a zero marker, has the bare root form morphologically but not tonally 

(Kassan 1996: 58 & 102, Kassan 2000). By just assuming the tones of Imperative as the 

underlying melodies and not specifying any theoretical nor language internal evidence 

why those particular forms should be chosen as the underlying tonal forms in the case 

of Kabiye, Roberts failed to let his research and analysis be guided by the empirical 
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facts of the language, thereby disallowing any unique linguistic parameters that Kabiye 

might present. Under the belief that specific language facts (data) should primarily 

guide the research, one must argue that if the forms in the Imperative are indeed found 

to be the underlying tonal melodies, then one should be able to explain and show facts 

to support the claim.     

Tone-related inconsistencies, which are mainly found in the works of Delord and 

Lébikaza, are sometimes errors in the tones of the data presented and, other times, 

inconsistencies in the tone analysis. These errors are seen not just in tones, but also in 

segments and even beyond. In Delord 1976, though there appears to be an effort on the 

part of the author to show tone in the examples throughout the book, tone is not always 

consistently shown on TBUs, a fact that does not allow a correct reading of each word. 

Other data include tone errors, which in turn either obscures the author’s analysis or 

becomes a hindrance to the understanding of his analysis altogether (to cite a few 

examples: see 'ɛt́ʊ́zʊɣ ‘who pushes over’29 (page 13) instead of ǃétúzúú ‘who pushes 

over’; mɔm̀bɔɖ̀ɛ ́‘my bud’ (page 29) instead of mɔm̀bɔɖ́ɛ ̀‘my bud’; làŋhʊ̀lʊ̀mɩýɛ ̀ ‘joy’ 

(page 33) instead of làŋhʊ̀lʊ̀mɩỳɛ ̀‘joy’; ɖòó ‘mother’ (page 41) instead of ɖòò ‘mother’ 

                                           
29 It is obvious from this example that there is actually a confusion of two different words on the part of 

Delord: he incorrectly attributes the gloss ‘who pushes over’ to the word 'ɛt́ʊ́zʊɣ, but the right 

transcription, which would have corresponded to Delord’s gloss as ‘he pushes over’ is 'étúzúú. The form 

'ɛt́ʊ́zʊɣ that he used has a combination of vowels and tones that has no meaning in Kabiye. However, the 

tones of the transcribed form used by Delord are rather consistent with the tones of the analogus form that 

has the non-constricted (or [+ATR]) set of vowels instead, 'étúzùù ‘who moves’. The use of [-ATR] 

vowels, instead, combned with the tonal melody in Delord’s transcription renders his form meaningless. It 

is also noted that this confusion on Delord’s part was already pointed out by Lébikaza (1999: 185).  
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vs. ɖòó ‘night’; nɩẁ ‘to understand’ (page 163) instead of nɩẃ́, tɛm̀̀ ‘to finish’ (page 

164) instead of tɛm̀́, and so forth). Likewise, on page 42, the example tι ̀ ɲà ɖà-càà ‘then, 

respect our father’ has a tonal realization shown by Delord as [B.B.B…], but the 

morphemes in this examples never have such a surface tonal pattern in Kabiye; the 

correct tonal pattern should be: [tɪ ̀ɲà ɖá-càà] ‘then, respect our father’. But, even worse, 

there are counterexamples such as [ɛ ́ ɲá ɖá-càà] ‘he then respected our father’ that 

contradict Delord’s point. As one can see, indeed, [ɲá] ‘respected’ carries a high tone in 

this environment. In the same paragraph, the author states that no matter what the 

environment, the tone of the word cá ‘searched (for)’remains high, as in ɛk̀ɔm̀̀ cá néwú 

‘the stranger searched for the younger brother’. Yet, in an example such as [ɛk̀ɔm̀̀ ɲá, 

cà.à newú] ‘stranger, search for the younger brother ǃ’, the root of the Imperative [càà] 

‘search!’ must carry a low tone as shown. It thus appears that Delord’s work, developed 

from the perspective of a linguistic outsider30, includes incorrectly transcribed tonal 

forms, meaning that the ensuing analysis of tone is erroneous, at times.    Similar errors, 

though fewer, are also seen in his segmental transcriptions. As a matter of fact, 

throughout Delord’s book, the Kabiye language itself is referred to as “kabrè,” which 

appears to be an old French distortion of [kàbɪj̀ɛ]̀ ‘Kabiye’ that failed clearly to take into 

                                           
30 The author in fact states: “Nous, Européens, avons l’habitude de considérer la hauteur mélodique 

comme un des caractères de l’accent d’intensité; nos sommes alors tentés de noter comme syllabe haute la 

syllabe accentuée” (Delord 1976: 38).  

“We, Europeans, have the habit of considering the melody height as one of the features of the intensity 

accent; we are thus tempted to choose the high syllable as the accented syllable.”  
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consideration the important scientific fact that this language does not allow a consonant 

cluster such as [br]. The title on the front cover of the book though, appears as “Le 

Kabɩyɛ,” which in fact is an improvement from “Le Kabre” that appeared on an earlier 

version in 1975. Some of the other data listed in Delord 1976 such as tííɣa, tíísi ‘bush, 

bushes’ (page 28) are recognized as specific to the Lɪkpá and Lá'máɖɪśɪ varieties of 

Kabiye (following Delord’s classification), which were not the focus of the author. The 

forms of other words listed by Delord were unrecognizable and it is unlikely that the 

Kɛẁɛ variety of Kabiye that Delord worked has radically changed since his book was 

written. However, that remains something to be verified.    

Lébikaza 1999 failed to correct many of the tonal inconsistencies in Delord’s 

research because of its own inconsistencies stemming from typographic and formatting 

errors that pervade the book. These typos and formatting errors sometimes obscure the 

understanding of the explanations in Lébikaza 1999, especially in regards to tone when 

the illustrations include tone errors. To cite only a few of such errors: on page 196 of 

the book where the author illustrates the underlying melodies of verbs, the /HL/ melody 

is shown twice – in examples (5) and (6) – but the /LH/ melody that is mentioned in the 

text is missing from the list. Through the reading, it became apparent to us that the /HL/ 

in example (6) should have been written as /LH/. Similarly, in the segmental 

formulation of his Rule-1a on tonal dissimilation in the suffix (R-1a, page 206), the tone 

of the suffix is shown as L whereas the text and the examples talk about H tone (see 

this rule reproduced in § 2.3.2.5 as Rule of Dissimilation in the Suffix –Part a and 
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footnote 26).  Moreover, in the data illustrated in Lébikaza’s book, some words are 

written both with and without a H tone, leading to the confusion that they carry a low 

tone31 in the second case and resulting in the wrong data. On p. 44, for instance, the 

same Kabiye word for ‘to lay down’ is shown a first time in the phonetic transcription 

with two H tones and a second time in the practical orthography with only one H tone 

as [sɪʊ́]́ and sɪʊ́. One also �nds on the same page [hɛʊ́]́ and hɛʊ́ ‘to cut off’. It is 

apparent that these transcriptions should both carry two high tones just like the other 

examples from the same list that have similar tones. Other examples are [süyé] and súyé 

‘drum’, [sʏyʊ́] and sʊ́yʊ́ ‘spinal pain’ (page42); /yóyáa/ and [yøyáa] ‘warriors’, which 

should have been  [yǿyáa] (page 173),    [tɛʌ́́lɪḿ́] and tɛɣ́́lɪḿ    ‘clear fermented drink’, and 

[káɑlɪḿ] and káɣlɪḿ́ ‘non ripe peanut’ (page 43), etc. Typos affect not only tones but 

also segments. To cite only one example of this kind, on pages 165 and 168, some of 

the phonological transcriptions oddly show both the voiceless stop /p/ and the voiced 

/b/, but Lébikaza’s inventory of phonemes includes only /p/ (cf. his consonants 

reproduced in the present research as Table  2.8 on page 63). Overall, the typos make his 

analysis confusing. Errors in Lébikaza 1999 are not limited to data: there are formatting 

errors too. For instance, in the phonology section, from page 45 through page 85, while 

                                           
31 We note that Lébikaza opted in his book to show only high tones (with accute diacritics) on the TBUs 

in contrast with their absence when the tones are low. Therefore, even though the first form of each word 

he listed is the phonetic transcription and the second form is meant to be the practical orthographic 

transcription, it should be pointed out that the official orthography of Kabiye does not show tone at all 

and tone marking in both transcriptions was supposed to follow the same pattern as opted by this author. 
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his treatment of the vowel system continues, the title indicated in the header of the book 

reads “Consonant System”32, which was to be treated next. Likewise, from page 357 to 

page 361, the title shown at the top of the page in the header is “Substantives,” while 

the treatment of the “verbs” continues. For a substantial portion of the book (page 363 

to the end), the page numbers indicated for titles in the table of contents do not 

correspond to the actual pages in the document. Other typos and formatting errors 

include the use of [] instead of // (page 139 (27a)), one “/” of a transcription missing (as 

in (20a), page 138), the second part of square brackets (]) missing (cf. (16a), page 198), 

the section number 2.1.5.4. missing between section 2.1.5.3. and section 2.1.5.5. (pp. 

199-202, as well as from the table of contents), the use of the French sourde ‘voiceless’ 

instead of sonore ‘voiced’ (page 140), and so forth. Although most of the errors in 

Lébikaza’s book are obviously recognized as unfortunate typos, it is not always clear 

whether some of the underlying forms that Lébikaza identified also include simple 

typographical errors or represent something of greater substance.  

As it can be seen, inconsistencies and errors from diverse sources, which affect 

tones and also segments, pervade the most fundamental studies of Kabiye, often 

obscuring the understanding of the analyses themselves.      

                                           
32 This is our translation of the French “Le système consonantique”. 
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2.3.4.3 Lack of Phonetic Investigation of Tone 

Another major deficiency that needs to be pointed out regarding the literature as 

a whole is the scarcity of phonetic analyses in general, but phonetic investigations of 

tone in particular. Two instrumental investigations of this language exist, both of which 

are very recent. The first is by Merchant Goss and Doran (2003) on the voicing stops in 

Kabiye. The second is by Edmondson and Esling (2006), which demonstrated the 

laryngeal basis of the feature ATR in laryngoscopic case studies on a number of 

languages including Kabiye. Phonetic investigations of tone on the other hand are based 

on auditory impressions only and are rudimentary. 

 The only phonetic consideration of tone in the Kabiye literature appears on a 

few pages in Delord 1976 and Lébikaza 1999, which constitute the fundamental and 

foundational analyses. The phonological accounts of tone in both studies start with a 

short analysis of the tone of a sentence played on a flute and both authors use musical 

notes of a piano and stair-like lines (like these:                  ) to show the various heights 

of tonal realizations. However, it can be said that studies based on such instruments tend 

to lead to quite impressionistic analyses. Indeed, both studies, which analyzed exactly 

the same sentence, found different phonetic tones: Delord 1976 found five tonal heights, 

but Lébikaza 1999 found only four tonal heights.    Today, there exist better tools that can 

be used to improve these accounts of tone. 

This assessment has shown that many of the studies existing on Kabiye have laid 

the ground work on the description of this language and have undoubtedly achieved a 

better understanding of its tone, but these studies include various issues that will need to 
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be addressed in a revised account of Kabiye phonology. Among these issues are the 

outdated character of the theories used in most of these studies, methodological issues, 

analytical inconsistencies, and even typographical errors. All of these issue conspire 

together to undermine the analyses at many levels. They create confusion in many 

places and constitute a hindrance to the understanding of parts of the analyses. In 

addition, analytical inconsistencies in the methodologies and inconsistencies in the 

results across studies also make these results questionable. They have therefore not 

always been successful in their endeavor to determine and explain the very basics of the 

language – the tones and segments – upon which further research should stand. Hence, 

these foundational studies are weak. These descriptions mostly remain pioneering works 

that need revision and readjustment at various levels of the analysis to achieve a more 

accurate description of Kabiye and to confront the body of linguistic theory, especially 

on African languages, with empirical data from a language with the special features of 

Kabiye. Such is the main task of the present research. The revision of tone analysis is 

proposed in Chapter 6, following an exposition of the methodology used and the 

statement of the research questions in the next chapter, and the revision of the 

segmental phonology in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.  
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CHAPTER 3 

FRAMING THE RESEARCH: MOTIVATION AND METHODOLOGY  

3.1 Motivation of the Present Research  

The current research is directly motivated by the weaknesses and gaps found in 

the existing phonological studies, previously discussed in the literature review. It 

follows from the assessment of this specific literature that despite the amount of 

research already completed on Kabiye phonological analysis, there are misanalyses that 

must be addressed and important gaps that need to be filled. More generally, there is a 

lack of a solid, fundamental, and foundational work in both the phonetic and 

phonological descriptions, which is needed to provide a unified account of segments and 

tone. The revised analysis of Kabiye segments and tone proposed in the current research 

in intended to serve as a step toward addressing these weaknesses and filling these gaps. 

Therefore, the current research seeks to answer some specific questions, which are laid 

out in this chapter. The conceptual and methodological approaches adopted for the 

collection and analysis of the language data are also explained.  

3.1.1 Goals of the Research  

The primary goal of the current research is to fill the gaps in the existing 

phonological accounts of Kabiye segments and tone, thereby providing a unified 
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description of segments and tone that offers better generalizations in order to rectify the 

errors and misanalyses found in existing descriptions. To this end, the current study 

endeavors to provide a foundational description, which better accounts for and firmly 

establishes the basics of Kabiye phonology. This study will specifically investigate 

distinctive tones and lexical tone configurations in roots and affixes. It will further 

discuss some phonological phenomena underlying tone changes in lexical constructions 

and offer acoustic descriptions to illustrate the physical nature of tone. Therefore, the 

task of the current study comes down to a revision of Kabiye phonological description, 

which will bring further insights into the analysis based on supporting facts. In this 

process, a phonetic component is necessary, not only for its contribution to phonology, 

but also for the completeness of the research for documentational purposes. Acoustic 

investigations can shed more light on the understanding of the phonological categories 

of tone. 

3.1.2 Statement of the Research Questions  

The current research seeks to answer the following fundamental question: What 

truly are the surface and underlying segments and tones of Kabiye? This question is 

complex in itself and needs to be further examined in three component questions, each 

of which has further sub-component questions.  

1. What are the surface and underlying consonants of Kabiye?  

a. What are the phonetic consonants? 

b. Which are the contrastive consonants and do they include a phoneme /ɣ/? 
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c. What determines voiced and voiceless consonants alternations? 

2. What are the surface and underlying vowels of Kabiye? 

a. What are the phonetic vowels?   

b. Which are the contrastive vowels?  

c. What is the phonological nature of the “pharyngealized” or “velarized” 

vowels described by the literature?  

3. What are some basics of the phonetic and phonological nature of Kabiye tone? 

a. What are some basic acoustic properties of tone? 

b. What are the distinctive tones and the lexical tonal melodies of word 

roots and affixes?  

c.  What are the major tonal alterations in the phonological word? 

Such are the research questions set forth in this study, the answers to which will 

yield the needed general revisions of Kabiye segments and tone. In order to achieve the 

ultimate goal, a specific approach, as laid out in the following sections, is adopted in 

this research. 

3.2 Methodology  

The methodology adopted is three-fold, including the theoretical framework, the 

methodological approach, and the definition of the scope of the research.  

3.2.1 Conceptual Approach and Theoretical Framework   

The research design of this study involved three phases, the first of which 

consisted in a field trip to Togo to collect empirical data. The second phase was devoted 
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to phonetic transcriptions of the data, extraction of pitch tracks, and pitch F₀ 

measurements. In the third phase, segments and tones occurring in the data were 

analyzed phonologically and acoustically. 

Data of the Kɛẁɛ variety of Kabiye were collected through elicitation techniques 

and digital recordings for examination. The choice to focus on the Kɛẁɛ variety of 

Kabiye dialects was motivated by the fact that it is the variety spoken in the 

headquarters of the Kabiye land, taught in schools provisionally as the standard variety, 

and analyzed by all the literature reviewed. Furthermore, Kɛẁɛ has the largest number 

of speakers and is usually the variety with which outsiders are the most familiar and 

commonly refer to as “Kabiye” itself. Various speech styles were chosen in order to 

elicit a wide variety of naturally occurring data and ensure the capture of specific 

constructions to help test tones of the words and tonal alterations in combinations of 

words. Therefore, words occurring in isolation, in phrases, and in full sentences were 

elicited using wordlists, impromptu stories, and specifically designed word games, 

which use substitution frames following the procedure proposed by Pike (1948), 

whereby words with certain tonal patterns, either all high or all low, are substituted in 

frames. Examples of the substitution frames used include:  

tɔ ̀zɪ ̀__________ ɖɔɖ̀ɔ ̀ ‘say __________ again’  

á nɪ ́__________ ɛ ́ná?  ‘who has ever heard __________ ?’  

pà-__________   ‘their-__________’  

ɲá-__________   ‘your-__________’ 
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kɪ-́ __________   ‘prefix for adjective formation’ and  

ɖɪ ̀__________   ‘prefix for locational relative substantives formation’.  

Popular traditional oral stories were also recorded. All the data were digitally 

recorded on a computer equipped with an audio interface device for the best possible 

on-site recording quality, using the software Cool Edit set at 22050 sample rate, mono 

channel, and 16 bit resolution. The recordings took place in a room to minimize 

external noise. A narrow phonetic transcription of the data was adopted for the double 

purpose of capturing manifestations of the sounds and allowing a better observation of 

the changes affecting the sounds in different environments. As appearing in the 

illustrations presented in this document, tone is shown over the Tone Bearing Unit 

(TBU) in the transcriptions as follows: high tone is shown by an acute accent ( ́), low 

tone by a grave accent (`), and downstepped high tone by a superscripted exclamation 

point before the affected syllable.  

The data analysis sought to examine vowels, consonants, and tones in 

morphemes and in words occurring in isolation and in included positions. 

Autosegmental phonology was used in tone analysis to understand and explain tonal 

configurations in morphemes, and tonal alterations in lexical items and phonological 

words, seeking linguistic evidence that reflects the tone patterns. For the acoustic 

analysis, representative examples of the tonal contrasts were digitally recorded and 

analyzed acoustically. The data were chosen to minimize artifacts from the phonetic 

environment. For instance, in order to minimize, as much as possible, the effect of the 
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preceding consonant on the pitch of the vowel, only vowels preceded by certain 

consonants were chosen: voiceless consonants (especially stops) were considered as the 

consonants with the least influence on pitch, and voiced stops were the next preferred 

consonants preceding the vowel. Words in which a sonorant preceded the vowel were 

avoided, as sonorants are known to have a greater effect on the following vowel. In 

order to also avoid the influence of tone from a preceding or a following segment, the 

vowels in monosyllabic words appearing in isolation (as in a wordlist) were preferably 

chosen. The wave files of the recorded words were then imported into PRAAT set at a 

frequency range of 70 Hz to 150 Hz. The F₀ values were extracted and their pitch 

trajectories plotted.     

3.2.2  The Subjects 

The participants in this research were chosen following predefined 

characteristics based on their language mastery level and their availability to serve as 

volunteers. The subjects were identified as native Kabiye speakers, age 35 and older, 

who lived in the Kabiye native area for at least the first 25 years of their lives. They 

were also native speakers of the Kɛẁɛ variety of Delord’s (1976: 443) classification, 

which includes for this research the Kabiye varieties spoken in the localities of Lama, 

Tchitchao, Pya, Lassa, and Somdina. The specifications for subject selection were 

motivated by the fact that many Kabiye natives are born outside of the native area. 

Therefore, their language is often influenced by other languages, and they are unable to 

sustain a fluent conversation in their native language without code-switching, often to 
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French or Ewe. Hence, the Kabiye they speak is quasi-pidginized. This effect is also 

observed in the speech of young Kabiye people who leave the native Kabiye area early 

–for various reasons, such as work or higher education. Therefore, it was a necessary to 

set specific parameters about the choice of the subjects in order to ensure that the 

elicited data are representative of the true Kabiye language. 

A total of seven male speakers participated in the study. Females could not be 

considered because of unavailability during the data collection timeframe. 

3.2.3 Data Collection Procedure  

The data collection took place as follows. First, the subjects were read words 

from a French wordlist including nouns and words referring to common things and 

concepts such as soleil ‘sun’, eau ‘water’, chien ‘dog’, arbres ‘trees’, œil ‘eye’, chemise 

‘shirt’, lire ‘to read’, rire ‘to laugh’, manger ‘to eat’, petit ‘small’, rouge ‘red’, beaucoup 

‘much’, etc. (see Appendixes). They were asked to give translations or equivalents of 

those words in their native language after each word was read to them. Given that most 

Kabiye speakers were bilingual (Kabiye and French), this approach was successful. The 

subjects who were not conversationally fluent in French, however, were only given 

prompts in Kabiye and an explanation about the kind of data that was needed from 

them. Then they were allowed to create their own list at random. A few expected 

synonyms occurred in the collected Kabiye data that the subjects provided, but these did 

not represent a problem for the analysis since any word was suitable for consideration 

in the study. The subjects were then engaged in word games where they were asked to 
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fill the blanks within substitution frames with the correct forms of specifically chosen 

words that were given to them in a list. Examples of elicited phrases include sa voiture 

‘his car’, leurs chaussures  ‘their shoes’, ce chien ‘this dog’, mon chien ‘my dog’, la 

voiture du père ‘father’s car’, le chien perdu ‘the lost dog’, eau buvable ‘drinking 

water’, and so forth. Finally, each subject was asked to tell two stories. The recording 

sessions lasted about two hours at a time with a ten minute break between the hours. 

3.2.4 The Analysis 

After the phonetic sounds were inventoried, the environments in which the 

vowels, consonants, and tones occur were then studied to determine allophonic variants 

of the same underlying sounds. In order to identify the underlying tonal melodies of 

morphemes, changes in the tonal melodies of word roots and affixes were examined in 

“isolation” and in “included” positions. The melodies of noun roots and noun affixes 

were first examined in wordlists, then in possessive constructions following the L-toned 

possessive pronoun /bÀ-/ ‘their’ and the H-toned possessive pronoun /ɲÁ-/ ‘your’33. 

Nouns with all the class suffixes were chosen. A similar strategy was used to examine 

the tonal melodies of verb roots. Verbal paradigms of various forms such as the 

Infinitive, the Imperative, Accomplished, Past Inaccomplished, verb root following the 

H-toned adjectival prefix kɪ-́ and the L-toned prefix of the location deverbal 

                                           
33 In context, the vowels of subject pronouns take specific qualities that alternate depending on the vowels 

of the roots to which they are attached in accordance with Vowel Harmony and [CONSTR] / [RTR] 

Harmony. 
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substantives ɖɪ-̀, etc., were examined. The exact environments of the occurrence of tonal 

phenomena were also determined to provide an account of rules that govern them. 

3.2.5 Scope and Limitations 

The scope and limitation of the current study are defined as follows. The 

analysis proposed in this research is mainly concerned with the physical and 

psychological properties of tones and segments; the analysis does not include other 

prosodic elements such as accent and intonation. Tone analysis is conducted only in the 

phonological word34.   

The examination of the tonal melodies of roots and affixes that considers only 

noun roots and verb roots, which constitute the vast majority of roots in the language. 

Only the tonal melodies of noun suffixes will be determined.  

This study does not extend to the tonal melodies of verb suffixes35, which are so 

varied and could make another dissertation on their own, since verbs can be inflected in 

many forms that reflect tense, aspect, and mood. Therefore, verb roots are examined 

within nominal frames i.e., after a nominal prefix and before a nominal suffix. The 

frames used are the same as those used in Lébikaza 1999 to determine verb root 

melodies. 

                                           
34 The phonological word in Kabiye consists of the root and its optional expansions such as prefixes and 

suffixes. Though subject pronouns are treated as pronouns and part of the phonological word, object 

pronouns are not and they keep their own pharyngeal features, which are always [–RTR] or [–CONSTR]. 

35 The reader is referred to Roberts 2003 for the phonology of modality affixes of Kabiye (see 

bibliography).  
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CHAPTER 4 

REVISION OF KABIYE CONSONANTAL PHONOLOGY  

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter revisits the phonological analysis of Kabiye consonants in order to 

help either settle on the most adequate analysis among the previous studies or provide 

an overall revision to the analysis. Although the data reanalysis conducted in the current 

study confirms many of the results in previous analyses, at many other points, the 

current study also points to results different from those found in the literature, therefore 

leading us to revise the phonetic and phonological analyses of consonants.  

Since the task of the current study is one of a revision, the presentation of the 

results often draws on previous analyses in order to ensure that the current study 

appropriately confirms the findings in these analyses (rather than present them as new 

findings). Therefore, aside from the points with which the current results are in 

complete disagreement with earlier studies, references are often made to the existing 

literature on Kabiye, mostly to Lébikaza’s work, which stands out as providing the most 

detail and argumentation, but also to other studies as necessary. Indeed, while all the 

previous studies have contributed to the new analysis in various inspiring ways, many 

points in Lébikaza’s analysis serve as a bridge to the new insights in the current 

analysis, in which many issues are given more in-depth analysis. 
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4.2 Revised Phonetic Inventory and Classification of Consonants  

In addition to determining the complete inventory of Kabiye consonantal phones, 

one of the tasks of this dissertation includes verifying Lébikaza’s phonetic inventory in 

the data newly collected for the current research. The new phonetic inventory, classified 

by manner and place of articulation of the consonants, is given in Table  4.1, along with 

illustrations.   

Table     4.1 Phonetic Table of Consonants Classification  

MannerMannerMannerManner    ofofofof        PlacePlacePlacePlace    ofofofof        Consonant Consonant Consonant Consonant     OrthographyOrthographyOrthographyOrthography            glossglossglossglosseseseses    

AAAArticulationrticulationrticulationrticulation        AAAArticulationrticulationrticulationrticulation            

PlosivesPlosivesPlosivesPlosives    or or or or StopsStopsStopsStops    Bilabial  [p] [pɛl̀ɛ]́    pɛlɛ   ‘girl’  

      [b] [àbàlʊ́]   abalʊ    ‘man’ 

        Alveolar   [t] [tɔm̀́]     tɔm    ‘language’ 

     [d] [kʊ̀dɔŋ̀]́   kʊdɔŋ        ‘sickness’ 

        Retroflex  [ʈ] [ʈɔm̀́]    ɖɔm      ‘salt’ 

     [ɖ]  [sɛɳ̀ɖ̀ɛ]́      sɛŋɖɛ      ‘rat’ 

        Labial-Velar  [k͡p] [k͡pɪńɛ]̀   kpɩnɛ     ‘animal’ 

     [ɡ͡b] [ɛɡ̀͡bám̀]  ɛgbam      ‘hunter’ 

        Velar   [k] [kɔj́ɛ]̀   kɔyɛ     ‘medicine’ 

     [ɡ] [ɛɡ̀ɔm̀̀]    ɛgɔm      ‘guest’ 

AffricatesAffricatesAffricatesAffricates                    Palatal   [tʃ] [tʃàlɪm̀́] calɩm     ‘blood’ 

     [ʤ] [ɛʤ̀àm̀]   ɛjam  ‘weak person’ 

FricativesFricativesFricativesFricatives                    Labio-Dental  [f] [fɛɛ̀]́    fɛyɛ       ‘shame’ 

     [v] [èvèbú]   evebu    ‘young man’ 

        Alveolar  [s] [sɪm̀́]    sɩm     ‘death’ 

     [z] [àzɔɔ̀t̀à]   azɔɔta      ‘mess’  

Nasals Nasals Nasals Nasals                         Bilabial   [m] [mɔɔ̀j́ɛ]̀   mɔɔyɛ      ‘bone’ 

        Labio-Dental   [ɱ] [lɪɱ̀̀vàlɪj̀ɛ]́ lɩmvalɩyɛ  ‘water fall’ 

        Alveolar   [n] [nɔɔ́]́     nɔɔ      ‘mouth’ 
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Table 4.1- continued    

        Retroflex   [ɳ] [sɛɳ̀ɖ̀ɛ]́        sɛnɖɛ        ‘rat’ 

        Palatal            [ɲ] [ɲɪm̀́]    ñɩm          ‘wealth’ 

        Labial-Velar    [ŋm͡] [ŋ̀m͡ɡ͡bɛj̀ɛ]̀  ŋgbɛyɛ     ‘alliance’ 

        Velar    [ŋ] [sɔŋ́]̀    sɔŋ      ‘odor’ 

Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid Trill Trill Trill Trill   Alveolar   [r] [kɯ̀rr̀r̀]̀       kɩɖɩɖɩɖɩ ‘(very) straight’ 

Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid FlapFlapFlapFlap////TapTapTapTap  Retroflex  [ɽ] [sɔk̀ɔɽ̀ɔ]́        sɔkɔɖɔ    ‘(fufu) meal’ 

LateralLateralLateralLateral        LiquidLiquidLiquidLiquid        Alveolar   [l] [lɪm̀́]          lɩm      ‘water’     

ApproximantsApproximantsApproximantsApproximants                    Palatal    [j] [jɔśɔ]́          yɔsɔ    ‘mother-in-law’ 

        Bilabial  [w] [wɪśɪ]̀          wɩsɩ      ‘sun’ 

Glottal   [h] [hàlʊ́]          halʊ      ‘woman’ 

A few details must be pointed out about the new phonetic inventory of 

consonants in Table  4.1, especially as it compares to the one found in the previous 

literature. The new phonetic inventory confirmed 29 consonantal sounds as opposed to 

30 in Lébikaza 1999. The most significant difference between the new inventory and 

Lébikaza’s is the velar glide [ɣ]. This segment is not attested by the current study in the 

Kabiye data. Instead, the actual segment that occurs in the data (usually represented by 

[ɣ] in previous works) is found to be a fully vocalic segment. Therefore, it is discussed 

together with the vocoids in the revised analysis of vowels, where its phonological 

status is also discussed in more depth. Another minor detail in the class of liquids also 

differentiates the current inventory: the alveolar flap [ɾ] of Lébikaza is more 

appropriately replaced with the retroflex flap [ɽ]. In another respects, the current 

investigation has confirmed Lébikaza’s observation that Delord’s (1976: 19) dentalized 

bilabial fricative [Φ ̪], which is supposedly a phonetic realization of the fricative /f/, is 

not a segment of Kabiye. As a matter of fact, it has been observed that Kabiye natives 
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who learn Ewe (a Kwa language of Togo) as second language have difficulty producing 

the dentalized bilabial fricative in Ewe words.  

4.3 Phonological Analysis of Consonants    

The phonological analysis of the inventoried consonantal sounds seeks to 

establish contrasts of consonants in initial, medial, and final positions. Table  4.2 shows 

consonants distribution in these positions. A dash (-) indicates that the sound being 

illustrated does not occur in the corresponding position.  

Table     4.2 Illustration of Consonants Distribution 

CCCConsonantonsonantonsonantonsonant    InitialInitialInitialInitial    PPPPositionositionositionosition    MMMMedialedialedialedial    PPPPositionositionositionosition        FinalFinalFinalFinal    PPPPositionositionositionosition    

[p]   [pɛl̀ɛ]́ ‘girl’        -          -      

[b]        -   [àbàlʊ́]  ‘man’         -  

[t]  [tɔm̀́] ‘language’    [kɛ́!tɪʊ́]́ ‘peanut’        -   

[d]        -   [kʊ̀dɔŋ̀]́ ‘disease’        -   

[ʈ]  [ʈɔm̀́] ‘salt’        -          -     

[ɖ]         -   [sɛɳ̀ɖ̀ɛ]́ ‘rat’         -  

[k͡p]  [k͡pɪńɛ]̀ ‘animal [ʧàk͡pàdà] ‘species of snake’       -   

[ɡ͡b]        -   [ɛɡ̀͡bám̀] ‘hunter’        -   

[k]  [kɔj́ɛ]̀ ‘ medication’ [jɔk̀ɪʊ́]̀ ‘to break’         -   

[ɡ]        -    [ɛɡ̀ɔm̀̀] ‘guest’          -  

[tʃ]  [tʃàlɪm̀́] ‘blood’ [k͡pàtʃà] ‘a machete’        -  

[ʤ]        -    [kùʤùká] ‘Sunday’          -  

[f]  [fɛɛ̀]́ ‘shame’  [kɪf́àlʊ̀ʊ]́ ‘the new one’       - 

[v]          -    [èvèbú] ‘young man’        -  

[s]  [sɪm̀́] ‘death’  [kìsíù] ‘to look back’        -  

[z]        -    [àzɔɔ̀t̀à] ‘a mess’         -  

[h]  [hàlʊ́] ‘woman’ [làŋh̀ʊ̀lʊ̀mɪj̀ɛ]̀ ‘joy’        - 

[m]  [mɔɔ̀j́ɛ]̀ ‘bone’  [nìmìjé] ‘rope’   [lɪm̀́] ‘water’ 

[ɱ]  [ɱ̀-vɛj́ɪ]́ ‘you are not’ [lɪɱ̀̀vàlɪj̀ɛ]́ ‘water fall’       - 
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Table 4.2 – continued 

[n]  [nɔɔ́]́ ‘mouth’  [tànàʊ́] ‘joke’               - 

[ɳ]  [ɳɖ́álʊ]́ ‘brother’ [sɛɳ̀ɖ̀ɛ]́ ‘big wild mouse’          -   

[ɲ]  [ɲɪm̀́] ‘wealth’  [kàɲɪŋ́ɡ́à] ‘sand’        - 

[ŋ͡m]  [ŋ̀͡mɡ͡bɛj̀ɛ]̀ ‘alliance’ [nɪŋ̀̀͡mɡ͡báŋɡ́àɑ]̀ ‘leg’        -  

[ŋ]  [ŋg̀ùlúmìjè] ‘fist’ [tʃɛŋ́ɡ́á] ‘line’          [sɔŋ́]̀ ‘bad odor’  

[r]        -   [járɛ]̀ ‘egg’           [kɯ̀rr̀r̀]̀ ‘(very) straight’ 

[ɽ]        -   [sɔk̀ɔɽ̀ɔ]́ ‘(fufu) meal’        - 

[l]  [lɪm̀́] ‘water’  [hàlʊ́] ‘woman’        - 

[j]  [jɔśɔ]́ ‘mother-in-law’  [hɔj́ɛ]̀ ‘heart’         - 

[w]  [wɪśɪ]̀ ‘sun’  [kàwɪl̀ásɪ]̀ ‘omen’                 - 

From Table  4.2, there appears to be strong restrictions on consonants’ 

distribution. All the consonants, except the nasals [m] and [ŋ], are banned from word-

final position, as seen in the rightmost column in Table  4.2. Furthermore, the occurrence 

of voiced obstruents, as well as the liquid trill [r] and the liquid flap [ɽ] is restricted in 

word-initial position, at least as occurring in a wordlist. In word-medial position, 

consonants tend to occur freely, except [p] and [ʈ]. 

The phonological analysis of consonants will proceed with the analysis of 

sonorants and finish with obstruents, which represent a more complex case.   

4.3.1 The Phonological Status of the Approximants   

The glides [j], [w], and [h] constitute the class of approximants due to their 

articulatory properties. However, the sounds in this class also share an important 

phonological behavior. They are all known to occur interchangeably in a limited 

number of words from one Kabiye variety to another. According to Lébikaza (1999: 

121), this behavior, which is specific to these sounds, further testifies that they belong 
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to a same class. Indeed, at the initial of such words, the glottal [h] occurs in one variety 

of a given word, whereas the palatal [j] occurs instead in another variety  (94). A similar 

shift is also observed between [h] in one variety to [w] in another variety or from [w] to 

[h]  (95). At times, the shift is from [h] to [w] and to [j], depending on the variety  (96). 

(94)       Variety A            Variety B    

  [h]     [j] 

b.  [hɪɽ́ɛ]̀   [jɪɽ́ɛ]̀  ‘name’ 

a.  [hɪĺɪʊ́]́   [jɪĺɪʊ́]́  ‘horn’ 

c.  [hɪĺáɑ]́   [jɪĺáɑ]́  ‘flute’ 

(95)        Variety A          Variety B 

      [h]     [w] 

a.   [hòlú]   [wòlú]  ‘mouse’ 

b.   [hɔb́ʊ]̀   [wɔb́ʊ]̀  ‘to gill’ 

  [w]     [h] 

c.   [wòŋg̀á]  [hòŋg̀á] ‘laughter’  

(96)       Variety A         Variety B   Variety C 

     [h]     [w]       [j] 

a.   [jóńdù]   [wóńdù]   [hóńdù]  ‘song’ 

b.  [jéńdù]   [wéńdù]   [héńdù]  ‘things’ 

However, all Kabiye varieties contrast the three approximants in word-initial 

position as in  (97).   

(97) /j/ vs. /w/ vs. /h/  

a. [jɛl̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to wander’ 

b. [wɛl̀ʊʊ́]̀ ‘to incline’ 

c. [hɛl̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to hammer’ 
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The distribution of the three approximants in word-medial and word-final 

positions is more limited. The palatal [j] and the labial-velar [w] occur in the root, 

where they contrast as shown by the minimal pair in  (98). Both occur also 

intervocalically after a morpheme boundary in root-initial position, as shown by  (99) 

and  (100). The glottal [h], on the other hand, appears intervocalically only after a 

morpheme boundary and when it is root-initial, as in  (101) and  (102). The glottal 

approximant is also in contrast with other consonants in this position. None of the three 

approximants is found in word-final position under the current analysis (also see the 

discussion in § 1.3.4).   

(98) /w/ vs. /j/ 

a. [líwú] ‘to dip’  

b. [líjú] ‘the one who dips’ 

(99) [kì-wíjàɑ]̀ ‘kingdom’  (from /kÌ-/ ‘(pre�x)’ and /wíj-/ ‘king’)       

(100) [kɪ-̀jàkʊ̀] ‘market’   (from /kÌ-/ ‘(pre�x)’ and /jàb-/ ‘buy’) 

(101) [kà-hʊ́jàɑ]̀ ‘diarrhea’ 

(102)  [kɪ-̀hɛj̀ɪʊ̀̀] ‘retaliation’  

It is concluded from  (97) through  (102) that the three approximants are 

contrastive in Kabiye and, therefore, represent different phonemes as /j/, /w/, and /h/, 

although they can also occur in free variation relationship across Kabiye varieties.   

4.3.2 The Phonological Status of the Liquids     

Among the three liquids shown in Table  4.1, the lateral [l] is never in allophonic 

relationship with any other consonant. The alveolar trill [r] and the retroflex flap [ɽ], on 
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the other hand, are found to be in allophonic relationship with each other, but also with 

the retroflex obstruents, [ʈ] and [ɖ].   

The distribution of the lateral liquid is as follows. The lateral [l] is excluded 

from word-final positions, like most of the consonants, and occurs only in word-initial 

and word-medial positions. In word-initial position, [l] is in phonological opposition to 

[ʈ] (as the voiceless allophonic variant of [r] and [ɽ] in this position), as illustrated by 

the minimal pair in  (103). The lateral liquid is also in opposition to sonorants such as [j] 

and [h] in initial position  (104). In word-medial position, [l] contrasts with [j] as in 

 (105) and with [ɽ] (or [r]) as in  (106).      

(103) /l/ vs. [ʈ] 

a. [lɛj̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to be first’ 

b. [ʈɛj̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to flatter’ 

(104) /l/ vs. /j/ vs. /h/ 

a. [láwʊ]́ ‘to sacrifice’  

b. [jáwʊ]́ ‘to call’ 

c. [háwʊ]́ ‘to fetch’ 

(105) /l/ vs. /j/  

a. [hɛl̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to hammer’  

b. [hɛj̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to pay’ 

(106) /l/ vs. [ɽ] vs. [s] 

a. [wàlʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to widen’ 

b. [wàɽʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to demolish’     

The phonological contrasts shown by the minimal pairs in  (103) through  (106) 

demonstrate the status of /l/ as a phoneme. 
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In considering the distribution of the trill [r] and the flap [ɽ], it is observed that 

both liquids occur interchangeably between vowels, but only the trill occurs in word-

final position. Neither occurs word-initially.  

The distribution of the trill [r] and the flap [ɽ], as found in this analysis, differs 

slightly from previous literature. Lébikaza’s phonological analysis identified an 

intervocalic alveolar ®ap [ɾ] that occurs before front vowels, as in [háɾáà] ‘peasants’, 

whereas before back vowels, the alveolar trill [r] occurs (Lébikaza 1999: 89). The 

findings of the current study did not indicate any particular relation of back or front 

vowels to the distribution of these liquids. Rather, it is found that the trill [r] and the 

flap (which is replaced in this analysis by the retroflex [ɽ]) have an identical distribution 

between vowels. However, more often, the trill tends to occur (instead of the flap) as a 

means of emphasis. Unsurprisingly, therefore, the trill occurs mostly in ideophones, 

which are the type of words serving for emphasis and in which sequential trills serve for 

even more emphasis. 

The examples  (107) through  (110) illustrate [r] and [ɽ] intervocalically whereas 

[r] occurring in word-final position is illustrated by  (111).  

(107) [kéɽè] or [kérè] ‘tooth’  

(108) [sàɽɛ]́ or [sàrɛ]́ ‘frog’  

(109) [pɔɽ́ʊ́ʊ]́ or [pɔŕʊ́ʊ]́ ‘mosquito’ 

(110) [kéɽéɽéɽé] or [kéréréré] ‘ideophone expressing the idea of extreme tiredness’ 

(111) [kɯ̀rr̀r̀]̀ ‘(very) straight’  
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The distribution of [ɽ] and [r] indicates that both liquids do not represent 

separate phonemes; rather, the retroflex flap [ɽ] and the alveolar trill [r] manifest 

themselves as allophones in free variation. 

In  (112) and  (113), an alternation of [r] and [ɽ] (from now on, both illustrated by 

[ɽ]) with the retroflex obstruents [ʈ] and [ɖ] is further observed at a morpheme 

boundary. 

(112) a. [ʈóm̀] ‘sleep’  

  b. [mòɳ-̀ɖóm̀] ‘my sleep’ 

  c. [pò-ɽóm̀] ‘their sleep’   

(113) a. [ʈéwù] ‘to be beautiful’ 

  b. [mèɳ-̀ɖèwá] ‘I am beautiful’ 

  c. [pɛl̀ɛ ́!ɽéwá] ‘The girl is beautiful’ 

  d [kɪ-́!ɽé!ɽéwù] ‘holy one’ 

In  (112) and  (113), both liquids are in complementary distribution with the 

retroflex stops [ʈ] and [ɖ]. The voiceless [ʈ] occurs only in word-initial position as 

shown in the (a) examples; medially after a morpheme boundary, the voiced retroflex 

[ɖ] occurs after a nasal, as in the (b) examples; and [ɽ] (~ [r]) occurs between vowels as 

in the (c) examples. Of these multiple variants, only the trill [r] is found in final 

position.  It is, therefore, concluded from this complementary distribution that [ɽ] and [r] 

are allophones that belong to a single phoneme, which also has as allophones both [ʈ] 

and [ɖ]. Since the occurrence of each of these allophones is very restricted and equally 

predictable, their distribution alone does not decisively indicate which of the four 

allophones represents the underlying segment. Therefore, extra information is needed. 
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In § 4.3.4 and § 4.3.5, where the phonological status of obstruents and voiced and 

voiceless obstruents alternations are discussed, the voiced /ɖ/ is shown to be the 

phoneme from which the retroflex obstruents [ʈ] and [ɖ] and the liquids [ɽ] and [r] are 

derived. The rule that derives all four allophones is shown. 

(114) Rule 12 

    [ʈ] / ## _____ 

    [ɖ] / /N/ _____ 
/ɖ/ ------->     

  [ɽ] / V_____V 

              [r] / _____ ## 

Understanding the phonetic characteristics of the retroflex obstruents [ʈ] and [ɖ] 

can help explain the allophonic relationship between these obstruents and the liquids [r] 

and [ɽ] in Kabiye. A detailed discussion by Lébikaza (1999: 92-93) highlighted the    

singular    articulatory characteristics of the retroflex consonants [ʈ] and [ɖ], which qualify 

them as obstruents, on the one hand, but also show them similar to liquids on the other. 

According to Lébikaza, though the retroflexes [ʈ] and [ɖ] are correctly classified as 

obstruents, some of their characteristics also confer upon them an intermediary status 

between obstruents and liquids. These characteristics, which distinguish the retroflex 

obstruents [ʈ] and [ɖ] from the non-retroflex obstruents [t] and [d] in Kabiye, have 

mainly to do with the part of the tongue involved in the articulation of each of both 

series of obstruents. Although the articulation of both series of consonants involves the 

stoppage of oral airflow, this stoppage is accomplished with the tip of the tongue in the 
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case of the non-retroflex obstruents [t] and [d] and the back of the tip of the tongue for 

the retroflex obstruents [ʈ] and [ɖ]. However, another characteristic also sets the 

retroflex obstruents apart from all the other obstruents in Kabiye. Lébikaza further 

argues that the retroflex obstruents are articulated with a lesser tension than the non-

retroflex obstruents such as [t] and [d]. This distinction, he writes, has already been 

shown in African languages in general by Ladefoged (1962: 13ff), who characterizes the 

tension of the muscles as weaker (less energy) in the production of the retroflex 

obstruents than in the production of the non-retroflex ones. Lébikaza closes his 

arguments by further pointing out that the articulation of the retroflex obstruents 

appears to require more muscle tension when compared to the trill [r] in Kabiye.   

This discussion shows that only a subtle shift in the articulation allows to go 

from the production of the retroflex obstruents to the production of the liquids. One 

mainly passes from the retroflex obstruents [ʈ] and [ɖ] to the retroflex flap [ɽ] by using 

lesser muscle tension; then, just uncurling the tip of the tongue allows a shift from the 

retroflex point of articulation to the alveolar one, for the trilling, which produces [r] 

instead. The subtlety of this shift seems to allow consonants of otherwise different 

subclasses to be allophones of a same phoneme in Kabiye. This shift from retroflex to 

alveolar appears to be corroborated by the fact that Kabiye does not use the retroflex 

liquid and the alveolar liquid contrastively. 
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4.3.3 The Phonological Status of Nasals  

The phonological analysis of nasals ultimately shows that only three of the 

nasals inventoried at the phonetic level are represented in the phonological system. 

However, not all of the nasals inventoried at the phonetic level have their underlying 

segment represented in Table  4.1. As will be argued below, an underspecified nasal 

archiphoneme also occurs underlyingly in Kabiye. Minimal pair contrasts and a study of 

the environments in which the phonetic nasals [m], [n], [ɳ], [ɲ], [ŋ], [ŋ͡m], and [ɱ] occur 

allow us to determine each nasal segment’s phonological status.  

The illustration of consonants in Table  4.2 (page 125) has indicated that all the 

nasals occur freely in word-initial and word-medial positions, but only [m] and [ŋ] 

occur in word-final position. However, the phonological analysis has indicated that only 

the nasals [m], [n], and [ɲ] can be contrasted minimally in initial position, as shown by 

 (115), and in medial positions, as in  (116). The bilabial [m] further shows a contrast 

with [ŋ] in word-final position, as in  (117).  

(115)  

a. [máŋ]̀ ‘rice (Pl)’   

b. [náŋ]̀ ‘cows’  

c. [ɲáŋ]̀ ‘bitterness’   

(116)  

a. [kámásɪ]̀ ‘limits’ 

b. [kánásɪ]̀  ‘hangers’  

c. [káɲásɪ]̀ ‘mean persons’ 
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(117)  

a. [tɔm̀́] ‘language, story’ 

b. [tɔŋ́]̀ ‘bows’ 

While the phonological status of /m/, /n/, and /ɲ/ can be deduced from the 

contrasts in  (115) and  (116), demonstrating the phonological status of the other nasals, 

including the velar nasal [ŋ], is a more complex process, as further facts about these 

nasals require consideration.  

In earlier accounts, the status of the velar nasal [ŋ] was unsettled, alternating 

between phoneme and allophone. According to most of the studies, the velar nasal [ŋ] 

represents a phoneme /ŋ/ in Kabiye (Delord 1976, Paaluki 1995, Kassan 1996, CLNK & 

SIL-Togo 1998, Roberts 2002 and 2003). The studies of Lébikaza (1985 and 1999), on 

the other hand, adopt a different position, which proposes that [ŋ] is not a phoneme, but 

an allophone of /n/. The results of the current investigation, as preliminarily presented 

in Padayodi 2008, side more with the view of Lébikaza. Despite the apparent contrast of 

[ŋ] with [m] in word-final position as in  (117), which at first, seems to point to a 

contrastive status of the velar nasal, the phonological status of the velar nasal cannot be 

decided based on this sole contrast, since this segment could also represent any of the 

other nasals that do not occur in this position. Ultimately, the hypothesis of a phonemic 

status of the velar nasal is dismissed in light of the following discussion of the various 

alternations determined in nasals, including the velar nasal, in word initial, medial, and 

final positions.  
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Nasals are often homorganic to the consonant they precede. This includes nasals 

that occur as prefixes in word-initial positions, as illustrated by the (a) examples in 

 (118) through  (123), and nasals occurring in word-medial positions, as illustrated by the 

(b) examples in  (118) through  (123) and by  (124).   

(118) a. [m̀bɔm̀̀] ‘cassava’  

  b. [kàm̀bùkà] ‘dusty dirt’ 

(119) a. [ǹzʊ̀lʊ̀mɪj́ɛ]̀ ‘tongue’ 

        b. [tàǹdʊ̀ʊ]́ ‘beard’  

(120) a. [ŋg̀ùlímìjè] ‘fist’ 

  b. [ʧàŋk̀èɽé] ‘sieve’  

(121) a. [ŋ̀͡mɡ͡bám̀] ‘termite’ 

        b. [nɪŋ̀̀͡mɡ͡báŋǵàɑ]̀ ‘leg’ 

(122) a. [ɲ̀ʤʊ́jɛ]̀ ‘beak’ 

  b. [kàɲ̀tʃʊ́ʊ́làɑ]́ ‘swirl’ 

(123)  a. [ɳ́!ɖáʊ]́ ‘spatula’ 

   b. [kàɳɖ̀ʊ́] ‘lamp’  

(124) [kàɱ́vàlàɑ]́ ‘young chicken’   

The behavior of the pre-consonantal nasals in  (118) through  (124) indicates that 

the nasal segment underlying them is an archiphoneme; this for two reasons. First, it is 

impossible to establish a relationship between the segment that underlies the pre-

consonantal nasals and any of the nasal phonemes previously determined – /m/, /n/, ɲ/ – 

nor with any of the other nasals in the phonetic inventory. Second, the nasal segment, 

which underlies the pre-consonantal nasals, appears to be only specified for the feature 
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[+nasal] and not for place of articulation. In context, this underlying nasal shares the 

place of articulation of the following consonant to be realized as the bilabial nasal [m] 

before a bilabial consonant (as in  (118)), as the alveolar nasal [n] before alveolar 

consonants (as in  (119)), as the velar nasal [ŋ] before velar consonants (as in  (120)), as 

the labial-velar nasal [ŋm͡] before labial-velar consonants (as in  (121)), as the palatal 

nasal [ɲ] before palatal consonants (as in  (122)), as the retroflex nasal [ɳ] before a 

retroflex consonant (as in  (123)), and as the labio-dental nasal [ɱ] before labio-dental 

consonants (as in  (124)). Therefore, this underlying segment is determined as a nasal 

archiphoneme and represented by /N/.  

It follows that in the context preceding another consonant, all seven phonetic 

nasals [m, n, ɳ, ɲ, ŋ, ŋ͡m, ɱ] are derived from the nasal archiphoneme through a 

homorganic assimilation rule, which is formulated as follows:  

(125) Rule 13: Nasal archiphoneme homorganic assimilation rule 

         /N/   ------> [α place]    ____   C 
           [α place]  

Archiphonemes, attested in languages throughout the phonological literature, are 

commonly represented with upper case letters, as an indication of their underspecified 

nature. One such example is the nasal archiphoneme reported by Burquest at syllable-

final in Ashéninka (Payne 1981), which is remarkably similar to the case of Kabiye. 

Burquest writes:     

Nasal consonants /m/ and /n/ contrast syllable initially and 

intervocalically in Ashéninka. Preceding obstruents, however, only nasal 
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consonants at the same place of articulation as the following obstruent 

occur. […] Several native speakers were taught to write syllable-initial 

nasals m and n as in mapi ‘rock’ and ana ‘black dye’. They were also 

taught to write n before t for the syllable final nasal as in antami ‘jungle’. 

When writing the syllable final nasal before p, however, (as in ampe 

‘cotton’) they chose n (anpe). They later learned to write m before p, as it 

is in Spanish, and each of them then consistently began to write m also 

before t (amtami). We may take these facts as external evidence that at 

some underlying level syllable-final nasals, although they vary in 

phonetic form, are in fact the same segment, not derived from the 

syllable-initial nasals which are specified for place of articulation. The 

fact that the previously mentioned native speakers wrote this consonant 

with n and then later, with equal facility, wrote the same letter with m in 

all environments we take to be compelling evidence that this nasal should 

be underspecified for place of articulation, i.e., an archiphoneme. The 

phonemic transcription with archiphonemes of some of the data […] 

would be: /aNpe/ ‘cotton’, /aNtami/ ‘jungle, and /iNki/ ‘peanut’ 

(Burquest 2006: 67–68).  

The existence of a nasal archiphoneme in Kabiye was first mentioned by Delord 

(1976: 19-22), but never again in any of the studies by subsequent researchers on this 

language. Delord, indeed, noticed that nasals preceding a consonant are articulated at the 

same place as the consonant they precede. However, though Delord clearly states that 

these manifestations point to a nasal archiphoneme /N/, his understanding of the nature of 

this nasal archiphoneme was slightly different from its current view in this research. In 

Delord’s analysis, the nasal archiphoneme is not part of the phonemic consonant system, 

but represents only a neutralization of the nasal phonemes /m/, /n/, ɲ/, and /ŋ/36. From the 

                                           
36 Note: The velar nasal is not a phoneme under the current analysis. 
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perspective of the current study, it is argued that the contrast between nasals is lost in 

this specific position, except for the phoneme /m/ (the case of which is presented later 

in this discussion); therefore, a nasal archiphoneme should be posited as the underlying 

segment. This segment is a different nasal than any of the pre-established nasal 

phonemes /m/, /n/, and /ɲ/, which contrast pre-vocalically. The nasal archiphoneme /N/ 

is a phonemic segment of its own.  

However, not all cases of neutralization involving nasals in Kabiye should be 

analyzed with an underspecified segment. The palatal nasal /ɲ/ of the morpheme of the 

2nd person singular pronoun (2Sg) undergoes similar alternations as the nasal 

archiphoneme, when it occurs in subject position before a root-initial consonant. As is 

mostly the case for subject and object pronouns in this language, the 2nd person singular 

pronoun occurs in its complete form as the free morpheme [ɲá] ‘you’ in emphatic use 

(Lébikaza 1999: 453 & ff.), as shown in  (126) and  (127).  

(126) /ɲÁ    ánɪ/́ [ɲá ánɪ]́ ‘Who are you?’  

   2Sg  who  

(127) /ɲÁ  kɔɔ̀  tʃɪǹɛ/́ [ɲá kɔɔ̀ ̀ʤɪǹɛ]́ ‘You, come here!’ 

   2Sg come here   

In non-emphatic use, the 2nd person singular pronoun is prefixed to the verb (as 

subject pronoun) or suffixed to the verb (as object pronoun), and is realized as an 

elliptic form, reduced to the palatal nasal only. Preceding a root-initial vowel, this 

segment surfaces as [ɲ], as  0in  (128) and  (129).   
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(128) /ɲÁ ɛs̀ -ɪ - ́jÈ/    [ɲɛ ́!ɛśɪj́ɛ]̀ ‘your eye’ 

2Sg eye EpV -5SgT3 

(129) /ɲÁ  àjab      -à/  [ɲá àjàbà] ‘your bananas’ 

 2Sg banana      -6PlT3 

Preceding a root-initial consonant, however, it varies: like the archiphoneme 

describe above, this palatal nasal surfaces as a nasal that is homorganic to the following 

consonant. It is therefore realized as any of the seven phonetic nasals. The following are 

the manifestations of the palatal nasal /ɲ/ in the 2nd person singular pronoun.   

(130) /ɲ/ becomes [m] before the bilabials /m/ and /b/ ([p] and [b]) as in: 

a. /ɲÁ  màb -á/  [m̀màbá] ‘you beat’ 
 2Sg  beat -Acc 

b. /ɲÁ  bɔz̀ -ɪ -á/ [m̀bɔz̀àá] ‘you asked’ 
 2Sg  ask -EpV  -Acc 

(131) /ɲ/ becomes [n] before the alveolars /n/, /t/, /d/, /s/, /z/ and /l/, as in: 

a. /ɲÁ  ná -w -á/ [ǹnàwá] ‘you saw’ 
 2Sg  see - EpC -Acc  

b. /ɲÁ  tɛm̀ -á/ [ǹdɛm̀á] ‘you finished’ 
 2Sg  finish -Acc  

c. /ɲÁ  sé -w -á/ [ǹzèwá] ‘you ran’ 
 2Sg  run - EpC  -Acc 

d. /ɲÁ  zɛt̀ -ɪ ́ -á/ [ǹzɛt̀áà] ‘you cut’ 
 2Sg  cut -EpV  -Acc 

e. /ɲÁ  lèb -á/ [ǹlèbá] ‘you are lost’ 
 2Sg  lose -Acc 

(132) /ɲ/ becomes [ɱ] before the labio-dentals /f/ and /v/, as in: 
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a. /ɲÁ  fèm   -á/  [ɱ̀vèmá] ‘you awoke’ 

2Sg    awake    -Acc  

b. /ɲÁ  vɛt̀ -ɪ    -á/   [ɱ̀vɛt̀àá] ‘you fanned’  

 2Sg   fan EpV    -Acc 

(133) /ɲ/ becomes [ɳ] before the retroflex /ɖ/ ([ɖ], [ʈ]), as in:  

    /ɲÁ ɖé  -w -á/  [ɳɖ̀èwá] ‘you are beautiful’ 

    2Sg  be^beautiful -EpC -Acc 

(134) /ɲ/ becomes [ŋ͡m] before the labial-velar stops /k͡p/ and /ɡ͡b/ and the approximant 

/w/, as in: 

a. /ɲÁ k͡pèm -á/  [ŋ̀͡mɡ͡bèmá] ‘you went home’ 

      2Sg   go^home -Acc 

b. /ɲÁ ɡb͡ɛl̀ɛk -ɪ -á/  [ŋ̀͡mɡb͡ɛl̀ɛk̀àá] ‘you learned’ 

      2Sg   learn   - EpV  -Acc 

c. /ɲÁ wàb   -á/ [ŋ̀͡mwàbá] ‘you won’ 

      2Sg   win   -Acc 

(135) /ɲ/ becomes [ŋ] before the velar stops /k/, /ɡ/ and the glottal /h/, as in 

a. /ɲÁ  kɔm̀   -á/  [ŋɡ̀ɔm̀á] ‘You have come’ 

2Sg come     -Acc 

b. /ɲÁ gìt  -í   -á/  [ŋɡ̀ìtáà] ‘You returned’ 

2Sg   return   -EpV    -Acc 

c. /ɲÁ  hà -w -á/  [ŋh̀àwá] ‘you gave’ 

2Sg   give -EpC  -Acc 

(136) /ɲ/ becomes [ɲ] before the palatals /ɲ/, /j/, /tʃ/ and /ʤ/, as in: 

a. /ɲÁ  ɲàs -ɪ -á/  [ɲ̀ɲàsàá] ‘you bit’ 

2Sg   bite -EpV  -Acc  
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b. /ɲÁ  jàb -á/  [ɲ̀jàbá] ‘you bought’ 
 2Sg  buy -Acc 

c. /ɲÁ  tʃɪj̀ -ɪ ́ -á/ [ɲ̀ʤɪj̀áà] ‘you tore’ 
2Sg   tear -EpV  -Acc 

d. /ɲÁ    ʤɛt̀ -ɪ -á/  [ɲ̀ʤɛt̀àá] ‘you lied’ 
2Sg      lie -EpV  -Acc 

The data in  (130) –  (136) show that the nasal /ɲ/, occurring in pre-consonantal 

position (only as morpheme of the 2nd person singular pronoun), behaves exactly the 

same way as the nasal archiphoneme. However, unlike the archiphoneme, which is not 

specified for place of articulation, the underlying nasal of the 2nd person singular 

pronoun is specified for a palatal place of articulation. Therefore, when the surface-level 

nasals [m ɱ n ɳ ɲ ŋ͡m ŋ] represent the 2nd person singular pronoun, as shown in  (130) 

through  (136), they are all derived from the palatal nasal /ɲ/, instead. 

The rule formalized in  (137) derives the seven surface nasals from the underlying 

palatal nasal /ɲ/ of the 2nd person singular pronoun /ɲÁ/, occurring as prefixes. 

(137) Rule 14 – Palatal nasal homorganic assimilation rule  

       /ɲ/  ------> [α place]     ____  #  C 
                          [α place]  

Parallel to the tendency of surface-level nasals to share the place of articulation 

of the consonant they precede, a bilabial nasal is also seen preceding a consonant with 

which it is not homorganic. This bilabial nasal is illustrated by  (138),  (139), and  (140).  

(138) [sàḿtʊ]̀ ‘praises’ 

(139) [ɲàḿsɪʊ̀̀] ‘to shake’ 
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(140) [sòḿtù] ‘bean flour paste’   

Unlike the bilabial nasal seen in  (118), which derives from the nasal 

archiphoneme, the pre-consonantal bilabial nasal illustrated in  (138) through  (140) 

shows resistance to homorganic assimilation, indicating that this bilabial nasal derives 

from the underlying bilabial nasal /m/. It is further observed that though both the 

bilabial nasal in  (138) through  (140) and the bilabial nasal derived from the nasal 

archiphoneme occur pre-consonantally, their distribution in the word is not exactly the 

same: the bilabial nasal from the archiphoneme in  (118) occurs pre-consonantally in the 

root whereas the bilabial nasal in  (138) through  (140) occurs in root-final position 

before the consonant of the suffix. The nasal underlying the pre-consonantal bilabial 

nasal in root-final position is hence shown to be the bilabial phoneme /m/, which is 

already known to occur in initial, medial, and final positions.   

Affixation cases, however, also tend to support that the pre-consonantal bilabial 

phoneme /m/ occurring in root-final position does assimilate to the point of articulation 

of the following consonant of the suffix, but differently than the pre-consonantal bilabial 

nasal derived from the nasal archiphoneme. As a matter of fact, from  (138),  (139) and 

 (140), it appears that sequences of a bilabial nasal followed by a non-homorganic 

consonant such as m[t] and m[s], are allowed. At the same time, in similar affixation 

cases, it is unexpectedly seen that neither of the sequences *m[k] and *m[ɡ] is allowed 

(see  (145) and  (146), below). However, it is also a known fact that the sequence [ŋɡ] is 

allowed (see [ŋɡ] or [ŋ] in cases of optional erasure of [ɡ] in non-final position after [ŋ] 
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as in [sàŋɡ̀àɑ]́ or [sàŋàɑ]́ ‘was praising’ from /sàm-/ ‘to praise’, [k͡pèŋɡ̀àɑ]́ or [k͡pèŋàɑ]́ 

‘was going home’, from /k͡pèm-/ ‘go home’, etc.). From these observations, there seems 

to be an indication that the context in which the root-final bilabial nasal is assimilated to 

the place of articulation of a following consonant is more specific. It is argued that the 

assimilation of the bilabial nasal /m/ is conditioned, not just by any consonant, but by 

the presence of a following voiced consonant. This interpretation appears to be 

supported by other examples, such as [ɛɡ̀ɔm̀̀] ‘guest’ vs. [ɛɡ̀ɔń́-dʊ]̀ ‘status as guest’, 

[ɛɡ̀͡bám̀] ‘hunter’ vs. [ɛɡ̀͡báń-dʊ]̀ ‘hunting’, [sɛm̀-á] ‘rats’ vs. [sɛɳ̀-̀ɖɛ]́ ‘rat’, [lɪm̀́] ‘water’ 

vs. [lɪɱ̀̀vàlɪj̀ɛ]́ ‘water fall’, or [sʊ̀ǹ-zʊ́m-ɪj̀ɛ]̀ ‘cockroach’.    

The rule that accounts for the assimilation of the underlying nasal /m/ to the 

point of articulation of the following voiced consonant is formalized as in  (141). 

(141) Rule 15 – Rule of assimilation of the bilabial nasal 

   /m/  ------> [α place]   ____ #      C 
            +voice 
                  α place 

The rule that accounts for the optional erasure of the velar stop [ɡ] after [ŋ] is 

also formulated as in  (142).   

(142) Rule 16 – Erasure of the velar stop [ɡ] after the velar nasal   

   [ɡ] ------> ø / [ŋ] ____ Y 

(with Y representing any segment) 
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In word-final, the only nasals that occur, [m] and [ŋ], represent various 

morphemes in this position. The bilabial nasal represents the elliptic form of the object 

1st person singular pronoun, as shown in  (143), or a simple root-final nasal, as in  (144). 

The velar nasal, on the other hand, can represent up to four different morphemes in 

word-final position. It can represent the suffixed aspect marker of the Inaccomplished in 

verbal paradigms, as shown in  (145), the root-final nasal in class-3 (3SgT2) nouns, as 

in (146), the suffixed plural marker of class-4 (4PlT2) nouns, as in  (147), or the object 

2nd person singular pronoun, as seen in  (148).  

(143) /ɲÁ ná    mÁ/  [ǹ-ná-m̀] ‘you saw me’ 

   2Sg see^Acc  1Sg 

(144) /k͡pèm     -Ù/  [k͡pém̀] ‘to go home’ 

   go^home  -INF 

(145) /k͡pèm        -kÌ/  [k͡péŋ]̀ ‘goes home’ 

go^home      -Inacc 

(146) /kɪm̀ɛlɛm -kÙ/      [kɪm̀ɛl̀ɛŋ̀]̀ ‘idiot’]  

   idiot    -3SgT2   

(147) /kɪm̀ɛlɛm - ́Ǹ/      [kɪm̀ɛl̀ɛm̀-ɪ-́ŋ]̀ ‘idiots’   

 idiot    -4PlT2   

(148) /mÁ ná      ɲÁ/  [mà-ná-ŋ]̀ ‘I saw you’ 

 1Sg see^Acc    2Sg 

It is determined from these data that the bilabial nasal is derived from a single 

underlying segment in word-final position while the velar nasal can be derived from 

three different underlying segments, depending on the morpheme it represents. In  (143), 
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the bilabial nasal representing the suffixed object 1st person singular pronoun in final 

position, is determined to be derived from /m/ in the full form [má] ‘me’ of this 

pronoun, as illustrated. The root-final bilabial nasal in  (144) too can be derived from an 

underlying /m/, as illustrated. It is advocated that the underlying root-final bilabial nasal 

is maintained in such forms, even after the vowel of the suffix is lost. Other paradigms 

such as forms of the Accomplished aspect, where the underlying bilabial nasal also 

surfaces as [m] before the marker as in [k͡pèm-á] ‘went home’, clearly support this 

analysis. 

In verbal paradigms of the Inaccomplished aspect and in class-3 (3SgT2) nouns, 

as seen in  (145) and  (146), respectively, the word-final velar nasal can be derived 

medially from the sequence nasal+velar stop (which is realized phonetically as [ŋɡ] or 

[ŋ] after erasure of the velar stop in word-final position). This sequence is created by 

the suffixation of the aspectual morpheme of the Inaccomplished known as /-kÌ/, and the 

class-3 noun marker, known as /-kÙ/ (Lébikaza 1999, 1.2.8). It is argued, following 

Lébikaza (1999), that in these roots, the erasure of the word-final velar stop occurs 

following the velarization of the bilabial nasal. Hence, in both cases, the velar nasal is 

derived in medial position from the root-final bilabial /m/ and the suffix-initial velar 

consonant /k/ according to a rule that assimilates nasals to the point of articulation of 

the following consonant. Both affixation cases are illustrated by the derivation steps in 
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 (149) and  (150), respectively37.  

(149) /k͡pèm      -kÌ/ -->  *[k͡pèmkì] --> *[k͡pèmgì] -->*[k͡pèŋɡì] -->  

     *[k͡pèŋì] --> [k͡péŋ]̀ ‘goes home’  

(150) /kɪm̀ɛlɛm    -kÙ/  --> *[kɪm̀ɛl̀ɛm̀kʊ̀] --> *[kɪm̀ɛl̀ɛm̀gʊ̀] --> *[kɪm̀ɛl̀ɛŋ̀ɡʊ̀] -->  

     *[kɪm̀ɛl̀ɛŋ̀ʊ̀] -->[kɪm̀ɛl̀ɛŋ̀]̀ ‘idiot’ 

Supporting evidence of this analysis comes from paradigms of other verb root 

types in the Inaccomplished and from the forms of other class-3 nouns where the 

morpheme of the Inaccomplished aspect surfaces as shown in  (151) and  (152).   

(151) /È- wòb -kÌ/  [èwókì] ‘s/he goes’  

   3Sg go  -Inacc 

(152) /là  -kÚ /  [làkʊ́] ‘wilderness’  

   wilderness -3SgT2  

In class-4 nouns illustrated by  (147) and the case of the 2nd person singular object 

pronoun illustrated by  (148), the word-final [ŋ] can be derived from the plural class 

marker, in the first case, or from the palatal nasal /ɲ/ of 2nd person singular pronoun, in 

the second case. The plural noun class marker is determined as a nasal suffix that is not 

specified for place of articulation. It can therefore be assumed that the underlying nasal 

                                           
37 Apocope of �nal vowels also occurs in these examples following two rules formulated in Lébikaza 

1999:82 as:    

Rule 1:     /i/ 
            ------> ø /[ŋ] ____    

       /ɪ/ 
 

Rule 2:     /u/   ------> ø /[m] ____       
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that occurs as a noun suffix is also the nasal archiphoneme /N/38, earlier determined to 

occur in prefixes.     

It has, hence, been shown that there is a phonetic neutralization of the realizations 

of the nasal archiphoneme and the palatal nasal phoneme in word-final position, both of 

which surface as the velar nasal [ŋ]. In both cases, the velar nasal is derived through a 

single phonological rule that imposes a velar realization to the palatal nasal /ɲ/ and the 

nasal archiphoneme /N/ in word-final position. This rule is formulated as follows: 

(153) Rule17 – Rule deriving the velar nasal in word-final position  

/N/       

 ------> [ŋ]   ____ ## 

/ɲ/       

It is concluded from this discussion that of the nasals appearing in the phonetic 

inventory of Kabiye (Table  4.1), only /m/, /n/, and /ɲ/ have a phonemic status, but the 

phonemic system also includes a nasal archiphoneme /N/, underspecified for place of 

articulation.  

                                           
38 Lébikaza (1999: 118, footnote 7) derives the class-4 (4PlT2) noun marker in Kabiye from /n/ based on 

a parallel to the class marker found in Tem. According to Lébikaza, this class marker has kept its 

complete form -nɪ in Tem, which is a close relative of Kabiye. Within Kabiye language itself, however, 

there is no way of determining today that this class marker is underlyingly an alveolar nasal or any of the 

other nasal phonemes. It is determined as only a nasal, which is not clearly specified for place of 

articulation. 
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4.3.4 The Phonological Status of Obstruents  

The first step toward establishing the phonological status of obstruents is the test 

of minimal pairs and near-minimal pairs, which seeks to contrast these segments in 

word-initial, word-medial, and word-final positions. But distributional restrictions on 

Kabiye obstruents do not allow minimal pair contrasts for most of the obstruents. 

Therefore, it is mainly through a consideration of other phonological factors that a 

decision can be made as to which of the consonantal phones are attested in the 

phonemic system. 

From the overall distribution of consonants shown in Table  4.2, there appeared 

to be a strong phonological restriction on the distribution of obstruents, which include 

the stops [p], [b], [t], [d], [ʈ], [ɖ], [k], [ɡ], [k͡p], [ɡ͡b], the fricatives [s], [z], [f], [v], and 

the affricates [tʃ] and [ʤ]. No obstruent occurs in word-final position. In utterance-

initial positions (i.e., positions that coincide with the beginning of a sentence, the 

beginning of a word occurring after a pause in a sentence, or the beginning of a word 

occurring in isolation, as in a wordlist), only voiceless obstruents are found. The 

examples in  (154) through  (157) show minimal contrasts between the voiceless 

obstruents in initial positions, as occurs in a wordlist.   

(154) [p] vs. [f] vs. [k] vs. [k͡p] 

a. [pɛd̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to sell’    

b. [fɛd̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to sink (to the ground)’ 

c. [kɛd̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to tell’ 

d. [k͡pɛd̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to spill’  

(155) [t] vs. [ʈ] 
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a. [tɔm̀́] ‘language’  

b. [ʈɔm̀́] ‘salt’  

(156) [p] vs. [t] vs. [k] vs. [s]  

a. [pùlúù] ‘to make porridge’  

b. [tùlúù] ‘to haul’  

c. [kùlúù] ‘to uncover’ 

d. [sùlúù] ‘to close’ 

(157) [t] vs. [k] vs. [tʃ]  

a. [tùjúù] ‘to push forward’ 

b. [kùjúù] ‘to strain out’ 

c. [ʧùjúù] ‘to push with a stick’ 

In medial positions, both voiced and voiceless obstruents occur. However, a 

minimal contrast can be established for only a few obstruents in these positions.  (158), 

 (159), and  (160) illustrate the possible minimal contrasts of obstruents in word-medial 

position.  

(158) [b] vs. [t]  

a. [wábʊ̀] ‘to win’  c. [ɲɪb́ʊ̀] ‘to trap’ 

b. [wátʊ̀] ‘goose bumps’  d. [ɲɪt́ʊ]̀ ‘grass’  

(159) [t] vs. [k]  

a. [jɔt̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to smash’ 

b. [jɔk̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to break’ 

(160) [t] vs. [d] vs. [z] vs. [s]  

a. [wàtʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to crush’   e. [fɛt̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to fan’  

b. [wàdʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to overflow’   f. [fɛd̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to sit on the floor’ 

c. [wàsʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to boil’     g. [pɪs̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to return’   

d. [wàzʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to benefit’   h. [pɪz̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to succeed’ 

The following can be stated of the consonant contrasts just illustrated. While the 
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minimal contrasts in  (154) through  (157) allow to deduce that each of the voiceless 

obstruents illustrated represents a separate phoneme, these contrasts do not determine 

that these voiceless consonants are the phonemic segments, since they could also 

represent voiceless allophones of potential voiced phonemes in initial position. 

However, a possible contrast between obstruents that are only differentiated by voicing 

(such as [p] vs. [b], [t] vs. [d], [k] vs. [ɡ], etc.) will allow to posit both the voiceless 

consonants and their voiced counterparts as contrastive segments. As seen, such a 

contrast is only possible in word-medial position for the alveolar obstruents as in  (160), 

which illustrates [t] and [d] in (a) vs. (b), and (e) vs. (f) and the alveolar fricatives [s] 

and [z] in (c) vs. (d) and (g) vs. (h). Of all the obstruents, therefore, only /t/, /d/, /s/, and 

/z/ can definitively be posited so far as contrastive segments. For the rest of the 

obstruents, further investigation is needed to determine their phonological status. Since 

it is in medial positions that both voiced and voiceless obstruents occur, these are key 

positions to investigate.  

Despite a lack of minimal pair contrasts for most consonants in medial positions, 

it is further observed that almost all the voiced and voiceless obstruents can have 

similar distributions in medial positions. Both voiced and voiceless obstruents occur in 

the bare root, and often between vowels as in  (161) through  (167). This is also attested 

in loan words into Kabiye as illustrated by  (168) to  (171). Both voiced and voiceless 

obstruents can also occur after a nasal in the simple root as shown by  (172),  (173) and 

 (174).  
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(161) [ʧááfélá] ‘turtles’ 

(162) [tòòvèním̀] ‘truth’ 

(163) [kàtʃáɑĺá] ‘hut’  

(164) [kɔʤ̀ɔà́] ‘flea’  

(165) [k͡pá!tʃáá] ‘(proper name for male twin)’  

(166) [ná!káʊ́] ‘grasshopper’  

(167) [ʧàk͡pàdà] ‘(species of snake)’  

(168) [káfɪń́dà] ‘carpenter (from the English carpenter)’  

(169) [ʈɔǵɔt́ɔ]̀ ‘doctor (from the English doctor)’ 

(170) [tʃɔt́ʃɪ]̀ ‘church (from the English church)’ 

(171) [sɔɔ́ʤ́à] ‘soldier (from the English soldier)’ 

(172) [tʃɛŋ̀̀͡mɡ͡bɛ]́ ‘starch’ 

(173) [àɲʤ̀áʊ́] ‘cunning person (proper name)’  

(174) [kàɲt̀ʃʊ́ʊ́làɑ]́ ‘swirl’ 

In medial positions, after a morpheme boundary, two seemingly opposed 

tendencies are observed in the occurrence of obstruents. Both voiced and voiceless 

obstruents also occur after a morpheme boundary. This is observed in words showing 

root reduplication  (175) or after prefixes and other morphemes as shown in  (176) 

through  (185).    

(175) a. [tʃɔ-̀ʤɔ]́ ‘traditional priest’   

  b. [tʃá-tʃá-ɽɛ]̀ ‘grasshopper’ 

  c. [kɔ-̀kɔ-̀ɽɛ]̀ ‘gourd’  
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(176) a. [à-zúń!ná] ‘dirt’  

  b. [á-sɔńʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘nursing woman’  

  c. [á-zɔɔ́t́ɪ]́ ‘(proper name)’ 

  d. [á-vètèú] ‘toad’ 

  e. [á-tɔǹ̀dɔ]́ ‘dragonfly’  

  f. [á-k͡pàdàjʊ́] ‘old person’ 

(177) [kɪ-́ fàlɪ ̀ -ʊ]́  ‘new one’  
   Adjr- new -3SgT2 

(178) [kí- !kízí -sì] ‘refused ones’ 
  Adjr- refuse -8PlT4 

(179) [kà- à- tʃìɰ́dàɑ]̀ ‘unshakable’ 
   Pref- NEG- shake 

(180) [kà- à- kìzàɑ]̀ ‘non-refused’ 
   Pref- NEG- refuse  

(181) [kà- à- gìsàɑ]̀ ‘not looking back’ 

   Pref- NEG- look^back   

(182) [pà- à-  tʃìɰ́dì   -ɰ̀]    ‘they don’t move’ 

   they- NEG-  move   -Inacc  

(183) [pà- à-  ʤɛt̀ɪ ̀   -ɯ́]  ‘they don’t lie’ 

   they- NEG-  lie   -Inacc 

(184) [pà- à-   kìzà     -á] ‘they had refused’ 

   they- Anter-   refuse    -Acc 

(185) [pà- à-  gìsà         -á] ‘they had looked back’ 

   they- Anter-  look^back    -Acc 

However, root-initial obstruents appear to alternate also as voiceless at utterance-

initial and voiced after a morpheme boundary. The (a) versus (b) examples in  (186) 

through  (188) illustrate this case.  
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(186) a. [tɔm̀́] ‘speech, language’  

  b. [kàbɪj̀ɛ ̀dɔm̀́] ‘Kabiye language’  

(187) a. [kɔm̀́] ‘to come’ 

  b. [ɛ-̀gɔm̀̀] ‘guest’ 

(188) a. [ʧɛj̀ɪʊ́]̀ ‘to bother’ 

  b. [kɪ-̀ʤɛj̀ɪʊ̀]̀ ‘obligation’ 

Despite the occurrence of obstruents as either voiced or voiceless after a 

morpheme boundary as shown earlier in  (175) through  (185), the data in  (186) through 

 (192) seem to also indicate that utterance-initial voiceless obstruents are in 

complementary distribution with their voiced counterparts after a morpheme boundary. 

However, this alternative interpretation will not be entertained under the current 

analysis as it will be proven untenable in § 4.3.5, where the alternations of voiced and 

voiceless obstruents after a morpheme boundary are explained.  

The bilabials [p] and [b] and the retroflexes [ʈ] and [ɖ] have a distribution that 

differs slightly from the other obstruents. Like the other obstruents, the voiceless [p] 

and [ʈ] occur in utterance-initial positions (specified above), as illustrated by the 

wordlist style examples in  (189)a,  (190)a, and  (191)a. But in medial positions, it is 

exclusively their voiced counterparts [b] and [ɖ], that are found, whether after a 

morpheme boundary, as in  (189)b,  (190)b,  (191)b, and  (192), or in the simple root as in 

 (193) and  (194). 

(189) a. [ʈɔm̀́] ‘salt’  

  b. [mòɳ-̀ɖɔm̀́] ‘my salt’ 
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(190) a. [pólú] ‘daughter-in-law’  

  b. [è-bólú] ‘his daughter-in-law’ 

(191) a. [pɪz̀ɪʊ́̀] ‘to succeed’ 

  b. [kàà-bɪz̀àɑ]̀ ‘incapable’ 

(192) [à-bàlʊ]́ ‘a man’  

(193) [tɔb̀ʊʊ̀]́ ‘bottom’ 

(194) a. [sɛɳ̀ɖ̀ɛ]́ ‘rat’ 

  b. [ʧàɳɖàwʊ́] ‘queue’ 

It appears that [p] and [b] are in complementary distribution, as are [ʈ] and [ɖ]. It 

can therefore be inferred that the voiceless [p] and the voiced [b] are allophones of a 

single phoneme, and the voiceless retroflex [ʈ] and voiced [ɖ] are also allophones of a 

single phoneme. However, from the distribution of the segments alone, it is not obvious 

which of the voiced or the voiceless allophones represent the underlying segments. 

Therefore, there is a need for further information before that decision can be made.  

From the distribution of obstruents in medial positions, it appears that there are 

voiced and voiceless obstruents occurring in similar or identical environments, which is 

compelling evidence that there exist underlying voiced and voiceless obstruents in 

Kabiye.    The data in  (158) –  (160) have shown that voiced and voiceless obstruents 

occur medially in the root, where some voiceless obstruents can be contrasted to their 

voiced counterparts through minimal pairs, as seen in  (160). The data in  (161) –  (174) 

have further shown that though most voiceless obstruents and their voiced counterparts 

cannot be contrasted with minimal pairs in the root, they occur in similar environments. 

Similarly, in medial positions after a morpheme boundary,  (175) –  (185) have shown 
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that obstruents occur also contrastively as voiced or voiceless. But in medial contexts, 

exception must be made for the bilabial obstruents and the retroflex obstruents, for only 

the voiced [b] and [ɖ] occur in the simple root and after a morpheme boundary; on the 

other hand, the voiceless [p] and [ʈ] are found exclusively in utterance-initial position 

(see  (189) –  (194)).  

The obstruents of Kabiye do not seem to behave the way segments do in most 

languages. It is well known, cross-linguistically, that contrasts are usually found word-

initially more than in any other position (Beckman 1997, Garr 1986, and others). In the 

case of Kabiye, it is an established fact (from  (154) through  (185), above) that contrasts 

occur only in medial positions, with all or most obstruents banned from marginal 

positions. The existence of minimal pairs that contrast the alveolar obstruents /t/ vs. /d/ 

and /s/ vs. /z/ only in word root medial position demonstrates this fact unequivocally. 

These contrasts are also an indication that there is a strong possibility of other 

underlying voiced and voiceless obstruents, all or some of which could also constitute 

pairs that contrast only in voicing, even though minimal pairs could not be established 

for these obstruents. Critically, in medial positions (within the word root and after a 

morpheme boundary), we find voiced obstruents and their voiceless counterparts, 

occurring contrastively in identical environments, indicating that they represent distinct 

phonemes. The Forms with reduplicated roots in  (175) and those in  (179) through  (185), 

in which the root initial obstruents occurring in identical environments are either voiced 

or voiceless, demonstrate this contrast. In that sense,  (176)b. and  (176)c.,  (180) and 

 (181),  (182) and  (183),  (184) and  (185), for instance, constitute near-minimal pairs.  
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These facts confirm a contrastive use of more voiced and voiceless obstruents in 

medial positions, hence, leading us to posit both voiced and voiceless obstruents in the 

underlying system of consonants. However, since exceptionally the voiceless bilabial [p] 

and the voiceless retroflex [ʈ] do not occur in the contrastive medial positions, an 

exception is made for these subclasses of obstruents. For the latter, therefore, only the 

voiced [b] and [ɖ], which occur in medial positions, are chosen to represent the 

contrastive segments. In line with these fact-based inferences, the revised inventory of 

Kabiye consonant phonemes is shown in Table  4.3. It comprises 22 consonants, which 

include all the voiced and voiceless obstruents inventoried in the contrastive medial 

positions after a morpheme. It shows obstruents in contrastive voiced and voiceless 

pairs in their subclasses, except those in the bilabial and retroflex classes that are 

defective, with only voiced phonemes.  

Table     4.3 Revised Inventory of Kabiye Consonant Phonemes  
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The obstruents shown in Table  4.3 allow us to also make two important 

inferences. Firstly, it is inferred that underlyingly voiced obstruents undergo a devoicing 

process in utterance-initial position, so that all the obstruents are realized as voiceless in 

this position. Many of the utterance-initial voiceless obstruents are accordingly derived 

by a devoicing process through a rule, which is formalized by  (195).  

(195) Rule 18 – Utterance-initial obstruent devoicing rule  

C -----> [-vd]    ## ____ 

Secondly, it is inferred that Kabiye obstruents might be losing underlying voiced 

and voiceless contrast. It is argued that this contrast, which can be observed in surface 

obstruents only in medial positions, is still fully seen in obstruents of the alveolar 

subclass only; in contrast, it is already lost for obstruents in the bilabial and retroflex 

classes. For the remaining majority of the obstruents, this contrast is no longer obvious 

like in the alveolar obstruents, but the contrast is still kept idiosyncratically in medial 

positions and can be determined.  

Opinions concerning the existence of underlying voiced and voiceless obstruents 

in Kabiye have varied. Some studies posited contrasting voiced and voiceless segments 

for all the occurring obstruents (Paaluki 1995), at times making exception in a subclass 

of obstruents (only the voiced /ɖ/ is a phoneme in the retroflex class in CLNK & SIL-

Togo 1998). Others followed the general cross-linguistic pattern and posited mainly 

voiceless obstruents as the contrastive segments, though with some exceptions too (the 

exceptions are /t d/ and /s z/ in Lébikaza 1999 and Roberts 2002, but /s z/, /b/, and /ɖ/ 
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instead, in Delord 1976). For most of the segments, Lébikaza (1999), for instance, 

initially based his argument on the case of obstruents such as [k ɡ] and [k͡p ɡ͡b] for 

which only the voiceless allophones occur intervocalically in the root to posit the 

voiceless segments as phonemes. He then used this case as a basis for also positing 

contrastive voiceless allophones in the case of the other obstruents where he often 

deemed the choice not obvious otherwise. This applied especially to the bilabial and the 

retroflex allophones, which he determined to be in complementary distribution that 

could be equally derived from each other. In the analysis of Lébikaza, therefore, all the 

voiced obstruents, except the minimally contrasting alveolar ones, are derived by rules.  

Neither view, however, has yielded conclusive results. In the case where all 

pairs of voiced and voiceless obstruents are posited as contrastive segments (Paaluki 

1995), it is argued that these studies do not take into consideration the peculiar case of 

the bilabial obstruents on the one hand and the retroflex ones on the other, in 

complementary distribution allophonic relationship. CLNK & SIL-Togo 1998 has made 

an exception for the retroflex subclass of obstruents, positing only the voiced allophone 

underlyingly, yet ignoring the same behavior in the bilabial obstruents. The studies that 

have adopted the second view, which posits mostly contrastive voiceless segments with 

only some exceptions, arguing for a conditioning factor word-medially (for instance, a 

voicing assimilation of some obstruents between vowels and after a nasal), fail to 

explain the occurrence of obstruents as also voiced or voiceless in identical medial 

environments. Note that medial voicing rules fail to pinpoint the phonological 
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environments where the voicing should not apply. Therefore, medial voicing rules will 

only apply systematically to the bilabial and retroflex obstruents; for the remaining 

majority of the obstruents, medial voicing rules apply only randomly to some 

obstruents, as many obstruents fail to undergo voicing in medial positions. Furthermore, 

systems that posit mostly contrastive voiceless segments fail to explain the irrefutably 

contrastive voiced obstruents in the alveolar subclass, for which an exception will have 

to be made under medial voicing hypotheses.   

From a theoretical point of view, a system that posits both underlying voiced 

and voiceless obstruents (as in Table  4.3) and derives utterance-initial voiceless 

obstruents by a single devoicing rule (as formulated above as Rule 18 in  (195)), appears 

to be also more efficient and more economical in the case of Kabiye than systems that 

posit mostly voiceless underlying obstruents (with some exceptions) and derive voiced 

ones through a medial voicing assimilation rule. While only the utterance-initial 

devoicing rule is needed to apply systematically to all underlying voiced obstruents in 

Table  4.3 to derive their voiceless allophones utterance-initially, medial voicing 

assimilation rules applying to consonant systems with mostly underlying voiceless 

obstruents will also need an utterance-initial devoicing rule for the minimally 

contrastive voiced alveolar obstruents /d/ and /z/ in Lébikaza 1999 and Roberts 2002, or 

for /z/, /b/, and /ɖ/ in Delord 1976. Consequently, in the case of Kabiye, medial voicing 

rules and systems with mostly underlying voiceless obstruents miss important 

generalizations.   
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Although this discussion has allowed us to determine the contrastive consonants 

of Kabiye, not all of the issues regarding the distribution of obstruents are yet resolved. 

Despite the contrastive occurrence of obstruents after morpheme boundaries as either 

voiceless or voiced, which has allowed to determine the contrastive consonants, the 

devoicing process that makes all obstruents voiceless at utterance-initial position makes 

it unclear which of the obstruents found in utterance-initial positions are underlyingly 

voiceless and which are underlyingly voiced. To determine which of the voiced or the 

voiceless phonemes occur in utterance-initial positions, we turn to a closer examination 

of the alternations of these obstruents in initial positions and after a morpheme 

boundary in an investigation of paradigms, in the next section. Paradigm investigation 

will also discredit an alternative interpretation that utterance-initial voiceless obstruents 

undergo a medial voicing assimilation after a morpheme boundary, which was discarded 

but not pursued in this phonological analysis.  

4.3.5 Voiced and Voiceless Consonant Alternations after a Morpheme Boundary 

Two tendencies have been observed in root-initial obstruents. First, after a 

morpheme boundary, root-initial voiced and voiceless obstruents often occur in similar, 

sometimes identical environments. Second, root-initial obstruents also have a tendency 

to alternate as voiceless at utterance-initial and voiced after a morpheme boundary. The 

latter behavior makes it almost impossible to predict which of the voiced or the 

voiceless obstruents occur underlyingly at the initial of roots.  
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The issue of word root initial obstruents alternation as voiced or voiceless after a 

morpheme boundary is discussed in the works of Lébikaza (1985, 1989, 1999), where it 

is correlated to an “interaction between segmental and suprasegmental features,” i.e., 

tone, syllable length, and stress. Lébikaza (1999: 135–142) argues that a root-initial 

obstruent is:  

(i) voiced after an L-toned short syllable,  

(ii) voiceless after an H-toned short syllable or after a long syllable, and  

(iii) voiceless39 in the context (ii) when it is a polysyllabic root that has a voiceless  

onset final syllable.  

Though this alternative interpretation did account for a substantial portion of the 

data, many exceptions are noted. To cite a few, the illustrations in  (196) through  (199) 

are in violation of (i); among these, the monosyllabic root of ‘warthog’, taken from 

Lébikaza’s illustrations, violates both (i) and (ii); those in  (200) and  (201) are in 

violation of (ii) and (iii).  

(196) [ɲǿ- dǿjè]    ‘your warthog’  
   your- warthog  

(197) [ɛ-̀     dɪ ̀ fɛ]́   ‘he did not massage’  
   he- NEG massage  

(198) [ɛ-̀ dɪ-̀    k͡pé]   ‘he did not go home’ massage’  
   he- NEG-   go^home  

(199) [à- ʧɛj̀à]  ‘hooves’   
   Pref- hooves  

                                           
39 Judging from his illustrations, the author appeared to have meant voiced instead of voiceless.  
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(200) [kí- !ɖáɑĺɪʊ̀̀] ‘long’  
   Pref- long  

(201) [kɪ-́ bɪǹɪʊ̀]́ ‘old’  
   Pref- old 

The thesis adopted in the current study, however, departs greatly from the 

explanation given by Lébikaza. It is advocated that morphology plays an important role 

in how underlying obstruents surface in terms of voicing, obscuring hence their 

underlying specification. In addition to a systematic obstruents devoicing in utterance-

initial environment, as determined in § 4.3.4 (see Rule 18 shown as  (195)), more patterns 

emerge in utterance-medial positions in the occurrence of root-initial voiced and 

voiceless obstruents, when extensive sets of paradigms are examined. These utterance-

medial positions are defined as positions that include the initial of a word occurring 

after another word in an utterance when there is no intervening pause.  

In utterance-medial position, there appears to be environments where root-initial 

obstruents are always voiced and environments where root-initial obstruents alternate as 

either voiced or voiceless. Examination of paradigms reveals that in some specific 

constructions, such as the Present Inaccomplished, the Accomplished, the Immediative, 

the Immediative Accomplished, the Past Inaccomplished, the Future, and the Future 

Anterior, where verb roots occur after a morpheme boundary, the initial obstruent of 

any given root is always voiced. However, in the majority of paradigms, the root-initial 

obstruents of verbs are either consistently voiced or consistently voiceless. These 

alternating constructions include the Expectative, the Adversative Accomplished, the 
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Adversative Inaccomplished, the Accomplished Anterior, the Jussive, the Jussive 

Inaccomplished, the Aorist (of Consecutive), etc. In constructions where the root is in 

utterance-initial position, such as the Imperative forms, root-initial obstruents always 

surface as voiceless. 

Table  4.4 illustrates the paradigms of six representative verbs across some of the 

tense, mood, and aspect environments where the root-initial obstruents surface in 

utterance-medial position after a morpheme boundary as always voiced and as either 

voiced or voiceless in contrast to utterance-initial positions where they occur as always 

voiceless. Except for the forms in the Imperative and the Imperative Inaccomplished, all 

verb roots across the paradigms appear preceded by the subject prefix pronouns for 

‘s/he’ or by the Expectative morpheme [tɪɪ́-́] or by the adjective formation prefix [kɪ-́]. 

The morphemes that precede the roots have been specifically chosen to test the 

influence of tone and syllable length on the root-initial voiced and voiceless obstruents 

occurrence, as advocated in Lébikaza 1999.  

As seen in the forms of the Imperative and the Imperative Inaccomplished in the 

second and third columns, respectively, where the verb roots appear in utterance-initial 

position, the root-initial obstruents of the verbs are always voiceless, as one would 

expect. In contrast, in the fourth through the sixth columns, in the constructions of the 

Present Inaccomplished, the Accomplished, and the Immediative, the root-initial 

obstruent of all six verbs surface as voiced. However, in the seventh through the 

eleventh columns, which illustrate the Aorist (of Consecutive), the Accomplished 
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Anterior, the Expectative (of Inaccomplished), the Inaccomplished Anterior, and after 

the adjectival prefix /kÍ-/, the root-initial obstruents of the forms alternate. Specifically, 

the forms of ‘awake’, ‘mix’, and ‘uproot’ occur with a root-initial voiceless obstruent 

whereas the forms of ‘fan’, ‘cut’, and ‘smash’ occur with a root-initial voiced obstruent. 

It is also seen that these root-initial obstruents surface consistently as described 

regardless of the tone or the syllable length of the morpheme that precedes the verb 

root.  
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Table     4.4 Verbs with Underlying Voiced or Voiceless Root-Initial Obstruents 
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/f/ [fè] [fèŋ̀] [[[[èèèè----véŋ̀véŋ̀véŋ̀véŋ̀]]]]    [[[[èèèè----vèmávèmávèmávèmá]]]]    [[[[éééé----dídídídí----!!!!véḿvéḿvéḿvéḿ]]]]    [é-fé] [ìì-fèmá] [tɪɪ́-́féŋ́] [ɪɪ̀-̀fèŋ̀gàɑ́] [kɪ-́fèmàɑ́] ‘awake’ 

/v/ [fɛt̀ɪ]̀ [fɛt̀ɪɯ̀̀] [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ-̀---vvvvɛ́ɛ́ɛ́ɛt́tttɪ ̀ɪ ̀ɪ ̀ɪɯ̀̀ɯ̀ɯ̀ɯ̀]]]]    [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ-̀---vvvvɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛt̀àátàátàátàá]]]]    [[[[ɛ́ɛ́ɛ́ɛ-́---ddddɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ-́---!!!!vvvvɛ́ɛ́ɛ́ɛt́tttʊ́ʊ́ʊ́ʊ́]]]]    [ɛ-́vɛt́ɪ]̀ [ɪɪ̀-̀vɛt̀àá] [tɪɪ́-́vɛt́ɪɯ́́] [ɪɪ̀-̀vɛt̀àɑ́] [kɪ-́vɛt̀àɑ́] ‘fan’ 

/s/ [sídí] [sídíɰ̀] [[[[èèèè----zídizídizídizídiɰ̀ɰ̀ɰ̀ɰ̀]]]]    [[[[èèèè----zìdáàzìdáàzìdáàzìdáà]]]]    [[[[éééé----dídídídí----!!!!zídúzídúzídúzídú]]]]    [é-sídí] [ìì-sìdáà] [tɪɪ́-́sídíɰ̀] [ìì-sìdáɑ̀] [kɪ-́!sídáɑ̀] ‘mix’ 

/z/ [sɛt́ɪ]́ [sɛt́ɪɯ́̀] [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ-̀---zzzzɛ́ɛ́ɛ́ɛt́tttɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ ́ɪɯ́̀ɯ̀ɯ̀ɯ̀]]]]    [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ-̀---zzzzɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛt̀áàtáàtáàtáà]]]]    [[[[ɛ́ɛ́ɛ́ɛ-́---ddddɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ-́---!!!!zzzzɛ́ɛ́ɛ́ɛt́tttʊ́ʊ́ʊ́ʊ́]]]]    [ɛ-́zɛt́ɪ]́ [ɪɪ̀-̀zɛt̀áà] [tɪɪ́-́zɛt́ɪɯ́̀] [ɪɪ̀-̀zɛt̀áɑ̀] [kɪ-́!zɛt́áɑ̀] ‘cut’ 

/k͡p/ [k͡pɛźɪ]́ [k͡pɛźɪɯ́̀] [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀----ɡ͡bɡ͡bɡ͡bɡ͡bɛ́ɛɛ́́ɛźzzzɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ ́ɪɯ́̀ɯ̀ɯ̀ɯ̀]]]]    [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ-̀---ɡ͡bɡ͡bɡ͡bɡ͡bɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛz̀áàzáàzáàzáà]]]]    [[[[ɛ́ɛɛ́́ɛ-́---ddddɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ-́---!!!!ɡ͡bɡ͡bɡ͡bɡ͡bɛ́ɛɛ́́ɛźzzzʊ́ʊ́ʊ́ʊ́]]]]    [ɛ́-k͡pɛ́zɪ]́ [ɪɪ̀-̀k͡pɛz̀áà] [tɪɪ́-́k͡pɛźɪɯ́̀] [ɪɪ̀-̀k͡pɛz̀áɑ̀] [kɪ-́!k͡pɛ́záɑ̀] ‘uproot’ 

/ɡ͡b/ [k͡pátɪ]̀ [k͡pátɪɯ̀̀] [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀----ɡ͡bátɡ͡bátɡ͡bátɡ͡bátɪ ̀ɪ ̀ɪ ̀ɪɯ̀̀ɯ̀ɯ̀ɯ̀]]]]    [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ-̀---ɡ͡bátààɡ͡bátààɡ͡bátààɡ͡bátàà]]]]    [[[[ɛ́ɛɛ́́ɛ-́---ddddɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ-́---!!!!ɡ͡bátɡ͡bátɡ͡bátɡ͡bátɪ ̀ɪ ̀ɪ ̀ɪʊ̀̀ʊ̀ʊ̀ʊ̀]]]]    [ɛ́-ɡ͡bátɪ]̀ [ɪɪ̀-̀ɡ͡bátàà] [tɪɪ́-́ɡ͡bátɪɯ̀̀] [ɪɪ̀-̀ɡ͡bátàɑ̀] [kɪ-́ɡ͡bátàɑ̀] ‘smash’ 
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The data in Table  4.4 suggest that there are three types of environments relevant 

to obstruent voicing: devoicing environments, which are utterance-initial positions, as 

earlier defined, voicing-environments, which affect root-initial obstruents, and voicing-

neutral environments, with no voicing effect on the root-initial obstruent. Though one 

might attempt to posit an initial devoicing rule to account for the root-initial voiceless 

obstruents in the second and third columns, and also a medial voicing rule to account 

for the ones in the fourth through the sixth columns, a medial voicing rule cannot 

account for the paradigms illustrated by the seventh through the eleventh columns. 

Rather, it is determined that the voicing of the root-initial obstruents after a morpheme 

boundary in some constructions is a property of these particular constructions. For 

instance, the predictable voicing of the root-initial obstruents in the paradigms of the 

Present Inaccomplished, the Accomplished, and the Immediative can be linked to these 

specific Tense Aspect Mood (TAM) constructions. It is argued that these constructions 

in Kabiye carry a floating voicing morpheme (the feature [+voice]), which accounts for 

the voicing observed in all the root-initial obstruents in these environments. In contrast, 

the lack of a floating voicing feature in the TAM constructions, such as the Aorist (of 

Consecutive), the Accomplished Anterior, the Expectative (of Inaccomplished), the 

Inaccomplished Anterior, and the formation of deverbal adjectives, allow the root-initial 

obstruents to surface with their inherent underlying voicing specification, which is seen 

as either voiced (as in the forms for ‘fan’, ‘smash’ and ‘cut’) or voiceless (as in 

‘awake’, ‘uproot’, and ‘mix’). Other voicing-neutral constructions include the Jussive 
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and various negation constructions (viz. the forms of the Prohibitive or negation of the 

Imperative [tàà-fé] ‘don’t awake!’,  [tàà-vɛt́ɪ]̀ ‘don’t fan!’, [tàà-sìdí] ‘don’t mix!’, [tàà-

zɛt̀ɪ]́ ‘don’t cut!’, [tàà-k͡pɛz̀ɪ]́ ‘don’t uproot!’, and [tàà-ɡ͡bátɪ]̀ ‘don’t mash!’, or the 

negation forms of the Accomplished    [ɛ-̀dɪ-̀fé] ‘he did not awake’, [ɛ-̀dɪ-̀vɛt́ɪ]̀ ‘he did not 

fan’, [ɛ-̀dɪ-̀sìdí] ‘he did not mix’, [ɛ-̀dɪ-̀zɛt̀ɪ]́ ‘he did not cut’, [ɛ-̀dɪ-̀kp͡ɛz̀ɪ]́ ‘he did not 

uproot’, and [ɛ-̀dɪ-̀ɡ͡bátɪ]̀ ‘he did not mash’). The utterance-initial devoicing process (Rule 

18, shown in  (195) in § 4.3.4), on the other hand, accounts for the root-initial voiceless 

obstruents in the forms of the Imperative and the Imperative Inaccomplished, which 

favor the occurrence of verb roots in utterance-initial position in language use.  

The initial obstruents of noun roots exhibit the same behavior as verb root-initial 

obstruents. Nouns uttered in isolation (as in a wordlist) appear with a voiceless initial 

obstruent. In many environments, where nouns are preceded by another morpheme, they 

consistently appear with a voiced root-initial obstruent. These environments mainly 

include possessive constructions, where a noun can be preceded by a pronoun or by another 

noun. When nouns are preceded by some other morphemes, however, the root-initial 

obstruents alternate as either voiced or voiceless, as is the case of the pronoun [á-] 'who'. 

We examine some of these environments in Table  4.5, specifically the constructions where 

noun roots occur after the L-toned pronouns /bÀ-/ ‘their’ and /kɪ-̀/ ‘its’, , , , the H-toned 

pronoun /ɲÁ-/ ‘your (Sg)’, the L-toned noun [nèzè] ‘grandmother’, the H-toned noun [kólú] 

‘blacksmith’, and the pronoun [á-] 'who'.  
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Table     4.5 Nouns with Underlying Voiced or Voiceless Root-Initial Obstruents 
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/f/ [fénú] [[[[pèpèpèpè----vènúvènúvènúvènú]]]]    [[[[kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ-̀---vènúvènúvènúvènú]]]]    [[[[ɲɲɲɲéééé----vénúvénúvénúvénú]]]]    [k[k[k[kólú ólú ólú ólú !!!!vénvénvénvénúúúú]]]]    [n[n[n[nèzè vènúèzè vènúèzè vènúèzè vènú]]]]    [á-fénú] ‘spy’ 

/v/ [fɔl̀ɔt̀ɔ]̀ [[[[ppppɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ-̀---vvvvɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ̀ɔl̀lllɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ̀ɔt̀tttɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ]̀]]]    [[[[kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ-̀---vvvvɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ̀ɔl̀lllɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ̀ɔt̀tttɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ]̀]]]    [[[[ɲɲɲɲɔ́ɔ́ɔ́ɔ-́---vvvvɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ̀ɔl̀lllɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ̀ɔt̀tttɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ]̀]]]    [k[k[k[kólú ólú ólú ólú vvvvɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ̀ɔl̀lllɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ̀ɔt̀tttɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ̀ɔ]̀]]]    [n[n[n[nèzè vɔl̀ɔt̀ɔ̀èzè vɔl̀ɔt̀ɔ̀èzè vɔl̀ɔt̀ɔ̀èzè vɔl̀ɔt̀ɔ]̀]]]    [á-vɔl̀ɔt̀ɔ]̀ ‘fiber bag’ 

/v/ [fétá] [[[[pèpèpèpè----vètávètávètávètá]]]]    [[[[kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ-̀---vètávètávètávètá]]]]    [[[[ɲɲɲɲéééé----vétávétávétávétá]]]]    [k[k[k[kólú ólú ólú ólú !!!!vétávétávétávétá]]]]    [n[n[n[nèzè vètáèzè vètáèzè vètáèzè vètá]]]]    [á-vétá] ‘toads’ 

/k͡p/ [k͡pèlàɑ]́ [[[[pèpèpèpè----ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡èlàèlàèlàèlàɑ́ɑɑ́́ɑ]́]]]    [[[[kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ-̀---ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡èlàèlàèlàèlàɑ́ɑɑ́́ɑ]́]]]    [[[[ɲɲɲɲéééé----ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡èlàèlàèlàèlàɑ́ɑɑ́́ɑ]́]]]    [k[k[k[kólú ólú ólú ólú ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡èlàèlàèlàèlàɑ́ɑɑ́́ɑ]́]]]    [[[[nnnnèzè èzè èzè èzè ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡èlàɑ́èlàɑ́èlàɑ́èlàɑ]́]]]    [á-k͡pèlàɑ]́ ‘chair’ 

/ɡ͡b/ [k͡pààǹzʊ̀ʊ́] [[[[pàpàpàpà----ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡ààǹzʊ̀ʊ́ààǹzʊ̀ʊ́ààǹzʊ̀ʊ́ààǹzʊ̀ʊ́]]]]    [[[[kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ-̀---ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡ààǹzʊ̀ʊ́ààǹzʊ̀ʊ́ààǹzʊ̀ʊ́ààǹzʊ̀ʊ́]]]]    [[[[ɲɲɲɲáááá----ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡ààǹzʊ̀ʊ́ààǹzʊ̀ʊ́ààǹzʊ̀ʊ́ààǹzʊ̀ʊ́]]]]    [k[k[k[kólú ólú ólú ólú ɡ͡bɡ͡bɡ͡bɡ͡bààààààààǹzʊ̀ʊ́ǹzʊ̀ʊ́ǹzʊ̀ʊ́ǹzʊ̀ʊ́]]]]    [n[n[n[nèzèèzèèzèèzè    ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡ɡb͡àààààǹàǹàǹàǹzʊ̀ʊ́zʊ̀ʊ́zʊ̀ʊ́zʊ̀ʊ́]]]]    [á-ɡ͡bààǹzʊ̀ʊ́] ‘pepper’ 

/tʃ/ [tʃàà] [[[[pàpàpàpà----ʤʤʤʤàààààààà]]]]    [[[[kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ-̀---ʤʤʤʤàààààààà]]]]    [[[[ɲɲɲɲáááá----ʤʤʤʤàààààààà]]]]    [k[k[k[kólú ólú ólú ólú ʤʤʤʤàààààààà]]]]    [n[n[n[nèzèèzèèzèèzè    ʤʤʤʤàààààààà]]]]        [á-tʃàà] ‘father’ 

/ʤ/ [tʃɛt̀ɪḿ̀] [[[[pɛ̀pɛ̀pɛ̀pɛ-̀---ʤʤʤʤɛt̀ɪḿ̀ɛt̀ɪḿ̀ɛt̀ɪḿ̀ɛt̀ɪḿ̀]]]]    [[[[kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ-̀---ʤʤʤʤɛt̀ɪḿ̀ɛt̀ɪḿ̀ɛt̀ɪḿ̀ɛt̀ɪḿ̀]]]]        [[[[ɲɲɲɲɛ́ɛ ́ɛ ́ɛ-́---!!!!ʤʤʤʤɛt́ɪḿ̀ɛt́ɪḿ̀ɛt́ɪḿ̀ɛt́ɪḿ̀]]]]    [k[k[k[kólú ólú ólú ólú !!!!ʤʤʤʤɛt́ɪḿ̀ɛt́ɪḿ̀ɛt́ɪḿ̀ɛt́ɪḿ̀]]]]    [[[[nnnnèzè èzè èzè èzè ʤʤʤʤɛt̀ɪḿ̀ɛt̀ɪḿ̀ɛt̀ɪḿ̀ɛt̀ɪḿ̀]]]]    [á-!ʤɛt́ɪḿ̀] ‘lie’ 

/t/ [tɪʊ́́] [[[[pàpàpàpà----dɪ ̀dɪ ̀dɪ ̀dɪʊ̀́ʊ́ʊ́ʊ́]]]]    [[[[kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ-̀---dɪ ̀dɪ ̀dɪ ̀dɪʊ̀́ʊ́ʊ́ʊ́]]]]    [[[[ɲɲɲɲáááá----dɪʊ́́dɪʊ́́dɪʊ́́dɪʊ́́]]]]    [k[k[k[kólú ólú ólú ólú !!!!dɪʊ́́dɪʊ́́dɪʊ́́dɪʊ́́]]]]    [n[n[n[nèzèèzèèzèèzè    dɪ ̀dɪ ̀dɪ ̀dɪʊ̀́ʊ́ʊ́ʊ́]]]]    [á-tɪʊ́́] ‘tree’ 

/d/ [túlútù] [[[[pùpùpùpù----dùlútùdùlútùdùlútùdùlútù]]]]    [[[[kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ ̀kɪ-̀---dùlútùdùlútùdùlútùdùlútù]]]]    [[[[ɲɲɲɲúúúú----dúlútùdúlútùdúlútùdúlútù]]]]    [k[k[k[kólú ólú ólú ólú !!!!dúlútùdúlútùdúlútùdúlútù]]]]    [n[n[n[nèzèèzèèzèèzè    ddddùlútùùlútùùlútùùlútù]]]]    [á-dúlútù] ‘stupidity’ 
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As seen in Table  4.5, the nouns occur with an initial voiceless obstruent in a the 

second column (wordlist), whereas in all the possession constructions (columns three 

through seven) they occur with an initial voiced obstruent, regardless of the tone of the 

preceding morphemes. However, following the question formation pronouns [á-] ‘who”, 

the initial obstruent of some of the nouns occurs as voiceless and the initial obstruent of 

other nouns occurs as voiced. It is also the case of the prefix [a-] found on nouns such 

as [à-ʤɛj̀á] ‘countries’, [à-ʧɛj̀à] ‘hooves’, [á-ʧɛj́á]‘ adultery’, [à-kòjà] ‘non-ripe fruit’, 

[à-tɛj̀à] ‘mahogany fruit pod’, [à-gòòzà] ‘weeding’, [à-gúlùŋg̀ú] ‘vulture’, [à-vɛj́à] 

‘jubilation’, [á-kájá] ‘)a species of snake)’. As also seen, whether preceded by an L-

toned pronoun, an H-toned pronoun, an L-toned noun or an H-toned noun, the root-

initial obstruents always surface as voiced in the voicing environments, but as either 

voiced or voiceless in the voicing-neutral environments. This finding leads us to 

conclude, unlike Lébikaza 1999, that neither tone nor syllable length has any significant 

bearing on the voicing with which the obstruents surface. 

As in the previous case of verb roots, it is argued that the root-initial obstruents 

of the nouns in Table  4.5 are affected by the utterance-initial devoicing in the wordlist 

forms that appear in the second column. In utterance-medial position, they are affected 

by a voicing feature inherent to the possessive constructions (in the third through the 

seventh columns); in contrast, it is the lack of such a voicing feature in the question 

construction with ‘who’ (eight column) and in the noun prefix [a-] (illustrated above) 

that allows the voicing alternation seen in the root-initial obstruents of these nouns. The 
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question construction with the pre�x [á-] ‘who’ and the noun formation with the noun 

prefix [a-] are hence determined to be voicing-neutral environments, where the 

underlying root-initial obstruents surface as either voiced or voiceless.  

Obstruents alternations after a morpheme boundary in the voicing-neutral 

contexts clearly support the analysis of the bilabial and retroflex obstruents posited in 

§ 4.3.4 as exceptional classes with only the voiced allophones as underlying segments. In 

Table  4.6 are illustrated the forms of four verb roots that begin with bilabial or retroflex 

obstruents across the same TAM environments as for the verb roots discussed earlier.  
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Table     4.6 Illustration of Verb Root-Initial Bilabial and Retroflex obstruents 
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/b/ [pì] [pìŋ]̀ [[[[èèèè----bíŋ̀bíŋ̀bíŋ̀bíŋ̀]]]]    [[[[èèèè----bìmábìmábìmábìmá]]]]    [[[[éééé----dídídídí----!!!!bíḿbíḿbíḿbíḿ]]]]    [é-bí] [ìì-bìmá] [tɪɪ́-́bíŋ́] [ɪɪ̀-̀bìŋ̀gàɑ́] [kí-bìmàɑ́] ‘burry’ 

/b/ [pɛd́ɪ]́ [pɛd́ɪɯ́̀] [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ-̀---bbbbɛ́ɛ́ɛ́ɛd́dddɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ ́ɪɯ́̀ɯ̀ɯ̀ɯ̀]]]]    [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ-̀---bbbbɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛd̀áàdáàdáàdáà]]]]    [[[[ɛ́ɛ́ɛ́ɛ-́---ddddɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ-́---!!!!bbbbɛ́ɛ́ɛ́ɛd́dddʊ́ʊ́ʊ́ʊ́]]]]    [ɛ-́bɛd́ɪ]́ [ɪɪ̀-̀bɛd̀áà] [tɪɪ́-́bɛd́ɪɯ́̀] [ɪɪ̀-̀bɛd̀áɑ̀] [kɪ-́!bɛd́áɑ̀] ‘sell’ 

/ɖ/ [ʈɛj́ɪ]́ [ʈɛj́ɪɯ́̀] [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ-̀---ɽɽɽɽɛ́ɛ́ɛ́ɛj́jjjɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ ́ɪɯ́̀ɯ̀ɯ̀ɯ̀    [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ-̀---ɽɽɽɽɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛj̀áàjáàjáàjáà]]]]    [[[[ɛ́ɛ́ɛ́ɛ-́---ddddɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ ́ɪ-́---!!!!ɽɽɽɽɛ́ɛ́ɛ́ɛj́újújújú]]]]    [ɛ-́ɽɛj́ɪ]́ [ɪɪ̀-̀ɽɛj̀áà] [tɪɪ́-́ɽɛj́ɪɰ́̀] [ɪɪ̀-̀ɽɛj̀áɑ̀] [kɪ-́ !ɽɛj́áɑ̀] ‘flatter’ 

/ɖ/ [ʈòò] [ʈòù] [[[[èèèè----ɽɽɽɽóùóùóùóù]]]]    èèèè----ɽɽɽɽòòòòwwwwáááá]]]]    [[[[éééé----dídídídí----!!!!ɽɽɽɽóúóúóúóú]]]]    [é-ɽóò] [ìì-ɽòwá] [tɪɪ́-́ɽóú] [ìì-ɽòwàɑ́] [kí-ɽòwàɑ́] ‘sleep’ 
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In Table  4.6, it can be seen that root-initial obstruents occurring in utterance-

initial position (third column) are voiceless, and they occur as voiced in utterance-

medial position, both in the voicing-environments (fourth through the sixth columns) 

and in the voicing-neutral environments (seventh through tenth columns). For the verb 

roots ‘burry’ and ‘sell’, which begin with a bilabial obstruent, only the voiced [b] 

occurs after a morpheme boundry. For the roots of ‘praise’ and ‘sleep’ that begin with a 

retroflex obstruent, the voiced flap [ɽ] is seen between vowels, however, in slow or 

careful speech, the flap [ɽ] is commonly replaced with the voiced stop [ɖ], in conformity 

to the allophonic relationship discussed in § 4.3.2 (see Rule 12 in  (114)). The voiceless 

allophones never appear in the alternating voicing-neutral contexts (cf. further verbal 

forms such as [ɛ-̀dɪ-̀bázɪ]̀ ‘he did not start’, [tàà-bázɪ]̀ ‘do not start!’, [ɛ-̀dɪ-̀ɖázɪ]̀ ‘he did 

not rot’, [tàà-ɖázɪ]̀ ‘do not get rotten!’, [kɪ-́bɪǹɪʊ̀]́ ‘old’, [kí-!ɖáɑĺʊ̀] ‘long’, [kí-!ɖéɖéù] 

‘saint’, and so forth).  

The distribution of the bilabial and the retroflex obstruents at the initial of noun 

roots follows the same patten as their distribution at verb root-initials in utterance-initial 

and utterance-medial. Examples of noun roots beginning with a bilabial or a retroflex 

obstruent are also illustrated in Table  4.7 across the environments illutrated earlier for 

noun roots.     
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Table     4.7 Illustration of Noun Root-Initial Bilabial and Retroflexes obstruents  
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  /b/ [pɪj̀àláà] [pà-bɪj̀àláà] [kɪ-̀bɪj̀àláà] [ɲá-bɪj̀àláà] [kólú bɪj̀àláà] [nèzè bɪj̀àláà] [á-bɪj̀àláà] ‘sons’ 

  /b/ [pé] [pè-bé] [kì-bé] [ɲé-bé] [kólú bé] [nèzè bé] [á-bé]  ‘kernels’ 

  /ɖ/ [ʈéwù] [pè-ɽéwù] [kì-ɽéwù] [ɲé-ɽéwù] [kólú ɽéwù] [nèzè ɽéwù] [á-ɽéwù] ‘goodness’ 

  /ɖ/ [ʈàlʊ́] [pà-ɽàlʊ́] [kɪ-̀ɽàlʊ́] [ɲá-!ɽálʊ́] [kólú !ɽálʊ́] [nèzè ɽàlʊ́] [á-!ɽálʊ́] ‘older brother’ 
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The occurrence of the root-initial bilabial and retroflex obstruents as always 

voiced after a morpheme boundary, in the voicing-neutral contexts, specifically, is a 

strong indication that only these voiced allophones are contrastive; a case which 

confirms the exceptional analysis posited for the obstruents in these classes in § 4.3.4. 

Furthermore, for the retroflex obstruents, which manifest an allophonic relationship with 

liquids, the voiced obstruent is also chosen as the underlying phoneme, based on the 

general pattern of the underlying voiced obstruents to surface also as voiced obstruents 

in the voicing-neutral contexts and have a voiceless allophone in utterance-initial 

position.  

The positing of voicing and voicing-neutral environments in Kabiye accounts 

remarkably well for the observed root-initial voiced and voiceless obstruents 

alternations in verbs and virtually all nouns. A small percentage of verb roots, though, 

show some degree of inconsistency across the voicing-neutral environments. The root-

initial obstruents of these verbs appear to be voiced in some of the voicing-neutral 

environments, but voiceless in other voicing-neutral environments. Consequently, 

deciding which of the voiced or the voiceless obstruent occurs at the root-initial of the 

verbs in this small group is not as obvious. These verbs are illustrated by ‘massage’ and 

‘die’ in Table  4.8.  
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Table     4.8 Illustration of Verbs with Unclear Underlying Voicing Specification of Initial Obstruent 
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/f/ ~ /v/  [fɛ]̀ [fɛk̀ɪ]̀ [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ-̀---vɛḱɪ ̀vɛḱɪ ̀vɛḱɪ ̀vɛḱɪ]̀]]]    [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ-̀---vɛb̀ávɛb̀ávɛb̀ávɛb̀á]]]]    [[[[ɛ́ɛ́ɛ́ɛ-́---dɪ ́dɪ ́dɪ ́dɪ-́---!!!!vɛb́ʊ́vɛb́ʊ́vɛb́ʊ́vɛb́ʊ́]]]]    [ɛ-́fɛ]́ [ɪɪ̀-̀fɛb̀á] [[[[tɪɪ́ ́tɪɪ́ ́tɪɪ́ ́tɪɪ́-́---vɛḱɪ ́vɛḱɪ ́vɛḱɪ ́vɛḱɪ]́]]]    [[[[ɪɪ̀ ̀ɪɪ̀ ̀ɪɪ̀ ̀ɪɪ̀-̀---vɛk̀àɑ́vɛk̀àɑ́vɛk̀àɑ́vɛk̀àɑ́]]]]    [kɪ-́fɛb̀àɑ́] ‘massage’ 

/s/ ~ /z/  [sɪ]̀ [sɪk̀ɪ]̀ [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ-̀---zɪḱɪ ̀zɪḱɪ ̀zɪḱɪ ̀zɪḱɪ]̀]]]    [[[[ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ-̀---zɪb̀ázɪb̀ázɪb̀ázɪb̀á]]]]    [[[[ɛ́ɛ́ɛ́ɛ-́---dɪ ́dɪ ́dɪ ́dɪ-́---!!!!zɪb́ʊ́zɪb́ʊ́zɪb́ʊ́zɪb́ʊ́]]]]    [ɛ-́sɪ]́ [ɪɪ̀-̀sɪb̀á] [[[[tɪɪ́ ́tɪɪ́ ́tɪɪ́ ́tɪɪ́-́---zɪḱɪ ́zɪḱɪ ́zɪḱɪ ́zɪḱɪ]́]]]    [[[[ɪɪ̀ ̀ɪɪ̀ ̀ɪɪ̀ ̀ɪɪ̀-̀---zɪk̀àɑ́zɪk̀àɑ́zɪk̀àɑ́zɪk̀àɑ́]]]]    [kɪ-́sɪb̀àɑ́] ‘die’ 
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The verb roots in Table  4.8 tend to follow the same pattern as the great majority 

of verbs, with a voiceless root-initial obstruent in the devoicing environments (the 

Imperative and the Imperative Inaccomplished) and a voiced root-initial obstruent in the 

voicing environments (the Present Inaccomplished, the Accomplished, and the 

Immediative). They also tend to follow the pattern of most verbs in the voicing-neutral 

environments, where both verb roots occur with an initial voiceless obstruent in the 

TAM constructions of the Aorist, the Accomplished Anterior, and    after the adjectival 

prefix, hence suggesting that they have an underlying voiceless root-initial obstruent. 

However, in the voicing-neutral TAM constructions of the Expectative and the 

Inaccomplished Anterior, where we would also expect these verbs to exhibit voiceless 

root-initial obstruents, their root-initial obstruents surface as voiced, suggesting that 

these verbs have underlying voiced root-initial obstruents, instead. The unexpected 

voicing of the root-initial obstruents of these verbs in only some of the voicing-neutral 

constructions makes it inappropriate to identify these roots with a voiceless initial 

obstruent though they clearly don’t manifest themselves as roots with a voiced initial 

obstruent either. It can be stated though that the fact that such verb roots are not 

completely consistent in the voicing-neutral environments does not have any bearing on 

the inventory of the underlying voiced and voiceless obstruents. But it does signify that 

there still remains a percentage (though small) of outstanding verb roots, for which it 

cannot be decided if the underlying obstruent is voiced or voiceless.  
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This examination of voiced and voiceless alternations of root-initial obstruents 

has confirmed that Kabiye keeps voicing contrast of obstruents in medial positions and 

has further demonstrated that not all medial positions are equal: voicing contrasts are 

readily evidenced in medial positions in the simple root; they also occur after a 

morpheme boundary, but only in the voicing-neutral environments. It has revealed that 

in utterance-medial position after a morpheme boundary, there are voicing environments 

and voicing-neutral environments and the voicing specification with which the initial 

obstruent of a word root surfaces depends partly on the specific construction in which 

the root appears.  

4.4 Conclusion of the consonantal analysis  

This phonological reanalysis of Kabiye consonants has revised the phonetic 

inventory and the phonemic inventory. The only significant revision in the phonetic 

inventory has to do with the velar glide represented as [ɣ] in Lébikaza 1999, which is 

unattested in the Kabiye data by the new study. This segment, which first appeared in 

Delord 1976 as the fricative phoneme /ɣ/, was subsequently reanalyzed as a velar glide 

in Lébikaza 1985 and 1999, but not shown in Paaluki 1995 and later questioned in the 

works of Roberts (2002, 2003), is not validated in the current phonological analysis. 

The phonological analysis of the nasals has confirmed the phonemes /m/, /n/, and /ɲ/, 

which are determined to contrast pre-vocalically in initial and medial positions. But, 

much in support to Delord (1976), the inventory of contrastive nasals has also been 

revised to include a nasal archiphoneme /N/, which is determined to be the underlying 
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segment of the nasals that occur as noun prefixes and noun suffixes, and also in pre-

consonantal positions in word roots. This nasal archiphoneme, surfaces always as a 

nasal that is homorganic to the following consonant and has been determined to carry 

the feature [+nasal] but is not specified for place of articulation. Therefore, in context, 

it shares the place of articulation of a following consonant.  

However, the palatal nasal phoneme and the bilabial nasal phoneme can also 

surface in similar ways as the nasal archiphoneme when they end up in similar 

positions. There is a neutralization of the realizations of the nasal archiphoneme and the 

palatal nasal phoneme in word-initial and word-final positions, where the palatal nasal 

/ɲ/ represents an elliptic form of /ɲÁ/ ‘you’ as the 2nd person singular subject or object 

pronouns affixed to verb roots. This happens in word-final position by virtue of a 

phonological rule that imposes a velar realization to a non-bilabial nasal in this position. 

The bilabial nasal, on the other hand, is the only other phoneme that can also occur in 

pre-consonantal position in the word root, where it only assimilates to the place of 

articulation of a following voiced consonant.  

The analysis of obstruents has revealed the existence of voicing environments 

and voicing-neutral environments, which, together with an utterance-initial devoicing 

environment, regulate the surfacing of the underlying voicing specifications of 

obstruents. In addition to a strong distributional restriction which bans obstruents in 

word-final position, these segments also undergo a devoicing process in utterance-initial 

position (defined as a position that coincides with the beginning of a sentence, the 
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beginning of a word occurring after a pause in a sentence, or the beginning of a word 

occurring in isolation, such as in a wordlist). Contrasts in obstruents are only seen in 

medial positions, with voiced and the voiceless obstruents having similar distributions 

and minimal pair contrasts found for the alveolar obstruents in the bare root. However, 

it has been determined that obstruents that occur at root-initials are also always subject 

to voicing after a morpheme boundary in some specific environments in the language. 

These environments carry with them a floating feature [+voice], therefore causing the 

initial obstruent of any given word root to be always realized as voiced. These 

environments include many Tense Aspect Mood (TAM) constructions, such as the 

Present Inaccomplished, the Accomplished, the Immediative, as well as nominal 

possessive constructions. Therefore, contrasts in root-initial obstruents are kept only in 

constructions that are voicing-neutral (in that they lack the floating voicing feature) and 

allow the root-initial obstruents’ underlying voicing specification to surface. The latter 

environments include various other TAM constructions, among which the Aorist (of 

Consecutive), the Accomplished Anterior, the Jussive, the Expectative (of 

Inaccomplished), the Inaccomplished Anterior, deverbal adjective formation with /kÌ-/, 

question constructions with /Á-/ ‘who’, etc.   

The voiced and voiceless obstruents contrasts in medial positions, both in the 

simple root and after a morpheme boundary in the voicing-neutral constructions, allow 

us to conclusively posit contrastive voiced and voiceless segments in Kabiye. Therefore, 

all the voiced and voiceless obstruents that occur in these contrastive environments must 

be included in the phonemic consonant system. The inventory of all the obstruents 
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occurring in these specific contrastive environments yields a fuller range of obstruents, 

all of which constitute contrastive voiced and voiceless pairs, except the bilabial and 

retroflex voiceless obstruents. The peculiar behavior of the bilabial obstruents [p b] and 

the retroflex obstruents [ʈ ɖ] – for which the voiced allophones [b] and [ɖ] occur 

exclusively in medial position – results in a defect in the inventory of the contrastive 

obstruents in these two classes exceptionally, with only voiced phonemes. 
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CHAPTER 5 

REVISION OF KABIYE VOCALIC PHONOLOGY 

5.1 Revised Phonetic Inventory and Classification of Vowels  

The phonetic inventory includes 18 basic vocoids, illustrated in Table  5.1.  

Table     5.1 Illustration of Vocoids  

[y] [sýjé] ‘drum’  

[ʏ] [sʏ́jɛ]̀ ‘hernia’ 

[ø] [tǿjè] ‘warthog’ 

[œ] [sœ́jʊ̀ʊ]̀ ‘to aspirate’ 

[i] [tím̀] ‘to cut down’ 

[ɪ] [tɪm̀́] ‘gun powder’ 

[u] [túm̀] ‘to clear (land)!’ 

[ʊ] [tʊ́ŋ]̀ ‘bees’ 

[a]  [tám̀] ‘to bind’ 

[e] [tém̀] ‘to sustain’ 

[ɛ] [tɛm̀́] ‘to finish’ 

[o] [ʈóm̀] ‘sleep’ 

[ɔ] [ʈɔm̀́] ‘salt’ 

[ɰ] [sìɰ́jè] ‘back’ 

[ɯ] [mɪɯ̀̀ná] ‘nasal mucus’  

[ɤ] [sèɤ́jè] ‘race’ 

[ʌ] [tɛʌ́́lɪḿ́] ‘clear top of a drink’ 

[ɑ] [háɑ]̀ ‘dog’  
 

While this phonetic inventory is the same as the one presented by Lébikaza 

(1999: 39), the classification of the vocoids is revised with new labels to reflect the 

newer understanding of the articulatory characteristics that allow a distinction of two 

sets of vocoids, as shown in Table  5.2. The classification of the vocoids follows the four 

criteria used in the description of vowels in most West African languages: tongue 

height, tongue backness, shape of the lips, and tongue root position. Along these 

criteria, we distinguish three heights in which the vocoids are paired, such that the first 
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of the pair (the vocoid to the left) is unrounded and the second of the pair (the vocoid to 

the right) is rounded. Note that the low vocoids lack rounded counterparts. The vocoids, 

classified according to the tongue root position criterion, come also in a second type of 

pairs; the nearly identical vocoids in this second pair type are differentiated by laryngeal 

features and tongue root position. Therefore, following this fourth criterion, two nearly 

symmetrical series or sets of vocoids emerge: Set 1 [i y e ø ɰ u ɤ o] and Set 2 [ɪ ʏ ɛ œ 

ɯ ʊ ʌ ɔ ɑ a]. 

Table     5.2 Revised Classification of Basic Vocoids in Two Sets 

 Set 1: [-CONSTR]/[-RTR] Set 2: [+CONSTR]/[+RTR] 

 FRONT BACK FRONT BACK 

HIGH i      y ɰ40      u ɪ     ʏ ɯ     ʊ 

MID e     ø ɤ     o ɛ    œ ʌ     ɔ 

LOW  a   ɑ 

    

The difference between Set 1 and Set 2 vowels has traditionally been discussed 

in terms of “tense” versus “lax” vowels (“voyelles lâches” / “voyelles tendues,” Delord 

1976: 25) or in terms of difference in Advancement of Tongue Root41 (Kassan 1996, 

Lébikaza 1999, Roberts 2002), a criterion first defined by John M. Stewart in a study of 

the Akan vowel system (Stewart 1967: 185-203). Lébikaza states : 

                                           
40 This symbol is used in the current study to represent an unrounded high back vocoid, produced with a 

constricted pharynx and a retracted tongue root, as the appropriate symbol was not found in the IPA.  

41 Crystal (1997) defines ATR - Advanced Tongue Root as “a movement which expands the front-back 

diameter of the pharynx.” 
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Selon la quatrième dimension […] apparaissent d’un côté les voyelles 

[+ATR] [i, ü, e, o, u, o] réalisées grâce à la protraction de la racine de la 

langue ([ATR] en Anglais advanced tongue root = racine avancée de la 

langue), et de l’autre les voyelles [-ATR] [ι, ʏ, ɛ, ʊ, ɔ, a] articulées sans 

qu’il y ait un mouvement de la racine de la langue vers l’avant (Lébikaza 

1999: 40) 42.  

In recent research, however, it has been further argued that the two vowel sets of 

Kabiye differ not only in terms of their resonance features but also in terms of their 

articulatory postures (Edmondson & Esling 2006, Edmondson & Padayodi et al. 2007, 

and Padayodi 2008). Specifically, the new research has shown that the articulatory 

movement involved in the production of the traditional [-ATR] vowels is a retraction of 

the tongue root, instead, as had been previously predicted by Esling (Esling 1996: 81 

and Esling 2005). Edmondson & Padayodi et al. 2007 write: 

Laryngoscopic observations reveal a series of contrasting images for Set 

1 [-constr] and Set 2 [+constr] vowels [i e u o] and [ɪ ̱ɛ ̱ʊ ̱ɔ ̱a]̱. [...] As in 

the Yi and Akan contrastive series, Kabiye constricted vowels are 

systematically narrowed forwards and upwards across the aryepiglottic 

sphincter, tongue-retracted, and larynx-raised. In all of these cases, the   

[-constr] token corresponds to what has been called [+ATR], and the 

[+constr] token corresponds to what has been called [-ATR] (2007: 

2067ff.).  

Coincidentally, in his argumentation, Lébikaza had also written:  

                                           
42 “Following the fourth dimension [or criterion] appear on the one hand the [+ATR] vowels [i, ü, e, o, u, 

o] realized through the protraction of the tongue root ([ATR] in English advanced tongue root) and on the 

other the [-ATR] vowels [ι, ʏ, ɛ, ʊ, ɔ, a] articulated without a movement of the tongue root toward the 

front.” Note: ü  = y,  ι = ɪ 
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John M. Stewart […] a démontré que la différence entre les deux séries 

de voyelles résulte de la position de la racine de la langue (Stewart 

1967 : 200 et suite). Comme dans le fanti étudié par John M. Stewart 

(1967), nous constatons que les voyelles [-ATR] du kabiyè sont plus 

arrière[s] que les voyelles [+ATR] (Lébikaza 1999: 40)43. 

It is important to notice that this statement by Lébikaza is consistent with the “[-

ATR] vowels” being produced with a “retracted” tongue root as found by the new 

research and not with an “advanced” tongue root.  

The work of Edmondson and Esling (2006) pinpoints the articulatory difference 

between set 1 and set 2 vowels in their categorization of the valves of the throat in the 

production of both sets of vowels by means of laryngoscopic observation. Three of the 

valves of the larynx are seen in Figure  5.1 from Elsing & Harris 2005 (as reproduced in 

Edmondson & Esling 2006a: 163). Of particular interest to this study is Valve 3 which 

Edmondson and Esling show to be an integral part of the production of [+RTR] (or [-

ATR]) vowels in Kabiye. According to Edmondson and Esling, Valve 3 involves the 

“Sphincteric compression of the arytenoids and aryepiglottic folds forwards and 

upwards by means of the thyroarytenoid muscle complex” (2006a: 159). The arytenoid 

cartilages and aryepiglottic folds may be seen in the top half of Figure  5.1.  

 

 

                                           
43 “John M. Stewart […] has shown that the difference between the two sets of vowels results from the 

position of the tongue root (Stewart 1967: 200 and following). As in the Fanti studied by John M. Stewart 

(1967), we notice that the [-ATR] vowels of Kabiye are further back than the [+ATR] vowels.” 
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Figure     5.1 Three valves of the larynx (Esling & Harris 2005 as reproduced  

in Edmondson and Esling 2006a: 163)  

 

In comparing the “Kabiye vowels with non-constricted and constricted laryngeal 

register,” Edmondson and Esling (2006a: 180-181) point out that “in each case, Set 2 

vowels involve Valve 3, 4, and 5 (raised larynx), which are not active in Set 1, the non-

constricted register.”  

The classification of the low vowels [ɑ] and [a] as both belonging to Set 2 and 

having no counterparts in Set 1, as supported by some of the earlier studies, is further 

borne out by the work of Edmondson and Esling (2006). Figure  5.2i and Figure  5.2j 

from Edmondson & Esling 2006a “show the difference between [a]̱ in the context of 

non-constricted harmony and [a]̱ in the context of constricted harmony” (p. 181).   
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Figure     5.2  Kabiye laryngeal postures representing the temporal mid-point in the final 

vowel [a]̱ of words in (i) non-constricted (Set 1) and (j) constricted (Set 2) contexts. 
 

Describing the phonation of [a]̱ in both harmony contexts, Edmondson and Esling 

further state: 

The vowel /a/̱ is noteworthy in the sense that it demonstrates constriction 

in both non-constricted and Set 2 registers, but Valve 3 and Valve 4 

constriction appear to be greater in the constricted context. […] 

Moreover, a vowel with constricted quality formed in the laryngeal vocal 

tract, such as [a]̱, is inherently constricted (Valve 3) and does not allow a 

non-constricted form (unless the oral settings are significantly 

changed…) (Edmondson and Esling 2006: 181). 

The new research has, therefore, evidenced that a major component in the 

articulation of Set 2 vowels is a “tongue-retracted” as opposed to the traditional 

conception of an “Advanced Tongue Root,” in which case it is more appropriate to talk 

of a feature [RTR] (Tongue Root Retraction) in the case of Kabiye and not [ATR] 

(Tongue Root Advancement), as it was previously suggested in a number of works on 

this language.  
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In order to reflect the insights from the new research into Kabiye description, the 

current study proposes to revise the differentiation between the two sets of vowels in 

terms of pharynx constriction and Retraction of Tongue Root ([RTR]). Accordingly, the 

traditional [+ATR] vowels (which lack constriction and retraction of tongue root) 

corresponding to Set 1 [i y e ø ɰ u ɤ o] are now identified as [-CONSTR] or [-RTR] 

vowels and the traditional [-ATR] vowels of Set 2 [ɪ ʏ ɛ œ ɯ ʊ ʌ ɔ ɑ a], articulated with 

pharynx constriction and tongue root retraction, are now referred to as [+CONSTR] or 

[+RTR] vowels. Hence, the two sets of vowels constitute contrasting [-CONSTR]/[-

RTR] and [+CONSTR]/[+RTR] pairs as [i ɪ, y ʏ, e ɛ, ø œ, ɰ ɯ, u ʊ, ɤ ʌ, o ɔ], with 

the [+CONSTR]/[+RTR] low vowels [a ɑ] from Set 2 not partaking in this contrast.  

It is recalled that from a phonological perspective, the laryngeal constriction that 

distinguishes set 1 vowels from set 2 vowels is also known to impose a strong 

constraint on the combination of both sets of vowels in the phonological word. This 

constraint, which was first described in Akan and referred to as Vowel Harmony by 

Stewart (1967), allows only the vowels from one set (either Set 1 or Set 2) to occur 

together in the word. It has been determined in Kabiye, though, that the vowel /a/, 

which is from the [+CONSTR]/[+RTR] set, has a special status that allows it to 

combine quite freely with the vowels of either set, as seen in    words such as    [pʊd̀ɔd̀ɪj̀ɛ]́ 

‘mercy’ (but not *[pʊ̀dòdɪj̀é], *[pʊ̀dɔd̀ìjé], *[pùdɔd̀ìjɛ]́) or [ǹdòmìjé] ‘lip’ (but not 

*[ǹdɔm̀ìjé] or *[ǹdòmɪj̀ɛ]́). This exception could also be seen as a supporting fact that 

Kabiye does not have an underlying [-CONSTR]/[-RTR] counterpart low vowels.  
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Another supporting evidence that the low vowels lack [-CONSTR]/[-RTR] 

counterparts is also seen in harmony contexts. It is known that the laryngeal harmony is 

controlled (or triggered) by the first vowel (the leftmost vowel) of the root: when the 

first vowel of the root is from the [-CONSTR]/[-RTR] set of vowels (Set 1), any co-

occurring vowel is also from Set 1, and when the first vowel of the root is from the 

[+CONSTR]/[+RTR] set of vowels (Set 2), then any co-occurring vowel is also from 

Set 2. With the low vowels [a] and [ɑ], however, it is observed that this harmony 

control is not as strict. As Edmondson and Esling (2006: 181) state, “There is 

independent evidence that [a]̱ belongs to the constricted set. If a word begins with a 

non-constricted vowel, then the vowel [a]̱ is licensed to occur later in that word. But, if 

the leftmost vowel is [a]̱, then all following vowels must belong to set 2. That is to say, 

Kabiye possesses no lexical items with the structure C1aC2[i e u o], only C1aC2[ɪ ɛ ʊ ɔ a]̱.” 

In reality, this is only observed in verbs specifically, as illstrated by [kàǹdɪj̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to stand 

astride’ and [pàzɪʊ́̀] ‘to start’. In nouns, a low vowel occurring as the leftmost vowel 

does not necessarily require the co-occurring vowels of the word to be of set 2 (cf. 

[hàkìú] ‘a plow’, [ʧááféɽè] ‘a turtle’, and [ʧàŋk̀èɽé] ‘a sieve’). The only exceptions to 

this [CONSTR]/[RTR] Harmony are compounds, in which each constituent keeps its 

original vowel harmony as in [kɔj́ԑ́bìjé] ‘a tablet’ (from [kɔj́ԑ̀] ‘medication’ and [píjé] 

‘kernel’) and [ʧòzínàʊ̀] ‘to take some with’ (from [ʧòzí] ‘to take some’ and [nà] ‘with’) 

and borrowings such as the following taken from Lébikaza 1999: [òtɛɛ́l̀ɪ]̀ ‘a hotel’ (from 

the French hôtel) and [fàɽɪs̀òvíì] ‘Warsaw’ (from the French Varsovie, capital of 
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Poland). For an in-depth discussion on vowels harmonies in Kabiye, the reader is 

referred to existing descriptions, namely Kassan 1996 and Lébikaza 1999. 

Of the 18 vocoids from the two sets listed in Table  5.2, a core 9 constituted by [i 

ɪ u ʊ e ɛ o ɔ a] occur in three quantities as short (V), long (VV), and extra long (VVV). 

Long vowels and extra long vowels show no noticeable difference in quality from their 

short counterparts. As their representations suggest, a long vowel is approximately twice 

as long as a short vowel, and an extra long vowel has a length that is (at least) three 

times the length of a short vowel. The vowels with the three quantities are illustrated by 

the forms in Table  5.3. 
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Table     5.3 Short Vocoids, Long Vocoids, and Extra Long Vocoids Illustrated 

Short Vowels Long Vowels Extra Long Vowels 

Vowel Illustration Vowel Illustration Vowel Illustration 

[i] [tì] cut down!’ [ii] [tìì] ‘descend!’ [iii] [kììì] ‘ideophone intensifying the idea or the feeling of a 

spin or dizziness’ 

[ɪ] [sɪ]̀ ‘die!’ [ɪɪ] [sɪɪ̀]̀ ‘lay down!’ [ɪɪɪ] [tʃɪɪ̀ɪ̀]̀ ‘ideophone intensifying the idea of redness’ 

[u] [sù] ‘be quite!’ [uu] [sùù] ‘wear!’ [uuu] [sùùù] ‘ideophone intensifying the idea of length’ 

[ʊ] [lʊ̀] ‘wrestle!’ [ʊʊ] [lʊ̀ʊ̀] ‘weave!’ [ʊʊʊ] [lʊ̀ʊ̀ʊ̀] ‘ideophone intensifying the idea of length’ 

[a] [sà] ‘praise!’ [aa] [sàà] ‘drive!’ [aaa] [sààà] ‘ideophone intensifying the idea of straightness’ 

[e] [tè] ‘sustain!’ [ee] [tèè] ‘sing!’ [eee] [jètèèè] ‘ideophone intensifying the idea of open mouth’ 

[ɛ] [tɛ]̀ ‘finish!’ [ɛɛ] [ʈɛɛ̀]̀ ‘leave!’ [ɛɛɛ] [k͡pɛɛ̀ɛ̀]̀ ‘ideophone intensifying the idea of making rounds’ 

[o] [lò] ‘cut at!’ [oo] [lòò] ‘serve!’ [ooo] [ʈòòò] ‘ideophone intensifying the idea of farness’ 

[ɔ] [tɔ]̀ ‘say!’ [ɔɔ] [tɔɔ̀]̀ ‘eat!’  [ɔɔɔ] [sɔk̀ɔl̀ɔɔ̀ɔ̀]̀ ‘ideophone intensifying the idea of dirtiness’ 
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In addition to the occurrence of vocoids in three quantities as short, long, and 

extra long, many of the vocoids can also occur as diphthongs. From all the possible 

combinations emerge three types of diphthongs, the first two of which were already 

discussed by Lébikaza (1999: 42–44).  

The first type of diphthongs shift from the quality of an unrounded front vowel 

at the beginning of the production to that of an unrounded back vowel toward the end of 

the production, while keeping the same aperture in both parts of the diphthong. The 

arrows in Figure  5.3 indicate this diphthongization involving a backing of the tongue. 

Front unrounded vowel    Back unrounded vowel 

i     ɰ 

ɪ   ɯ 

e    ɤ 

ɛ  ʌ 

a  ɑ 

Figure     5.3 First type of diphthongs, constituted by an unrounded front vowel and an 

unrounded back vowel of the same aperture.  

The first type of diphthongs is illustrated as follows: 

[iɰ] [sìɰ̀] ‘plant!’       

[ɪɯ] [sɪɯ̀̀] ‘keep laying down!’      

[eɤ] [séɤ́] ‘lift up!’         

[ɛʌ] [ʈɛʌ̀̀] ‘keep advancing!’      

[aɑ] [tʃàɑ]̀ ‘sit down!’      
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The second type of diphthongs, shown in Figure  5.4, shift from the quality of an 

unrounded front vowel or a rounded non-high back vowel at the beginning of the 

production to the quality of a rounded high back vowel at the end of the production. 

This diphthongization, which is characterized by a general upward and backward 

movement of the tongue, is also illustrated by the direction of the arrows. 

i       u 

     ɪ           ʊ 

e      o 

      ɛ           ɔ 

    a  

Figure     5.4 Second type diphthongs, gliding from an unrounded front vowel or a 

rounded non-high back vowel to a rounded high back vowel. 

The second type of diphthongs is illustrated as follows: 

[iu] [líú] ‘to dip’    [ɛʊ] [lɛʊ́́] ‘to wear (shoe, etc.)’ 

[ɪʊ] [lɪʊ́]́ ‘to get out’   [eu] [séù] ‘to run’ 

[ou] [lóú] ‘to serve (food)’   [ɔʊ] [lɔʊ́]̀ ‘to throw’  

[aʊ] [láʊ́] ‘to immolate’  

The third type of diphthongs shifts from the quality of a rounded back vowel or 

an unrounded non-high front vowel at the beginning of the production to that of an 

unrounded high front vowel at the end of the production. Characteristically, therefore, 

this diphthongization shows a general upward and frontward tongue movement, as 

indicated by the arrows in Figure  5.5.   
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i     u 

  ɪ       ʊ 

 e    o 

    ɛ      ɔ 

a 

Figure     5.5 Third type of diphthongs gliding from a rounded back vowel or an 

unrounded non-high front vowel to an unrounded high front vowel. 

An illustration of the third type of diphthongs is as follows: 

[ei] [Ɂéì] ‘okay’   

[ɛɪ] [tɛɪ̀]́ ‘(male proper name)’ 

[aɪ] [k͡páɪ]́ ‘catch him!’  

[oi] [kóí] ‘(interjection of disagreement)’   

[ɔɪ] [lɔɪ̀]̀ ‘ideophone (indicating the appearance of paste thrown against something)’  

[ʊɪ] [kʊ́ɪ]́ ‘stand up!’ 

[ui] [lúí] ‘whip him!’  

Some important articulatory characteristics differentiate the three types of 

diphthongs, all of which have to do with tongue movement during the production of the 

diphthongs. Only the backing of the tongue is involved in the articulation of the first 

type of diphthongs (Figure  5.3), unlike the other two types. The diphthongs in the 

second type (Figure  5.4) show either a simple backing of the tongue, a raising of the 

tongue, or simultaneous backing and raising of the tongue. Those in the third type 

(Figure  5.5) involve either a simple fronting of the tongue, a raising of the tongue, or 

simultaneous fronting and raising of the tongue. Lip rounding is another feature that 
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differentiates the articulation of the last two types of diphthongs from those in the first 

type: in the articulation of the second type of diphthongs, the shape of the lips shifts 

from spread to rounded, whereas in the articulation of the third type of diphthongs, the 

shape of the lips shift from rounded to spread. In the articulation of the first type of 

diphthongs, however, the spread shape of the lips remains constant. Therefore, the two 

vocoids in the first type of diphthongs have the same aperture. On the other hand, the 

diphthongs in the second and third types end always in a high vowel, independent of 

where they began. Combined in Figure  5.6 are shown all the diphthongization 

possibilities within the phonetic chart of the vocalic system. 

FRONTFRONTFRONTFRONT            BACKBACKBACKBACK    

HIGH  i y   ɰ         u  

            ɪ  ʏ              ɯ         ʊ       

MID       e    ø      ɤ  o 

ɛ   œ         ʌ   ɔ 

LOW       a          ɑ 

Figure     5.6 The Combined diphthongization possibilities of the vocalic system 
 

A few remarks can also be made about the vowel diphthongization in general. 

The back unrounded vocoids [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] in the first type of diphthongs, can only be 

found as second elements of diphthongs. Furthermore, it is noticeable in Figure  5.6 that 

most of the vocoids can be combined into diphthongs, but the front rounded vocoids [y 

ʏ ø œ], never enter into any type of diphthongization. Besides, importantly for all the 
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diphthongization possibilities, the vocoids in a diphthong are from the same set of 

vowels (either Set 1 or Set 2). 

At the phonetic level thus, from single vocoids to long and extra long vocoids 

through three types of diphthongs, one might count a significantly large number of 

vocalic phones: up to 55 phones, as presented in the above inventory, depending on how 

the sounds are viewed. Independent of how one counts the vocoids, the next step in the 

phonological analysis remains the same, which is to determine which of the surface 

vocoids are contrastive.  

5.2 Revised Phonological Analysis of Vowels  

Determining the inventory of the phonemes that constitute the vocalic system 

begins with the identification of possible minimal pairs. Lébikaza (1999)44 gives us a 

possible four-way opposition of the vowels.  

5.2.1 Front Vowels versus Back Vowels 

From the front vowels versus back vowels opposition, we find the following 

minimal pairs: 

(202)   /i/    vs.  /u/   

[lì] ‘swallow!    [lù] ‘forge!’ 

[tì] ‘cut down!’    [tù] ‘clear (land)!’ 

  

                                           
44 The analysis follows in the steps of Lébikaza (1999: 44–48) but the examples supplied are our own. 
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(203)   /ɪ/    vs.   /ʊ/ 

[tɪŋ́]̀ ‘trees’     [tʊ́ŋ]̀ ‘bees’ 

[sɪɪ̀]̀ ‘lay down!’    [sʊ̀ʊ]̀ ‘enter!’ 

(204)   /e/    vs.  /o/ 

[lè] ‘dry (in the sun)!’   [lò] ‘cut at!’ 

[sé] ‘run!’     [só] ‘drums’ 

(205)   /ɛ/    vs.  /ɔ/ 

[tɛ]̀ ‘finish!’    [tɔ]̀ ‘say!’ 

[ʈɛẃʊ́] ‘to leave’    [ʈɔẃʊ]́ ‘to grow many’ 

(206)   /a/    vs.  /ɔ/ 

[tà] ‘bind!’     [tɔ]̀ ‘say!’ 

[lábʊ̀] ‘to do’     [lɔb́ʊ]̀ ‘to thatch’ 

5.2.2 Front Vowels Opposed by Aperture 

5.2.2.1 High Vowels Opposed to Non-High Vowels 

(207)   /i/    vs.   /e/ 

[tì]  ‘cut down!’      [tè] ‘sustain!’  

[líbù] ‘to swallow’     [lébù] ‘to get lost’ 

(208)   /ɪ/    vs.   /ɛ/ 

[tɪ]̀ ‘estimate!’     [tɛ]̀ ‘finish!’ 

5.2.2.2 Non-Low Vowels Opposed to Low Vowels 

(209)   /e/    vs.   /a/ 

[lè] ‘dry (in the sun)!’    [là] ‘do!’ 

[tè] ‘sustain!’      [tà] ‘bind!’ 

[nèḿ] ‘polished stone’    [nàḿ] ‘antelope’ 
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(210)   /ɛ/    vs.   /a/ 

[pɛ]̀ ‘deprive!’     [pà] ‘cover!’ 

[tɛm̀́] ‘to finish’     [tám̀] ‘to bind’ 

(211)   /i/    vs.   /a/ 

[lì] ‘swallow!’     [là] ‘do!’ 

[tì]  ‘cut down!’     [tà] ‘bind!’ 

(212)   /ɪ/    vs.   /a/ 

[sɪm̀́] ‘to know’     [sám̀] ‘to praise’ 

[ɲɪm̀́] ‘wealth’     [ɲám̀] ‘to respect’ 

5.2.3 Back Vowels Opposed by Aperture 

(213)   /u/    vs.   /o/ 

[lù] ‘forge!’     [lò] ‘cut at!’ 

(214)   /ʊ/    vs.   /ɔ/ 

[sʊ̀ʊ]̀ ‘enter!’     [sɔɔ̀]̀ ‘forget!’ 

[sʊ́tʊ]̀ ‘Nereid fruit’     [sɔt́ʊ]̀ ‘venom’ 

5.2.4 Vowels Opposed by Tongue Root Position ([+RTR] vs. [-RTR]) 

(215)   /i/    vs.   /ɪ/  

[tì]  ‘cut down!’     [tɪ]̀  ‘estimate!’ 

[ním̀]  ‘oil’      [nɪm̀́]  ‘to become convex’ 

(216)   /u/    vs.   /ʊ/ 

[tú] ‘an elephant’     [tʊ]́ ‘a bee’ 

[húwú] ‘to swell’     [hʊ́wʊ]́ ‘to soften’ 

(217)   /e/    vs.   /ɛ/ 

[pé] ‘kernels, grains’    [pɛ]́ ‘stones’ 

[tè] ‘sustain!’     [tɛ]̀ ‘finish!’ 
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(218)   /o/    vs.   /ɔ/ 

[lò] ‘cut at!’     [lɔ]̀ ‘thatch!’ 

[ʈóm̀] ‘sleep’      [ʈɔm̀́] ‘salt 
 

These phonological oppositions allow us to make a number of initial deductions 

about the phonological status of the vocoids listed in the phonetic inventory at the 

beginning of this section. The front vs. back phonological oppositions of vowels allow 

us to make a distinction between the front phonemes /i ɪ e ɛ a/ and the back phonemes 

/o ɔ u ʊ/. The oppositions between high, mid and low vowels lead us to establish three 

classes of vowels: the class of high vowels /i ɪ u ʊ/, the class of mid vowels /e ɛ o ɔ/, 

and that of the low vowel /a/. This phonological distinction based on three levels of 

aperture holds only for the front vowels; for the back vowels, the opposition is only 

between the high vowels /u ʊ/ and mid vowels /o ɔ/, as the analysis shows no 

phonological opposition to the low vowels. The oppositions also show a phonological 

distinction between high vowels and mid vowels based on the feature [RTR], but not 

between low vowels because there is no such phonological opposition between the low 

vowels. We can thus deduce the following two phonological series: the [-RTR] vowels 

/i u e o/ and the [+RTR] vowels /ɪ ʊ ɛ ɔ a/.   

The two series of contrastive vowels that have emerged from the phonological 

opposition by tongue root position constitute together the core nine vowel qualities that 

are manifested in three quantities as short, long, and extra long. While this opposition 

by tongue root position shows the short vowels to be contrastive, the status of the long 
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and the extra long vocoids still needs to be determined. It is discussed next, before the 

phonological analysis extends to the rest of the vocalic sounds. 

5.2.5 Phonological Status of Long Vowels and Extra Long Vowels  

The fundamental question that must be answered in determining the 

phonological status of the long vowels and the extra long vowels is simply stated as: Is 

vowel length contrastive in Kabiye? The first step in answering this question is to find 

minimal pairs that are differentiated not by vowel quality, but by vowel length. Only a 

few such words are found that contrast short, long, and extra long vowels. Further 

examination of the data shows that vowel length is contrastive but the extra long vowels 

are not attested in the phonological system. 

The following minimal pairs show nine short vowels in opposition to long 

vowels. 

(219) a. [kètíù] ‘to gather’ 

b. [kèètíù] ‘to circle’ 

(220) a. [k͡pɛd̀ɪʊ́]̀ ‘to spill’  

b. [k͡pɛɛ̀d̀ɪʊ́]̀ ‘to pack’  

(221) a. [kìtíù] ‘to return’ 

b. [kììtíù] ‘to get nowhere’ 

(222) a. [sɪ]̀ ‘die!’ 

b. [sɪɪ̀]̀ ‘lay down!’ 

(223) a. [mʊz̀ɪʊ́]̀ ‘to suck’ 

b. [mʊʊ̀z̀ɪʊ́]̀ ‘to make (sth. or someone) disappear’  
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(224) a. [sù] ‘be quite!’ 

b. [sùù] ‘wear!’ 

(225) a. [sà] ‘praise!’ 

b. [sàà] ‘drive!’ 

(226) a. [lò] ‘cut at!’ 

b. [lòò] ‘serve!’ 

(227) a. [tɔ]̀ ‘say!’ 

b. [tɔɔ̀]̀ ‘eat!’   

These examples clearly establish a phonological contrast between the short 

vowels and the long vowels as /e/ vs. /ee/ in  (219), /ɛ/ vs. /ɛɛ/ in  (220), /i/ vs. /ii/. in 

 (221), /ɪ/ vs. /ɪɪ/ in  (222), /ʊ/ vs. /ʊʊ/ in  (223), /u/ vs. /uu/ in  (224), /a/ vs. /aa/ in  (225), 

/o/ vs. /oo/ in  (226), and /ɔ/ vs. /ɔɔ/ in  (227). However, establishing a similar 

phonological contrast of these vowels with the extra long ones is not as straightforward. 

As the data in Table  5.3 suggest, there appears to be a distinction between short, 

long vowels, and extra long vowels in the language. Fully understanding this 

relationship in morphologically rich contexts, however, becomes more complicated, as 

there appears to be phonological processes that manipulate vowel length: more 

specifically, in some contexts, underlying long vowels are shortened, thereby giving rise 

to surface-level homophony between forms with distinct underlying roots.  

Considering the data in  (228), the long vowels occurring in the Imperative forms 

in the first column (repeated from Table  5.3), appear to alternate with short vowels in 

the forms of the same roots in the second and third columns. The data in  (229) illustrate 
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long vowels of the Imperative forms in the first column in alternation with short vowels 

in the second column, both of which also alternate with the extra long vowels occurring 

in the Infinitive forms shown in the third column. The same words therefore appear to 

have short vowels, long vowels, or extra long vowels depending on their morphological 

inflections.  

(228)    [lʊʊ̀]̀    [á lʊ́wá]    [pà dɪ ̀lʊ̀ dá] 
‘weave!’  ‘who wove?’   ‘they have not yet woven’ 

 [sàà]    [á sáwá]    [pà dɪ ̀sà dá] 
‘drive!’  ‘who drove?’  ‘they have not yet driven’ 

 [tìì]    [á tíbá]    [pè dì tìbì dá] 
‘descend!’  ‘who descended?’    ‘they have not yet descended’ 

 [sɪɪ̀]̀    [á sɪẃá]   [pà dɪ ̀sɪ ̀dá] 
‘lay down!’  ‘who laid down?’  ‘they have not yet laid down’ 

 [lòò]     [á lówá]   [pà dɪ ̀lò dá] 
‘serve!’  ‘who served?’  ‘they have not yet served’ 

 [tùù]    [á túwá]   [pà dɪ ̀tù dá] 
‘crawl!’   ‘who crawled?’ ‘they have not yet crawled’ 

 [tɔɔ̀]̀     [á tɔẃáá]   [pà dɪ ̀tɔɔ̀ ̀dá] 
‘eat!’   ‘who eat?’  ‘they have not yet eaten’ 

 [tèè]     [á téwá]   [pà dɪ ̀tè dá] 
‘sing!’   ‘who sang?’  ‘they have not yet sung’ 

(229)    [tʊ́ʊ]́    [á tʊ́wáà]   [tʊ̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ 
‘diminish!’   ‘who diminished?’ ‘to diminish’    

 [mʊ̀ʊ]̀    [á mʊ́wáá]   [mʊ̀ʊ́ʊ]̀  
 ‘disappear!’  ‘who disappeared’ ‘to disappear’  

 [nʊ̀ʊ]̀    [á nʊ́wáá]   [nʊ̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ 
‘carry on (your) lap!’ ‘who carried on lap’ ‘to carry on the lap’ 

 [ʈúú]    [á ɽúwáá]   [ʈùúù]   
 ‘swear!’  ‘who swore?’  ‘to swear’     
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In contrast, there are verbal roots for which no such alternations between short, 

long, and extra long vowels exist. These appear in  (230). 

(230)    [lʊ]̀     [á lʊ́bá]   [pà dɪ ̀lʊb̀ɪ ̀dá] 
‘wrestle!’   ‘who wrestled?’ ‘they have not yet wrestled’ 

 [sà]     [á sámá]   [pà dɪ ̀sàm̀ dá] 
‘praise!’  ‘who praised?’ ‘they have not yet praised’ 

 [tì]     [á tímá]   [pà dɪ ̀tìm̀ dá] 
‘cut down!’   ‘who cut down?’ ‘they have not yet cut down’ 

 [sɪ]̀     [á sɪb́á]   [pà dɪ ̀sɪb̀ɪ ̀dá] 
‘die!’   ‘who died?’  ‘they have not yet died’ 

 [lò]     [á lómá]   [pà dɪ ̀lòm̀ dá] 
‘cut (at)!’   ‘who cut (at)?’ ‘they have not yet cut (at)’ 

 [tù]    [á túmá]   [pà- dɪ ̀tùm̀ dá] 
‘clear (land)!’  ‘who cleared (land)?’ ‘they have not yet cleared (land)’ 

 [tɔ]́     [á tɔẃá]   [pà dɪ ̀tɔ ́dà] 
‘spit!’   ‘who spat?’  ‘they have not yet spat’ 

 [tè]     [á témá]   [pà dɪ ̀tèm̀ dá] 
‘sustain!’   ‘who caught?’  ‘they have not yet caught’ 

For the forms in  (230), the consistent appearance of a short vowel in all contexts 

would lead us to conclude that the underlying form for the verbal root includes a short 

vowel. In the case of the alternating roots in  (228) and  (229), however, positing a short 

underlying vowel would prove problematic, as any rule that would lengthen such a 

vowel (e.g., in the imperative or infinitive forms) would have the unfortunate effect of 

also applying to the forms in  (230), which would lead to unattested forms. Hence, the 

logical alternative would be to posit long vowels for the verbal roots in  (228) and  (229), 

along with phonological processes that shorten these underlying long vowels in specific 
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(morpho-)phonological contexts.  

The vowel shortening rule that derives the short vowels in the second and third 

columns in  (228) and also in the second column in  (229), when the root is followed by 

another morpheme, from the underlying long vowels, which occur in the bare root 

forms in the first columns, is formulated as follows: 

(231) Rule 19 – Vowel shortening rule (VS-rule)  

V             V           

      +long  ------->   - long      _____ #Y 

      (With Y representing a morpheme) 

An application of this vowel shortening rule to a few sample roots derives the 

surface forms of nouns and verbs from roots with underlying long vowels in  (232) and 

 (233) and roots with underlying short vowels in  (234) and  (235).  

(232)  Underlying long vowel verb roots /sɪɪ̀-/ ‘lay down’, /lʊʊ̀-/ ‘weave’, and /tèe-/ ‘sing’  

        ParadigmsParadigmsParadigmsParadigms                    UR formUR formUR formUR form            VSVSVSVS----rulerulerulerule    SurfaceSurfaceSurfaceSurface    formformformform                GlossGlossGlossGloss                

a. Infinitive     /sɪɪ̀ + Ú/   [sɪ-́w-ʊ]́ [sɪẃʊ]́    ‘to lay down’ 

  Accomplished  /sɪɪ̀ + á/   [sɪ-̀w-á] [sɪẁá]    ‘laid down’ 

  Imperative    /sɪɪ̀ + ø/   N/A  [sɪɪ̀]̀    ‘lay down!’ 

  Consecutive    /sɪɪ̀ + ø/   N/A  [sɪɪ́]̀           ‘(then) laid down’ 

b. Infinitive     /lʊʊ̀ + Ú/   [lʊ-́w-ʊ]́  [lʊẃʊ́]     ‘to weave’  

  Accomplished  /lʊʊ̀ + á/    [lʊ-̀w-á] [lʊ̀wá]     ‘wove’ 

  Imperative    /lʊʊ̀ + ø/   N/A  [lʊ̀ʊ]̀     ‘weave!’ 

  Consecutive    /lʊʊ̀ + ø/   N/A   [lʊ́ʊ]̀     ‘(then) wove’ 

c. Infinitive    /tèe + Ú/   [té-w-ú] [téwú]     ‘to sing’ 

  Accomplished  /tèe + á/   [tè-w-á] [tèwá]     ‘sang’ 

  Imperative    /tèe + ø/   N/A  [tèè]     ‘sing!’ 

  Consecutive    /tèe + ø/   N/A  [téè]     ‘(then) sang’ 
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(233) Underlying long vowel noun roots /mɔɔ̀j́-/ ‘bone’, /líid-/ ‘money’, /kàaw-/ ‘rock’,  

   and /nèej-/ ‘calf’ 

        ParadigmsParadigmsParadigmsParadigms    UR formUR formUR formUR form            VSVSVSVS----rulerulerulerule    Surface Surface Surface Surface form form form form                     GlossGlossGlossGloss    

a. Singular /mɔɔ̀j́ + È/   [mɔɔ̀j́-ɛ]̀ [mɔɔ̀j́ɛ]̀      ‘bone’  

  Plural  /mɔɔ̀j́ + ø/    N/A   [mɔɔ̀]́      ‘bones’ 

b. Singular  /líid + j̀É /   [lííd-ì-jé] [líídìjé]      ‘money’  

  Plural  /líid + É̀/   [lííd-é] [lí!ídé]           ‘monies’ 

c. Singular /kàaw + Ú/   [kààw-ʊ]́ [kààwʊ]́     ‘rock’ 

  Plural  /kàaw+ ́Ǹ/    [kàá-ŋ]̀  [kàáŋ]̀       ‘rocks’ 

d. Singular /nèej + É/   [nèèj-é] [nèèjé]      ‘calf’ 

  Plural  /nèej + á/   [nèèj-á]  [nèèjá]      ‘calves’ 

(234)  Underlying short vowel verb roots /sɪb̀-/ ‘die’ and  /tèm-/ ‘sustain’  

        ParadigmsParadigmsParadigmsParadigms            UR formUR formUR formUR form            VSVSVSVS----rulerulerulerule    Surface Surface Surface Surface formformformform                        GlossGlossGlossGloss    

a. Infinitive    /sɪb̀+ Ù/   N/A  [sɪb́ʊ]̀       ‘to die’ 
 Accomplished  /sɪb̀ + á/   N/A  [sɪb̀á]       ‘died’ 

   Imperative    /sɪb̀ + ø/   N/A  [sɪ]̀       ‘die!’ 
 Consecutive    /sɪb + ø/   N/A  [sɪ]́       ‘then, died’ 

b. Infinitive    /tèm + Ù/    N/A  [tém̀]       ‘to sustain’ 
  Accomplished  /tèm + á/   N/A  [tèma] ́       ‘caught’ 
  Imperative    /tèm + ø/   N/A  [tè]        ‘sustain!’ 
  Consecutive    /tèm + ø/   N/A  [té]       ‘(then) caught’ 

(235) Underlying short vowel noun roots /kɔj́-/ ‘medicine’, /kél-/ ‘tooth’, and /ɛj̀-/ ‘man’   

        ParadigmsParadigmsParadigmsParadigms            UR formUR formUR formUR form            VSVSVSVS----rulerulerulerule    Surface Surface Surface Surface formformformform                        GlossGlossGlossGloss    

a. Singular   /kɔj́ + È/   N/A  [kɔj́ɛ]̀       ‘medicine’ 

  Plural    /kɔj́ + ø/   N/A  [kɔ]́       ‘medicines’ 

b. Singular   /kel + ɖ́È/   N/A  [kéɽè]       ‘tooth’ 

  Plural    /kel + á̀/   N/A  [kèlá]       ‘teeth’ 

c. Singular   /ɛj̀ + Ú/    N/A  [ɛj̀ʊ]́       ‘man’ 

  Plural   /ɛj̀ + áà/    N/A  [ɛj̀áà]       ‘man’  
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Despite the effective application of the VS-rule, yielding the well-formed forms 

in  (232) through  (235) as corroborative evidence of long vowels contrasting with short 

vowels, a few exceptions are noted. These exceptions are of particular interest to the 

phonological analysis of vowels, as they show a correlation between the application of 

the VS-rule and the surface-level extra long vocoids in the infinitive forms in  (229), 

indicating that these extra long vocoids are not attested in the underlying system.  

Some monosyllabic roots keep their underlying long vowel before the infinitive 

suffix. Examples include roots such as /tɔɔ̀-/ in [tɔɔ̀-́w-ʊ]̀ ‘to eat’, /lɛɛ̀-/ in [lɛɛ̀-́w-ʊ]̀ ‘to 

snatch’, or /tèé-/    ‘sustain’ in [tèè-u]. Similar examples of verb roots with a long high 

back vowel have the morphological structure [tʊ̀ʊ-́ʊ]̀ ‘to diminish’ (from /tʊ̀ʊ́-/), [mʊ̀ʊ-́ʊ]̀ 

‘to disappear’ (from /mʊ̀ʊ-́/), [nʊ̀ʊ-́ʊ]̀ ‘to carry on the lap’ (from /nʊ̀ʊ-́/), and [ʈùú-ù] to 

swear’ (from /ɖùú-/), (also transcribed with an inserted glide as [tʊ̀ʊ-́w-ʊ]̀, [mʊ̀ʊ-́w-ʊ]̀, 

[nʊ̀ʊ-́w-ʊ]̀, and [ʈùú-w-ù], respectively). As attested by the internal structure of these 

forms, it is the failure of the VS-rule to shorten the underlying long rounded high back 

vowel before the homophonous rounded high back vowel of the infinitive suffix in such 

roots that gives rise phonetically to the surface-level extra long vocoids in  (229). As a 

matter of fact, it is only in the infinitive forms of roots with a rounded high back vowel 

that the extra long vocoids are seen in non-ideophonic words. Hence, despite the 

seeming opposition of the extra long vocoids shown in the 3rd column in  (229) with the 

contrastive long vowels in the 2nd column, the extra long vocoids in verbs are not 

attested in the underlying vowels system. The extra long vocoids in these forms are 
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underlyingly a long vowel and a short vowel, the first of which belongs to the verb root 

and the second to the suffix.  

In regular (as opposed to ideophonic) word categories, a morphological 

boundary separates not only extra long vocoids, but some surface-level long vocoids, 

indicating that they are only attested at the surface level. Many phonetic long vocoids 

result from affixation and (morpho-)phonological processes, which give rise to 

consecutive homophonous underlying short vowels. Typically, a phonological process 

assimilates the aspectual su�x /-á/ of the Accomplished to the root vowel45, resulting in 

surface level long vowels. Examples include [sɔɔ̀]́ ‘bathed’ (from /sɔ-́/ + /-á/), [nàá] 

‘saw’ (from /ná-/ + /-á/), [k͡pàá] ‘caught’ (from /k͡pá-/ + /-á/), or [sèé] ‘ran’ (from /sé-/ + /-

á/), etc. However, a glide may be inserted between the root and the vocalic aspectual 

suffix, instead of an assimilation process, leading to the alternative forms [sɔẁá], 

[nàwá], [k͡pàwá] or [sèwá], respectively, for the same verbs.  

Affixation alone does not account for all surface-level extra long vocoids, most 

of which occur in ideophones, which do not show an internal structure as the extra long 

vocoids in infinitive forms. The majority of surface-level extra long vocoids can be 

accounted for by a process of vowel lengthening in ideophones. As Lébikaza (1999) 

                                           
45 This vowel assimilation case is only noted about the root vowels /o/ and /ɔ/ by Lébikaza (1999: 73-74) 

and /ɔ/ by Kassan (1996: 29). But it is determined in the current research that it can be extended to all the 

short phonemes. Note, however, that the forms showing this assimilation case should not to be confused 

with similar forms of roots with underlying long vowels, such as [ʈɛɛ̀]́ ‘left’ (or [ʈɛẁá], from /ɖɛɛ̀-/ + /-á/), 

[lɪɪ̀]́ ‘exited’ (or [lɪẁá], from /lɪɪ̀-/ + /-á/), or [ɖòó] ‘slept’ (or [ɖòwá], from /ɖòo-/ + /-á/).  
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remarks, the extra long vowels occurring in ideophones can theoretically be elongated 

indefinitely. Therefore, examples of this type of words such as the ones which seemed 

to establish a contrast with short and long vocoids in Table  5.3, can also be transcribed 

as [kììììììììììì] ‘ideophone intensifying the idea of dizziness’, [k͡pɛɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀ɛ̀]̀ ‘ideophone 

intensifying the idea of a making rounds’, [ʈòòòòòòòòò] ‘ideophone intensifying the 

idea of farness’, [sàààààààà] ‘ideophone intensifying the idea of straightness’, 

[lùùùùùùùùù] ‘ideophone intensifying the idea of length’, and so forth. This 

characteristic vowel lengthening process, inherent to the extra long vocoids in 

ideophones, leads us to interpret these extra long vocoids as non-contrastive but only 

lengthened vowels.  

It is concluded that Kabiye has contrastive long vowels, but its extra long vocoids are 

only attested at the surface level. Long vowels surface in some contexts, but phonological 

processes usually shorten underlying long vowels in specific (morpho-)phonological 

contexts. However, surface-level long vocoids might not always derive from 

corresponding underlying long vowels, as some surface-level long vocoids derive from 

consecutive short phonemes (of identical vowel quality), which are separated by a 

morphological boundary. Extra long vowels also arise in similar contexts, when the 

underlyingly consecutive vowels in the two different morphemes are constituted of a 

contrastive long vowel and a contrastive short vowel, both of the same quality. But, it is 

mainly a lengthening process, characteristic to ideophones, that accounts for most of the 

extra long vocoids. 
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5.2.6 Phonological Status of other Vocalic Elements and Diphthongs 

No minimal opposition has been found for the vocoids [y ʏ ø œ ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] or 

any of the diphthongs, the phonological status of which is going to be determined 

through a study of the environments of their occurrence. These vocoids will be 

examined in three sets: the set [y ʏ ø œ] constituted by the vocalic elements    that never 

enter diphthongization, the group of the diphthongs, and the set constituted by the 

vocalic elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] that always occur as part of diphthong.   

5.2.6.1 Phonological Status of [y ʏ ø œ]  

Three main facts can be stated about the vocoids [y ʏ ø œ] that can help us 

determine their phonological status. Firstly, these vocoids occur in a very limited set of 

words in the language. Secondly, a close observation reveals that these sounds are found 

only in a very specific environment: they all occur before the palatal [j] in all of the 

examples (see [sýjé] ‘drum’, [sʏ́jɛ]̀ ‘hernia’, [tǿjè] ‘warthog’, [sœ́jʊ̀ʊ]̀ ‘to aspirate’). It 

could therefore be deduced that the vocoids [y ʏ ø œ] are palatalized allophones of 

some underlying vowels, which are affected by the following palatal.  

The rule formalized in  (236) derives all four allophones. 

(236) Rule 20 – Palatalization rule 

      /u/   [y]  

      /ʊ/    [ʏ]         
   ------->       _____ [j] 

  /o/   [ø]  

  /ɔ/   [œ] 
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As a matter of fact, language internal evidence appears to confirm this 

palatalization hypothesis: it has been observed that in some varieties of the language, 

such as those spoken in Somdina and Lassa, the words shown above have a parallel 

pronunciation as [sújé] ‘a drum’, [sʊ́jɛ]̀ ‘hernia’, [tójè] ‘a warthog’, and [sɔj́ʊ̀ʊ]̀ ‘to 

aspirate’, respectively. Here it is seen that the palatalization rule is not used and the 

vowels remain unaltered. These alternative forms corroborate the direct correlation 

between the vocoids [y], [ʏ], [ø], [œ], and the back phonemes /u/, /ʊ/, /o/, /ɔ/, 

respectively, from which they are derived through a palatalization process. It has thus 

been determined that the vocoids [y ʏ ø œ] are not contrastive, which also seems to 

explains why these vocoids never participate in diphthongization.  

5.2.6.2 Phonological Status of Diphthongs 

The diphthongs of Kabiye identified at the phonetic level have not been 

determined to have a phonemic status. Instead, it has been shown that the diphthongs 

count each two vowels that can belong to different morphemes or two different syllables.  

In the next set of alternating examples, the vocalic elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] in the 

diphthongs [iɰ ɪɯ eɤ ɛʌ aɑ] of the first type are found as actual forms of the suffix 

marking various tenses and aspects of the verbs such as the Progressive and the 

Inaccomplished. Some of the second elements of the diphthongs also appear as noun 

class markers as attested by the last two forms in Table  5.4. It appears therefore, that 

these diphthongs are constituted of separate vocoids and are not underlyingly attested. 
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Table     5.4 Verbs with First Type of Diphthongs Versus Alternating Forms 

[tìɰ̀] ‘rub!’  [tìkì] ‘keep rubbing!’ from /tìi-/ ‘rub’ 

[sɪɯ̀̀] ‘keep laying!’ [sɪɪ̀]̀ ‘lay down!’  from /sɪɪ̀-/ ‘lay’ 

   [ʈɛʌ́̀] ‘leave’  [ʈɛɛ̀]̀ ‘leave!’  from /ʈɛɛ̀-/ ‘leave’ 

[háɑ]̀ ‘keep giving!’ [há] ‘give!’  from /há-/ ‘give’ 

[séɤ̀] ‘keep running!’ [sé] ‘run!’  from /sé-/ ‘run’ 

[lɛʌ́̀] ‘funeral’   [lɛśɪ]̀ ‘funerals’  from /lɛ-́/ ‘funeral’ 

[háɑ]̀ ‘dog’  [hásɪ]̀ ‘dogs’  from /há-/ ‘dog’  

Alternating verbal and nominal forms in the language attest that the high back 

vocoids ending the second type of diphthongs represent the Infinitive suffix morpheme 

in verbs (as in [líú] ‘to dip’ from /lìi-/ ‘dip’ + /-u/ ‘INF’) and a singular class marker in 

nouns (as in [ɲɪʊ́]́ ‘a crocodile’, from /ɲɪ-/ ‘crocodile’ + /-ʊ/ ‘3SgT2’). In other forms 

of the same verbs and nouns, the first vocoids of the seeming diphthongs of the 

Infinitives and of the singular form of nouns always remains, but the high back vocoid 

which is second element of diphthongs, is no longer seen. Instead, it is replaced by 

various suffixes for the appropriate forms of the word as illustrated by the forms in 

Table  5.5 and Table  5.6. Consequently, it is determined that phonologically, the 

seeming diphthongs are not diphthongs in the true sense of the word, because 

underlyingly, they are sequences of two consecutive vowels.  

Table  5.5 Second Type of Diphthongs Alternating with Other Vocoids in Verbs 

InfinitiveInfinitiveInfinitiveInfinitive        ImperativeImperativeImperativeImperative    AccomplishedAccomplishedAccomplishedAccomplished        RootRootRootRoot    

[lí-ú] or [lí-w-ú] [lìì]  [lì-w-á]  /lìi-/ ‘dip’ 
[lɪ-́ʊ]́ or [lɪ-́w-ʊ]́ [lɪɪ̀]̀   [lɪ-̀w-á]  /lɪɪ̀-/ ‘get out’  
[ló-ú] or [ló-w-ú] [lòò]  [lò-w-á]  /lòo-/ ‘serve’ 
[ná-ʊ]̀ or [ná-w-ʊ]̀ [ná]   [nà-w-á]  /ná-/ ‘see’ 
[lɛ-́ʊ]́ or [lɛ-́w-ʊ]́ [lɛɛ̀]̀   [lɛ-̀w-á]  /lɛɛ̀-/ ‘wear’  
[sé-ù] or [sé-w-ù] [sé]  [sè-w-á]  /sé-/ ‘run’ 
[ɲɔ-́ʊ]́ or [ɲɔ-́w-ʊ]́  [ɲɔɔ̀]̀  [ɲɔ-̀w-á]  /ɲɔɔ̀-/ ‘drink’ 
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Table     5.6 Second Type of Diphthongs Alternating with Other Vocoids in Nouns 

SingularSingularSingularSingular                PluralPluralPluralPlural            RootRootRootRoot    

[líú] or [lí-w-ú]   [líŋ]̀   /li-/ ‘neck’  

[ɲɪʊ́]́ or [ɲɪ-́w-ʊ]́   [ɲɪŋ́]̀    /ɲɪ-/ ‘crocodile’ 

[k͡póú] or [k͡pó-w-ú]   [k͡póŋ]̀  /k͡po-/ ‘granary’  

[láʊ̀] or [láwʊ̀]    [láŋ]̀   /lá-/ ‘forest’ 

[pɛʊ́́] or [pɛʊ́́]    [pɛŋ́]̀   /pɛ-/ ‘pot’ 

[héù] or [héù]    [héŋ]̀   /hé-/ ‘sheep’ 

[pɔʊ́]́ or [pɔʊ́]́    [pɔŋ́]̀   /pɔ-/ ‘hole’ 

It can also be argued with Delord (1976: 452) that the surface-level diphthongs 

in the Infinitives in Table  5.5 are truly separated by a /w/, which is unequivocally 

perceived before the aspectual marker of the Inaccomplished in verbs of these roots as 

ending in [-wa] (as shown in the examples). Unlike Delord, however, the current study 

advocates that the [w] is not part of the verb root; instead it is inserted by the 

suffixation process.    In such verbal forms, therefore, the vowels of the seeming 

diphthongs may or may not be separated by a [w], depending on how one analyzes 

them. Either way, however, these surface-level diphthongs are always separated by a 

morphological boundary. In nominal forms (Table  5.6), it is not as easily demonstrable 

that they too include an intervening glide as in verbal forms, but the preference of the 

current analysis is to transcribe such nouns also with an intervening glide, in conformity 

to the general language pattern (see arguments in § 1.3.4).  

Similar to the first two types, the diphthongs [ei ɛɪ aɪ oi ɔɪ ʊɪ ui] of the third type can 

also be shown to be in fact split by a glide as in the alternating verbal forms in Table  5.7 (also 

see arguments in § 1.3.4) or constituted of vocoids from different morphemes. It is argued that 
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the glide, which is part of the root, is followed by an epenthetic high vowel usually seen in 

the surface form of roots that end underlyingly in a non-nasal consonant, as in the imperative 

forms in Table  5.7. In the data in Table  5.8, on the other hand, it is seen that the unrounded 

high vowels, that are the second elements in the diphthongs, are sometimes identifiable with 

the class anaphoric object 3rd person pronoun for the Class-1 nouns (1SgT1) and the Class-4 

nouns (4PlT2) (see Table  1.1, on page 38), suffixed to verbs.    

Table     5.7 Words with Third Type of Diphthongs Versus Alternating Forms 

[hèì] or [hèjì] ‘tell!’      [hèjàɑ]́ ‘was telling’   

[k͡pɛɪ́]́ or [k͡pɛj́ɪ]́ ‘sacrifice!’       [k͡pɛj̀áà] ‘sacrificed’  

[kàɪ]̀ or [kàjɪ]̀ ‘peel!’      [kàjàá] ‘peeled’ 

[kóí] or [kójí] ‘pick up! (from tree)’   [kòjáà] ‘pick up’  

[sɔɪ́]̀ or [sɔj́ɪ]̀ ‘suck!’      [sɔj́àà] ‘sucked’  

[kʊ́ɪ]́ or [kʊ́jɪ]́ ‘stand up!’     [kʊ̀jáà] ‘stood up’  

[súì] or [sújì] ‘fill!’      [sújàà] ‘filled’    

Table     5.8 Words with Third Type of Diphthongs as Object Suffixes 

[k͡pá-ɪ]́ ‘catch him!’  

[lɔ-́ɪ]́ ‘throw it’  

[kʊ-́ɪ]́ ‘kill him!’   

[lú-í] ‘whip him!’  

It appears from the analysis that the diphthongs are only attested at the phonetic 

level. Their constituent elements are either split by a glide or belong to separate 

morphemes, hence, to different phonemes, most of which as seen are the short and long 

phonemes already established. But the status of the vocoids [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ], appearing as 

second elements in the first type of diphthongs still needs to be determined. Due to the 

complexity of the status of these second elements, which are in fact all connected, they 
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will receive a separate treatment in the next sub-section. The rest of the phonological 

analysis thus focuses on determining the status of these remaining vocoids. 

5.2.6.3 Phonological Status of the Vocalic Elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] 

This section examines the phonological status of the class constituted by the 

back unrounded vocoids [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] in the phonetic chart, occurring as second 

elements in the first type of diphthongs. The question that needs to be answered about 

them is succinctly formulated as: What phoneme or phonemes do these vocalic elements 

represent?  

It is necessary to begin by highlighting some observations about these vocoids, 

each of which shows the complexity of their status and will ultimately lead to answer 

this question. Most of these highlights were shown in Lébikaza 1999. 

a. It is first recalled from the discussion so far that the back unrounded vocoids [ɰ ɯ 

ɤ ʌ ɑ] can only appear as second elements of diphthongs (first type of 

diphthongs), but are separated from the vowel with which they constitute 

diphthongs by a morphological boundary (see Table  5.4 and discussion), leading 

to the deduction that they are only surface-level diphthongs, but not underlying so.  

b. The form of the elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] varies according to the vowel that 

precedes them, i.e., the vowel with which they form the surface-level diphthong; 

hence, the environment in which these elements occur is predictable.  

Thus:  [ɰ]  appears only after [i]  to form the diphthong [iɰ]  

[ɯ]  appears only after [ɪ]  to form the diphthong [ɪɯ]  
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[ɤ]  appears only after  [e] to form the diphthong [eɤ]  

[ʌ]  appears only after  [ɛ] to form the diphthong [ɛʌ]  

[ɑ]  appears only after  [a] to form the diphthong [aɑ]  

This pattern suggests that the elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] all are in complementary 

distribution after the front vowels [i ɪ e ɛ a], respectively. 

c. The distributional constraints that govern these back unrounded vocalic elements 

make difficult a phonological opposition between them and the vowels for which 

the phonological status has already been established. However, as pointed out by 

Lébikaza, the elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] seem to establish a phonological opposition 

between the diphthongs [iɰ ɪɯ eɤ ɛʌ aɑ] of which they are the second elements 

and the long front vowels [ii ɪɪ ee ɛɛ aa], through a partial opposition in the 

second mora. The following example support this point:  

Table  5.9 Back Unrounded Vowels versus Front Unrounded Vowels 

in the Second Mora of First Type of Diphthongs 

[tìì] ‘descend!’  vs.  [tìɰ̀] ‘rub!’ 

[sɪɪ̀]̀ ‘lay down!’  vs.  [sɪɯ̀̀] ‘keep laying down!’ 

[tèè] ‘sing!’   vs.  [tèɤ̀] ‘keep singing!’ 

[ʈɛɛ̀]̀ ‘leave!’  vs. [ʈɛʌ̀̀] ‘keep leaving’  

[sàà] ‘drive!’   vs.  [sàɑ]̀ ‘sculpture!’ 

d. The vocalic elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] can also be opposed to the high rounded back 

vowels [u ʊ] when the latter are second constituents of diphthongs, through the 

phonological oppositions to the second type of diphthongs in the second mora, 

as in the following examples.  
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Table     5.10 Back Unrounded Vowels versus Back Rounded High 

Vowels in Second Mora of Diphthongs 

[ʈíɰ̀] ‘keep licking’  vs.  [ʈíù] ‘to lick’ 

[ɲɪɯ́́] ‘press!’   vs.  [ɲɪʊ́]́ ‘to be visible’ 

[téɤ́] ‘sustain!’  vs.  [téú] ‘to sing’ 

[sɛʌ́́] ‘leave a rest!’  vs.  [sɛʊ́́] ‘to greet’ 

[háɑ]̀ ‘dog’   vs.  [háʊ̀] ‘to give’  

e. At the same time, there seems to be an occurrence of the vocoids [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] in 

free variation with the unrounded front vocoids [i ɪ e ɛ a] in the second mora of 

the long unrounded front vocoids [ii ɪɪ ee ɛɛ aa] in “the initial syllable” of word 

roots (Lébikaza 1999: 50). Specifically, words including the diphthongs [iɰ ɪɯ 

eɤ ɛʌ aɑ] are pronounced by some speakers not with diphthongs but with the 

long unrounded front vowels [ii ɪɪ ee ɛɛ aa]. It is also observed that in the 

pronunciation of other speakers, the diphthongs (or the long vowels) in such 

words are replaced with long vocalic elements as [ɰɰ ɯɯ ɤɤ ʌʌ ɑɑ]. The same 

words might therefore be pronounced in three different ways in Kabiye, as 

illustrated in Table  5.11. 

Table     5.11 Examples of Same Words Pronounced with Different Vowels 

        [[[[----Back Back Back Back ----Back]Back]Back]Back]            [[[[----Back +Back]Back +Back]Back +Back]Back +Back]            [+Back +Back][+Back +Back][+Back +Back][+Back +Back]    

  [jìídìù]    or    [jìɰ́dìù]      or    [jɰ̀ɰ́dìù]  ‘to mistake’ 

  [fɪɪ̀d́ɪʊ̀]̀   or    [fɪɯ́̀dɪʊ̀]̀      or    [fɯ̀ɯ́dɪʊ̀]̀  ‘to give care’ 

  [pèèzíù]   or    [pèɤ̀zíù]      or    [pɤ̀ɤ̀zíù]  ‘to soothe’  

  [pààlɪʊ́̀]   or    [pàɑl̀ɪʊ́]̀      or    [pɑɑ̀l̀ɪʊ́]̀  ‘to grow up’ 

  [mɛɛ̀d̀ɪʊ́̀]    or    [mɛʌ̀̀dɪʊ́]̀      or    [mʌ̀ʌ̀dɪʊ́]̀  ‘knead’ 
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Theoretically, free variation suggests that the concerned sounds are allophones 

or variants of a same underlying phoneme. What that would mean in this specific case 

is that the elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] are allophones of the front vowels phonemes /i ɪ e ɛ a/, 

respectively.    

From the arguments in a. through e. about the distribution of the vocalic 

elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ], some partial conclusions can be inferred. The argument in a. 

indicates that these vocalic elements do not constitute underlying diphthongs with their 

preceding vowels. The complementary distribution of the elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] shown 

in b. suggests that these elements all belong to a single phoneme. The oppositions in c. 

and d. suggest that the phoneme represented by the back unrounded vocoids [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ 

ɑ] is distinct from the long phonemes /ii ɪɪ ee ɛɛ aa/ and also distinct from the phonemes 

/u ʊ/ representing the infinitive marker in the second mora of the second type of 

diphthongs. However, it can be said that while the facts in a. through d. advance the 

understanding about the nature of the elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ], the free variation 

interpretation as in e. would be in flagrant contradiction with the phonological 

opposition established in c. between the elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] and the front vowels [ii ɪɪ 

ee ɛɛ aa] through the opposition in the second mora of the diphthongs [iɰ ɪɯ eɤ ɛʌ aɑ]. 

This last point, which is argued to be only a diversion, will be ignored for now and will 

be more appropriately explained later in this analysis. The distribution criterion alone is 

not enough to give us the ultimate answer about the nature of the elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ]. 

The analysis, therefore, will be pursued further.  
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Considering what is already known about the vocalic system as a whole, and 

about the elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] specifically, some hypotheses can be explored that 

might help account for the nature of the elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ]. All of these potential 

solutions, but the last one, were already debated by Lébikaza (1999: 49-56).  

Hypothesis 1: Either /o/ or /ɔ/ underlies [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ].  

The first hypothesis considers the possibility of the elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] being 

surface manifestations of either of the phonemes /o/ or /ɔ/. First, it must be noticed that 

the back vowels /o/ and /ɔ/ are the remaining phonemes for which no apparent 

opposition with the vocalic the elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] is seen. Indeed, /o/ and /ɔ/ are the 

back phonemes that never occur in diphthongs after the front vowels [i ɪ e ɛ a]. 

Therefore, it is possible that one of these back phonemes is the underlying phoneme of 

the back vocalic elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ], which appear precisely in that environment.  

If /o/ were to be chosen as the underlying form, one would need a palatalization 

rule (Rule 1 of Lébikaza’s solution 2, reproduced here as Rule 21) to derive the back 

unrounded vowels [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ].  

(237) Rule 21 – Lébikaza’s hypothetical Rule 1) 

/o/ ---------->   [ɰ] / [i] ____ 

     ---------->   [ɯ] / [ɪ] ____ 

     ---------->   [ɤ] / [e] ____ 

     ---------->   [ʌ] / [ɛ] ____ 

     ---------->   [ɑ] / [a] ____ 
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Likewise, if /ɔ/ were chosen, a similar palatalization, which is hypothetically 

formulated here as Rule 22, would be needed to derive the five elements. This second 

fold of the hypothesis was not shown by Lébikaza, but is included here for the sake of 

completeness. 

(238) Rule 22 – Hypothetical Rule  

    [ɰ] / [i] ____ 

      [ɯ] / [ɪ] ____ 

/ɔ/   ---------->  [ɤ] / [e] ____ 

       [ʌ] / [ɛ] ____ 

   [ɑ] / [a] ____ 

 

The application of Rule 21 and Rule 22 would yield the following forms and 

their realizations46:  

(239) Derivations following Rule 21     

/nio-U/   ------>      [nìɰ́ù] ‘to moisten’ 

*/ɲɪo-U/  ------>      [ɲɪɯ́̀ʊ]̀ ‘to press’ 

/seo-U/  ------>      [sèɤ́ù] ‘to lift’ 

/tʃao-U/  ------>      [tʃàɑʊ́̀] ‘to sit’ 

*/lɛo-U/  ------>      [lɛʌ̀́ʊ̀] ‘to snatch’ 

*/sɛo-U/  ------>      [sɛʌ̀́ʊ̀] ‘to leave a rest’ 

                                           
46 These examples were taken from Lébikaza 1999. 
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(240)  Derivations following Rule 22  

*/niɔ-U /  ------>      [nìɰ́ù]  ‘to moisten’ 

/ɲɪɔ-U /  ------>      [ɲɪɯ́̀ʊ]̀  ‘to press’ 

*/seɔ-U /  ------>      [sèɤ́ù]  ‘to lift’ 

/tʃaɔ-U/  ------>      [tʃàɑʊ́̀]  ‘to sit’ 

/lɛɔ-U/   ------>      [lɛʌ̀́ʊ̀] ‘to snatch’ 

/sɛɔ-U/   ------>      [sɛʌ̀́ʊ̀]  ‘to leave a rest’ 

Although this hypothesis is economical, a palatalization rule as a possible 

solution is not motivated in the first place nor is it plausible enough to explain the 

surface forms that are yielded in these examples. Furthermore, the choice of either of /o/ 

and /ɔ/ as the underlying phoneme for all the five elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] is problematic 

because it introduces underlyingly a combination of set 1 vowels and set 2 vowels in the 

root, which is phonologically inappropriate in this language (a shown by the * 

preceding some of the forms in  (239) and  (240)). These points constitute stumbling 

blocks which suggest that either of /o/ and /ɔ/ as the possible underlying phoneme of 

which the elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] would be combinatory variants must be rejected.   

Hypothesis 2: [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] are variants of both /o/ and /ɔ/. 

Under this hypothesis (corresponding to Lébikaza’s solution 1), it is suggested that the 

[-RTR] vocalic elements [ɰ ɤ] and the [+RTR] vocalic elements [ɯ ʌ ɑ] would be matched 

with the phoneme of the same laryngeal specifications as themselves, which are /o/ and /ɔ/, 

respectively. But there are two major shortcomings for this proposed solution. First, the very 

limited distribution of these elements and the fact that they are in complementary distribution 
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give them the characteristics of allophones of a single phoneme. Second, Lébikaza argues that 

it would lead to two phonemes that cannot be phonologically opposed in the environments 

where [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] appear. Therefore, it is concluded that this hypothesis is not satisfactory 

and another solution must be sought. This leads us to Lébikaza’s third hypothesis. 

Hypothesis 3:  Either some abstract element or one of [ɰ], [ɯ], [ɤ], [ʌ], and [ɑ] 

underlies the vocoids [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ]. 

This solution postulated by Lébikaza consists in advocating that the phoneme that 

underlies the elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] is distinct from the back rounded vocalic phonemes by the 

feature [-round] and from the front vocalic phonemes by the feature [+back] (which 

Lébikaza characterized by the French “[-avant]”). This underlying segment would thus be 

either an abstract reality defined as back unrounded vocalic phoneme, which would undergo 

Rule 23 below, or this underlying segment would be one of the five back unrounded vocalic 

elements – say, ‘ɤ’ for instance – which will undergo Rule 24 to derive the five surface 

vocalic elements. In the rules formulated by Lébikaza, which are reproduced below, the 

element  /ɤ/ in Rule 24 stands for either of the five elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] while the use of the 

empty slashes “/ /” in Rule 23 is meant to represent the abstract vocalic element, which could 

also be represented by the following formula: 

     V 

+ back  

 - rd  
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(241) Rule 23 – Lébikaza’s hypothetical Rule 2.a 

/ /  ---------->  [ɰ] / [i] ____ 

   ---------->  [ɯ] / [ɪ] ____ 

    ---------->  [ɤ] / [e] ____ 

    ---------->  [ʌ] / [ɛ] ____ 

    ---------->  [ɑ] / [a] ____ 

 

(242) Rule 24 – Lébikaza’s hypothetical Rule 2.b 

/ɤ/  ---------->  [ɰ] / [i] ____ 

     ---------->  [ɯ] / [ɪ] ____ 

     ---------->  [ɤ] / [e] ____ 

     ---------->  [ʌ] / [ɛ] ____ 

     ---------->  [ɑ] / [a] ____ 

As remarked by Lébikaza, there are problems with both of these rules: Rule 23) 

has the disadvantage of being abstract and Rule 24 that of being arbitrary. Moreover, 

these rules provide very little adequate explanation about why the presumed vocalic 

phoneme would have such a restricted distribution, only appearing in post vocalic 

positions and only after the front vowels. Consequently, this hypothesis is discarded. 

Since none of the language’s vowels has been confirmed to be the underlying 

source of the surface elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ], the hypothesis that is left to explore 
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consists in positing that the entity underlying [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] is none of the vowels but it 

might be one of the consonants or even something else.   

5.2.6.4 The Status of a Phoneme /ɣ/ vis-à-vis the Vocalic Elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] 

Hypothesis 4: A phoneme /ɣ/ underlies the vocalic elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ]. 

The fourth solution proposed by Lébikaza established a direct link between the 

elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] and a phoneme /ɣ/. According to Lébikaza (1999: 54-56), the 

back unrounded vocoids are to be considered as vocalized realizations of a same 

phonological unit, characterized as the semi-vowel /ɣ/ (“la semi-voyelle /ɣ/”) with 

which they share the same characteristic features within the vocalic system, namely the 

features [+back] (“‘arrière’ ([-avant])” ) and [-round] (“‘non-arrondi’ ([-arrondi])”). He 

argued that the semi-vowel /ɣ/ takes the features of the vowel that precedes it. 

Therefore, such a vocalized form appears as a) a back unrounded vowel when the 

preceding vowel is an unrounded front vowel (Rule 25 below) and b) is identical to a 

high back rounded vowel when it follows a back vowel (Rule 26 below). In the context 

a), the resulting vowel has the [+back] feature of the phoneme /ɣ/ but takes on all the 

other features of the preceding vowel. This explains why the resulting vowel is of the 

same aperture and the same [RTR] specification as the front vowel that precedes it. The 

Rule 25, which applies in the context a) also shows how the five surface vocalic 

elements can be derived from the phoneme /ɣ/.  
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(243) Rule 25 – Lébikaza’s Rule 3.a  

/ɣ/ ------> [ɰ] / /i/ ____  

     ------> [ɯ] / /ɪ/ ____ 

     ------> [ɤ] / /e/ ____ 

     ------> [ʌ] / /ɛ/ ____ 

  ------> [ɑ] / /a/ ____ 

(244) Rule 26 – Lébikaza’s Rule 3.b  

/ɣ/ ------> [u] / /u/ ____  

     ------> [ʊ] / /ʊ/ ____ 

     ------> [ʊ] / /ɔ/ ____ 

Lébikaza deemed this solution the one that has the most adequate answer to the 

complex question about the nature of the series of five vocalic elements.  

From the perspective of the current study, this last solution of Lébikaza only 

hints better at the most adequate answer to the complex question raised by the nature of 

the series of the back unrounded vocalic elements. Indeed, the real answer to this 

complex question is contained in the last solution of Lébikaza, which, as the author 

himself pointed out, has the tremendous advantage of explaining the diversity of the 

vocalic elements that represent the morpheme of the Inaccomplished in this language. 

But the problem with his solution lies in the actual nature of the phoneme that is 

reported to underlie the vocalic elements investigated. It is recalled that this alleged 

phoneme /ɣ/ that was initially reported in the work of Delord (1976) and appeared in 
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the subsequent studies was not found in Kabiye under the current study. Therefore, a 

better solution is still needed for the underlying entity of the back unrounded vowels. 

This solution, which provides a more adequate explanation but was not entertained by 

previous researchers, including Lébikaza, is presented next in hypothesis 5.  

5.2.6.5 The Existence of a Vocalic Archiphoneme /K/ in Kabiye 

Hypothesis 5: An archiphoneme in Kabiye underlies the back unrounded vowels  

The answer pursued in the current study is the hypothesis of the existence of a 

vocalic archiphoneme in Kabiye, which is the underlying entity of the back unrounded 

vocoids [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] and some of the surface back rounded vocoids [u ʊ]. This 

archiphoneme, represents an underspecified segment that is underlyingly [-consonantal, 

+back, -round], but underspecified for height and [RTR] features. This underlying 

segment is identified as an archiphoneme due to its underspecified nature in the 

language. The elements [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] have in common the fact that they are vocalic and 

carry the features [-consonantal, +back, -round]. All of their other features are 

predictable on the basis of the preceding vowel. And likewise, the other vocalic 

elements [u ʊ] of the Inaccomplished aspect carry the features [-consonantal, +back, 

+round]. It appears that all the elements of the Inaccomplished, which include the 

second elements of diphthongs [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] and some [u ʊ], are partially predictable. It 

is therefore argued here that these segments all derive from this underspecified segment 

identified as archiphoneme /K/ (or simply “Big K”). It can be said that deriving from 

the vocalic archiphoneme and the front vowels, the back unrounded vocoids [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ 
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ɑ] have unique features as [- round] and [+back], among the other back vocoids, which 

are all both [+round] and [+back]. Their unique features have kept them from being 

confused by the previous researchers with any of the other vocoids in the vocalic 

system. 

Under this analysis, /K/ is a vocalic archiphoneme that carries only three 

features and takes the rest of its features from the preceding vowel. The vocalic 

archiphoneme is defined as follows:   

 

       V 

     +back 

/K/ =    - rd   

    - cons    

Hence, after the unrounded front vowels /i ɪ e ɛ a/, it is realized as the back 

unrounded vowels [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] and after the rounded back vowels /o ɔ u ʊ/, it is 

realized as the rounded back vowels [u ʊ]. The latter realizations [u ʊ] of the 

archiphoneme /K/ thus completely overlap with the realizations [u ʊ] of the back 

rounded phonemes vowels /u ʊ/.  

This solution was already hinted at in Lébikaza’s hypotheses 3 and 4. Lébikaza, 

unlike any other author, has the merit of establishing a link between the back unrounded 

vocoids [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] and some of the surface back rounded vocoids [u ʊ], as deriving all 

from a same underlying segment, which represents the morpheme of the Inaccomplished 

in this language. However, Lébikaza’s solution, which is presented above as hypothesis 
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4, needed improvement in the explanation, to pinpoint the true nature of this underlying 

segment as an archiphoneme. All these vocoids, therefore, derive from the archiphoneme 

through the application of a single rule, formulated in  (245).  

(245) Rule 27 – Rule deriving the vocalic elements that represent the vocalic 

archiphoneme  

   [ɰ] / /i/ ____  

       [ɯ] / /ɪ/ ____ 

       [ɤ] / /e/ ____ 

   [ʌ] / /ɛ/ ____ 

/K/ ------>  [ɑ] / /a/ ____ 

   [u] / /u/ ____  

   [ʊ] / /ʊ/ ____ 

   [ʊ] / /ɔ/ ____ 

   [u] / /o/ ____   

Rule 27 collapses Rule 25 and Rule 26 reported from Lébikaza 1999, but for the 

sake of completeness, Rule 27 is improved to also include the environment after the 

phoneme /o/, which was not considered in Rule 26 (Rule 3.b of Lébikaza).     

The current study largely credits to the studies by Lébikaza the further 

understanding that some of the rounded vocoids [u ʊ] also derive from the 

archiphoneme (similar to Lébikaza’s /ɣ/) and the back vowels /o ɔ u ʊ/. But the 
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understanding of the origin of the vocalic archiphoneme can be found in the diachronic 

analysis of “/ɣ/” by Delord (1976: 445-452).  

A full understanding of the origin of the vocalic archiphoneme in contemporary 

Kabiye is found in the body of the linguistic studies on this language, but especially in 

the brief diachronic analysis included as annex in Delord 1976. This document 

examines some Kabiye data of 1854’s listed in an article by Koelle entitled Polyglotta 

Africana, the first work ever found on this language. After comparing these earlier 

forms to those of today’s Kabiye, Delord determined that some post vocalic [k]’s in 

general and particularly in the suffixes47 –kʊ (2nd Genre noun class suffix) and –ka (4th 

Genre noun class suffix) started to soften in earlier dialectal forms of Kabiye. 

Nonetheless, he notices that the fourth Genre noun class suffix remained –ka in some of 

the substantives here and there without any apparent reason as examplified by [pɪʤ́ɪḱá] 

‘scorpion’ and [kùbùká] ‘a loud cry’. In post vocalic positions, [k] first softened to [ᴚ]48 

and later, to a hardly perceptible [ɣ] (“puis en un [ɣ] à peine perceptible”)49. Delord 

further stresses:  

… ce [ɣ] est très peu sensible à l’oreille, si bien qu’il n’a été noté par 

Koelle que comme un allongement de la voyelle précédente. […] Ces 

modifications du phonème /ɣ/ sont d’ordre général; mais dans la 

                                           
47 –kʊ and –ka correspond to the Singular Class-3 of Type-2 (3SgT2) and the Singular Class-7 of Type-4 

(7SgT4), respectively, in the current research (see Table  1.1, in § 1.3.3). 

48 Read either [ᴚ] or [ʁ]; the author used both notations. 

49 Lébikaza also mentions a similar vocalization process with the “labial-velar glide [w]” when it forms a 

diphthong with a preceding vowel (Lébikaza 1999: 127). 
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conjugaison, /ɣ/ est maintenant di�cile à cerner. C’est pourquoi les 

transcriptions anciennes et actuelles hésitent (Delord 1976: 450 – 451)50.  

It must be emphasized that though Delord’s 1976 consonant system includes a 

phoneme /ɣ/ that is described as a “velar fricative,” Delord himself pointed out how this 

segment is hardly perceptible to the ear and how it was recorded by Koelle as a vowel.   

Lébikaza too noted the following about the segment [ɣ], which he analyzed as 

the velar approximant phoneme /ɣ/: 

La vélaire a beaucoup plus les caractéristiques d’une voyelle dans la 

mesure où elle est presque toujours vocalisée, ce qui ne lui permet pas 

d’apparaître en position d’attaque consonantique. Le trait vocalique très 

prononcé de la vélaire est lié au fait qu’elle résulte d’un processus 

d’adoucissement de l’occlusive vélaire qui a eu lieu uniquement en 

position postvocalique (Lébikaza 1999: 123 and footnote 9)51. 

Delord’s diachronic study has shed light on the origin of today’s proposed 

archiphoneme. Although it is still not clear if the postvocalic [k]’s that underwent the 

change belonged to a different phoneme from the phoneme /k/ that still exists in the 

language today, it is reasonable to believe that the softening of the segment underlying 

those postvocalic [k]’s has continued. The current vocalic archiphoneme /K/ can be 

                                           
50 “This [ɣ] is very little sensible to the ear, so that it was noted by Koelle only as the lengthening of the 

preceding vowel. […] These modifications of the phoneme /ɣ/ are from a general order; but in the verb 

conjugation, /ɣ/ is now difficult to discern. That is the reason why old and current transcriptions are 

hesitant.” 

51 “…the velar sound [understand [ɣ]] has more of the characteristics of a vowel insofar as it is almost 

always vocalized, which does not allow it to appear in onset consonant position. The very prominent 

vocalic feature of the velar sound is due to the fact it derives from a softening process of the velar stop 

[understand [k]], which took place only in post vocalic position.” 
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connected to the former phoneme “/ɣ/,” which Delord shows to have evolved from 

some postvocalic [k]s in general, but particularly in the suffixes –kʊ and –ka (of Class-3 

(3SgT2) and Class-7 (7SgT4) nouns, respectively; see Table  1.1). It is to believe that 

during its phenomenal transformation, the contemporary vocalic archiphoneme may 

have transitioned through a segment [ɣ], as initially reported in Delord’s work (at least 

in some parts of the language), that is no longer reflected in the language of today. It 

has further undergone vocalization, losing all of its consonantal features in the process 

and is now an underspecified segment with only the features [-consonantal, +back, -

round]. There is even reason to believe that its vocalization and underspecified nature 

were already advanced in the 1850’s as evidenced by the notations of Koelle 1854 that 

testifies to its vocalic nature and also to some of its features being identical to those of 

the vowel that it follows.  

As regards the notation for this archiphoneme, /K/ is proposed since the choice 

of the gamma /ɣ/ can be argued to be somewhat problematic for many reasons. First and 

foremost, the symbol [ɣ] represents a phonetic segment that already has specific and 

clear articulatory characteristics in the IPA notation that the archiphoneme today no 

longer meets. Hence, choosing [ɣ] encourages needless confusion. The early fricativized 

[k] that was represented by [ᴚ] or [ʁ] and seen as the phoneme /ɣ/ by Delord has further 

softened into a vocalic archiphoneme. This would explains why Roberts’ works (2002, 

2003) do not include a phoneme /ɣ/, caution the sound [ɣ] in the existing analyses, and 

use “ɣ” only as “the orthographic symbol ɣ.” Such is an attitude with which the current 
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study also struggled until the diachronic analysis of Delord shed significant light on this 

controversial /ɣ/ that is now understood as a vocalic archiphoneme.  

The archiphoneme hypothesis has the advantage of explaining many facts about 

this mysterious phoneme that has raised controversy among the researchers and also 

about the vocalic system of Kabiye as whole. The understanding of the vocalic nature of 

the archiphoneme /K/ under the new analysis better explains why this segment (or its 

phonetic realizations) assumes vowel-like functions within the language. For instance, it 

can now be understood:  

- why the surface elements that represent the archiphoneme bear tone like vowels 

in this language; 

- why the surface elements derived from the archiphoneme seem to be found only 

after the front vowels  /i ɪ e ɛ a/; 

- why the surface elements derived from the archiphoneme are each of the same 

laryngeal ([RTR]) specifications as the vowel that precedes each of them; 

- why each of these surface elements representing the archiphoneme can by itself 

also represent a meaningful suffix, such as the suffix marking the 

Inaccomplished aspect and why the surface forms of the latter are so diverse.  

- that the vocalic archiphoneme may be being further subjected to other rules that 

govern vowels in the language, among which vowel harmonies are noteworthy. 

This point seems to explain how the forms in the second column in Table  5.11 

(page 216) could also come to be pronounced by some speakers with the long 
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back unrounded vowels as in the third column. It could be interpreted as a 

further vowel harmony case, whereby the underlying front vowels, in turn, 

assimilate to the features of the surface-level elements of the archiphoneme. 

However, these forms could also be rather prefiguring a new set of contrastive 

vowels that are in turn evolving, in parts of the language, from the phonetically 

distinct back unrounded realizations [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ] of the archiphoneme. On the 

other hand, the occurrence in the second column of Table  5.11 of the vocalic 

elements that represent the archiphoneme in free variation with the 

phonologically distinctive long front vowels in the first column can be explained 

in a different way. It is a free variation where we deal with realizations of 

different phonemes in the same context without a change of meaning: the 

phonemes /ii ɪɪ ee ɛɛ aa/ in the first column and the vocalic archiphoneme /K/ in 

the second column.     

Finally, it is also understood where the quite mysterious segment /ɣ/ appearing 

in all the literature and the orthography of Kabiye comes from despite no clear segment 

[ɣ] found in Kabiye.  

5.3 Conclusion of the Revised Vocalic Phonology  

This phonological analysis of vowels has shown that from the phonetic inventory 

presented at the beginning of this research, which includes up to 55 vocoids, 19 vowels 

are attested at the phonological level. These include nine short vowels /i/ /ɪ/ /u/ /ʊ/ /e/ /ɛ/ 

/o/ /ɔ/ /a/, nine long vowels /ii/ /ɪɪ/ /uu/ /ʊʊ/ /ee/ /ɛɛ/ /oo/ /ɔɔ/ /aa/, and a vocalic 
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archiphoneme /K/, an underspecified segment with only three features [-consonantal, 

+back, -round], which underlies many of the vocoids. The Revised Vocalic System is 

presented in Table  5.12.  
 

Table     5.12 Revised Inventory of Kabiye Vocalic Phonemes 

 Set 1: [-RTR] 
Vocalic 
Archi- 

phoneme 
Set 2: [+RTR] 

FRONT BACK FRONT BACK 

SHORT LONG SHORT LONG  SHORT LONG SHORT LONG 

HIGH I ii u uu ɪ ɪɪ ʊ ʊʊ 
MID E ee o oo ɛ ɛɛ ɔ ɔɔ 
LOW  a aa      

 K  

The contrastive vowel system appearing in Table  5.12 exploits two superposed 

sets of phonemes and a vocalic archiphoneme that evolved historically from a post 

vocalic [k] of some suffixes. The two sets of phonemes, which are only differentiated by 

laryngeal features, constitute nine pairs in that regard, except the two low vowels, which 

are of the same laryngeal specification. The set 1 vowels, traditionally known as [+ATR] 

vowels, which lack constriction and retraction of tongue root in their articulation, are now 

identified as [-CONSTR] or [-RTR] vowels. The set 2 vowels, corresponding to the 

traditional [-ATR] vowels, which have been shown by recent studies to be produced with 

pharyngeal constriction and Retraction of Tongue Root ([RTR]) are revised as 

[+CONSTR] or [+RTR] vowels. The two low vowels belong both to set 2. The vowels 

of both sets constitute together pairs of nine vowel qualities occurring as short and long. 
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A vowel formant plot in Bark, of the core nine vowel qualities, based on three 

repetitions of each vowel, shows the location of these vowels in the acoustic space. The 

archiphoneme is omitted from the plot since no one of its allophonic instances can fully 

represent the underlying segment.  

 

 
 

Figure     5.7 Formant Plot of Kabiye Short Vowels in Bark 

At the surface level, the phonetically distinct realizations of this dual 

phonological system merge into a perfectly symmetrical system of 18 short vocoids (or 

monophthongs) that contrast front versus back. Among these are the realizations of the 
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underspecified archiphoneme /K/, which occurs only in post vocalic positions, where its 

surface realizations receive their other features from the preceding vowel. The 

realizations of the archiphoneme occurring after the unrounded front phonemes /i ɪ e ɛ 

a/ or /ii ɪɪ ee ɛɛ aa/, are the back unrounded vocoids [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ], respectively. Although 

they share many of the features of the front vowels that precede them, their common 

archiphonemic feature [+back], which differentiates them at the same time from these 

front phonemes, makes them phonetically distinct from any other vocoids in this 

system. But the other realizations of the archiphoneme – namely [u] after the back 

rounded phonemes /u o/ or /uu oo/ and [ʊ] after /ʊ ɔ/ or /ʊʊ ɔɔ/ – merge phonetically 

with the identical realizations [u] and [ʊ] of the back rounded phonemes /u uu/ and /ʊ 

ʊʊ/, respectively. The front rounded vocoids [y Y ø œ], on the other hand, derive from 

the back rounded phonemes /u ʊ o ɔ/, respectively, through a palatalization process.  

Most of the short vocoids (or monophthongs) can combine into surface-level 

diphthongs, which may be in fact separated by a glide or a morphological boundary. 

The phonetic realizations of the archiphoneme in the contexts after the front phonemes 

and after the non-high back phonemes, in combination with a (morpho-)phonological 

process that shortens long vowels at morpheme boundary in non-final position (Vowel 

Shortening rule or VS-rule), produce various surface diphthongs. Similarly, under the 

effect of the VS-rule, the realizations of the contrastive short and long vowels occurring 

in sequences of non-identical vowels result in surface-level diphthongs. Only the 

derived vocoids [y Y ø œ] do not enter diphthongization, as opposed to the back 
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unrounded vocalic sounds [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ ɑ], which happen to be the only vocoids always 

found in diphthongs (as second element) because of their realizations, which are 

phonetically distinct. Thus, three types of surface-level diphthongs emerge: the 

diphthongs in first type glide toward an unrounded back vowel; the ones in the second 

type glide toward a rounded high back vowel; whereas those in the third type glide 

toward an unrounded high front vowel.  

However, surface-level long vocoids or even extra long vocoids can also arise 

that are not attested at the phonological level, when identical phonemes occur in 

sequences. Similar to the case of diphthongs, these long and extra long vocoids are 

always separated by a morphological boundary. Most often, however, extra long 

vocoids result from an indefinite lengthening inherent to ideophones, which constitute a 

class of words known to often follow a different phonology than the rest of word 

classes in the language. Therefore, the extra long vocoids are only attested at the 

phonetic level.  
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CHAPTER 6 

ACOUSTIC DESCRIPTION AND PHONOLOGICAL OVERVIEW OF TONE 

6.1 Introduction  

As attested in many studies (Beckman and Pierrehumbert 1986, Connell 1990, 

Snider 1998, and others), the acoustic analysis framework provides a means for 

observing and describing the physicality of phonological events manifested phonetically 

in language use. Hence, there appears to be a fine line between phonology and 

phonetics, and from the perspective of the interface between these subfields of 

linguistics, we need to separate those processes that are clearly categorical 

(phonological) from those that are more gradient (phonetic). However, both subfields 

complement each other in that phonetics can inform phonology and phonetic 

investigation of phonological events often result in a better understanding of their 

nature.  

The importance of a phonetic component in the study of Kabiye tone follows not 

only from documentational reasons but also from the fact that acoustic study of tone can 

inform us about the phonological properties of this language. Indeed, tone manifested in 

context possesses sometimes trajectories that differ from its underlying form, as occurs 

when there is downstep, downdrift, declination. Therefore, a given word’s tones vary 

depending on the tone of what precedes or what follows it. This analysis of tone will 
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therefore endeavor to describe tone as it is manifested in language use. The initial 

succinct acoustic study that is presented is aimed at determining the basic characteristics 

of the physical manifestations of tone. Subsequently, the phonological analysis will 

uncover the underlying nature of the surface-level tones.         

6.2 Acoustic Overview of Tone    

This section explores the physical properties of tone through an instrumental 

investigation of the basic pitch trajectories of the basic tones occurring in the language. 

The fundamental frequencies, correlates of tone, are also determined.    

6.2.1 Physical Nature of Tone  

The acoustic investigation of tone reveals that the high tone and the low tone 

manifest different pitch trajectories and there are variations from speaker to speaker. 

The pitch tracks and the F₀ values are presented in this section. 

From observation of the trajectories of the pitch, a few notes are in order. The 

pitch tracks quite consistently appear with some disturbance at the syllable onset and the 

offset, respectively, a generally upward movement (short rise) at onset and a fall with 

instability at offset. Such perturbations are more noticeable in some pitch tracks than 

others. It is seen in Figure     6.1, for instance, a very pronounced downward movement at 

the end of the pitch tracks, which yields a falling contour at odds to the general course 

of the tracks for a high tone. Since such disturbances consistently appear at the edges of 

the vowels, it is argued that they are artifactual and not part of the pitch trajectory, but 

instead are due to the coarticulation influences of the preceding consonant and to the 
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final effect or artifacts at the end of the word (loss of subglottal air). Besides, in 

considering the overall fundamental frequency measurements for speakers in the current 

project, the F₀ values are unexpectedly higher than what would be considered normal 

for male speakers (Hartmut and Anders 1995 and Hartmut 1995). These unusually high 

F₀ values may be due to the socio-phonetic effect of “projected,” over-articulated voice 

of the speakers during data elicitation, which caused their fundamental frequency to be 

realized at a level higher than would be normal in conversation. Three observations 

have led to this conclusion: first, the pitch settings in PRAAT were checked to see if 

they corresponded to expected values of the pitch range; second, using the zero crossing 

point as a criterion, the duration of ten periods of the wave form were determined, 

which allowed the frequency to be calculated; and third, the minimum and maximum 

values in semitones were checked to see if they corresponded to one octave (which 

equals 12 semitones), the natural pitch range of the voice. The high F₀ values, however, 

were not found to have any bearing on the pitch trajectory.  

6.2.1.1 The F₀ trajectory of the High Tone and the Low Tone  

In this investigation of the acoustic nature of tone, which distinguishes between 

tone (high tone and low tone) on short vowels and on long vowels, there were variable 

pitches for high tones and low tones, but representative examples are shown for 

illustration. The F₀ values of low tones and high tones were extracted and the pitch 

tracks plotted.  
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Figure     6.1 displays the extracted pitch tracks of a high tone on a short vowel in 

three repetitions of the word [tú] ‘elephant’ produced by speaker 1. In the first 

repetition, which is highlighted, it can be seen that the trajectory of the pitch tracks of 

the high tone (H) on a monosyllable uttered in isolation shows a slight rise from the 

onset to the offset. 

 

 

Figure     6.1 Pitch tracks of the high tone [H] on the short vowel [u] in [tú] ‘elephant’ 

Figure     6.2 shows the pitch tracks of the [HH] tone sequence on the word [tʃɪɪ́]́ 

‘tear-IMP’, also from speaker 1 (SPK1).   

 

 

Figure     6.2 Pitch tracks of the [HH] tones on the long vowel [ɪɪ] in [tʃɪɪ́]́ ‘tear-IMP’ 
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The pitch track of consecutive high tones ([HH]) on a long vowel (Figure     6.2) 

has the same general appearance as the pitch track of [H] tone on a short vowel, with 

the only visible difference being a significantly longer duration. It can be seen from 

the selected repetition in Figure     6.2 that the pitch tracks also show a slight rise at the 

onset and a slight fall at the offset.  

The F₀ values of the [H] and the [HH] at vowel onset, at mid-vowel, and at 

vowel offset are comparable (mean values for three repetitions given here). The pitch 

track of the high tone [H] of SPK1 in Figure  6.1 originates at a mean value of about 

174 Hz, and rises steadily to an F₀ of 185 Hz before it falls to 154 Hz. The F₀ of the 

pitch tracks of the [HH] of the same speaker (Figure     6.2) was measured at 162 Hz at 

vowel onset. It rose to a maximum value of 170 Hz and fell to 160 Hz. A similar 

pattern is observed with the fundamental frequency of the other speakers in this 

research, who tend to have a higher F₀ than SPK1. The F₀ of the pitch tracks of the 

[H] of speaker 2 (SPK2) for example, was 200 Hz at onset, around a maximum of 220 

Hz at mid-vowel, and at a low value of 198 Hz at vowel offset. The F₀ of his [HH] 

tones was 194 Hz at onset and 208 Hz at vowel offset, after a maximum of 214 Hz. 

For all the speakers, the [H] tone was realized between the values of 184 Hz at onset 

and 227 Hz at offset, with a maximum value of 242 Hz. Their [HH] tones values were 

209 Hz at onset and 216 Hz at offset through a maximum value of 223 Hz. In general, 

the variation of the [H] and the [HH] in regard to F₀ values does not differ 

significantly. 
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The pitch tracks of a low tone on a short vowel are shown in Figure     6.3 below.  

    

 

Figure  6.3 Pitch tracks of the [L] tone on the short vowel [ʊ] in [ʈʊ]̀ ‘bite-IMP’  

The trajectory of the pitch tracks of the low tone [L] on a short vowel is 

manifested with a pitch track opposite to that of the high tone. Appearing in Figure     6.3 

are the pitch tracks of a [L] tone on the vowel [ʊ] produced by SPK1 in the imperative 

form of the word [ʈʊ]̀ ‘bite’. The [L] tone trajectory shows a fall from onset to offset. 

The fall in the tracks is steady at the beginning and steeper toward the end.  

On a long vowel, the pitch tracks of the [LL] tones, shown in Figure  6.4, have a 

general trajectory that is similar to the single low tone.     
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 (a) 

 

 
 (b) 

Figure     6.4 The Pitch tracks of the low tones [LL] on the long vowel [uu] demonstrate a 

lesser slope in (a) and a more abrupt fall in (b) for [tùù] ‘crawl-IMP’ 

 

The general trajectory of the pitch tracks of the [LL] tones on a long vowel show 

a steady fall, illustrated with the imperative form for ‘crawl’ in Figure  6.4 (for two 

speakers). However, the general falling trajectory of the pitch tracks of the [LL] tones 

varies depending on the speaker. For the majority of the speakers in the study, the fall 
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in the pitch tracks has an abrupt downward slope as illustrated by the pitch trajectory of 

speaker 5 (SPK5) in Figure  6.4 (a), whereas for a few other speakers, e.g. speaker 6 

(SPK6) in Figure  6.4 (b), the fall is less steep. It is also noticeable that the slope of the 

pitch tracks of the [LL] tones is greater for SPK5 than for SPK6. The pitch tracks of 

speaker 2 (SPK2, not shown), presented an unusually small fall, with an almost level 

appearance. Moreover, though the long vowels were produced with variable duration by 

the speakers, the timing of the long vowels in ‘crawl’ by SPK2 was noticeably longer 

than other speakers. SPK2, therefore, can be considered an idiosyncratic pattern, 

deviating from the norm of the rest of the subjects.  

The [LL] on a long vowel was determined to be produced at higher frequency 

values than the [L] on a short vowel. The mean value of the [L] tone’s F₀ for SPK6 (Figure 

 6.3) was determined to originate around 195 Hz. It then rose to about 202 Hz and fell to as 

low as 166 Hz. For all the subjects, the [L] tone’s pitch tracks originated around 175 Hz 

and fell below 123 Hz after a light rise at 187 Hz. For the [LL] tones on the long vowels, 

SPK5’s repetitions (Figure  6.4 (a)) originated at an value F₀ of 219 Hz and fell around a 

value of 140 Hz at vowel offset. The mean values of the repetitions at onset, at mid-vowel 

and at vowel offset for all subjects were 175 Hz, 123 Hz, and 187 Hz, respectively.  

There did not appear to be variation of any significance in the beginning F₀ 

values of the low tones and the high tones, but the generalization to note is that low 

tone trajectories are falling to the lowest point in the syllable, whereas high tones 

demonstrated a nearly level trajectory. 
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We next examine the pitch tracks of the [HL] and the [LH] to determine their 

physical nature and their acoustic characteristics. 

6.2.1.2 Trajectory and Fundamental Frequency of the High-Low and the Low-High 

Tone Sequences   

There are succession of pitches in Kabiye, which may be regarded as sequences 

of High-Low (HL) and Low-High (LH), realized phonetically on long syllables, i.e., 

long vowels, consecutive vowels, or consecutive nasals in syllable peak and coda 

positions. In this sequence of pitches on consecutive or long Tone Bearing Units 

(TBUs), the first part is aligned with the first TBU and the second part with the second 

TBU. The autosegmental understanding of contour tones as combinations of H and L 

tones can nicely account for these features. 

To determine the trajectory of HL, pitch tracks of three repetitions of the word 

[ɲɔt̀ʊ́ʊ]̀ ‘to connect’ were extracted. This two-syllable-word ends in a surface-level long 

vowel that is associated with HL in the second syllable (cf. the selection in the first 

repetition in Figure  6.5).  

 

 

Figure     6.5 Pitch tracks of the high-low [HL] tone sequence on a long vowel [ʊʊ] in 
[ɲɔt̀ʊʊ́]̀ ‘connect-INF’ 
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For the three repetitions shown in Figure  6.5, the pitch tracks of the long vowel 

start high and fall very low, with a slow fall in the first half of the long vowel and a 

much steeper fall in the second half of the long vowel. It should also be noticed that the 

pitch tracks do not show a rise at onset before they fall, nor do they fail to fall 

anywhere in the second half of the vowel. The trajectory of the [HL] is unlike the one 

observed in the rise of the pitch tracks of the low-high tone sequence (cf. Figure  6.6). 

 

 

Figure     6.6 Pitch tracks of the low-high [LH] tone sequence on a long vowel [ʊʊ] in the 

word [tàǹdʊ̀ʊ]́ ‘beard’ 

The pitch track of the [LH] sequence on the final long vowel (see selection in 

the second syllable of the first repetition in Figure  6.6) rises progressively through the 

course of the vowel to a slightly higher position at the end. The rise, which starts from 

the origin, is slower in the first half of the vowel in each of the three repetitions. In 

addition, it can be observed that [LH] does not have the inverted trajectory of the [HL] 

shown in Figure  6.5, but the fall in the second half of [HL] is steeper than the rise in the 

second half of [LH]. Ergo, one might say the low falls more than the high rises. 
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It can be concluded that the trajectory of [LH] and [HL] does not exactly equal a 

sequence of a H tone and then a L tone. While the [LH] does approximate a rising 

contour, it rises only slightly. Analogously, the [LH] and the [HL] tones do not have 

inverted trajectory, the one from the other, as corroborated by the F₀ tracks. 

The fundamental frequency of the pitch of the [HL] and of the [LH] was 

measured for all the subjects. For the [HL] of SPK4 in Figure  6.5, the mean F₀ of the 

three repetitions was determined to be 249 Hz at the onset and at 151 Hz at the offset. 

For all seven speakers, the F₀ of the [HL] pitch track began between 343 Hz and 159 

Hz and fell between 163 Hz and 91 Hz. The mean pitch F₀ of SPK3 for the [LH] 

(Figure  6.6) was determined at onset of the long vowel at 164 Hz and at offset at 184 

Hz. For all seven speakers, F₀ of the [LH] pitch track originated between 140 Hz and 

187 Hz and rose to 245 Hz for the lowest value and 343 Hz for the highest.   

This acoustic investigation has allowed us to determine the physical 

characteristics of tones, especially the trajectory of their pitch tracks and the 

fundamental frequencies at which they are produced. The examination of F₀ values 

reveals that the high tone and the low tone manifest pitch trajectories systematically 

incongruous to the names HIGH and LOW, and there was also variation within these 

two patterns. Generally, the pitch trajectory of the high tone manifests a rise whereas 

the one of the low tone manifests a fall. Though the pitch trajectory of the high tone or 

the low is similar for all the speakers, it also varies slightly from speaker to speaker. 

From F₀ measurements, it is apparent that not only is there intra-speaker variation for 
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[H] tones and for [L] tones but there is also inter-speaker variation as well. The pitch 

tracks of the [LH] and [HL] tones are not manifested by a rise followed by a fall and a 

fall followed by a rise, respectively, nor do they have mirror-image trajectories. It can 

also be deduced from the pitch trajectories and F₀ measurements that what the grammar 

characterizes as a H tone, a L tone, HL tones or LH tones is acoustically relative in that 

they have varied  trajectories and cover a range of acoustic adjustments for the same 

speaker and across speakers.  

Nevertheless, all the speakers were targeting only one phonological category for 

each type of tone during the production of their instances of [H], [L], [HL], and [LH] 

tones. The following discussion will turn from surface-level tones manifested in words 

to a phonological analysis of these instances as attested in the underlying system of 

Kabiye tone. 

6.3 Phonological Analysis of Tone  

This phonological analysis seeks to determine the underlying tones that are 

manifested in the acoustic data. These include the distinctive and the lexical tones of the 

main Kabiye morphemes (verb roots, noun roots and affixes). The main tonal alterations 

that occur in morphemes combinations into lexical items are also discussed. 

6.3.1 Distinctive Tones and the Tone-Bearing Unit 

In order to address the question as to what underlying tonal categories there are, 

the study needs to identify among the inventoried tones that were described earlier in 

the acoustic overview, the ones that are distinctive. In doing so, the study must also 
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seek to find out if the tones manifested acoustically as [H], [L], [HL], and [LH] match 

systematically with some corresponding underlying high, low, high-low, and low-high 

categories, respectively or if some of the surface tones belong to different underlyingly 

categories. But before looking at the tone itself, it is important to clarify first what 

qualifies as TBU is in this language.  

6.3.1.1 The Tone-Bearing Unit  

The current study agrees with earlier researchers on Kabiye (such as Lébikaza 

(1999), Kassan (1996), Roberts (2002), and others), who are unanimous in arguing that 

the mora is the Tone-Bearing Unit (TBU). However, which segments exactly qualify as 

TBUs in the language is controversial, and the view of the current study on that more 

specific matter is slightly different from theirs. 

In Kabiye, segments occurring in syllable peak and syllable coda positions bear 

tone (T). As borne out in previous studies (Ladefoged 1975: 224, Hyman 1975: 232), 

the short syllable corresponds to one mora and the long syllable to two morae. Syllable 

peak and syllable coda segments in Kabiye, therefore, count each a mora. Though the 

researchers are in agreement that the TBU in Kabiye is not just the vowel, various other 

segments have been attributed tone bearing function in certain contexts in previous 

studies: [m], [ŋ], [w], [j], and [ɣ], in syllable coda position (Lébikaza 1999, but not [j] 

in Delord 1976), [m], [n], [ŋ], and [ɲ], before a consonant (Lébikaza 1999, Roberts 

2003b).  
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The findings of the current study disagree with coda glides, but expand the list 

of nasals that qualify as TBUs in pre-consonantal positions. Following in the steps of 

Roberts, the current study treats other researchers’ syllable coda [w], [j], and [ɣ] as 

vowels (see arguments about syllable structure in § 1.3.4, and analysis of vowels in 

§ 5.2). With respect to nasals, it is argued that all the nasals occurring in pre-consonantal 

position function as syllable peaks and are TBUs in this position. This includes not only 

[m], [n], [ŋ], and [ɲ], but also [ɳ], [ɱ], and [ŋ͡m]. This position aligns with the analysis 

of nasals in § 4.3.3, which has shown that all the nasals manifested at the surface-level 

can occur in pre-consonantal position. This study, however, agrees with all previous 

studies by positing [m] and [ŋ] as the only nasals found in word-final position where 

they are also TBUs. Beside vowels and nasals, one can also add [r], which can occupy 

syllable peak or coda positions in ideophones. Examples  (246) –  (248) provide an 

illustration of TBUs that are vowels, nasals, and rhotics (in ideophones), respectively.  

(246)  
a. [tʊ̀mɪj́ɛ]̀ ‘the work’  
b. [sɔɔ̀j́ɛ]̀ ‘mortar’ 
c. [pɪs̀àʊ́] ‘cloth’ 

(247)  
a. [sɔɔ̀ń̀dʊ]̀ ‘fear’ 
b. [sàḿtʊ]̀ ‘praises’  
c. [jòḿ] ‘slave’ 
d. [sɔŋ́]̀ ‘a bad smell’  

e. [ŋg̀ùlímìjé] ‘fist’  

f. [ŋ̀͡mɡ͡bám̀] ‘termite’ 

g. [m̀bɔm̀̀] ‘cassava’  
h. [m̀-màbá] ‘you beat’  
i. [ɳ-̀ɳ-́ɖɛɛ̀]̀ ‘you would leave’ 
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(248) [kɯ̀rr̀r̀]̀ or [kɯ́rr̀r̀]̀ ‘(very) straight’ 

From a phonetics and phonology interconnection perspective, it can be pointed 

out that the nasals occurring in pre-consonantal positions as syllable peak or syllable 

coda segments are mainly surface manifestations of the nasal archiphoneme /N/. 

Knowing that pre-consonantal positions are usually associated with vocalic positions in 

Kabiye is key in understanding why pre-consonantal nasals can bear tone.  

In sum, the vowel is the fundamental TBU in Kabiye. But all nasals in pre-

consonantal positions as syllable peak and syllable coda and the nasals in word-final 

position also function as TBUs. 

6.3.1.2 Distinctive Tones  

On the surface, Kabiye has both H and L tones, the former marked by an acute 

accent, the latter unmarked. Both HL and LH tonal contours occur in the language, but 

only on CVV syllables. In addition, there is a downstep ('H) phenomenon. Only two 

distinctive tones exist in Kabiye, though more surface tonal heights can be determined 

in the word and in larger syntactic units. To determine the distinctive tones, the surface 

tonal heights occurring in the phonological word are examined, since it can safely be 

assumed that all the distinctive tones will be manifested in this unit.  

Kabiye contrasts only two level tones: the /H/ tone and the /L/ tone, which 

manifest themselves in the word as [H], [L], and a downstepped high tone (Roberts 

2002, Lébikaza 1999) that Lébikaza identifies as [M] or surface-level mid tone. Some 

words manifest only [H] tones  (249), others, only [L] tones  (250). Still other words 
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manifest different pitch levels, which can occur in specific combinations in the word as 

[H] and [L]  (251), [H] and [M]  (252), or [H], [M], and [L]  (253), but no combination of 

[L] and [M] exists. The [M] is shown in the examples by a macron over the vowel. 

(249) [H] words  

a.   [tú] ‘elephant’ 

b.   [kólú] ‘blacksmith’ 

(250) [L] words 

a.   [lì] ‘swallow!’ 

b.   [ɛj̀àbɪj̀ɛ]̀ ‘banana’ 

(251) Words of [H] and [L] combination  

a.   [ɛj̀ʊ]́ ‘person’ 

b.   [k͡pɪńɛ]̀ ‘animal’  

c.   [k͡pèlíŋ]̀ ‘vultures’ 

(252) Words of [H] and [M] combination 

a.   [k͡pɪj́ɪʊ̄]̄ ‘canoe’  

b.   [kílēmā] ‘dried ones’ 

c.   [sómōlā] ‘papayas’  

(253) Words of [H], [M], and [L] combination 

a.   [sɛj́ɪn̄āà] ‘grandchildren’  

b.   [kàǹdɪĺāɑ]̄ ‘(a type of) pea’  

Downstep has been described in Kabiye as related to downdrift, both of which 

occur as a result of a single phenomenon (Lébikaza 1999, and Roberts 2002, 2003a, 

2003b). According to Roberts, downstep and downdrift result from a “lowering of tonal 

register” every time a H tone follows a L tone, with the H tone surfacing on a register 

lower than that of a preceding H. He refers to this phenomenon as “automatic 
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downstep” when it is triggered by an associated tone and as “non-automatic downstep,” 

when it is triggered by a floating tone. Lébikaza points out about this phenomenon, also 

referred to as “HLH plateauing” by Roberts, as always triggered in /HLH/ sequence, 

with the /L/ and the second /H/ realized at the same level as [MM].  

All the words with [M] tone combinations found in the data used for the current 

analysis lend themselves to this understanding of downstep by Roberts and Lébikaza. In 

the forms in  (253) and  (255) above, it is determined that the [M] can always be derived 

from an underlying /L/ occurring between two /H/ tones, in which case it is more 

appropriate to transcribe these forms with downstep as in  (254) and  (255). The 

intervening /L/ between the /H/ tones is determined from the tones of the underlying 

forms in the internal structure of the words, which is also confirmed by singular forms 

of nouns.  

(254)  

a.  /k͡pɪj́ɪ ̀ -Ú/  [k͡pɪ ́!jɪʊ́]́ ‘canoe’  
    canoe   - 3SgT2 

b.  /kÍ-  lèm -á/  [kí!lémá] ‘dried ones’ 
    Adjr dry -Acc 

c.  /zómòl -á/ [só!mólá] ‘papayas’  
     papaya 6PlT3 

(255)    

a.  /sɛj́   -ɪ ̀ -náà/    [sɛ́!jɪńáà] ‘grandchildren’ (cf. [sɛj́ɪ]̀ ‘grandchild’)  
     grandchild    -EpV -2PlT1 

b.  /kàǹdɪĺ -àḰ/  [kàǹdɪ ́!láɑ]́ ‘(a type of) pea’ (cf. [kàǹdɪĺásɪ]̀ ‘(type of) peas’) 
     pea  -7SgT4      
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Following others researchers, including Lébikaza and Roberts, it is concluded 

that the /H/ and the /L/ are the only contrastive tones in Kabiye. The position of these 

underlying tones relative to each other in the word, results into a third surface-level 

pitch, which is phonologically analyzed as a downstepped high tone, though other 

phenomena or tone alterations can rise in units beyond the word. Therefore, this 

analysis has not confirmed the underlying /M/ of Paaluki 1995 nor the /LH/, /HL/, /LL/, 

and /HH/ of Delord 1968, and 1976 (cf. Table  2.12).   

The underlying /H/ and /L/ tones can occur in specific combinations on 

morphemes. Only a few such combinations exist for in each type of morphemes of the 

languages, which constitute their lexical tonal melodies. Hence, roots and affixes in the 

word can have their own lexical tonal melodies. The tonal melodies of noun roots and 

verb roots, and those of noun suffixes are determined next and the derivation of surface 

tones of nuns and verbs shown.  

6.3.1.3 Tone Association Conventions and Tone Rules 

The Autosegmental theory initially proposed in Goldsmith 1976 and further 

developed in others works (Clements and Ford 1979, Pulleyblank 1986 and others) can 

be used to account for the surface realizations of the underlying /H/ and /L/ 

combinations in Kabiye words. It is suggested, along the line of this theory, that in the 

word formation process, Ts on the tonal tier of the morphemes (roots and affixes) of the 

word come to be associated with TBUs on the segmental tier.  
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As Hyman & Ngunga 1994 put it, “One of the major aims of linguistic theory is 

to determine what is universal vs. language-specific within grammatical systems. […] In 

his original Autosegmental theory, for instance, Goldsmith (1976) provided a formalism 

and a set of principles embodying a number of universal claims about how different 

tiers may link to each other.” Hyman & Ngunga summarize the relation of tones to 

TBUs and to each other in Goldsmith (1976) as in  (256): 

(256) Autosegmental tonology (Goldsmith 1976)  

a. Association convention: map free Tones to free TBUs one-to-one, left to right.  

b. Automatic contouring: map any remaining free Tones to the rightmost TBU 

(every Tone must be linked to a TBU).  

c. Automatic spreading: spread the rightmost Tone rightwards onto any remaining 

free TBUs (every TBU must be linked to a T).  

d. Line-crossing constraint: association lines may not cross.” 

But, since Goldsmith’s pioneering work, the four original principles summarized 

in  (256) have been reinterpreted so that the theory can apply to other languages, which 

did not appear to follow all the (arguably) universal principles initially determined by 

Goldsmith. It has been claimed that tones are mapped differently in some languages and 

all languages do not follow the same rules. Therefore, tone association rules have to be 

specified for each language. For instance, it has been shown that there is no automatic 

contouring; instead, contouring, rather than being universal, is a language-specific 

option (Clements & Ford 1979). It has also been shown that there is no automatic 
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spreading; spreading is also a language-specific option (Pulleyblank 1986). In later 

works, it has been argued that “all tonal associations are to be accomplished by 

language-specific rules, rather than by universal convention” (Hyman & Ngunga 1994). 

The tone system of Kabiye appears to also support many of these claims. 

Following in the footsteps of others who have replaced earlier claimed universals 

('automatic contouring', 'automatic spreading') by well-motivated language-specific 

rules, the tone association rules in  (257) are determined to apply in the case of Kabiye.   

(257) Kabiye tone association rules: 

a. Tone association: associate Ts in the melody to the TBUs in their corresponding 

morphemes, left to right, one to one,  

b. No contour constraint: multiple linking of Ts to a TBU is not allowed. 

c. Tone Spreading: spread Ts rightward in the word; if there are any remaining Ts 

unassociated, spread Ts leftward (every T must be unassociated to a TBU).  

d. Well-formedness condition: association lines may not cross. 

e. Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) 

f. Vertical assimilation52: register lowering occurs in a HLH sequence 

g. Downstep: downstep follows a register lowering. 

The left to right mapping of Tones to TBUs (here morae) is shown in  (258).  

                                           
52 Term used by Lébikaza (1999) and Roberts (2002, 2003) to describe this process. 
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(258) Rule 28 – Tone mapping rule (left to right) 

     L H          L  H          L H 

           [µ  µ] --->[µ  µ] --->[µ  µ] 

The no ‘automatic contouring’ constraint in  (257)b disallows multiple linking of 

Ts to a single TBU (at least in the surface form of a word): a T must be linked to only 

one TBU. However, a T may be linked to multiple TBUs. The contour tone 

simplification rule formalized in  (259) applies to repair violations of this constraint. 

(259) Rule 29 – Contour Tone Simplification rule 

    *Ta Tb ------> Ta     Tb 

  = 

     TBU     TBU 

Tone spreading can occur both Left-to-Right and Right-to-Left in Kabiye. Tone 

spreads in the word until it reaches a TBU that is already associated. Some languages 

prefer to apply H Tone Spreading (HTS) and L Tone Spreading (LTS). In Kabiye, both 

the /H/ the /L/ also spread. However, rather than HTS or LTS, most important is the 

directionality of the spreading. Therefore, we formalize in Kabiye tone spreading rules 

in terms of Left-to-Right Spreading  (260) and Right-to-Left Spreading  (261).  

(260) Rule 30 – Left-to-Right Spreading rule (L�R S)  
 

   T 

         µ     µ  
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(261) Rule 31 – Right-to-Left Spreading rule (R � L S)  

         T 

         µ      µ 

Downstep can be caused by an overt L (automatic downstep) or a covert L (non-

automatic downstep): a singly linked L between two Hs delinks and the following H, with 

its lowered register, spreads left onto the toneless TBU. Downstep occurs in Kabiye in 

HLH sequences, when the L is singly linked. Downstep is formalized in  (262): 

(262)  Rule 32 – rule of downstep  

HLH -- ->H LH --- >H L H  
                = 

    µ µ µ        µ µ  µ    µ  µ  µ 

The Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) constrains against adjacent identical 

tones. Kabiye uses merging of adjacent identical Ts to repair OCP violations and this 

process applies whenever it can in the derivation. 

Autosegmental theory, hence, permits three ways in which a morpheme appears 

in the lexicon: as a sequence of segments (a morpheme without underlying tone); as a 

tonal melody without segmental support (a floating tone); or – most commonly – as a 

sequence of segments associated to a tonal melody. In the derivation of nouns and verbs 

in this work, the tone mapping rules in defined  (257) apply in the following order:  

1. Root 

2. (Morpho)phonological changes 
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3. Initial association of Ts in the tonal melody to the TBUs in their corresponding 

morphemes. 

4. Delinking (Contour simplification) 

5. Left-to-Right Spreading (L�R S) of HTS & LTS  

6. Right-to-Left Spreading (R � L S) of HTS & LTS 

7. Merging (OCP repair) 

8. Vertical assimilation (register lowering) 

9. Downstep 

10. --->Surface forms 

Tone derivations are based on two important principles.  

First, a rule that applies in the derivation of a noun must also apply in the 

derivation of all the nouns and verbs, whenever the conditions are met. But in reality, 

the effect of the rule might not be seen.  

Second, the rules always apply in the same order. All the rules are assumed to 

apply in the derivation of each word. However, any step in which the application of a 

given rule has no effect in any of the forms shown will be skipped, as the rule is 

assumed to have applied vacuously.  

6.3.2 Tonal Melodies of Noun Roots  

In Kabiye, given any particular underlying tonal melody that may be associated 

with a noun root, the surface tonal pattern of the noun root is predictable, regardless of 

which class the noun belongs to (and hence, regardless of which suffix is attached to the 

noun root). In the three contexts specified in the methodology (i.e., in isolation, after an 
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H-toned pronoun, and after an L-toned pronoun), it is observed that the surface tones of 

noun roots behaved in five different ways, on the basis of which the underlying tonal 

melodies of noun roots are determined. Examination of the surface tonal patterns of 

nouns in these contexts reveals five groups of noun roots on which four tonal melodies 

are uncovered.   

6.3.2.1 High Melody Noun Roots (/H/ roots)   

The surface form of the nouns in the first group of roots always carry a high 

tone on their roots irrespective of the tonal melody of the suffixes and whether the 

nouns occur in isolation or in included position. The roots in this group are usually 

monosyllabic and may be suffixless or take suffixes with various tonal melodies. The 

singular and plural nouns in  (263) are examples. 

(263)    

IsolationIsolationIsolationIsolation    After L toneAfter L toneAfter L toneAfter L tone    After H toneAfter H toneAfter H toneAfter H tone    Underlying Underlying Underlying Underlying     GlossGlossGlossGloss    

Noun (N)Noun (N)Noun (N)Noun (N)    ////bÀbÀbÀbÀ/ ‘their’/ ‘their’/ ‘their’/ ‘their’    ////ɲÁɲÁɲÁɲÁ/ ‘your’/ ‘your’/ ‘your’/ ‘your’    Noun TonesNoun TonesNoun TonesNoun Tones        

[súù] [pù- zúù] [ɲú- zúù] /sú -Ù/  ‘tail’ 

[súŋ]̀ [pù- zúŋ]̀ [ɲú- zúŋ]̀ /sú - ́Ǹ/  ‘tails’ 

[tú]  [pù- dú] [ɲú- dú] /tú -ø/   ‘elephant’ 

[túŋ]̀  [pù- dúŋ]̀ [ɲú- dúŋ]̀ /tú - ́Ǹ/  ‘elephants’ 

[kɔj́ɛ]̀  [pɔ-̀ gɔj́ɛ]̀ [ɲɔ-́ gɔj́ɛ]̀ /kɔj́ -È/ ‘medicine’ 

[kɔ]́  [pɔ-̀ gɔ]́ [ɲɔ-́ gɔ]́ /kɔj́ -ø/  ‘medicines’ 

[tʊ]́ [pà- dʊ]́ [ɲá- dʊ]́ /tʊ ́-ø/   ‘bee’ 

[tʊ́ŋ]̀ [pà-dʊ́ŋ]̀ [ɲá- dʊ́ŋ]̀ /tʊ ́- ́Ǹ/  ‘bees’ 

For the nouns illustrated by  (263), it is proposed that their roots carry an 

underlying /H/ tone, as witnessed by the surface form of the nouns, which always carry 

a high tone on the roots. The tones of the suffixes, which are attached to the roots as 
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shown in the fourth column, are determined as /L/ for the singular suffixes and /HL/ for 

the plural suffixes. Some of the singular and plural nouns are suffixless (with ø 

representing the zero suffix, which has no underlying tone). The principles and steps of 

derivation determined in the preceding section apply to derive the surface singular and 

plural forms in  (263). Assuming that the underlying tonal melodies of all regular noun 

roots are identical for the singular nouns and their plural counterparts (since both look 

similar), a step by step sample derivations of the forms of ‘elephants’ and ‘tail’ are 

shown in Table  6.1 and Table  6.2, respectively. 

Table     6.1 Derivation of the Plural Form for ‘elephants’ 

Underlying form   H-HL 

  tu-N  

   L-H-HL 

  bU-tu-N  

   H-H-HL 

  ɲU-tu-N   

(Morpho)phonological 

change  

  H-HL 

  tu-ŋ  

   L-H-HL 

  bu-tu-ŋ  

   H-H-HL 

  ɲu-tu-ŋ   

Initial association   H -HL 

 

  [tu ] [ ŋ ]  

    L   -  H -HL 

 

  [pu ] [ d u ] [ ŋ ]   

   H   -    H -HL 

 

 [ɲu ] [ d u ] [ ŋ ]   

Delinking 

(Contour simplification) 

    HHL 

       = 

   t u  ŋ  

    L  HHL 

           = 

  pu d u   ŋ   

   H  HHL 

         = 

 ɲu d u  ŋ   

Merging (OCP repair)  

--->Surface forms 

    HL 

 

   t u ŋ  

    L  HL 

 

  pu d u ŋ   

        H   L 

 

   ɲu d u ŋ   

Transcription  [túŋ]̀ 

‘elephants’  

[pù-dúŋ]̀ 

‘their elephants’ 

[ɲú-dúŋ]̀ 

‘your elephants’ 
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Table  6.2 Derivation of the Singular Form for ‘tail’ 

Underlying form   H-L 

  su-U  

    L-H-L 

  bU-su-U  

   H-H-L 

  ɲU-su-U   

(Morpho)phonological 

change  

 H - L 

  [su][u]  

L-  H -L 

  [pu-[zu][u]  

   H - H  -L 

  [ɲu][zu][u]   

Initial association H  L 
 

  [su][u]  

 L   H  L 
 

  [pu][zu][u]  

    H   H  L 
 

  [ɲu][zu][u]   

Merging (OCP repair)  

 

NA 
 

NA    H   L 
 

 ɲuzuu  

--->Surface forms H L 

 

    suu 

 L HL 

 

   puzuu  

   H   L 

 

 ɲuzuu 

Transcription   [súù] 

 ‘tail’  

 [pù-zúù] 

 ‘their tail’ 

 [ɲú-zúù] 

 ‘your tail’  

Table  6.1 and Table  6.2 show tone association in /H/ root that have /HL/ and /H/ 

melodies on the suffixes, respectively. For the derivation of ‘elephants’, the initial 

association of tone, which proceeds from left to right, dumps an extra tone on the single 

TBU of the suffix, creating a contour on the right edge of the noun, in violation of the 

‘No contour constraint’ in  (257)b; therefore, the Contour Tone Simplification in  (259) 

applies to repair the violation. However, the association also creates sequences of 

identical tones, which triggers OCP repair through merging of the identical tones. The 

tone association in ‘tail’ creates only an OCP violation, which is also repaired by 

merging. In both monosyllabic roots, no tone spreading can be observed. 
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6.3.2.2 Low Melody Noun Roots (/L/ roots) 

This class of noun roots surface with a low tone or low tones on every mora of 

the roots. This tonal pattern is unaltered, whether the nouns occur in isolation or in 

included position after an L-toned morpheme and after an H-toned morpheme.  (264) 

illustrates these nouns.  

(264)   

IsolationIsolationIsolationIsolation    After L toneAfter L toneAfter L toneAfter L tone        After H toneAfter H toneAfter H toneAfter H tone        Underlying Underlying Underlying Underlying     GlossGlossGlossGloss    

Noun (N)Noun (N)Noun (N)Noun (N)    ////bÀbÀbÀbÀ/ ‘their’/ ‘their’/ ‘their’/ ‘their’        ////ɲÁɲÁɲÁɲÁ/ ‘your’/ ‘your’/ ‘your’/ ‘your’        Noun TonesNoun TonesNoun TonesNoun Tones        
[ǹzʊ̀lʊ̀mɪj́ɛ]̀ [pà- ǹzʊ̀lʊ̀mɪj́ɛ]̀ [ɲá- ǹzʊ̀lʊ̀mɪj́ɛ]̀  /Ǹzʊlʊm -́jÈ/ ‘tongue’ 
[ǹzʊ̀lʊ̀má] [pà- ǹzʊ̀lʊ̀má]  [ɲá- ǹzʊ̀lʊ̀má]   /Ǹzʊlʊm -á/ ‘tongues’ 
[pʊ̀dɔd̀ɪj̀ɛ]́   [pà- bʊ̀dɔd̀ɪj̀ɛ]́  [ɲá- bʊ̀dɔd̀ɪj̀ɛ]́  /bʊd̀ɔd -̀jÉ/ ‘pity’ 
[pɪj̀àlʊ]́ [pà- bɪj̀àlʊ]́  [ɲá- bɪj̀àlʊ]́  /bɪj̀al -Ú/ ‘son’ 
[pɪj̀àláà] [pà- bɪj̀àláà]  [ɲá- bɪj̀àláà]  /bɪj̀al -áà/ ‘sons’  
[nèzè] [pè- nèzè]  [ɲé- nèzè]  /nèze -ø/ ‘grandmother’  

[nèzènáà] [pè- nèzènáà]  [ɲé- nèzènáà]  /nèze -náà/  ‘grandmothers’  
[ɛs̀ɪj́ɛ]̀ [pɛ-̀ ɛs̀ɪj́ɛ]̀  [ɲɛ-́ !ɛśɪj́ɛ]̀   /ɛs̀ - ́jÈ/ ‘eye’ 
[ɛs̀á]   [pɛ-̀ ɛs̀á]  [ɲɛ-́ !ɛśá]   /ɛs̀ -á/  ‘eyes’  

It is suggested that the nouns in  (264) are specified for an underlying /L/ tone on 

their roots (/L/ roots). As in the previous case of /H/ roots, some of the nouns in  (264) 

are suffixless, while other nouns have suffixes as shown in the fourth column, the tonal 

melodies of which have been determined as /H/, /HL/, and /LH/. It is argued that the 

fact that the surface tones on the roots are low, irrespective of the tone of the preceding 

prefixes and of the tones of the suffixes, is a clear indication that these roots carry also 

a /L/ tone underlyingly.  

Another piece of evidence supporting the hypothesis of a /L/ tone on the roots in 
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 (264) comes from the downstepped nouns of monomoraic roots, such as ‘eye’ and 

‘eyes’, in the “after High tone” context shown in the third column. The singular and 

plural suffixes on the root for ‘eye’ are /H/ and /HL/, respectively. The addition of an 

H-toned prefix creates the HLH sequence that is a suitable environment for downstep, 

which is witnessed by ‘your eye’ and ‘your eyes’ in the third column, as expected. As 

seen, the underlying /L/ melody maps onto monosyllabic as wells as polysyllabic roots. 

The single /L/ tone specified for the roots comes to be associated to the TBUs of the 

roots through spreading. The sample derivations of ‘pity’ and ‘eye’ are shown below. 

Table     6.3 Derivation of the Singular Form for ‘pity’  

Underlying form        L- LH 

 bʊdɔd-jE 

   L-  L     - LH 

 bA-bʊdɔd-jE 

   H- L      - LH 

  ɲA-bʊdɔd-jE  

(Morpho)phonological 

change (with Epenthetic 

Vowel insertion)  

  L-       LH 

 bʊdɔd-ɪ-jɛ 

   L-L        -LH 

 ba-bʊdɔd-ɪ-jɛ 

    H-L      -LH 

  ɲa-bʊdɔd-ɪ-jɛ  

 

Initial association 

    L      LH   
 
 [bʊdɔdɪ] [jɛ ] 

   L    L      LH  
 
 [pa][bʊdɔdɪ][j ɛ ]   

   H    L    LH 
 
 [ɲa][bʊdɔdɪ][jɛ]   

Delinking 

(Contour 

simplification) 

   L    LH   
         = 
 bʊdɔdɪjɛ  

   L L    LH  
             =  
 pabʊdɔdɪj ɛ   

   H L   LH 
             =  
 ɲabʊdɔdɪj ɛ  

Left-to-Right Spread  

(HTS & LTS) 

   L    LH   

          

 bʊdɔdɪjɛ  

   L L    L H  

              

 pabʊdɔdɪj ɛ   

   HL    L H 

             

 ɲabʊdɔdɪj ɛ  

Merging (OCP repair) 

Surface forms 

   L    H   

 

 bʊdɔdɪjɛ 

   L         H 

 

 pabʊdɔdɪjɛ  

  H  L    H  

 

 ɲabʊdɔdɪ j ɛ   

Transcription   [pʊ̀dɔd̀ɪj̀ɛ]́ 

 ‘pity’  

 [pà-bʊ̀dɔd̀ɪj̀ɛ]́ 

 ‘their pity’ 

 [ɲá-bʊ̀dɔd̀ɪj̀ɛ]́ 

 ‘your pity’ 
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Table     6.4 Derivation of the Singular Form for ‘eye’  

Underlying form  L-HL 

 ɛs-jE 

   L-L-HL 

 bE-ɛs-jE 

   H-L-HL 

  ɲE-ɛs-jE  

(Morpho)phonological 

change  

(with Epenthetic Vowel 

insertion) 

 L-HL 

 ɛs-ɪ-jɛ 

   L-L-HL 

 bɛ-ɛs-ɪ-jɛ 

   H-L-HL 

  ɲɛ-ɛs-ɪ-jɛ  

Initial association   L   HL  

 

 [ɛsɪ] [jɛ] 

    L   L      H L 

  

 [pɛ][ɛsɪ][jɛ]  

    H  L    HL  

 

 [ɲɛ][ɛsɪ][jɛ]  

Delinking (Contour 

simplification) 

  L HL  

     = 

  ɛsɪjɛ 

   LL  H L 

        = 

 pɛɛsɪjɛ  

  HL  H L  

        = 

 ɲɛɛsɪjɛ  

 

Merging (OCP repair)) 

 

NA    L   HL 

         

 pɛɛsɪjɛ 

NA 

Vertical assimilation 

 

NA NA   HL H L  

   = 

 ɲɛɛsɪjɛ  

Downstep 

 

NA NA  HL HL  

     

 ɲɛɛsɪjɛ  

--->Surface forms   L HL  

      

  ɛsɪjɛ 

   LL HL 

         

 pɛɛsɪjɛ 

  H L H L  

     

 ɲɛ ɛ s ɪ j ɛ   

Transcription  [ɛs̀ɪj́ɛ]̀ 

 ‘eye’  

 [pɛ-̀ɛs̀ɪj́ɛ]̀ 

 ‘their eye’ 

 [ɲɛ-́!ɛśɪj́ɛ]̀ 

 ‘your eye’ 

 

The tonal derivation of nouns of /L/ roots might allow tone spreading to be seen, 

because, there are often more TBUs on the segmental tier of the root than Ts in the 
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melody of polysyllabic roots. ‘Pity’, in Table  6.3, is an example of this case. It is the 

opposite for the monosyllabic suffixes, which have more Ts in the melody than morae 

to associate to on their segmental tier. Therefore, even for a polysyllabic root such as 

‘pity’, tone initial association can still violate the ‘No contour constraint’, which triggers 

the Contour Tone Simplification. In Table  6.4, the derivation of the monosyllabic root 

noun ‘eye’, which ends up with two morae through an Epenthetic Vowel insertion for 

the single T of the root melody, is quite similar. But for the latter root, tone re-

association through the Contour simplification leaves no T unassociated. Therefore, 

spreading is prevented from occurring. Identical tone sequence merging applies in the 

“After low” form of ‘their eye’ to also satisfy OCP, but in the “After high” form of 

‘your eye’, it is downstep that applies, instead, following a vertical assimilation. 

Despite the various processes in the derivation of nouns of /L/ roots and those of 

/H/ roots previously discussed, the surface tonal patterns exhibit no-to-little alteration, 

showing resistance to alteration, which indicates that these noun roots have underlying 

tone. This is unlike the third tone group of roots, which lack underlying tone.  

6.3.2.3 Toneless Noun Roots (/T0/ roots)   

Other nouns exhibit two different surface tonal patterns in the three contexts 

considered. Characteristically, when these nouns occur in isolation, they carry a surface 

high tone on every mora of their roots. In included position, this tonal pattern is kept on 

the roots after an H-toned prefix, but all the surface tones on the morae of the roots 

change to low after an L-toned prefix. The tones of the suffixes, however, remain 
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unaltered. The nouns with such roots, which are illustrated by the forms in  (265), 

represent the largest group in the language.  

(265)   

IsolationIsolationIsolationIsolation    After L toneAfter L toneAfter L toneAfter L tone        After H toneAfter H toneAfter H toneAfter H tone        Underlying Underlying Underlying Underlying     GlossGlossGlossGloss    

Noun (N)Noun (N)Noun (N)Noun (N)    ////bÀbÀbÀbÀ/ ‘their’/ ‘their’/ ‘their’/ ‘their’        ////ɲÁɲÁɲÁɲÁ/ ‘your’/ ‘your’/ ‘your’/ ‘your’        Noun TonesNoun TonesNoun TonesNoun Tones        

[tɪʊ́]́   [pà- dɪʊ̀]́  [ɲá- dɪʊ́]́   /tɪ -Ú/   ‘tree’  

[tɪŋ́]̀   [pà- dɪŋ́]̀  [ɲá- dɪŋ́]̀    /tɪ - ́Ǹ/  ‘trees’ 

[mɪĺɪm̀́] [pà- mɪl̀ɪm̀́]  [ɲá- mɪĺɪm̀́]  /mɪl - ́m̀/     ‘theft’ 

[hábɪj́ɛ ́] [pà- hàbɪj̀ɛ]́  [ɲá- hábɪj́ɛ]́  /hab -jÉ/ ‘road’  

[hábá]  [pà- hàbá]  [ɲá- háb-á]  /hab -á/  ‘roads’  

[tɔɔ́ńáɑ]̀  [pɔ-̀ dɔɔ̀ǹáɑ]̀  [ɲɔ-́ dɔɔ́ńáɑ]̀  /tɔɔna - ́K̀/ ‘food’  

[tɔɔ́ńásɪ]̀ [pɔ-̀ dɔɔ̀ǹásɪ]̀  [ɲɔ-́ dɔɔ́ńásɪ]̀  /tɔɔna - ́sÌ/ ‘foods’  

The tonal behavior of the nouns in  (265) indicates that their roots are 

underlyingly toneless (/T0/ roots). The surface tones on the roots appear to alternate 

depending on the tonal environment in which the roots occur. The fact that the surface 

tones on root TBUs change with different environments is strong evidence for these 

roots bearing no underlying melody even though their surface forms bear tone. The 

tones on the root TBUs are high after an H-toned prefix and change to low after an L-

toned prefix, suggesting that these underlyingly toneless roots receive their surface 

tones through spreading from the prefix that precedes them. Hence after an H-toned 

prefix, the TBUs of the roots receive high tones, and after an L-toned prefix, the TBUs 

of the roots receive low tones. The suffixes found on these roots, on the other hand, are 

specified for lexical tones, the tonal melodies of which are determined in the fourth 

column as /H/ and /HL/. It is further argued that in the absence of a prefix, as attested 
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by the nouns occurring in “Isolation” in the first column, the TBUs of the /T0/ roots 

receive surface tone from the suffix through suffix tone spreading, which occurs later in 

the derivation.  The best indication that the roots of these nouns have no lexical tone 

comes from the “After L tone” forms (2nd column), which exhibit the change in tone 

only on the morae of the roots but not on those of the suffixes.  

The application of the tone association conventions and rules specified earlier 

account for the surface realizations of the nouns in  (265). The derivation of the singular 

noun of ‘food’ is shown. 
 

Table     6.5 Derivation of the Singular Form for ‘food’ 

Underlying form    ø-HL 

  tɔɔna-K  

   L-ø-HL 

  bɔ-tɔɔna-K  

   H-ø-H L 

  ɲɔ-tɔɔna-K   

(Morpho)phonological change        HL 

    tɔɔnaɑ 

    L  -   HL 

  pɔdɔɔnaɑ 

   H      -HL 

 ɲɔdɔɔnaɑ  

Initial association           H L 

 

 [tɔɔna][ɑ] 

    L          HL 

 

 [pɔ][dɔɔna][ɑ] 

   H            H L 

 

[ɲɔ][dɔɔna][ɑ]  

Delinking 

(Contour simplification) 

       H L 

       = 

  tɔɔnaɑ 

    L       HL  

             = 

  pɔdɔɔna  ɑ  

  H         H L  

             = 

 ɲɔ dɔɔnaɑ  

Left-to-Right Spread  

 (HTS & LTS)  

NA     L       HL  

               

   pɔdɔɔna ɑ  

  H       HL  

                

 ɲɔdɔɔnaɑ  

Right-to-Left Spread (HTS & 

LTS) 

       HL 

         

  tɔɔnaɑ 

NA 

 

NA 
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Table 6.5 Continued 

Merging (OCP repair)  

 

 

NA 

 

NA 

        H   L 

 

 ɲɔdɔɔnaɑ 

--->Surface forms       HL 

 

 tɔɔnaɑ 

   L      HL 

 

  pɔdɔɔnaɑ  

        H   L 

 

 ɲɔdɔ ɔn a ɑ 

Transcription  [tɔɔ́ńáɑ]̀ ‘food’ [pɔ-̀dɔɔ̀ǹáɑ]̀ ‘their 

food’ 

[ɲɔ-́dɔɔ́ńáɑ]̀‘your 

food’ 

For the derivation in Table  6.5, the initial association of the Ts of the melody to 

the TBUs of the morphemes, leaves the TBUs in the toneless root ‘food’ unassociated. 

Therefore, the Left-to-Right Spread, which occurs after to tone re-association through 

Contour simplification on the suffix, spreads the prefix tone to the remaining 

unassociated Ts of the root. The toneless root of the noun receives tone from the suffix 

through the subsequent Right-to-Left Spread, only if the noun has no prefix. If it has a 

prefix, then this second spreading is prevented, since Ts are already associated. The 

initial association, which associated the Ts in the melody to the TBUs in the segmental 

tier of the morpheme, thereby, leaving the TBUs of the root unassociated, is responsible 

for these TBUs need tone from their surrounding for their surface realization. 

6.3.2.4 High-Low Melody Noun Roots (/HL/ roots) 

The surface tonal pattern of the roots in the nouns of the fourth tone group 

begins as high followed by low. It may also begin with H followed by downstep. But 

the tonal pattern on the roots of the nouns remains consistent in all three contexts. 

Consider the nouns in  (266). 
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(266)  

IsolationIsolationIsolationIsolation    After L toAfter L toAfter L toAfter L tonenenene    After H toneAfter H toneAfter H toneAfter H tone    Underlying Underlying Underlying Underlying     GlossGlossGlossGloss    

Noun (N)Noun (N)Noun (N)Noun (N)    ////bÀbÀbÀbÀ/ ‘their’/ ‘their’/ ‘their’/ ‘their’    ////ɲÁɲÁɲÁɲÁ/ ‘your’/ ‘your’/ ‘your’/ ‘your’    Noun TonesNoun TonesNoun TonesNoun Tones        

[só!móɽé] [pò- zó!móɽé] [ɲó- zó!móɽé] /sómòl -ɖÉ/ ‘papaya’ 

[só!mólá] [pò- zó!mólá] [ɲó- zó!mólá] /sómòl -á/ ‘papayas’  

[sɛj́ɪ]̀ [pɛ-̀ zɛj́ɪ]̀    [ɲɛ-́ zɛj́ɪ]̀ /sɛj́-̀ ø/  ‘grandchild’ 

[sɛ́!jɪńáà] [pɛ-̀ zɛ́!jɪńáà] [ɲɛ-́ zɛ́!jɪńáà] /sɛj́-̀ náà/ ‘grandchildren’ 

[tákàjàɑ]́ [pà- dákàjàɑ]́ [ɲá- dákàjàɑ]́   /tákàj -àḰ/  ‘book’ 

[tá!kájɪśɪ]̀ [pà- dá!kájɪśɪ]̀ [ɲá- dá!kájɪśɪ]̀ /tákàj - ́sÌ/  ‘books’ 

The same reasoning as for the previous roots discussed leads to the suggestion 

that the roots in  (265) carry an underlying /HL/ melody (/HL/ roots). The consistency of 

the surface tonal pattern on the roots as high followed by low in the contexts considered 

allows us to hypothesize that these roots carry underlying /HL/ melody. Similar to the 

previous /L/ roots seen in § 6.3.2.2, the surface pattern of many of the /HL/ root nouns 

often exhibit downstep, which strongly testifies to the underlying L that follows the H 

in the melody of these roots. It is argued that downstep also happens in the /HL/ roots 

when the environment of /HLH/ sequence is created by affixation. The suffixes 

associated with these roots also have underlying tones, which are shown as /H/, /HL/, 

and /LH/ in the fourth column. The form of ‘grandchildren’ occurring “in isolation,” 

which takes only the suffix yet is downstepped, is the best illustration of the case. If the 

roots of these nouns had only /H/ underlyingly, their surface patterns would not be 

expected to exhibit downstep in these contexts.  
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Table     6.6 Derivation of the singular Form for ‘papaya’ 

Underlying form       HL  H 

 somol-ɖe  

   L     HL  H 

  bo-somol-ɖe  

   H     HL  H 

  ɲo-somol-ɖe   

(Morpho)phonological changes 

(w. Consonant Cluster Simplification) 

     HL H 

[somo][ɽe]  

   L  HL  H 

  [bozomo][ɽe]  

   H   HL  H 

 [ɲo][zomo][ɽe ]  

 

Initial association 

  H   L  H 

 

 [somo][ɽe]  

    L   H  L   H 

 

  [bo][zomo][ɽe]  

   H    H  L   H 

 

  [ɲo][zomo][ɽe]  

Merging (OCP repair)  

 

NA  NA     H    L  H 

 

  ɲozomoɽe   

Vertical assimilation 

 

    H LH 

       = 

  somoɽe  

    L H  LH 

           = 

  bozomoɽe  

    H    L  H 

           = 

  ɲozomoɽe   

Tone re-linking (downstep) 

--->Surface forms 

    H L H 

        

  somoɽe  

    L H  L H 

            

  bozomoɽe  

     H   L   H 

            

  ɲozomoɽe   

Transcription  [só!móɽé] 

‘papaya’ 

[pò-zó!móɽé] 

‘their papaya’ 

[ɲó-zó!móɽé]   

‘your papaya’ 

 

Table     6.7 Derivation of the plural Form for ‘grandchildren’  

 

Underlying form 

 HL - HL 

 sɛj-naa 

   L-HL-HL 

 bE-sɛj-naa 

   H-HL-HL 

  ɲE-sɛj-naa 

(Morpho)phonological 

changes 

(with Epenthetic Vowel 

insertion) 

    HL - HL 

 [sɛj-ɪ][naa] 

   L-HL- HL 

 [bɛ][zɛj-ɪ][naa] 

   H-HL- HL 

  [ɲɛ][sɛj-ɪ][naa]  

 

Initial association 

   HL- HL  

 

 [sɛjɪ][naa] 

   L - HL- HL 

 

 [bɛ][zɛjɪ][naa] 

    H - HL- HL 

 

  [ɲɛ][sɛjɪ][naa]  
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Table 6.7 Continued 

Merging (OCP repair)  

 

N/A    N/A       H LHL 

 

 ɲɛzɛjɪnaa  

Vertical assimilation 

 

   HL HL 

     = 

  sɛjɪnaa 

   LHL HL 

       = 

 pɛzɛjɪnaa  

   H LHL 

       = 

 ɲɛzɛjɪnaa 

Tone re- association 

(downstep) 

--->Surface forms 

   H L HL 

      

  sɛjɪnaa 

   LHLHL 

        

 pɛzɛjɪnaa  

   H L  HL 

        

 ɲɛzɛjɪ na a 

Transcription  [sɛ́!jɪńáà]  

‘grandchildren’ 

[pɛ-̀ zɛ́!jɪńáà] ‘their 

grandchildren’ 

[ɲɛ-́zɛ́!jɪńáà] ‘your 

grandchildren’  

The Derivations of the /HL/ root nouns in Table  6.6 and Table  6.7 are straight-

forward. There is a same number of Ts as TBUs in the morphemes of both nouns after 

the epenthetic vowel insertion in ‘grandchildren’, so, initial association provides all the 

TBUs with Ts and all the Ts are associated. Therefore, tone spreading is prevented. But, 

as often, OCP repair applies. It is followed by a vertical assimilation and downstep in 

both forms. It is noted that tone spreading is mostly seen in their derivations. Tone 

spreading from the prefix is prevented in roots with underlying melodies by the well-

formedness condition, because initial association links the left edge of the roots.  

6.3.2.5 Low-High melody Noun Roots (/LH/ roots) 

The fifth tone group of nouns roots includes nouns with a surface tonal pattern 

that begins low, then changes to high. After an H-toned prefix, an L-toned prefix, or in 

isolation, the tonal pattern is very much the same. Like in the case of the other nouns 
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described, the only small change that can be observed in the nouns of the this tone 

group, is downstep, which does not happen in the forms occurring in isolation nor in the 

“after L-tone” forms, but they occur quite freely in the forms that occur after the H-

toned prefix, as illustrated in  (267).  

(267)   

IsolationIsolationIsolationIsolation    After L toneAfter L toneAfter L toneAfter L tone        After H toneAfter H toneAfter H toneAfter H tone        Underlying Underlying Underlying Underlying     GlossGlossGlossGloss    

Noun (N)Noun (N)Noun (N)Noun (N)    ////bÀbÀbÀbÀ/ ‘their’/ ‘their’/ ‘their’/ ‘their’        ////ɲÁɲÁɲÁɲÁ/ ‘your’/ ‘your’/ ‘your’/ ‘your’        NNNNoun Tonesoun Tonesoun Tonesoun Tones        

[sɔɔ̀j́ɛ]̀  [pɔ-̀ zɔɔ̀j́ɛ]̀  [ɲɔ-́ !zɔɔ́j́ɛ]̀     /sɔɔ̀j́ -È/ ‘mortar’  

[sɔɔ̀]́  [pɔ-̀ zɔɔ̀]́  [ɲɔ-́ !zɔɔ́]́        /sɔɔ̀j́ -ø/ ‘mortars’ 

[èɡ͡bélè] [pè- èɡ͡bélè]   [ɲé- !éɡ͡bélè]   /èɡ͡bél -È/    ‘maternal uncle’  

[èɡ͡bénáà] [pè- èɡ͡bénáà]  [ɲé- !éɡ͡bénáà]           /èɡ͡bél -náà/  ‘maternal uncles’ 

[ɛs̀ɔ]́  [pɛ-̀ ɛs̀ɔ]́  [ɲɛ-́ !ɛśɔ]́  /ɛs̀ɔ ́-ø/  ‘God’  

[ɛs̀ɔńáà] [pɛ-̀ ɛs̀ɔńáà]  [ɲɛ-́ !ɛśɔ-́náà]  /ɛs̀ɔ ́-náà/ ‘gods’  

Following the same line of reasoning as for the nouns presented earlier, it is 

argued that the nouns in  (267) carry underlying /LH/ melody on the roots (/LH/ roots). 

The underlying tones of the suffixes on these nouns are determined as /L/ and /HL/ 

except the form of ‘mortars’, which takes no suffix. The downstep, observed in the 

“After H tone” forms, also evidences the L at the initial of the melody of these /LH/ 

roots. A sample derivation of /LH/ root nouns is shown for ‘mortar’.  

Table     6.8 Derivation of the Singular Form for ‘mortar’   

 

Underlying form 

   LH  L 

 s ɔ ɔ - jE  

   L  -LH -L 

 bO-sɔɔ - j ɛ  

    H -LH -L 

  ɲO-sɔɔ - jE   

(Morpho)phonological 

changes 

   LH  L 

 s ɔ ɔ - j ɛ  

   L  -LH -L 

 bɔ - zɔɔ - j ɛ  

    H -LH -L 

  ɲɔ - zɔɔ - j ɛ   

 

Initial association 

    LH   L 
 
 [s ɔ ɔ ] [ j ɛ ]  

    L    LH    L 
 
[ b ɔ ] [ zɔ ɔ ] [ j ɛ ]  

     H    LH   L 
 
  [ɲ ɔ ] [ zɔ ɔ][jɛ]  
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Table 6.8 Continued 

 
Merging (OCP repair)  
 

 
N/A 

 

    L  H L 
 
 bɔ zɔ ɔ j ɛ  

 
N/A 

 

Vertical assimilation 

 

N/A 

    

N/A 
 

    H  LH L 
       = 
  ɲ ɔ z ɔ ɔ j ɛ   

Tone re-association 

(downstep) 

N/A 
    

N/A 
 

    H L H L 
  
  ɲ ɔ z ɔ ɔ j ɛ   

--->Surface forms   LH L 
 

 s ɔ ɔ j ɛ  

    L LHL 
 

  bɔ zɔ ɔ j ɛ  

    H L  H L 
  
  ɲ ɔ z ɔ ɔ j ɛ   

Transcription  [sɔɔ̀j́ɛ]̀ 

 ‘mortar’  

 [pɔ-̀zɔɔ̀j́ɛ]̀ 

 ‘their mortar’ 

 [ɲɔ-́!zɔɔ́j́ɛ]̀  

 ‘your mortar’ 

Downstep caused by the vertical assimilation is the most remarkable step in the 

tonal derivation of ‘mortar’ in Table  6.8. The Ts are fairly well associated to TBUs, 

except for the OCP violation, which is repaired by merging sequences of identical tones. 

As seen, association of the suffix tones does not cause downstep, but it is the preceding 

H of the prefix that creates the environment for this phenomenon to happen in /LH/ 

roots.  

Underlying /LH/ melody maps only onto polymoraic roots, some of which may 

also be monosyllabic as exemplified by ‘mortar’. In the derivation of this noun, it is also 

observed that the second mora (of the long vowel occurring in root-final position) is not 

shortened before the suffix. It is likely that this happens because that second mora is 

needed to carry the second tone in the root melody. Tone association, therefore, tends to 

preserve the segmental form of the morpheme.   
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6.3.2.6 Tonal melodies of noun prefixes and suffixes  

As seen throughout the illustrations of nouns, the prefixes and suffixes that 

attach to noun roots also carry underlying melodies. 

There is a variety of suffixes found on nouns, which carry similar melodies as 

the roots, only two melodies are found on noun prefixes. The melodies of the prefixes 

are usually straightforward and determined as /L/ and /H/. The underlying tonal 

melodies of the suffixes are determined as /L/, /H/, /HL/, /LH/. These melodies are 

exactly the same as the ones occurring on the roots, except that unlike the roots, we 

found no /T0/ melody on the suffixes. The melodies of the prefixes easily co-occur with 

all five root melodies, but that is not always the case for the melodies of the suffixes.  

Table     6.9 Inventory of Noun Suffixes and their Tonal Melodies 

Tonal melodies  

of noun roots 

Tonal melodies of noun suffixes 

ø 53 /H/ /L/ /HL/ /LH/ 

 

/T0/ roots 

 

 

-Ú, -jÉ, -á, -Ḱ,   
-É, -ká  

 - ́Ǹ, - ́m̀, - ́K̀, - ́sÌ, 
- ́Ù, - ́à, - ́jÈ,  
- ́ɖÈ, - ́È, -áà 

 

- ̀lá 

/H/ roots -ø -jÉ -Ù, -jÈ - ́Ǹ, -náà, -Ù  

 

/L/ roots 

 

-ø 

-á, -Ú, -É, -ḿ,  
-Ń, -ɖÉ, -ká,  
-Ḱ 

-ɖÌjE/-ɖÈ, -à,  
-È, -ÌjE, -ÙU, 
-kÙ, -kÚ 

- ́jÈ, -áà, -náà,  
- ́m̀, - ́Ǹ, -áà, - ́sÌ, 
- ́ɖÈ 

-̀jÉ,  
- ́jÈ 

 

/HL/ roots 

 

-ø 

-ɖÉ, -á, -ná,  
-jÉ, -wé,  
-jÉ, -Ḱ 

  
-náà, - ́sÌ, -ásÌ 

 
-àḰ 
-jÈÉ 

/LH/ roots -ø -á -jÈ, -ÌjE, -à,  
-È, -kàK 

- ́tÙ, -náà, - ́sÌ, 
-áà, - ́m̀ 

 

                                           
53 A zero suffix with zero tone  
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 Table  6.9 summarizes the underlying tonal melodies of nominal suffixes and 

also shows the corresponding root melodies with which they co-occur. It is seen that the 

/H/ suffix melody tends to map only onto mono-moraic syllables while the /L/ suffix melody 

can map onto mono-moraic as well as bi-moraic syllables. The /HL/ and /LH/ suffix 

melodies also map onto mono-moraic as well as bi-moraic syllables.  

With respect to a correlation between suffix melodies and root melodies, it can 

be noticed that all the melodies of the suffixes tend to co-occur with any of the root 

melodies, however, with only a few exceptions. For instance, /L/ suffixes do not co-

occur with /T0/ roots and HL/ roots, /LH/ suffixes do not co-occur with /H/ roots and 

/LH/ roots. This is seen in the empty slots under these suffix melodies, which 

correspond to the root melodies in Table  6.9. While this could be coincidental (due to a 

lack of such instances in the data collected, for example), what is also seen in Table  6.9 

that might not be coincidental is that all the roots can also be suffixless (i.e., both 

segmentally and tonally) except the /T0/ roots, which must have a suffix. This may be 

critical: since prefixes are optional in the noun, the nominal root must receive tone from 

the surrounding context, i.e., the suffix in the absence of the prefix.  

The nouns of Kabiye have thus been shown to fall under five groups, based on 

the underlying tonal melody of their roots. There are nouns with toneless roots (/T0/ 

roots), and nouns of four tonal melody roots, /H/, /L/, /HL/ rots, and /LH/. The singular 

and plural forms of nouns of the five groups of roots usually take suffixes that carry 

identical underlying tonal melodies. However, a /T0/ root requires a suffix, on which it 
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must depend for surface tones. Like suffixes, prefixes must always have underlying 

tone, the melodies of which are only /H/ and /L/. In the process of noun formation, an 

association of the Ts in the underlying melodies of the roots and affixes to the TBUs on 

the segmental tier of their sponsoring morphemes, following specific rules allowed by 

the language ensures that all the TBUs within the noun are associated to tone.  

Kabiye makes use of various tone mapping rules to give surface tone to all the 

TBUs in the noun and ensure that Ts are properly associated to TBUs. In this process, 

however, the derivation rules and principles must apply in a specific order. It also 

appears that while noun roots seldom carry more tones on the tonal tier than the 

underlying TBUs on the segmental tier, many suffixes have more underlying tones in 

their tonal melody tier than TBUs on the segmental tier of their sponsoring roots, unlike 

in the prefixes, which are monosyllabic and monotonic. Therefore, initial tone 

association in the suffix often causes linking of multiple Ts to a TBU, in frequent 

violation of the no-contour constraint. Consequently, a contour simplification follows to 

delink the last associated of the multiply associated Ts and relinks to the available TBU 

of the root next to it (i.e., the TBU in root-final position or the epenthetic vowel that is 

often inserted between the root and the suffix to split consonant clusters). OCP repair 

strategies apply to merge sequences of identical underlying tones. Vertical assimilation 

or register lowering followed by downstep, also occurs in /HLH/ sequences, where the 

L is singly linked. There are often less Ts in the melodies of polysyllabic roots than 

TBUs on the segmental tier of the root, allowing tone spreading to occur in the 
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derivation of nouns. It is usually the opposite for the suffixes which often have more Ts 

than segmental TBUs. While tone association in the morphemes occurs only left to 

right, tone spreading, on the other hand, happens left to right and right to left.  

Tone spreading is not automatic in Kabiye and occurs at two levels in the 

derivation following different directionalities. The first spreading occurs left to right 

(Left-to-Right Spreading) in the word, following the initial association and after 

Contour Tone Simplification has applied to re-association tone properly. The second 

spreading, which occurs as Right-to-Left Spreading, follows immediately to provide 

tone to any TBU that the first spreading might have left still unassociated. Both of the 

distinctive tones, /H/ and /L/ can spread. Kabiye therefore has H Tone Spreading (HTS) 

and L Tone Spreading (LTS), both of which can occur at the two levels of tone 

spreading. This is necessary because the first spreading, which applies left-to-right, can 

be prevented from actually occurring, hence leaving unassociated the TBUs of a 

toneless root that has no prefix. These TBUs must receive tone from the suffix, then, 

through another round of spreading, which can only happen from right-to-left. The Left-

to-Right Spreading (1st spreading), therefore, is the main spreading; the Right-to-Left 

Spreading (2nd spreading) happens as a default spreading. Tone spreading is also 

prevented if the association has linked all the TBUs to T. Therefore, the left-to-right 

tone spreading from the prefix and the right-to-left tone spreading from the suffix in 

nouns of toneless roots are responsible for the roots of these nouns carrying different 

surface tonal patterns in different environments.  
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6.3.3 Tonal Melodies of Verb Roots   

Determining the underlying tonal melodies of Kabiye verbs is a more 

complicated issue than nouns because verbs often occur in inflected forms (including 

the Infinitive), morphologically and tonally, for tense, aspect and mood. Therefore, it is 

difficult to determine if one of the forms represents the underlying form. In Roberts 

2002, the melodies of the Imperative forms were equated to the underlying melodies of 

verb roots. However, under the current research, the Imperative forms appeared to be 

inflected. For instance, a tonal variation is observed in the roots between the Imperative 

forms [tìì] 'descend!’ or [wòlò] ‘go!’, and their Infinitive forms [tíbù] and [wóbù], 

respectively. Based only on the morphological difference in the Imperative and the 

Infinitive forms of these verbs, the current study started on the assumption that the 

Imperative forms are inflected morphologically, and probably tonally as well, since the 

tones in both forms of each verb are also different. It was therefore important to find a 

more adequate way to determine the underlying tonal melodies of verb roots. 

Substitution frames were used instead, which allow us to determine the 

underlying tonal melodies on verb roots. After examination of the tones of verb roots in 

these environments, five tone groups of verb roots were posited. The underlying tonal 

melodies of verb roots are determined following the same interpretation of the 

Autosegmental theory. However, it will not be necessary to show derivations for the 

verb forms presented in this section. Since the forms are nominal or take noun suffixes, 

the derivation of nouns shown earlier will also serve as illustration for the derivation of 
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the formation of deverbal substantives and deverbal adjectives presented in this section, 

which are derived as a result of the specific frames used. It is also noted that the 

suffixes occurring on the verb roots in the frames used are among the noun suffixes that 

have just been examined and described.  

6.3.3.1 High Melody Verb Roots (/H/ Roots) 

Within the frames used for the analysis of the tonal melodies of verb roots 

(specified in the methodology section), it is observed that some verb roots will occur 

with H tone on the root. The examples  (268),  (269), and  (270) illustrate verb roots of 

deverbal adjectives and deverbal substantives occurring in after the H-toned adjective 

formation prefix illustrated by a. forms and after the L-toned deverbal substantives 

formation prefix, which is illustrated by b. forms. In both contexts, the tones of the 

suffixes on the forms are low. 

(268)  
a.   /kÍ-  k͡pá -wÙ/   [kɪḱ͡páwʊ̀] ‘climbed’      

  Adjr- climb -3SgT2 

b.  /ʈÌ-  k͡pá -jÈ/   [ʈɪɡ̀͡bájɛ]̀ ‘the climbing’ 

  Pref- climb -5SgT3 

(269)  
a.   /kÍ-  sé -jÙ/  [kíséjù] ‘the run away (one)’ 

  Adjr- run -1SgT1 

b.   /ɖÌ-  sé -jÈ/  [ʈìzéjè] ‘the process of running away’ 

   Pref- run -5SgT3 

(270)    

a.   /kÍ-  há -jÙ/   [kɪh́ájʊ̀] ‘given’ 
  Adjr- give -1SgT1 
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b.   /ɖÌ-  há -jÈ/    [ʈɪh̀ájɛ]̀ ‘the giving’ 

Pref- give -5SgT3 

These verb roots are determined as underlying /H/ melody roots (/H/ Roots). The 

tone on the suffixes is the same. Since the tone on the verb roots is high after both the 

H-toned prefix and the L-toned prefix, it is interpreted that they also carry a /H/ in their 

lexical melody.  

6.3.3.2 Low Melody Verb Roots (/L/ Roots) 

The verb roots occurring in the forms appearing in  (271) through  (274) exhibit 

the following surface tonal patterns. After the H-toned prefix in the (a) forms, the roots 

might surface with H tone (as in  (272)a,  (273)a, and   (274)a, or with a downstep (as in 

 (271)a and  (272)c. After the L-toned prefix, in  (271)b,  (272)b,  (273)b, and  (274)b, the 

tone on the verb root is always low.  

(271)  

a.   /kÍ-   lèm -á/   [kí!lémá] ‘dried’ 
  Adjr- dry -6PlT3   

b.   /ɖÌ-  lèm -ɖÉ/   [ʈìlèné] ‘place for drying’ 

   Pref- dry -5SgT3 

(272)  

a.   /kÍ-  lèb -àḰ/   [kílèbàɑ]́ ‘lost (one)’   
 Adjr- lose -7SgT4 

b.  /ɖÌ-   lèb -ÌjÉ/  [ʈìlèbìjé] ‘the process of losing’ 
  Pref- lose -5SgT3 

c. /kÍ-  lèb -ásÌ/   [kɪ ́!lébásɪ]̀ ‘lost (ones)’ 

  Adjr-  lose -8PlT4 
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(273)  
a.   /kÍ-  tɪz̀ -ɪ -wÚ/  [kɪt́ɪz̀ɪẁʊ]́ ‘cooked’ 

     Adjr- cook -EpV  -3SgT2 

b.   /ɖÌ-  tɪz̀ -ɪ -jÉ/  [ʈɪd̀ɪz̀ɪj̀ɛ]́ ‘cooking place’ 

     Pref- cook -EpV -5SgT3 

(274)  
a.   /kÍ-  sʊl̀ʊm     -ɪ  -wÚ/   [kʊ́sʊ̀lʊ̀mɪẁʊ]́ ‘borrowed’ 

  Adjr- ask for     -EpV  -3SgT2  

b.   /ɖÌ-  sʊl̀ʊm     -ɪ  -jÈ/   [ʈɪz̀ʊ̀lʊ̀mɪj̀ɛ]́ ‘the asking for’  
  Pref- ask for     -EpV  -5SgT3 

It is suggested for the group of verb roots illustrated by  (271) through  (274) that 

they carry an underlying /L/ tone (/L/ roots). After the L-toned prefix illustrated by the 

b. forms, the root /L/ always surfaces also as low. However, more critical is the fact that 

after the H-toned prefix, the roots can carry L tone, too. Furthermore, they sometimes 

show downstep, too. It is further argued that this phenomenon happens when the suffix 

attached to these /L/ roots carries a /H/ tone like the prefix, thus creating the HLH 

sequence where the /L/ is associated to the single TBU of the root, which causes tonal 

downstep, as seen earlier with the noun roots. The downstep that occur in these specific 

forms further confirms the existence of a /L/ on the roots.  

6.3.3.3 High-Low Melody Verb Roots (/HL/ Roots) 

The verb roots of this tone group always carry surface high-low tones after the H-

toned adjectival prefix and after the L-toned nominal prefix as shown in  (275) to  (278).  

(275)  
a.   /kÍ-  súz  -ì   -wÙ/  [kúsúzìwù] ‘publicized’ 

 Adjr- publicize -EpV    -1SgT1  
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b.   /ɖÌ-  súz  -ì   -jÈ/  [ʈìsúzìjè] ‘publicizing’ 
  Pref- publicize -EpV    -5SgT3 

(276)  

a.   /kÍ-  séz -ì     -jÙ/  [kísézìjù] ‘reaching one’ 
  Adjr- reach -EpV      -1SgT1 

b.   /ɖÌ-  séz -ì -jÈ/  [ʈìzézìjè] ‘the reaching’ 
  Pref- reach -EpV  -5SgT3 

(277)  

a.   /kÍ-  kɔĺ  -ɪ ̀ -jàa/   [kʊ́kɔĺɪj̀àà] ‘exorcized ones’  
  Adjr- exorcize -EpV  -2PlT1 

b.   /ɖÌ-  kɔĺ  -ɪ ̀   -jÈ/  [ʈɪg̀ɔĺɪj̀ɛ]̀ ‘delivering from a spirit’ 
  Pref- exorcize -EpV    -5SgT3 

(278)  

a.   /kÍ-  múz    -ì       -jàa/ [kúmúzìjàà] ‘groaning’ 
  Adjr- groan    -EpV     -2PlT1  

b.   /ɖÌ-  múz -ì  -jÈ/ [ʈìmúzìjè] ‘the groaning’ 
   Pref- groan -EpV  -5SgT3 

For the group of verb roots illustrated by  (275) through  (278), it is suggested 

that they carry underlying /HL/ melody (/HL/ roots). After the high-toned prefix in the 

(a) forms and after the L-toned prefix in the b. forms, the melody of the roots always 

surface as high-low, which is an indication that they also carry /HL/ tones, underlying. 

The data collected in this study did not contain any /HL/ roots with a /H/ tone suffix, 

but it can be hypothesized that the substantives derived from these verb roots would 

also often exhibit downstep if H-toned suffixes were attached to them.  
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6.3.3.4 Low-High Melody Verb Roots (/LH/ roots) 

Examples of the fourth tone group of verb roots are found in the adjectives and 

substantives illustrated in  (279) and  (280). These roots exhibit two surface tonal 

patterns. The roots show low-high pattern after the L-toned prefix. After the H-toned 

prefix, the root tones always surface with downstep phenomenon.    

(279)  

a.  /kÍ-  ʧɛl̀  -ɪ ́ -jÙ/  [kɪ ́!ʧɛĺɪj́ʊ]̀ ‘handed over’ 
     Adjr- hand^over -EpV  -1SgT1 

b.  /ɖÌ-  ʧɛl̀  -ɪ ́ -jÉ/   [ʈɪʤ̀ɛl̀ɪj́ɛ]̀ ‘the handing over’ 

      Pref- hand^over -EpV  -5SgT3 

(280)  

a.   /kÍ-  sìd -í - ́tÙ/  [kí!sídítʊ]̀ ‘mixed’ 
  Adjr- mix -EpV  -9T5  

b.  /ɖÌ-  sìd -í -jÈ/  [ʈìzìdíjè] ‘the mixing’ 

     Pref- mix -EpV  -5SgT3 

The underlying tonal melody of the roots shown in  (279) and  (280) is 

determined as /LH/ (/LH/ roots). In the b. examples after the L-toned prefix, this 

melody also surfaces unaltered. But after the H-toned prefix, the /HLH/ sequence that 

are suitable for downstep are created. This phenomenon does happen systematically in 

the forms of the roots that occur after the H-toned prefix, confirming the lexical melody 

of these roots as a sequence of /LH/.  
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6.3.3.5 Low-High-Low Melody Verb Roots (/LHL/ Roots) 

The verb roots in this tonal group always surface with a low-high-low pattern 

after the L-toned prefix, and always with downstep after the H-toned prefix. But unlike 

the /LH/ verb roots and some of the /L/ verb roots seen earlier, the roots of this tonal 

group also carry an L tone on their final mora, after the downstepped tones. The data in 

 (281),  (282), and  (283) illustrate these roots.    

(281)  

a.   /kÍ-  hòlós -ì -wÙ/   [kí!hólósìwù] ‘sipping’ 
 Adjr- sip -EpV -3SgT2 

b.   /ɖÌ-  hòlós -ì -jÈ/  [ʈìhòlósìjè] ‘sipping’ 

  Pref- sip -EpV -5SgT3 

(282)  

a.   /kÍ-  ʧʊ̀lɪś  -ɪ ̀ -àK/  [kɪ ́!ʤʊ́lɪśàɑ]̀ ‘sharpened’ 
  Adjr- sharpen -EpV -7SgT4 

b.   /ɖÌ-  ʧʊ̀lɪś  -ɪ ̀ -jÈ/  [ʈɪʤ̀ʊ̀lɪśɪj̀ɛ]̀ ‘sharpening’ 

  Pref- sharpen -EpV  -5SgT3 

(283)   

a.   /kÍ-  hɔɔ̀ĺ   -ɪ ̀ - jÈ/  [kʊ́!hɔɔ́ĺɪj̀ɛ]̀ ‘carried on shoulder’ 
  Adjr- carry^on^shoulder -EpV  -5SgT3 

b.   /ɖÌ-  hɔɔ̀ĺ   -ɪ ̀ -jÈ/   [ʈɪh̀ɔɔ̀ĺɪj̀ɛ]̀ ‘the carrying on shoulder’ 
  Pref- carry^on^shoulder -EpV  -5SgT3 

The roots in the tonal group illustrated by these verb roots appear to carry an 

underlying /LHL/ melody (/LHL/ roots). Similar to other roots that have been discussed, 

the roots in this group will also surface with their underlying melody pattern when the 

roots appear after the L-toned prefix ( (281)b,  (282)b, and  (283) b). The surface 
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downstepped forms ( (281)a,  (282)a, and  (283) a) are also explained as triggered by the 

underlying /HLH/ sequence created by the H-tone prefix. 

A general thing to point out about verb roots is most verb roots receive the 

epenthetic vowel before the suffix. It is further noticed that this vowel insertion happens 

very frequently with polytonic melody roots, but rarely with the monotonic melody 

roots. Unlike the case of nouns, this vowel is usually associated to the root melody tone. 

This implies that verb roots often have more Ts in their melodies than the morae they 

these Ts associated to in the segmental tier of the morphemes. Therefore, epenthetic 

vowel, which serves to split consonants clusters caused by the suffixation is also needed 

for the purpose of carrying the final tone of the verb root melody.  

As shown in this section, verb roots are underlyingly specified for tonal 

melodies according to which these roots can be grouped into five as /H/ roots, /L/ roots, 

/HL/ roots, /LH/ roots, and /LHL/ roots. Often, the melodies will surface with the same 

tonal patterns after the L-toned prefix ɖɪ-̀ in the formation of location deverbal 

substantives (or relational locatives) and after the H-toned adjectival prefix kɪ-́ in the 

formation of deverbal adjectives. However, when these affixes create sequences of 

/HLH/, the underlying melodies of verb roots surface with a slightly altered tonal 

pattern to show downstep phenomenon, which is the only tonal alteration observed in 

these roots.  
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6.4 Conclusion  

This chapter has provided a phonetic and phonological description of Kabiye 

tone manifested in the word. The phonetic aspect of the study, which has shown some 

aspects of the acoustic nature of tone, examined pitch tracks and F0 measurements and 

indicated that acoustically, the high tone and the low tone manifest themselves 

differently. The pitch tracks of a high tone, whether on a short vowel ([H]) or a long 

vowel ([HH]) shows an upward movement whereas the pitch tracks of a low tone on a 

short vowel ([L]) or a long vowel ([LL]) shows a downward movement. But the slope 

of the tracks of the low tone is bigger than the one of the high tone, a difference that is 

translated into the F₀ values of both tones. Hence, a high tone originates at a certain 

frequency and ends at a higher frequency whereas a low tone originates at a certain 

frequency and ends at a lower frequency. But in general, the beginning F0 of a high tone 

is higher than the beginning F0 of a low tone, though some overlap of the frequency 

range of the high tones and the frequency range of the low tones occurs at times. In the 

case of Kabiye, the F₀ variation of the high and low tones was also influenced by the 

unusual projected voice of the subjects, which caused the F₀ values to be higher than 

normal. 

The phonological aspect of the study has investigated the surface tones of words, 

endeavoring to determine the underlying tones, both the distinctive tones of the 

language and the tonal melodies specified underlyingly on the basic component 

morphemes of the word, which are roots and affixes. Therefore, tones of noun roots and 
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nominal suffixes have been analyzed in nouns uttered in isolation, after an H-toned 

representative prefix, and after an L-toned representative prefix. Verb roots have also 

been examined within similar contexts, specifically after an H-toned prefix in deverbal 

adjectives and after an L-toned prefix in the location deverbal substantives also known 

as relational locatives. The analysis determined four underlying tonal melodies on five 

groups of noun roots, with one group of nouns including toneless roots (/T0/ roots). The 

other four groups of roots with tonal melodies are /H/ roots, /L/ roots, /HL/ roots, and 

/LH/ roots. The tonal melodies of the suffixes found on these roots in the nouns were 

also determined as /H/, /L/, /HL, and /LH/. No toneless noun suffixes are found. The 

tonal melodies of the prefixes are only /H/ and /L/. The underlying melodies of noun 

roots have been found to often map onto morphemes with equal or lesser number of 

TBUs as the Ts in the melody. The melodies of noun suffixes map onto morphemes of 

with equal but often greater number of TBUs as the Ts in the melody; rarely does a 

suffix melody map onto a segmental morpheme with more TBUs than the Ts in its tonal 

melody. In the association of Ts to TBUs following a specific set of Autosegmental 

theory rules, during word formation, the imbalance in the ratio of melody Ts to 

morpheme TBUs is solved through spreading of (both the /H/ and the /L/) tones, or 

through contour simplification and re-association strategies to ensure that each TBU is 

assigned one and only one surface tone. As a result, the TBUs of toneless noun roots 

receive surface tone through tone spreading from the affixes in the noun. This causes 

them to alternate between H-toned after an H-toned prefix or L-toned after an L-toned 
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prefix, through a left-to-right spreading, but always H-toned as the H of their /H/ or 

/HL/ suffix melodies, through a default right-to-left spreading, in the absence of the 

prefix when the nouns occur in isolation (as in a wordlist). For the four groups of roots 

that have underlying tone, the underlying tonal melodies can only be slightly altered, 

but in a different way during noun formation to exhibit downstep anytime the affixation 

creates a /HLH/ sequence, in which the L is singly linked. 

Five underlying melodies have been determined on verb roots: /H/, /L/, /HL/, 

/LH/, and /LHL/. Verb roots hence include an extra melody than noun roots, but unlike 

noun roots, no toneless verb roots have been encountered. The derivation of deverbal 

adjectives and deverbal substantives in which the verb roots have been examined 

follows exactly the same rules as the derivation of nouns. Downstep phenomenon also 

occurs in verbal form as in nouns. However, tone spreading will usually be prevented in 

these deverbal forms because verb roots usually have an equal or greater number of Ts 

in their melodies as the TBUs on their segmental tier. In the tone association, the 

epenthetic vowel, which is usually inserted between roots and suffixes to split consonant 

clusters, also serves to carry the extra T in verb root melodies. It has appeared, 

therefore, that this language tends to preserve underlying tones.  
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

7.1 Overview of the Significant Findings   

This final chapter overviews the significant findings of the study and gives some 

perspectives for further research, which relate to the segments and tones of Kabiye.  

Based on an assessment of the handful of segmental and tonal descriptions found 

amid a recently growing literature on Kabiye, research questions were stated, the 

answers to which would help revise the phonology and resolve competing results in the 

previous analyses. For the purpose, a more systematic and in-depth reanalysis of the 

segments and tone have been combined with more current phonological theories and 

tools to find answers to these research questions. The study’s results have confirmed 

parts of the results in previous studies, but at many points, it has also resulted in 

findings that are not in agreement with any of the previous studies. Accordingly, 

significant revisions have been proposed to the segmental and tonal phonology, the 

presentation of which endeavored to build upon the existing descriptions.  

7.1.1 Consonant System   

As an answer to the first research question that asked what the phonetic and 

phonological segments of Kabiye were, Chapter 4, which revises the consonantal 

phonology, presented the current study’s new phonetic inventory of consonantal 
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segments, which is almost identical to the previous phonetic inventory of consonants (in 

Lébikaza 1999: 87-88, 91), except in one important segment and a lesser important 

detail in another segment. Neither a velar glide nor a segment “[ɣ]” as defined in 

Lébikaza’s work (and in virtually all the preceding studies on Kabiye) is found in 

contemporary Kabiye. In addition, Lébikaza’s alveolar flap [ɾ] is replaced by the more 

appropriate IPA retroflex flap [ɽ].    

The phonological analysis of the consonants has brought an important revision 

to the inventory of obstruents, namely an underlying contrast in voicing. Examination of 

the voiced and voiceless obstruents alternations in the current study determined that two 

main factors affect voiced and voiceless obstruents in this language, unlike what was 

previously determined in Lébikaza 1999. The first factor is a phonological rule that 

devoices obstruents in utterance-initial positions (defined as positions that coincide with 

the beginning of a sentence, the beginning of a word occurring after a pause in a 

sentence, or the beginning of a word occurring in isolation, as in a wordlist). Adding to 

an already existing restriction on the distribution of consonants in word-final position, 

such a rule leaves voiced versus voiceless obstruents contrasts only in medial positions 

(both in the bare root and after a morpheme boundary). However, in the bare root, only 

the alveolar pairs /t/ vs. /d/ and /s/ vs. /z/ contrast through minimal pairs, though other 

voiced and voiceless obstruents are seen. After a morpheme boundary, voiced and 

voiceless obstruents are also seen in similar positions, but a second conditioning factor, 

which is of morphological nature, also affects obstruents; some specific constructions in 
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the language carry a floating voicing feature, so that all root-initials obstruents are 

always voiced in the environment of these constructions. But other constructions or 

environments are voicing-neutral such that a contrastive use of voiced and voiceless 

obstruents are seen in these environments. Consequently, in the voicing-neutral 

environments, the underlying inventory of obstruents is determined, which includes all 

the phonetic obstruents except the voiceless bilabial [p] and retroflex [ʈ]. Attesting both 

voiced and voiceless contrastive obstruents in the crucial voicing-neutral positions had a 

direct replication on the outcome of the new analysis; the inventory of contrastive 

consonants grew significantly. In addition to obstruents, another revision was made to 

the class of nasals, which now explicitly includes a nasal archiphoneme previously 

alluded to by Delord 1976; on the other hand, it has reaffirmed, following Lébikaza 

(1985, 1999), that the controversial velar nasal [ŋ], is not a contrastive segment. The 

unattested velar “/ɣ/” from earlier studies, is also not part of the revised consonant 

system. Other confirmed contrastive consonants include the liquid /l/ and the 

approximants /j w h/.   

In comparing the new phonological consonant system (Table  4.3) to the ones 

from previous studies, it is apparent that the new inventory resembles them in some 

ways, but it also departs from them in others. The new consonant table bears the most 

resemblance to the phonological inventory of the CLNK & SIL-Togo 1998 (Table     2.7 

on page 62), and to the one of Paaluki 1995 (Table     2.9), to a lesser extent. This is 

mainly seen in the first half of the new consonant table constituted by obstruents.  
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7.1.2 Vowel System 

The new analysis presented in Chapter 5, which answers the second main 

research question, has also revised the analysis of vowels. In addition to the nine short 

vowels phonemes /i ɪ e ɛ a o u ɔ ʊ/ common to all earlier vocalic systems, the revised 

phonological vocalic system also includes the nine long vowels /ii ɪɪ ee ɛɛ aa oo uu ɔɔ 

ʊʊ/ and a vocalic archiphoneme represented as /K/. 

This vocalic system is realized by a total of 55 vocoids. 18 of these vocoids, 

which already appeared in Lébikaza 1999, are monophthongs that form a symmetrical 

phonetic system (Table  2.1). The other vocoids included long vowels, extra long 

vowels, and three types of diphthongs. The vocalic archiphoneme, which is an 

underspecified segment, is not entirely realized in any single one of the 55 vocoids, but 

only partly comprised in some of them. It is a segment specified for only three features 

as [-consonantal, +back, -round] and takes the rest of its features in context from the 

vowel that precedes it. Therefore, it is realized as the back unrounded vocoids [ɰ ɯ ɤ ʌ 

ɑ] when it is preceded by the unrounded front vowels /i ɪ e ɛ a/, respectively, as the 

rounded high back vocoid [u] after the rounded back vowels /o u/, and as the rounded 

back high vocoid [ʊ] when it occurs after the rounded back vowels /ɔ ʊ/. Following the 

rounded back phonemes, therefore, the realizations [u] and [ʊ] of the archiphoneme 

merge phonetically with those of the back phonemes /u/ and /ʊ/. Hence, in the perfectly 

symmetrical phonetic system of 18 monophthongs, the unrounded back vocoids [ɰ ɯ ɤ 

ʌ ɑ] derive from both the archiphoneme and each of the unrounded front phonemes /i ɪ 
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e ɛ a/, respectively. On the other hand, the rounded front vocoids [y ʏ ø œ] derive from 

the rounded back vowels /o ɔ u ʊ/, respectively. The vocalic archiphoneme, which 

occurs mainly as a suffix, has exactly the same surface realizations after the long 

counterpart front and back phonemes. These long phonemes, however, will not surface 

as long in these contexts, but they will most likely undergo a vowel shortening. Indeed, 

the revised vocalic analysis has provided good grounds on which the phonological 

status of the long vocalic phonemes that were listed in some of the earlier studies should 

be confirmed. In contrast, extra long vowels and the three types of diphthongs have 

been shown to be non-contrastive.  

In comparing the new analysis’ results to the ones in previous studies, it can be 

said that the revised vocalic system has not confirmed the results of any single one of 

the earlier studies, but it has confirmed only parts of their results while introducing new 

ones. The initial inventory of vocoids identified by the current study is almost identical 

to the one presented in Lébikaza 1999, except for the third type of diphthongs 

(diphthongs gliding from a rounded back vowel or an unrounded front vowel to an 

unrounded high front vowel – see Figure  5.5), which were overlooked in Lébikaza 

1999. The revised vocalic analysis has confirmed the nine short phonemes on which all 

studies are in agreement, but which are the only contrastive vowels according to Delord 

1976, Paaluki 1995, Kassan 1996, and Lébikaza 1985/1999. But the current analysis has 

also confirmed the long contrastive vowels proposed by Roberts (2002, 2003) and 
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CLNK & SIL-Togo (1998). However, the revised phonological vocalic system departs 

from the latter works in a single important extra element, the vocalic archiphoneme /K/.  

The vocalic archiphoneme can be reconciled with these former studies to some 

extent. The choice of /K/ (“Big K”) to represent the vocalic archiphoneme identified in 

Kabiye is based on what is believed to be its segmental origin, as known from Delord’s 

study of early Kabiye forms in Koelle’s work. But the archiphoneme /K/ is similar to 

Lébikaza’s velar glide (which is also Delord's velar fricative) /ɣ/, which might have 

been a transitory segment in the historical evolvement of the archiphoneme. Hence, this 

/ɣ/ could have transitioned from the consonant system into the vocalic system as the 

vocalic archiphoneme. An archiphoneme in the vocalic system is also consistent with 

the common understanding that has emerged from the remaining earlier studies about 

their extra vocalic phonemes. The archiphoneme reflects the oneness of the underlying 

segment in their extra vocalic phonemes, which these earlier studies represented with 

the same symbol – whether graphically or as a symbol – as reflected in their “long 

pharyngealized” vowels /iɣ ɪɣ eɣ ɛɣ aɣ/ (Roberts 2002: 10, CLNK & SIL-Togo 1998, 

pp.1-2 of Esquisse de Grammaire Kabiye, Paaluki 1995: 16) or velarized allophones [iˠ 

ɪˠ eˠ ɛˠ aˠ] (in Padayodi 2008; also seen in the reported early forms listed in Koelle 

185454). Furthermore, these earlier works also clearly understood the connection of the 

vocalic archiphoneme to the front phonemes, since they always paired the /ɣ/ with one 

                                           
54 Velarized notations were already witnessed along with [ɣ] and [ᴚ] or [ʁ] notations in some of the early 

forms of Kabiye from the work of Koelle as reported by Delord (viz. ɖɛɣ́á [ɖɛ́ɣá] ‘house’, nɔɣ́ [nɔ́ɣ] 

‘mouth’, mancaɣá [mancaɣá] ‘I am sited’ in Delord 1976: 450-451).  
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of the front vowels (as seen in their notations). Under the current analysis, those 

combinations correspond to the (first type of) phonetic diphthongs [iɰ ɪɯ eɤ ɛʌ aɑ], 

respectively (see Figure  5.3). In other respects, like the /ɣ/ of Lébikaza (1999), the 

vocalic archiphoneme also provides grounds for a better explanation of all the deriving 

vocalic elements that represent the morpheme of the Inaccomplished, and thus grounds 

for dismissing the long pharyngealized vowels of Roberts (2002, 2003) and the CLNK 

& SIL-Togo (1998) as phonemes. Yet, better than the /ɣ/, which is no longer attested as 

such in the contemporary form of the language, the understanding of the vocalic nature 

of the archiphoneme /K/ in the current analysis more appropriately relates this 

underspecified segment to the phonetic elements that represent it in the vocalic system.  

Another important revision was made to the traditional description of the 

difference between the two series of Kabiye vowels as relating to the tongue root 

advancement (ATR) in the articulation of one series versus its lack in the other series. 

This revision was necessary to reflect the reported findings of the recent laryngoscopic 

case studies of Edmondson & Esling 2006 and Edmondson et al. 2007, which showed 

that the laryngeal mechanism in the articulation of Kabiye vowels involved not only a 

retracted tongue, but also a constriction of the aryepiglottic fold. The description of the 

two series of vowels was accordingly revised in terms of [RTR] (for Retracted Tongue 

Root) and [CONSTR] (for constricted aryepiglottic fold): the traditional [-ATR] series 

of vowels produced with a Retracted Tongue Root and a constricted aryepiglottic fold 

has been associated with the new label [+CONSTR]/[+RTR] and the traditional 
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[+ATR] series of vowels that are produced with a lack of both constriction and tongue 

root retraction has been associated with the new label [-CONSTR]/[-RTR].  

Hence, the revisit of Kabiye segmental phonology has led to a general revision 

of the understanding of the analysis vowels and consonants at the phonetic and 

phonological levels. In addition to the analysis itself, the contribution of the new study 

to the phonology also applies to the resulting inventories. From their underlying forms 

to their surface manifestations, many of the consonants and vowels of Kabiye undergo 

important alterations, which make them become alike on the surface in same 

environments. Therefore, minimal pairs are not sufficient to uncover all the sounds that 

are contrastive among those inventoried at the phonetic level. The alterations hold the 

key information that can lead to a determination of the contrastive segments.   

7.1.3 Contrastive Tones and Lexical Tonal Melodies   

Tone analysis in Chapter 6, which answers the third main research question, has 

revised the lexical tonal melodies of noun roots and verb roots as well as those of the 

nominal suffixes and also shown some acoustic characteristics of tone through 

investigation of pitch tracks and F0 measurements.  

The acoustic analysis has investigated the pitch tracks of high and low tones and 

those of high-low and low-high tone sequences and found that the high tone and the low 

tone manifest quite opposite pitch trajectories. The high tone is characterized by a 

gradual rise (i.e., an upward movement) and the low tone by a gradual fall (i.e., a 

downward movement) in the pitch trajectory, but with a bigger slope for the low tone 
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than the high tone. On the other hand, the pitch trajectories of the high-low and the low-

high tone sequences do not correspond to their phonological autosegmental 

understanding. The trajectory of the high-low sequence is gradually and steadily falling 

(i.e., a downward movement), in a way quite similar to the trajectory of the low tone, 

but with a steeper and bigger slope. The low-high sequence manifests a gradual rising 

trajectory that is also quite similar to the trajectory of the high tone, but with a steeper 

and bigger slope.  

The phonological analysis has confirmed the /H/ and the /L/ as the only 

distinctive tones of Kabiye, but it has revised the tonal melodies specified on the basic 

component morphemes of the word, which are roots and affixes. The current study has 

identified five groups of noun roots, one of which includes toneless roots (/T0/ roots) 

and the other four groups of noun roots specified for lexical tonal melodies as /H/, /L/, 

/HL/, and /LH/. The study has also indicated five groups of verb roots, but with slightly 

different lexical tonal melodies, which are H/, /L/, /HL/, /LH/, and /LHL/. Noun 

suffixes, which attach to noun roots and verb roots (to derive relational locatives in 

Kabiye from verb roots), have been determined to carry the same tonal melodies as 

noun roots, which are /H/, /L/, /HL, and /LH/. Prefix pronouns, on the other hand, have 

been determined to carry only two melodies, which are /H/ and /L/.  

In the phonological word constituted of the noun root or the verb root and 

affixes (optional prefix and noun class suffix), the surface tonal pattern of the noun is 

quite consistent with the lexical tonal melodies of the component morphemes, which 
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undergo little or no change. The main phonological alteration that the lexical melodies 

may undergo is the downstep phenomenon, which occurs in any /HLH/ sequence, when 

the /L/ is singly associated. Noun of toneless roots, on the other hand, exhibit significant 

tonal alternations due to their toneless root TBUs receiving surface tones from the 

affixes through spreading of the H tone (HTS) or the L tone (LTS). Therefore, the roots 

of these nouns carry the same tone as the prefix in the noun, or as the H tone from their 

/H/ or /HL/ suffix melodies. 

7.2 Directions for future research 

While the current study has led to a fuller understanding of Kabiye phonology, 

there are a number of phenomena that merit additional study, both phonologically and 

phonetically. For example, under the current study, the understanding of existing 

devoicing-environments, voicing-environments, and voicing-neutral environments in 

Kabiye, accounts for most of the data (virtually all noun roots and roughly 90% of verb 

roots) but still leaves a few exceptions. These exceptions relate to a very small 

percentage of data – verb roots, specifically, illustrated by the verbs ‘to massage’ and 

‘to die’ (in Table  4.8 on page 176), for which it remains unclear what determines the 

surfacing of the voicing specification of the initial obstruent. Though these verbs tend to 

follow the same pattern as most other verbs, they occasionally exhibit unexpected 

voicing specifications of the initial obstruent in the voicing-neutral environments. The 

roots constituting this small percentage would benefit from further investigation; of 
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particular interest would be knowing the extent to which this apparently marked pattern 

is found in other root paradigms.  

The analysis developed under the current study has shown that morphology plays 

a role in the surfacing of the underlying voicing specifications of obstruents based on 

which most of the contrastive voiced and voiceless consonants can be identified in 

Kabiye. The new account presented in the current study does explain virtually all the data, 

though with some inconsistency in a small percentage of the data. A future avenue would 

be to pursue the revised analysis from a language typology perspective to find out if some 

related African languages present similar morpho-phonological patterns. 

In other respect, the study of the sounds of Kabiye can be furthered in many other 

ways, such as from a diachronic and a variation perspective. A study of consonants or 

vowels from a historical linguistics point of view could seek possible diachronic change 

in other consonants or vowels than the vocalic archiphoneme. The consonants or vowels 

could also be studied from a dialectal variation perspective, to determine the rules that 

apply to segments (and probably to tone as well) in the non-standard varieties of Kabiye. 

For instance, through some contact during the current investigation, it was apparent that 

in the Kabiye variety of Koumea the voicing-neutral environments distinction was not 

made like in the Kɛẁɛ varieties studied in this research. This raises the serious question 

of how (or if at all) this variety contrasts voiced and voiceless consonants underlyingly.   

Tone investigation, which is limited to the phonological word, needs to be 

furthered in order to uncover and describe tonal alterations that lie beyond the word, such 
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as sentence-level and potential discourse-level tonal alterations. An acoustic study of tonal 

phenomena, such as declination, downstep, and downdrift, can also be conducted to show 

their phonetic nature and show how differently they might be manifested, and how they 

might also compare to the phenomena described in similar terms in other related or non-

related tone languages.  

Based on the results of the current tone investigation, some suggestions can be made 

regarding the issue of marking tone in the writing system of Kabiye. This study has shown 

that Kabiye contrasts only two level tones, /H/ and /L/. Further, it has determined that there 

is only the tonal phenomenon of downstep that occurs at the word level. By this 

phenomenon, the contrastive tones in a sequence of /HLH/, where the /L/ is associated to a 

single TBU, become realized as [HMM], which brings the number of pitch levels of tone to 

three, as [H], [M], and [L]. As a starting point of showing tone in the orthography, these 

three word-level pitch distinctions in tone can be shown as [  ́], [  ̄], and [ ̀], respectively, as 

is already being done in some languages that contrast three tones. Alternatively, downstep 

could also be indicated by a superscripted exclamation point (!) before the syllable with the 

affected H-toned TBU, as it is done in phonological transcriptions. In either case, however, 

there will be a need for an additional way of indicating further sentence-level tonal 

alterations, such as downdrift, which tend to allow for more pitch levels than the ones seen 

at the word-level. Study of sentence-level tone manifestations could better contribute to the 

understanding of how to represent those tonal alterations.    
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TONAL FRAMES 
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Examples of the substitution frames:  

Frame 1 

[tɔ ̀zɪ ̀ __________  ɖɔɖ̀ɔ]̀  ‘say  __________  again’  

 

Frame 2 

[á nɪ ́ __________  ɛ ́ná]  ‘who has ever heard  __________ ?’ 

 

Frame 3 

[pà- __________ ] ‘their-__________’  

 

Frame 4 

[ɲá- __________ ] ‘your-__________’ 

 

Frame 5 

[kɪ-́ __________ ] ‘(Adjr)’ 

 

Frame 6 

[ɖɪ ̀ __________ ] ‘(Pref.)’ 
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WORD GAMES   
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Game  

 

Example 1: 

Noun:  [ɛj̀ʊ́] ‘person’ 

Verb: [ʈàɑĺʊ̀ʊ]̀ ‘to be tall’ 

Adjective = [ɛj̀ʊ́ kɪ-́ɽāɑl̄-ʊ]̀ ‘tall person’   

 

Example 2: 

Noun:  [ʈʊ̀ḿ] ‘snake’ 

Verb: [sɪb́ʊ̀] ‘to die’ 

Adjective = [ʈʊ̀ḿ kɪ-́sɪb̄-ʊ]̄ ‘dead snake’ 
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SAMPLE NOUN ROOTS AND VERB ROOTS 
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/àbal-/   ‘male, man’ 

/àʤɛj-/  ‘countries’ 

/àɡòòz-/  ‘weeding’ 

/àɡúlùmɡu-/  ‘vulture’ 

/akaj-/    ‘(a species of snake)’ 

/àkoj-/   ‘non-ripe fruit’ 

/àlèèw-/ ‘devil’ 

/àʧɛj-/    ‘hooves’ 

/àtɛj-/    ‘mahogany fruit pod’ 

/áʧɛj-/  ‘adultery’ 

/àvɛj́-/    ‘jubilation’ 

/bàz-/   ‘start’ 

/bé-/  ‘kernels’ 

/bɛ-́/  ‘stones’  

/bɛd̀-/    ‘to sell’ 

/bèénd-/  ‘to lament’ 

/bɛl̀-/   ‘girl’   

/bɛm̀-/  ‘to deprive’ 

/bɪʤ-/   ‘scorpion’  

/bɪj́-/  ‘stone’  

/bɪj̀al-/   ‘son’  

/bìm-/  ‘burry’ 

/bɪǹ-/    ‘to grow old’ 

/bɪz̀-/   ‘to succeed’ 

/bɔ-́/    ‘palm tree’ 

/bɔɖ́-/    ‘mosquito’ 

/bɔz̀-/   ‘to ask’ 

/ból-   ‘daughter-in-law’ 

/bʊ̀dɔd-/ ‘pity’ 

/ʤàa-/    ‘rest’ 

/ʤaafel-/  ‘a turtle’  

/ɖàál-/   ‘to get long’ 

/ʤàK-/   ‘sit’ 

/ʤàk͡pada-/  ‘species of snake’ 

/ɖàl-/  ‘brother’  

/ʤàŋk̀èl-/  ‘a sieve’ 

/ʤɛt̀-/   ‘to lie’ 

/ɖàz-/   ‘rotten’ 

/ɖɔɔ̀-/  ‘to grow many’ 

/dɔk̀-/    ‘eat’ 

/ɖɔm̀́-    ‘salt’ 

/ɖɔǸd-/  ‘age group’ 

/ɖé-/    ‘good’ 

/ɖɛɛ̀-/  ‘leave’ 

/ɖèeb-/  ‘sauce pan’ 

/ɖɛj̀-́/    ‘to flatter’ 

/dàna-/  ‘joke’ 

/dèl-/   ‘baobab tree’ 

/dɛḿ̀-/   ‘finish’ 

/dɛt-/   ‘earth, ground’,  

/dɛt̀ɪj́-/   ‘struggle’  

/dɪm̀́-/   ‘gun powder’ 

/doj-/    ‘your warthog’ 

/ɖòó-/   ‘night’  

/ɖòo-/   ‘to sleep’ 

/dòoven-/  ‘truth’  

/ɖʊ̀ḿ-/   ‘snake’ 

/ɛs̀-/    ‘eye’ 

/ɛs̀ɔ-́/    ‘God’ 

/èɡ͡bél-/     ‘maternal uncle’  

/èveb-/   ‘young man’ 

/fɛb̀-/  ‘massage’ 

/fɛɛ̀-́/    ‘shame’  

/fèm-/  ‘awake’ 

/ɡ͡bàamz-/  ‘pepper’ 

/ɡ͡bàḰ-/  ‘take’ 
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/ɡ͡bàtʃa-/  ‘a machete’ 

/ɡb͡ɛl̀ɛk-/  ‘learn’ 

/ɡ͡bɪń-/    ‘animal’ 

/ɡèles-/   ‘rinse’  

/ɡɛt́-̀/  ‘peanut’ 

/ɡìs-/    ‘look back’ 

/ɡìt-́/  ‘return’ 

/ɡɔʤ̀ɔ-́/ ‘fly’ 

/ɡoo-/   ‘water pot’ 

/ɡùʤuk-/  ‘Sunday’  

/ɡʊ̀ɲɔ-/  ‘suffering’  

/há-/   ‘give’                      

/hab-/  ‘road’  

/háj-/   ‘farm’ 

/háK-/   ‘dog’ 

/hàk-/    ‘a plow’  

/hàl-/    ‘female, woman’  

/hàz-/   ‘sweep’   

/hé-/   ‘goat’ 

/hɛj̀-́/    ‘to pay’ 

/híz-/   ‘cut’ 

/hɔɔ̀ĺ-̀/  ‘to carry on shoulder’ 

/hòlós-̀/ ‘to sip’ 

/hʊ́j-/    ‘have diarrhea’ 

/hʊ̀ʊ-/  ‘to soften’ 

/jàb-/    ‘buy’ 

/jàb-/  ‘buy’ 

/jɔɔ̀d̀-/   ‘talk, speak’ 

/jɔ̀k̀-́/   ‘to break’ 

/jɔśɔ-/        ‘mother-in-law’ 

/jòo-/   ‘fight’ 

/kàaw-/ ‘rock’ 

/kàbɪjɛ-/  ‘Kabiye’ 

/kàɖ-/   ‘resist’  

/kaɲa-/  ‘meanness’ 

/kɛd̀-/    ‘be good’ 

/kel-/   ‘tooth’ 

/kì-/    ‘fat’  

/kíl-/   ‘forehead’ 

/kɪm̀ɛlɛm-/ ‘idiot 

/kìz-/    ‘to refuse’  

/kɔj́-/  ‘medicine’ 

/kɔ-̀kɔ-̀/  ‘gourd’  

/kɔĺ-̀/  ‘to exorcize’  

/kɔɔ̀-/   ‘come’ 

/kòj-́/   ‘to pick up’ 

/kòob-/  ‘kinship’ 

/k͡pá-/  ‘catch’ 

/k͡pá-/  ‘to climb’ 

/k͡pàam-/  ‘insanity’ 

/k͡pám̀-/  ‘to hunt’ 

/k͡pèl-/    ‘chair’ 

/k͡pèm-/  ‘go home’  

/k͡péz-/  ‘to cough’ 

/k͡pɛz̀-/  ‘to uproot’ 

/kʊ-́/    ‘to kill’ 

/kùbu-/  ‘a loud cry’ 

/kʊ̀dɔm-/   ‘sickness’ 

/kʊ̀j-́/  ‘to stand up’ 

/là-/   ‘wilderness’ 

/lá-/    ‘forest’ 

/làa-/    ‘to immolate’  

/láb-/   ‘do’ 

/làk-/    ‘action’ 

/làNhʊlʊm-/  ‘joy’   

/lèb-/   ‘to get lost’ 
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/lɛɛ̀-/    ‘to wear (shoe, etc.)’ 

/lèej-/   ‘to play’ 

/lɛj̀-́/    ‘to be first’ 

/lɛK̀-/   ‘to snatch’ 

/lèm-/  ‘dry (in the sun)’ 

/li-/   ‘neck  

/lìb/  ‘to swallow’ 

/lìi-/    ‘to dip’   

/lɪɪ̀-/    ‘to get out’   

/lɪm̀́-/   ‘water’ 

/lòm-/   ‘cut at’ 

/lòo-/    ‘to serve (food)’  

/lɔ-́/    ‘to throw’ 

/lɔb̀-/  ‘to thatch’ 

/lɔɔ̀ɖ-/    ‘car’ 

/lú-/    ‘to whip’ 

/lʊb̀-/   ‘to wrestle’  

/lùb-/  ‘to forge’ 

/lʊ̀l/   ‘to deliver’ 

/lʊ̀ʊ-/   ‘to weave’ 

/má-/   ‘rice’ 

/màb-/   ‘to beat’ 

/mɪK̀n-/ ‘nasal mucus’ 

/mɪl̀-/   ‘to steal’ 

/mɔɔ̀-/    ‘noses’ 

/mɔɔ̀j́-/   ‘bone’ 

/múz-̀/   ‘to groan’ 

/ɲá-/   ‘bitterness’ 

/ɲàm-/    ‘heart’ 

/ɲàs-/   ‘to bite’ 

/ɲɪm̀́-/         ‘wealth’ 

/ɲɔɔ̀-/   ‘to drink’  

/na-/    ‘bovide’ 

/ná-/    ‘to see’ 

/nàḿ-/  ‘antelope’ 

/náNd-/  ‘meat’ 

/nɔ-́/   ‘cow’ 

/nɔɔ-/    ‘mouth’ 

/nèze-/  ‘grandmother’ 

/Ǹɡ͡b-/        ‘alliance’ 

/nɪɪ̀-/   ‘to understand’ 

/nɪm̀-/   ‘to become convex’ 

/nìm-/    ‘rope’    

/Ǹzʊlʊm-/ ‘tongue’ 

/sàm-/   ‘to praise’ 

/sɔ-́/  ‘venom’ 

/sɔɔ̀-/  ‘to forget’ 

/sɔj́-/  ‘to aspirate’ 

/sɔɔ̀-́/  ‘mortar’  

/sé-/    ‘to run’ 

/sɛ-̀/    ‘to benefit’  

/sɛj́-̀/   ‘grandchild’ 

/sèḰ-/    ‘to lift up’    

/séz-̀/  ‘reach’ 

/sɪb̀-/  ‘to die’ 

/sìd-́/   ‘to mix’ 

/sɪɪ̀-/  ‘lay down’  

/sɪm̀-/  ‘to know’ 

/sómòl-/ ‘papaya’ 

/sʊ-́/  ‘hernia’ 

/sʊ-́/  ‘Nereid fruit’ 

/sʊl̀ʊm-/ ‘to ask for’ 

/sʊ̀ʊ-/  ‘to enter’ 

/sú-/    ‘tail’ 

/sùm-/   ‘be quite’ 

/súz-̀/  ‘to publicize’ 
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/ʧà-/   ‘want’   

/ʧàá-/   ‘father’  

/ʧàK-/   ‘sit’ 

/tʃàlɪm̀́-/     ‘blood’ 

/tʃàt-/    ‘sift’  

/tʃa-tʃa-/  ‘grasshopper’ 

/ʧɛl̀-́/  ‘to hand over’  

/tʃɛt̀-/    ‘lie’ 

/tʃɪj̀-́/  ‘to tear’ 

/ʧɔʤ́ɔ-́/      ‘priest’ 

/ʧòz-́/   ‘to take some’ 

/ʧʊ̀lɪś-̀/  ‘to sharpen’ 

/ʧùul-/   ‘navel’   

/tákàj-/  ‘book’  

/tàl-/   ‘arrive’ 

/tàl-/    ‘arrive’ 

/tám-/   ‘to bind’ 

/tè-/   ‘to sustain’  

/tèe-/  ‘to sing’ 

/tɛj̀ɪ/́   ‘(twin male name)’ 

/tɛḰlɪm-/  ‘clear top of a drink’ 

/tɛm̀-/  ‘to finish’ 

/tɪ-/   ‘tree’ 

/tɪz̀-/  ‘to cook’ 

/tìm-/   ‘to cut down’ 

/tɔ-́/    ‘a bow’ 

/tɔ-́/    ‘to shoot’ 

/tɔm̀́-/   ‘language’  

/tɔɔna-/  ‘food’  

/tʊ-́/   ‘bee’ 

/tú-/   ‘elephant’ 

/tulut-/  ‘stupidity’ 

/tùm-/   ‘to clear (land)’ 

/tʊ̀m-/    ‘work’ 

/vɛɛ̀-́/    ‘shame’ 

/vɛt̀-́/   ‘to fan’ 

/vet-/   ‘toads’ 

/wàb-/    ‘to win’   

/wàɖ-/   ‘to demolish’  

/wíj-/    ‘king’ 

/wɪś-̀/     ‘sun’ 

/wòb-/  ‘to go’ 

/zàɖ-/    ‘frog’ 

/zɛm̀-/      ‘rat’ 

/zɛt̀-́/  ‘to cut’ 

/zìK-/    ‘to plant’ 

/zɪm̀́-/    ‘death’  

/zɔ-́/         ‘odor’ 

/zɔk̀ɔl-/          ‘(fufu) meal’ 

/zɔɔ̀t-/   ‘mess’  
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